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Printed in BelgiumThe President and the Members  of the Commission  of the European  Communities  to
the President  of the European Parliament
Sir,
Ife have the honour to present the General  Report on the Activities of the Communities,
which the Commission  is required to publish by Article 18 of the Treaty establishing a
Single Council and a Single Commission  of the European Communities.
This report, for 1987, is the twenty-first  since the merger of the executives.
In accordance with the procedure described  in the Declaration on the system for fixing
Community farm prices contained in the Accession  Documents of 22 January 1972, the
Commission  has already sent Parliament  the 1987 Report on the Agricultural  Situation
in the Community.
Under Article 122 of the Treaty establishing  the European Economic  Community, the
Commission  is also preparing a Report on Social Developments in the Community in
1987.
And, in accordance with an undertaking  given to Parliament on 7 June 1971', the
Commission  is preparing  its seventeenth  annual Report on Competition Policy.
Please accept, Sir, the expression of our highest consideration.
Brussels, 9 February  1988The following  currency abbreviations are being used in all language versions of the
General Report and of the other reports published in conjunction  with it.
ECU :  European currency unit
BFR  :  Belgische  frank/franc  belge
DKR :  Dansk krone
DM  :  Deutsche  Mark
DR  :  Drachma
ESC =  Escudo
FF  =  Franc  frangais
HFL  :  Nederlandse gulden (Hollandse florijn)
IRL  :  lrish oound
LFR  :  Franc luxembourgeois
LIT  :  Lira italiana
PTA  :  Peseta
UKL  :  Pound sterling
USD :  United States dollarSummary
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General survey
Tbe main euents and trends of 1957 - 
the drarnatic change in East-West
relations, monetary instability,  unemploymeit,  the US budget deficit and-Third
'World indebtedness - 
are oil 
"holl"nges 
which the Comrnunity has to face up
to and. which raise the question how ii can safeguard its prosperity  and security.
and at the same time'promote increased cooperation ,betuteen industrialized
and d.eueloping countries. For tbe first time, before the Venice Summit, the
Council, oi ti,  Commission's request, took a significant s-tep forward by
d.iscussi.ng tbe coordination of economic policies throughout the Community'
Would the Community prouide itself with the means to assurne its international
fesponsibitities and ili,  up to the new ambitions enshrined in the Single
European Act?
Completion of the large internal market by the end of 199.2 in line utith the
deciiion of the Europian Council is essential to produce  the necessary boost-
but is not'enougb  in itself to build the Community. Economic conuergence and
the implementition of flanking policies are the main factors uhich distinguisb
a fr""-trad." area from' an economic  area in uhich the free mouen ent of workers,
gliod' and. capital creates more gro,wth and with it more employment. The
Targe market must therefore lead to the,creation of a genu,ine comftton economic
anZ. social area based on solidarity uthere tbe rules of the market and cooper-
ation between the political institutions  and the htto sides of industry are the
order of the day.
Tbe Commission's actiuities were consequently  concentrated  on four main
objectiues:
(i) striuing for greater economic  cohesion between the regions of the c-om-
' ' i"nnl  ihroitgl, flanking policies capitalizing  fully on the interdependence
of the" Membi, itat"r' iconomies in an attempt to obtain bigher growth;
(ii) laying the found.ations for a European social area geared to progress  and.
' ' oi efiectiue fight againit unemployment  in order to prouide economic and
social support for completion of the large market;
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(iii) strengthening  tbe European Monetary system by encouraging  Member
state,s to cooperate on the regulation of financial and foreign-exchange
rnarkets and the liberalization of capital mouements;
(iu) relaunching Europe's technological  offensiue using the releuant com-
munity programmes to stimulate the sectors essential to the third industrial
reuolution  and facilitate the necessary  changes in the crisis industries.
Thirty years after the signing of the Treaties of Rome and one year after the
accession of spain and Portugal, the diuersity  of the community continued to
increase  and measures  had to be taken to adjust accordingly.
The -Single-European  Act, which entered into force on 1 July after ratification
by the parliaments  of the Member states in accordance  wit-h Article 33,1 sets
new objectiues for the Community, including completion  of tbe internal market
by 1992 coupled witb the strengthening of economic and social cobesion.
The Single Act is the expression of a renewed determination  to make the
improuements essential for decision-making  and effectiue action. It rnust now
be applied forcefully and constructiuely.
on-15 F-eb.ruary, after the President's tour of the community capitals in the
uake of the London European council in December  798G, the commission
adopted a communication  entitled 'The single Act: A new frontier for Europe',
ubich prouides a balanced and coberent blueprint for the community in the
years ahead. Tbe plan it contains not only couers the financing of the com-
munity and the continwed reform of the comlnon agricultural  poliry but also
aims to implement the Single Act in its entirety by targeting creation of the
common economic area, more uigorous economic growth, greater effectiueness
on t-he part of the institutions, strentbened  budgetary discipline, ond'o "o**on and strong external economic policy.
Presenting the plan to the European Parliament  in Strasbourg on 1g February,
the President of the Commission made the following statemeit:
'Europe cannot duck this appointment  with itself in 19g7. The single Act
puts it under a political obligation to keep this appointment, and what the
Contmission is proposing is a complete and coherent package  setting out the
Bolicies and means required in order to implement tbe singli Act, nolhing but
the Single Act, but th4whole Single Act. Wbat is at issue is ndeed the credi-bilitv
of the constrwction of Europe...'.
1  Eleven Member States had deposited  instruments  of ratification by 31 December  1986. Ireland followed
suit on 24 June 1987 after the positive ourcome  of the referendum'held on 26 Mav.
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If it is to succeed in its neu responsibilities,  the Community must first complete
the reforms put in hand, especially since 7984, with a uietu to adapting its old
policies to new conditions: the reform of the comrnon  agricuhural  policy to
accommodate the change in production and trade patterns, wbile safeguarding
Community preference, the unified market and financial solidarity and taking
into account the preponderance of family-run farms and their role in regional
deuelopment; the reform of the structural Funds to make of them instruments
of economic deueloprnent, thus illustrating the Community's political resolue
to strengtben  its econornic  and social cobesion;  and the reform of the financial
rules to tighten budgetary discipline. Finally, if it is to be in a position to attain
the obiectiues  set out in the Single Act, the Community will haue to haue the
financial resources needed to fulfil the commitments  stemming from the Act.
The main priority is to achieue a new balance in the structure of expenditure
betuteen now and L992 by implementing the Commission  proposal to double
the appropriations of the structural Funds and to contain the upward trend in
agricuhural e xp enditure.
The reform of the structural Funds is not the only way to strengthen cohesion:
the conuergence of economic policies, tbe beneficial effects of the large internal
market, and the positiue impact of increased  monetary and technological
cooperation also haue a part to play.
Agricuhural expend.iture  canflot be contained uithout improuing market man-
agement, notably by creating a realistic financial framework, introducing stabi'
lizers for the market organizations  and reforming the management of EAGGF
Guarantee Section expenditure. The cohesion which is a prerequisite  for the
introduction of stabilizers calls in turn for continuation of a firm external
policy.
The Commission proposals  for reform of the financial rules to improue budget-
ary management - 
strengthening the principle of annuality, increased strictness
in tbe forecasting and utilization of appropriations, improued  transparency  - are an essential adjunct to budgetary discipline.
The Comrnunity needs a budget wbich is cornmensurate with the ambitious
objectiues of the Single Act, which is efficient and which is both a reflection
of the solidarity betueen Mernber  States and regions and a clear indication of
what the Community  wants for itself and the outside world, in particular  as
regards deuelopment aid policy. On the reuenue side the ouerall obiectiue is to
adiust the balance of Member States' contributions  to the budget. The Com'
mission has therefore  proposed  introducing  a fourth resource so that contri-
butions reflect relatiue prosperity more accurately.
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Despite tbe temptation to discuss only short-term  probleffis  and defer consider-
ation of the Comrnission  proposals to a later date, the Brussels European
Council of 29 and 30 lune opted for retaining the Commission  package as a
whole in its original form.
As regards reform of tbe common agricubural poliqy, it confirmed tbe need
for better adjustment of supply to demand through meAsures enabling the
market to play a greater role and agreed that the reforms to be introduced
could be accompanied by direct, selectiue income support. lt endorsed  the
Commission's  thinking on the need to rationalize the basic objectiues of the
structural Funds and to concentrate on specific objectiues and stated that it
intended to fix a financial objectiue for allocations to the Funds for 7992 as'
part of the Comrnunity's new financial system and to adopt a mubiannual
reference framework.  The European Council also agreed that the Community
must haue stable and guaranteed resources enabling it to cope utith the conse-
quences of decisions connected with the implementation of its main policies
and that the financing systett should take greater account of the proportionality
of contributions  in accordance with the relatiue prosperity of tbe Member
States; it also insisted that the use of these resources should be subject to
effectiue and binding budgetary discipline.
After the Brussels European Council the Commission accordingly presented
the Council  and Parliament with formal texts on the four key issues deab with
in its communication  on the Single Act:
(i) new financial resources for the Community;
(ii) strengthened  budgetary discipline;
(iii) reform of the structural Funds;
(iu) continued reform of the common agricultural policy.
ln Nouember  Parliament confirmed  its political support for the Commission
package  by underlining the inseparable link between completion of the large
internal market, economic and social cohesion, agricuhural policy reform and
reuision of the financing  system.
The European  Council ended its Copenhagen meeting of 4 and 5 December
without a decision on tbe programme contained in'The Single Act: A new
frontier for Europe' - 
which the Commission  upholds in full - 
and decided
to meet again in Brussels on 77 and 1.2 February.
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The Community in the world
,While the key internal euent of 7987 was the entry into force of the Single Act,
the dominant feature of the year externally was the continuation or initiation
of negotiations utith a number of partners. As in 1986, Community acti.on and
initiatiues in international forums and relations with tbe deueloping countries
as a whole euolued fauourably  and were in many cases brought to a satisfactory
conclusion.  The same was true of relations uith uirtually all the indusuialized
countries, though some bilateral dffirences witb the United States and lapan
were resolued only after ubat were at times difficub negotiations.
ln accordance  uitb the principles laid d.own by the European Council, which
considers that the strengthening of an open international trading systeln based
on a fair balance bettueen rights and obligations  is of prime importance for the
prosperity of industrialized and deueloping  countries alike, the Community
established its basic position in preparation for the Uruguay Round. The
Community also successfully defended these ideas of balance and fairness at
tbe seuenth session of tbe United Nations Conference on Trade and Deuelop-
ment, the final act of which largely corresponds  to tbe Community's objectiues.
This same concept of an open international trading systern underlies the
Community's approach to its relations with the industrialized countries and is
also in line with the declaration issued at the close of tbe Western Economic
Summit in Venice.
ln January the Community concluded  an agreement utith the United States
under Article XX|V.6 of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade concern-
ing the effects of enlargement. Howeuer, it was not long before other problems
emerged, including a restrictiue US trade bill and the citrus fruit and pasta
issue. The latter was resolued after tricky negotiations.  Tbe United States also
attempted to call in question the structures and operations of the Airbus'
Industrie consortium. The Comrnission and the four Member  States concerned
responded forcefully, pointing out that tbe United States ciuil aircraft industry
benefits frorn aid under military ROD programlnes. lmplementation  of tbe
Directiue on hormones is yet anotber,  more recent cause of dispute.
The Community continued its long tuait for Japan to translate into action its
repeated promises to open up its market. The Council again deplored the
worsening of the trade imbalance due to tbe lach of any real balance of benefits
between tbe two partners and expressed  the hope that lapan would take further
action to open up its market and implement its trade progrdmme.  Meanwhile,
action by the Comrnunity led to the condemnation by GATT of Japan's
discriminatory taxes on imports of Community  spirits.
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Approuing the 70th annual report on cooperation uith the countries of the
European Free Trade Association, tbe Council welcomed the considerable
progress made in strengthening cooperation, and in particular  in establishing,
in parallel with the Community's  own internal market, the wider European
economic area endorsed by the Luxembourg Conference  in April 1984. lt also
adopted decisions concluding two conuentions  between the Community  and
the EFTA countries, one on the simplification  of trade formalities and tbe other
on comnron arrangements  for goods in transit.
Horizons are widening in relations with the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance  and its indiuidual member countries: negotiations are in Progress
with Czecboslouakia and Hungary;  negotiations  haue also been opened with
Romania with a uiew to an agreement on economic and commercial cooper-
ation.
Community  relations with the deueloping  countries euolued positiuely. The
conclusion of post-enlargement  protocols and the renewal of the financial
protocols  with the Maghreb  and Masltreq countries prouided a fresh boost for
the close relations  maintained by the Community  with all tbe Mediterranean
countries. To allow the Community to respond more effectiuely to the expec-
tations of certain non-associated deueloping  countries, the Council adopted
new guidelines on industrial cooperation  between  European firms and firms in
countries in Latin America, Asia, tbe Gulf and the Mediterranean  at an
intermediate  stage of deuelopment. In the case of Latin America, and notably
Central America, the Community  also prouided support,  wheneuer possible,
for regional integration and for moues to restore democracy. But it uas in its
relations with the ACP States and the poorest countries that the Community
uas most actiue. The Council agreed on A comrnon position on the Commission
communication  calling for a special 100 million ECU Community programme
to help certain highly indebted low-income countries of sub-Saharan Africa.ln
this same spirit of actiue solidarity,  the Council adopted two Regulations
establishing a system of compensation for loss of export earnings for least-
deueloped countries not signatory to the Lomi Conuention. Finally, it also
adopted a Regulation on food-aid policy and management designed to adapt
food aid rnore effectiuely to current deuelopment conditions and requirements
and to make it a lnore efficient instrument in the quest for food security.
These major achieuernents in Cornmuni.ty relations with tbe deueloping
countries prouide a solid basis for continuing the dialogue with the Third
.World in the run-up to the forthcoming opening of negotiations on a new EEC-
ACP agreement to replace the third Lomi Conuention,  which expires in 1989.
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Community institutions and financing
Section 7
Institutions and other bodies
European policy and relations between the institutions
European policy
Single European Act
1. Following a referendum  in May, 1 the Irish Constitution was amended,
thereby enabling Ireland to ratify the Single European Act.2 The instruments
of ratification  were deposited  on 24 June.
The Single Act was then able to enter into force on 1 July.3 The cooperatibn
procedure between Council and Parliament accordingly  began to operate in the
second half of the year.
'Tbe Single Act: A new frontier for Europe'
2.  Under the stimulus of the results of the Fontainebleau  European Council
in June 19844 and bolstered by the initiatives of Parliament and the backing
of all sections of society, the European  Community  has been looking to the
future. To begin with, L985 saw the Heads of State or Government approve
1  Bull. EC 5-1987,  ooint 2.4.4. 2  Supplement  ZlSk - 
s"ll. EC; Twentieth  General Report, point 1.
3  OJ L 169,29.6.1987'  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.4.5. a  Bull. EC 6-1984,  point 1.1.1 et seq.
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the objective of completing the single market by 1.992 (Milan European
Council)1  and then the Single European Act (Luxembourg  European Council),
which provides the appropriate  institutional structure for achieving this objec-
tive.
The following year was that of the accession of Spain and Portugal and the
launching of the first integrated Mediterranean  programmes as a demonstration
of the move to promote  economic and social cohesion.
By July 1987 the Single European  Act had been ratified by all the national
parliaments. However, even before this, the Commission  had in February sent
the Council and Parliament  a coherent package of reform proposals to adapt
Community policies to the consequences  of the Single Act:2
(i) reform of the common agricultural policy, to restore a long-term  economic
and social future to European farming;
(ii) reform of the Community's structural Funds, to cater for the increase in
needs (doubling between  1,989 and 1992) and to make the necessary change
in the way resources are employed (programme approach);
(iii) reform of the Community  budget to instil stricter discipline while at the
same time offering greater security in the provision of Community
resources, so that the financing arrangements will be consistent with the
objectives set for '1,992.
This package of reforms was considered twice by the European Council in
1987. First at Brussels in June,3 the Heads of State or Government  expressed
their broad agreement with the principles of the three reforms proposed by the
Commission. They then returned to the matter at Copenhagen  in December4
after the Council and Parliament had received detailed proposals from the
Commission on each of the three areas.5
Although some real progress was made at Copenhagen towards finding full
agreement on the three reform proposals, including the agricultural issues
(stabilizers, direct income support), the European Council failed to produce  a
total consensus.  It preferred to postpone its conclusions until a further meeting
at an early date (11 and 12 February 1988) rather than upset the overall balance
of the Commission's proposals.
1  Bull. EC 5-1985, point"l.2.l  et seq.
I  Bull. EC 2-1987, foint 1.1.1 er sa4.; Supplement  1/87 - 
Bull. EC. r  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 7.7.1 et seq. {  Bull. EC 12-1987. 5  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 1.1.1 et seq.;Bull.EC9-1987,  point 1.5.1.
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lmplementation of the Single Act
Voting in the Council
3.  On 20 July the Council amended 1 its Rules of Procedure,  which date from
1979.2 The amendment concerns the arrangements  for calling a vote.
The new version of Article 5 states that in addition to calling a vote on his
own initiative, the President  of the Council must initiate the voting procedure
at the request of a member of the Council or of the Commission, provided that
a majority of the Council's members approve. To facilitate this arrangement,
Article 2 was also amended to the effect that the provisional agenda for each
meeting, to be sent to the other members  of the Council and the Commission
at least 74 days before the beginning  of the meeting, must indicate the items
on which the Presidency,  delegations  or Commission could request a vote.
The Commission adopted the procedural  provisions  required by these changes
in the Council's Rules. It decided, for instance, that for each Council meeting
it would systematically indicate that it might request a vote on any agenda  item
on which the Council was legally capable of deciding  by simple or qualified
majority.
Implementing powers  conferred  on the Commission
4.  In response to the declaration annexed to the Single Act calling on the
Community authorities to set out, before the Act entered into force, the
principles and rules on the basis of which the Commission's implementing
powers would be defined, the Council, on a proposal from the Commission,3
adopted a Decision on 13 July laying down the procedures for the exercise of
these powers. a The Commission will henceforth exercise implementing  powers
in respect of Council decisions either alone or by one of three committee
procedures:  advisory committee, management committee or regulatory commit-
tee. The Council also inserted a safeguard  clause.
The Council added two variants on the regulatory  committee and the safeguard
clause procedures. On these, however, the Commission made a statement
expressing its strongest  reservations. On 2 October the President  of Parliament
O J L 29 1, 1 5.1O.7987  ; Bull. EC 7 / 8- 1987, point 2.4.12.
OJ L 268,25.10.1979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 16.
OJ C 70, 25.3.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 4.
O J L 197, 18.7 .1987 ; Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.4.11.
I
2
3
4
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brought an action before the Court of Justice challenging the Council's
Decision. 
1
Gomposition and functioning of the institutions
Parliament
5.  On 20 January Parliament elected Sir Henry (now Lord) Plumb President.2
Mrs Nicole Pery (S/France), Mr Siegbert Alber (EPP/Germany), Mr Enrique
Bar6n Crespo (S/Spain), Mr Horst Seefeld (S/Germany),  Mr Mark Clinton
(EPP/Ireland), Mr Mario Didd (S/Italy), Mr Pieter Dankert (S/Netherlands),
Mr Guido Fanti (Com/ltaly), Mr Georgios  Romeos  (S/Greece),  Mr Thomas
Megahy (S/United Kingdom), Mr Roberto Formigoni (EPP/Italy), Mr FranEois
Musso (EDA/France), Mr Luis Guillermo Perinat Elio (ED/Spain) and Mr
Rui Amaral (LDR/Portugal)  were elected Vice-Presidenrs. Mr Kurt'Wawrzik
(EPP/Germany), Mr James Provan (ED/United  Kingdom), Mr Ernest Glinne
(S/Belgium), Mr Hans Nord (LDR/Netherlands) and Mr Angelino Carossino
(Com/Italy) were elected Quaestors.
The 518 seats are distributed as follows:
Socialists  (S)
European  People's Party (EPP)
European  Democratic Group (ED)
Communists and Allies (Com)
Liberal, Democratic  and Reformist Group (LDR)
European  Democratic Alliance (EDA)
Rainbow Group
European  Right
Group for the Technical  Coordination and Defence of
Independent  Groups and Members
Non-affiliated
155
115
66
48
44
29
20
T7
t2
2
5. The main issues debated during the year included  the Commission's  com-
munication  'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe',3 with the new strategy
1  oJ c 321,1.12.1987. 2  Bull. EC l-1987, point 1.7.1 et seq. 3  Supplement  1/87--  Bull. EC; Buil. EC 2-1987, poinr 1.1.7 et seq.
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defined by the Commission  receiving general approval,l the consequences of
the Chernobyl nuclear accident,2 European  space policy,3 the liberalization
of public supply contracts,  a the framework programm€ of research  and techno-
loglcal developmen  t (1,987 -91),5 the budget problems, 6 the stock market crisis 7
and the results of the Copenhagen  European Council.8
7. In the exrernal relations field the main topics of debate were relations with
the Council for Mutual Economic  Assistance  (Comecon) and the Eastern
European countries  belonging to Comecon,9 and the agreement  between the
United States and the Community on the effects of enlargement'1o
8.  In the field of political cooperation  and human rights Parliament passed  a
number of resolutions, notably on the political dimensions of a European
security strategy, the Middle East, human rights in the world in 1985-85 and
Community policy in this area, the incompatibility of certain Member States'
policies on the right of asylum with human rights, the situation in Chile'
9.  Parliament  held L2 part-sessions,  during which it adopted 522 resolutions
and decisions, including 1.65 resolutions embodying its opinion (13 on first
reading under the cooperation  procedure), On second reading, Parliament
approved the Council's  common position without amendment in five cases and
after amendment in four cases.
The new assent procedure (Articles 237 and238 of the EEC Treaty as amended
by the Single European Act) was applied in 20 cases'
Parliament adopted 21 resolutions and decisions under the budget procedure.
It adopted 290 own-initiative  resolutions-L39 on the basis of reports, 122 by
.rtgeni procedure and 29 following an early vote to conclude debates on
Commission or Council statements or on oral questions.
Lastly, Parliament  took 17 miscellaneous decisions concerning changes in the
Rules of Procedure,  requests to waive Members'  immunity,  etc.
1  O.l C 76,23.3.1987;Bull.  EC 2-1987,point2.4.7;OJ C99,13.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.4.6;OJ  C
$e,$.e.tgsz;suli.  rc 5-1987,poiti2.4.10;  oJ c-345,27.12.1987;  Bull. EC ll-1987'poinr1.1.1  et seq.
2  0J c 125, 11.5.1987;  Bull. EC 4-7987, poim 2.4.13. 3  o.l C 190,20.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.4.17. 4  ol c 246, 14.9.1,987;  Bull. EC 7/8-198i,point2.4.14. 5  0l c 281,, 19.10.7987; Bull. EC 9-1.987, point 2.4.10. 6  oJ c 305, t6.11.1987; Bull. EC 10-l?87,  point  2.4.8.
'  oJ c 318, 30.11.1987; Bull. EC 10-1987, point 2.4.15. 8  ot c 1J. 18.1.1988r  Bull. EC 12-1987. e  oj c 46',23.2.1987;Bull. EC l-7987,point2.4.6.
10 oJ c 76,23.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987, poinr 2.2.1o.
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A total of.2942 written questions were tabled-2 591 to the Commission,  20L
to the Council and 150 to the Conference of Ministers for Foreign Affairs
(political cooperation). Oral questions  numbered 7109-114 for the Com-
mission, 221 to the Council and 174 to the Conference  of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs.
10. At 31 December the establishment plan of the Secretariat  comprised 2 945
permanent  posts and 382 temporary  posts.
Council
11. Belgium was in the chair for the first half of the year I and Denmark for
the second half.z
12. At its 78 meetings in 1987 the Council adopted 40 directives,  458 regu-
lations and 125 decisions.
13. The European  Council met in Brussels in June and in Copenhagen in
December.3  The discussion at both meetings centered on the Commission's
communication  'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe'.4
14. Continuing the practice introduced  in 1981, Mr'Wilfried Martens and Mr
Poul Schliiter reported to Parliament on the outcome of the European Council
meetings.5
15. There were 1915 permanent posts and three temporary  posts on the
Council's  establishment  plan at the end of the year.
Commission
16. On 22 September the Representatives  of the Governments of the Member
States, by common accord, appointed Mr Peter Schmidhuber a Member of the
Commission to replace Mr Alois Pfeiffer, who died on 1 August, for the
1
2
3
5
Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 3.4.1.; Bull. EC 6-7987, point  3.4.1
Buff . EC 7/8-1987, point 3.4.1.
Bull. EC 6-1987,point  1.1.1.  et saq.; Bull. EC 12-1987.
Point 2 of this Report.
Bull. EC 6-1987,point  1.1.10;  Bull. EC72-1987.
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remainder of his term of office (until 5 January 1989).1 Mr Schmidhuber was
assigned Mr Pfeiffer's portfolio of economic affairs, regional policy and the
Statistical Office.
17. On 18 September the Commission  held a special symposium to mark the
retirement of Mr Emile NoEl, Secretary-General.2  The general theme was
'Crisis and progress: the bricks and mortar of Europe'.
1.8. The Commission  held 45 meetings. It adopted 8 212 instruments (regu-
lations, decisions, directives, recommendations, opinions) and sent the Council
599 proposals,  recommendations  or drafts for Council instruments and 192
communications,  memoranda and reports.
19. The Commission's  establishment plan for 7987 comprised  71234 perma-
nent posts (including  1, 544L[posts for the language service) and 388 temporary
posts (including 20 LA) paid out of administrative  appropriations;  2 647 perma-
nent and 405 temporary posts paid out of the research appropriations;  380
permanent  posts in the Office for Official Publications; 55 at the European
Centre for the Development  of Vocational  Training and 49 at the European
Foundation  for the Improvement  of Living and r0forking  Conditions.
20. Under the secondment and exchange arrangements between the Com-
mission and Member States'government  departments, 32 Commission officials
were seconded to national civil services and 150 national civil servants came
to work for Commission departments.
Court of Justice
2L. On 30 September  the Court appointed Mr M. Darmon First Advocate-
General for one year from 7 October.3
22. Composition of the Chambers:3
First Chamber.'G.  Bosco, President,  R. Joliet and F.A. Schockweiler, Judges;
Second  Chamber: O. Due, President,  K. Bahlmann and T.F. O'Higgins, Judges;
1  OJ L 279,2.7O.7987; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 7.1.7. et seq. z  Bull. EC 9-"1987, point  1.2.1. et seq. 3  oJ c 3o7,17.77.7987l' Bull. EC 70-1987,  points 2.4.31  and2.4.32.
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Third Cbamber: J.C. Moitinho de Almeida, President, U. Everling and Y.
Galmot, Judges;
Fourth Cbamber: G.C. Rodriguez  Iglesias, President, T. Koopmans  and C'N.
Kakouris,  Judges;
Fifth Chamber: G. Bosco, President, J.C. Moitinho de Almeida, U. Everling,
Y. Galmot, R. Joliet and F.A. Schockweiler, Judges;
Sixth Cbamber: O. Due, President,  G.C. Rodriguez lglesias, T. Koopmans,  K.
Bahlmann, C.N. Kakouris and T.F. O'Higgins, Judges.
23. ln 7987,395 cases were brought  (144 re{erences for preliminary  rulings,
77 staff cases and 174 others). Of the 317 judgments given by the Court, 83
were preliminary rulings, 106 were in staff cases and 128 were in other cases. 
1
24. There were 506 permanent posts and 40 temporary posts on the Court's
establishment  plan at 31 December.
Caurt of Auditors
25. After consulting  Parliament,2 the Council reappointed Mr Aldo Angioi,
Mr Carlos Manuel Botelheiro Moreno, Mr Keld Brixtofte, Mr Richie Ryan
and Mr Josep Subirats Pifrana and appointed  Mr Frangois Hebette to replace
Mr Paul Gaudy. Their term of office runs from 18 October 1987 to 17 October
1g%.3
26. During the year, in accordance with the Treaties, the Court delivered
opinions on Commission proposals concerning the financing of a programme
for the disposal of surplus intervention stocks,4 monitoring the payment of
the amounts granted on export of agricultural  products 5 and the system of
advances in the Guarantee  Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee  Fund.6
It also issued special reports on the quality of food aid (the extent to which
the products comply with the rules as regards quality, quantity, packaging,
The Court's judgments  are discussed  in Chapter IV: Community  law.
OJ C 305, 16.11.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.4.37.
OJ L 304,  27 .1O.1,987; Bull. EC 70-1987  , point 2.4.37.
OJ C 59,7.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-7987,point2.4.78.
OI C 147,5.6.1987;Bull.EC  5-1987, point 2.4.23.
Bull. EC 6-1,987, point 2.4.27.
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time and place), 1 on the management and operation of the system of tobacco
premiums,2 on the system of quotas and additional levies in the milk sector,3
on Community  wine distillation measures4 and on Community  aid to speed
up agricultural development in Greece.5
27. There were 310 permanent posts and 55 temporary posts on the Court's
establishment plan at the end of the year.
Economic  and Social Committee
28. The sitting of 14 Mary marked a 'first' for the Economic and Social
Committee,  when it was attended by the President of the Council, Mr r0[ilfried
Martens.6 Mr Martens spoke on the t\Mo topics on the agenda for the European
Council meeting at the end of June: the social dialogue and the Commission's
communicatior'The  Single Act: A new frontier for Europe',7  which had been
presented to the Committee by Mr Delors in February.8 In November the
-Committee 
delivered an opinion and three own-initiative  opinions on the
various aspects of the Commission's  proposals.9
29" The Commission proposals or communications  on which the Committee
gave opinions during its 10 sessions in t987 included the action programme.for
itudent mobility  (Erasmus),10 the farm price package,ll  the small business action
programme,12 the five-year Community programme of projects illustrating how
action on the environment can help to create jobs13 and speed limits in the
Community.14
30- The Committee delivered own-initiative opinions on matters such as a
Community rail policy,ls the impact of economic and political developments
in the United Statis,15 and the .ori.qo.tr.es  of the Chernobyl nuclear accident.lT
1  OJ C 219,17.8.1987l' Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.4.26. 2  OJ C 297 , 6.11.1987; Bull. EC 7 /8-7987,  point 2.4.36. 3  oJ c 266,5.1o.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,point2.4.37. 4  OJ C 297,6.11.1987;  Bull. EC 10-7987,  point 2.4'35. 5  B;il. Ec 10-1987. ooint2.4.36. 5  Bull. EC s-1987.';oints2.4.24  and2.4.25. 7  Bufl. EC2-1987',|oint  1.1.1. et seq.;Supplement 1/87-Bull. EC.
!  oJ c 105,21.4.7987;  Bull. EC 2-7987, point 2.4.20. v  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point l.l.l. et seq. r0 oJ c 83, 30.3.19it7; Bull. EC l-1987, point 2.4.37. u  OJ C 150,9.6.1987;  Bull. EC 4'1987, point 2.4.47.
12 OJ C 232,31.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.4.43. 1r OJ C 319,30.11.1987;  Bull. EC 9'1987, point 2.4.36.
14 OJ C 347,22.12.1987.  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.4.46. 1r oj c 105,21.4.19t7;Bull.  EC 2-1987,point2.4.21.
16 OJ C L12,37.8.1987;  Bull. EC7/8-1987,point2.4.6O. It  oj c ?32,31.8.1987;  Bull. EC7/8-1987,point2.4.59.
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31. The Committee also sent the Community institutions an information
report on health.l
32. There were 471 permanent posts on the Committee's  establishment plan
at 31 December.
FCSC Consultative Committee
33. The Committee held seven meetings (five ordinary and two extraordinary).
It examined the Commission's  overall plan for the restructuring of the Com-
munity steel industry.2 It was also consulted on the market for solid fuels3
and adopted a resolution  on the ECSC levy rate.4
Administration and management of the institutions
Modernizing the European civil service
34. Implementation  of the modernization  policy endorsed by the Commission
in 1985 continued. The series of seminars for directors,  heads of divisions and
specialized departments,  assistants to directors-general  and staff representa-
tives 5 was completed, and a programme to heighten awareness  of the problems
of management  was distributed to all staff.
A further seminar for directors-general, chaired by Mr Christophersen,  one of
the Commission Vice-Presidents,  was held in October. It highlighted the effort
needed in terms of resource management, simplification of procedures,  and
personnel policy (middle management mobility, tiaining). Relations between the
Commission and its departments, horizontal cooperation  between directorates-
general and the strategy on human relations to be implemented  within each
department also came under close scrutiny.
Staff Regulations
35. On 5 October the Council, on a proposal from the Commission,6 adopted
a Regulation  introducing  special transitional measures for the recruitment of
overseas staff of the European Association for Cooperation  as officials of
I  Bull. EC 2-7987, ooint 2.4.22. 2  Bulf. EC 5-1987, poinr 2.4.40; Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.4.45; Bull. EC 12-1987. 3  Bulf. EC3-1987, point2.4.16: Bull. EC e-E8Z,point2.4.28;Bull.EC9-1987,point2.4.46. 4 Bull. rc p-tssi.
5  Twentieth  General Report. ooint 42. 6  OJ C 74,3.4.1,986; T*entiith General Report, point  45.
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the European  Communities. I Their responsibilities  as representatives of the
Commission have risen to a level that justifies this decision. At the same time
it also adopted, on a Commission proposal,2 a Regulation laying down
special.and exceptional provisions applicable to officials serving in non-member
countrles.'
36. The two proposals for Council Regulations  to bring the conditions of
employment of staff at the European Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training (Berlin) and the European Foundation for the Improvement  of Living
and'lforking Conditions (Dublin) into line with the conditions  of employment
of other servants3 were adopted on 23 February.  a
37. The proposal for a Regulation introducing special measures (similar to
those applicable to officials) to terminate the service of temporary  staff follow-
ing the accession of Spain and Portugal was adopted by the Council on 23
Julv.s
Remunerations
38. On 20 October the Council adopted  a Regulation adjusting the rate of
the special temporary  levy provided for in Article 66a of. the Staff Regulations.  5
The rate was reduced to 7.620/o with effect from 1 July 1987. At the same time
it added to its Decision of 15 December  1981 amending the method of adjusting
the remuneration  of officials and other servants 7 a provision to take account
of the improvement in the economic indicators which have been used since
1981 for determining  the special levy.5
Language services and data prccessing
Language  services
39. The workload of the Joint Interpreting and Conference  Service (JICS) has
continued to grow, notably as a result of the addition of two further languages
following enlargement;  8 500 meetings - 
equivalent to 105 000 interpreter  days
- 
were covered.
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1 0f L 286,9.10.1987. t  oj c 284, 17.11.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 45. J  Twentieth  General Report, point  46.
:  oJ L 72, r4.3.7e87. )  oJ L 209,31.7.1987. 6  0l L 307,29.70.1987. ,  oitrae,:r.rz.rrsr.
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The JICS intensified its efforts to attract, select and train staff. Seven open
competitions  for interpreters  and assistant  interpreters  were organized and 24
aptitude tests were held, in particular in Athens, Lisbon and Madrid. The
JICS also contributed to training programmes  for conference interpreters in
Copenhagen, Mons and Paris. Sixteen interpreters from the established staff
received study grants to allow them to learn a further working language.
Cooperation with non-member countries in the field of interpreter  training also
continued, particularly with China, Hong Kong and Yugoslavia.
40. Despite recruitment  difficulties, the translation service stepped up its
efforts to consolidate the Spanish and Portuguese units both in Brussels and in
Luxembourg,  with 35 Portuguese and 25 Spanish candidates being admitted to
an intensive training course.
At 31 December the staff complement was 82 Spanish and 53 Portuguese
translators (Brussels/Luxembourg),  and the aim is ro reach figures of 130 and
83 respectively  by the end of nexr year.
41. The translation workload  increased by 5%, parrly as a resulr of the
increase in the number of notices of tender. A total of 810 000 pages were
translated during the year.
The Sysling project to equip the translation service with computer  aids entered
the implementation  stage after three years of preparation.
The pilot schemes  launched to test the Systran machine translation  system in
the language pairs now available  (English-French,  French-English, English-
Italian, English-German  and French-German)  were continued, and progress
was made in the development  of new language pairs (English-Dutch  and French-
Dutch). 'Vfork also began on English-Portuguese,  English-Spanish,  French-
Portuguese and French-Spanish.
The Eurodicautom terminology bank was extended further, especially in the
field of new technology. It now contains some 440 000 entries with equivalents
in other languages, broken down as follows: French  407 823, English 388127,
German 289 609, Danish 234712, Dutch 221968, Italian 19972I, Spanish
139 849, Greek 41703 and Portuguese  50 101, figures which demonstrate  the
need to carry on with this work.
on 13 November  a cooperation  agr€ement  was signed with the swiss Federal
Council laying down the objectives and conditions for pooling available  data
from both sides under Commission software and jointly developing the base.
I-1
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Data processing
42. Implementation of the data-processing strategy defined in 19841 for the
years 1985-90  continued and notable progress was made in establishing  an
architecture based on a multi-manufacturer approach. This allows an optimum
choice from the products available in order to arrive at the most economical
and simplest solutions for the massive expansion of the services offered to end
users (e.g. office automation, access to data bases, electronic mail).
Growth in the data-processing field has been sustained: at the end of the year
the processing power available on the Computer  Centre's machines was 57
mips (million instructions per second) compared with 38 mips in 1986; the
number of work stations (terminals, microcomputers, etc.) installed in 1987
was over 500. The total processing power available in Commission departments
is now around 140 mips.
43. This progress in quantitative  terms is being accompanied by a training
programme designed to provide users with the general and specialist knowledge
needed to make best use of the computerized  aids available and to enhance the
capabilities of the central data-processing departments and of the directorates-
general to enable them to exploit their data-processing resources optimally.
44. Implementation of the Insis programme for collaboration between the
institutions, national governm€nt departments and industry has made concrete
progress in the Commission,  for instance with pilot experim€nts in electronic
mail under way in some directorates-general.  Cooperation between the insti-
tutions and national government departments centres on two main aspects: the
adoption of common technical  approaches  and the establishment  of pilot
schemes.  There is scope for further development, especially in terms of docu-
ment transfer and the dissemination of information  held on national and
Communifv sYstems.
1  Eighteenth  General Report, point  31.
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Section 2
Information for the general public
and specific audiences
I nformation activities
45. Completion of the internal market by 1992 and a people's Europe were
the focal points of Commission information and communication policy this
year. Efforts to increase awareness among the general public and to intensify
dialogue with the broad sections of public opinion, including women, young
people and the working population, were stepped up, though not to the
exclusion of the various political groups and the media. The already close
cooperation with Parliament's  information units was boosted further, thereby
making it possible to capitalize fully on the activities of both institutions  and
to project a common image.
46. Major events were organized in all the Community countries to mark the
30th anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of Rome, notably in Brussels,
where the European  festivities drew 350 000 people to the Cinquantenaire  Park
over a three-day  period. The Eurovision  Song.Contest  provided an opportunity
to show a 10-minute film sequence on the Community  to some 500 million
television viewers. In addition, several sporting events, including the European
Swimming Championships in Leeds, the European Yacht Race and the Euro-
pean Community  Cycle Race, demonstrated  the Community's  presence in a
sector with an exceptionally  high media profile.
47. Following last year's positive experiences in Denmark and Greece, 
1
further information  campaigns  were carried out in other regions of both
countries.
48. The increasingly important role of the audiovisual  industry was reflected
in the setting-up of the Media programme  (measures  to encourage the develop-
ment of the audiovisual industry)z and in the preparations for European
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 57. 2  Twentieth  General Report, pornt242,
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Cinema and Television Year. 1 The Media programme covers three sectors,
namely the production, distribution and funding of audiovisual  material. Dur-
ing the year, meetings and consultations were held with experts from the
industry (over 1 000 organizations  were involved for the three sectors) to set
up pilot projects due to be launched in 1988. The Steering Committee for
European Cinema and Television Year, under the chairmanship of Mrs Simone
Veil, examined some 250 proiects submitted by the national committees from
the 24 participating countries (the Member States of the Community and
the Council of Europe and the other members of the Council for Cultural
Cooperation) as well as by the European cinema and television  organizations
represented  on the Committee. The aim of European  Cinema and Television
Year is to heighten the industry's awareness  of the challenge posed by the
technological innovations in this area and to enable it to make the most of the
opportunities offered by the large market. Finally, the Commission  continued
to support television and radio coverage of Community news items and to
contribute to the production of programmes with a European dimension.
Press, radio and television
49. The number of journalists accredited to the Commission in Brussels
remained high, at over 450 from 50 countries, of whom around 370 were from
the press and 80 from radio and television.  This total includes some 45
international press agencies.
50. The Spokesman's Service held 188 meetings with the press on Commission
decisions, proposals and reactions, and Commission  meetings were covered by
48 press conferences given by the Spokesman.  The President and Members of
the Commission gave 55 press conferences on key issues, several of which were
given jointly with visitors to the Commission.
51. The Spokesman's Service also conveyed to the press the Commission's
position on the occasion  of Council and European Council meetings and part-
sessions  of Parliament. Special arrangements  were made for international events,
such as the Venice Western Economic Summit. at which the Community was
represented.
52. More than 6 000 information  memos and papers were released to the
accredited press, while the Information Offices in the Member States and the
t  OJ C 320,13.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, points 246 and772.
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Delegations in non-member countries received about 4O0 telexed memos and
commentaries,  drafted specially for their own use in keeping their press contacts
informed.
Office for Official Publications
53. The Office for Official Publications prints and distributes the Official
Journal and other Community publications on behalf of all the institutions.
The integration  of Spanish and Portuguese into the system was completed
without difficulty. However,  the fact that the Official Journal is now published
daily in nine languages  led to a further increase in the volume of pages processed
and published  by the Office; this currently  exceeds 400 000 annually for the
Official Journal alone. The system for dispatching and distributing  the Official
Journal was completely reorganized in the interests of speed and economy.
The Commission and the Office for Official Publications continued their efforts
to ensure that the content and distribution  of the general publications faithfully
reflect the main thrust of Community activity.
The Publications  Office has started to market some publications in electronic
form" Customers  can now take out subscriptions for on-line access to the
following data bases: TED (Supplement  to the Official Journal); Celex (Com-
munity law); I Pabli (blue pages of The Courier listing EDF and Commission
development projects); and SCAD (bibliographical information on a selection
of publications, documents and articles). Some material is also available on
magnetic  tape or optical disk.
On the internal organization front, the Office continued its programme to
computerize production and management;  this will enable it to take on a new
role as the sole centre for distributing  Community publications.
Statistical Office
54. The work programme of the Statistical Office, drawn up in close collabor-
ation with the Member States, continued to be geared to the Community's
policy priorities.
1  Points 976 ro 979 of this Report.
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Detailed discussions  were held on the structure  of the Community's statistical
programmes, in particular on the basis of the suggestions made at the Confer-
ence of Directors-General  of the national statistical insdrutes in May. Future
programmes should be drawn up in terms of statistical  subsystems and contain
a reference to the cost of the statistical projects linked to policy initiatives at
both national and Community level.
55. The statistical implications  of completion of the internal market were
studied in detail, with particular  reference to three aspects: first, possible
alternatives to replace the source of information on intra-Community trade
which will disappear with the ending of administrative formalities at borders;
second, improvements to the Community's statistical  system with regard to the
formulation of statistical standards  and the transmission to the Statistical Office
of confidential data for use in the production of Community statistics; finally,
an inventory of all the statistics which need to be improved to ensure trans-
parency in relation to the internal market - 
statistics on industry, services,
the environment,  and technological  research and development.
A number of sectoral data bases, such as Trans for transport,  TOUR for tourism
and Hermes for services, were launched this year, and work is continuing on
the Sirene, Acier and MAPR data bases for energy, the steel industry and raw
materials respectively.
56. The Statistical Office continued  its efforts to improve the statistics avail-
able on employment and unemployment.  The annual Community labour force
survey, begun in 1983, was carried out in the spring in the L2 Member States.
57. Forward guidelines for statistics on agriculture  were re-examined  with
reference to the reform of the common agricultural  policy. Work continued,
albeit slightly behind schedule, on the restructuring of agricultural statistics in
Italy, Greece 1 and Portugal.2
'lfith regard to statistics on the structure of Community agriculture, the Com-
mission transmitted a draft Regulation to the Council on the 7989/90  census
of agricultural holdings and on structural surveys for the period 1992 to 1997.
The Eurofarm project, a data base on the structural variables of agricultural
holdings, is linked to this programme.
58. Initial proposals for collecting Community environmental statistics were
drawn up and discussed with the Member States. To avoid any duplication of
OJ L 191, 23.7  .1,986;  Nineteenth General Report, point  71.
Twentieth  General Report, point  65.
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effort, these proposals are being coordinated with the OECD and integrated
into the Corine programme (coordination of information on the environment
in Europe).1
59. The Statistical Office produced a new publication on the European  Monet-
ary System  and the ECU, which contains information on the private use of the
ECU and a price index expressed in ECUs. The Office also helped work out
the indicators for defining the objectives of the structural Funds.
60. On the external relations front, the Statistical Office made an active
contribution to preparations for the Uruguay  Round of multilateral  trade
negotiations  2 by setting up statistical and tariff data bases for goods and
services. The technical cooperation programme was extended to include the
training of Portuguese-speaking  statisticians  in Africa and the application  of
existing methods, notably in the fields of external trade and national accounts,
to new countries and regions
61. Finally, the Statistical Office was instrumental in introducing the latest
technologies  for the collection and dissemination of information as part of the
Caddia and Insis programmes, thereby contributing  to the establishment of a
European  information  market, which will be of benefit to business  and citizens
alike.
Historical archives
62. The Commission released the historical archives of the ECSC High Autho-
rity for 19563 for consultation.4
It published the second volume of an inventory of the historical archives of the
European Communities,  containing details on the 1953 archive material of the
High Authority and the ECSC Consultative  Committee.5
I  OJ L 176,3.7.7984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 382. 2  Points 746 to748 of this Report. 3  Eighteenth  General Report,-point 57; Nineteenth  Ceneral  Report, point 73. 4  Commission  general archives, square de Mee0s 8, 8-1040 Brussels. 5  Office for Official Publications  of th. Eu.op."n Communities, L-2985 Luxembourg.
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The Commission's relations with workers'
and employers' organizations
and with the European Youth Forum
53. The Commission and the workers' and employers'  organizations  con-
tinued the Val Duchesse social dialogue.l In November  the working party on
macroeconomic  aspects adopted an opinion on the 1987-88 Annual Economic
Report and appealed to the Heads of State or Government  to make sure that
the Copenhagen  European Council was a success. The working party on new
technologies and social dialogue adopted an opinion on the training and
motivation of workers and on the need to inform and consult them.2
The Commission also held many information and consultation  meetings at
which the workers' and employers' organizations produced opinions  and state-
ments on Community policies.
64. The Youth Forum remained in contact with the Commission, concentrat-
ing mainly on youth exchange schemes, the 'YES for Europe' and Erasmus
programmes, the training of young people for adult and working life, the Social
Fund. and the environment.
1  Nineteenth General Report, point 74. 2  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 1.2.1.-
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Section 3
Financing Community activities
Main developments
65. Tbe Commission prepared a preliminary  draft budget for 1988 designed
to sta.rt the process of giuing effect to tbe Single Act and to be financed  under
the neu own resoLrrces  arrangernents  proposed in February.r
At meetings in July,2 September3 and October,a the Council was unable to
adopt a draft budget. For the first time, the 5 October deadline set by tbe
Treaty for the ad.option of the draft budget was not met. The CommissionS
and Parliament6  therefore  decided to initiate the procedure  prouided for in
Article 175 of the Treaty to obtain a ruling from the Court of Justice that tbe
Council had failed to satisfy its obligations.
The Heads of State or Gouernment of the Mernber  States uere also unable to
find a solution at the Copenhagen  European Council on 4 and 5 December.T
A further'extraordinary' meeting of the Ewropean Council will therefore be
held in Brussels  in February. As a resuh, the prouisional-twelfths arrangernents
uill apply at the start of 1988, as they did in the early part of 1987.
Priority activities and objectives
Future financing of the Community
65. The own resources available to the Community  within the limits set by
the Fontainebleau European Council in June 1,9848 are no longer sufficient to
cover Community  expenditure. Traditional  resources - 
customs duties and
I  Bull. EC2-1987,  point 1.1.1 er se4. z  Bull. EC7/8-1987, ooint 2.3.3. 3  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.3.1. a  Bull. EC 10-7987.  ooint 2.3.1. 5  Bull. EC 10-1987, point2.3.2. 6  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint 2.3.3. 7 B'll. EC 12-1997-.- 8  Eighteenth  General Report, point  20,
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agricultural levies - 
are tending to stagnate or even fall because of the
Ctmmunity's  increasing self-sufficiency  in agricultural  products and the dis-
mantling of customs tariffs worldwide. The VAT base reflects only the con-
sumptio; aspect of the Member States' economic capacity and the proportion
of GbP accounted for by consumption  is also tending to drop. The corrective
mechanism  introduced at Fontainebleau has reduced  available resources'  since
the VAT ceiling applies only to those Member States financing the correction
and not to the Community  as a whole. The current system is thus no longer
sufficient for financing the policies adopted by the Council, to which the Single
Act was meant to give a fresh stimulus. Since L984, budgets could not have
been kept within thb 1,.4Y' VAT limit - 
notably because of the impossibility
of writing down the value of stocks of agricultural products - 
without recourse
to r.p."t"d makeshifts such as the carryover of appropriations and the time-
lag between commitments  and payments.
67. In its communication 'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe' of 15
February 1 the Commission therefore proposed a new system of sufficient,
stable and guaranteed own resources, which would give the Community a
period of budgetary security  up to 1992. The Commission also proposed  tighter
Ludgetary dis-ipline arrangements  and new rules for managing the budget.
The main innovation  is the introduction of an overall ceiling on Community
resources equal to 1,.4'/" of Community GNP. This system has the twin
advantage of reflecting more accurately each Member  State's ability to pay and
eliminating the problem of instability  besetting  the present own resources. The
resources  available within this limit of 1A% of GNP will be as follows: customs
duties (including those on products coming under the ECSC Treaty)  and
agricultural levies - 
the 10% reimbursement to Member States for collection
cJsts will be discontinued;  a levy of 1o/o on the VAT base; and, as a further
innovation, a resource  deriving from an additional  base corresponding to the
difference between GNP and the actual VAT base in each Member State. On
the basis of the preliminary  draft budget presented  by the Co,mmission,z  the
application of the proposed system in 1988 would correspond to a VAT rate
of 1.7o/o under the present  system.
58. The new rules on budgetary discipline  proposed by the Commission
should promote consensus between the two arms of the budgetary authority.
The rulis on the containment of agricultural expenditure will have to be applied
1  Supplement  1/87 - 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 2'1987, points 1.1.12 to 'J'.1'16'
2  Poi;ts  74 to 75 of this Report.
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very strictly so that this expenditure does not increase faster than the own
resources base. The multiannual estimates 1 will be the key instrument in
enforcing budgetary  discipline. The application of the tighter discipline will
force each institution to alter its behaviour and to make changes to the rules
governing the drafting and the execution of the budget for the purpose of
avoiding over-budgetization  in certain budget headings, ensuring srrict com-
pliance with the principle of budget annuality and the annual ceilings on own
resources, and improving the monitoring of budgetary operations.
69. On 18 November Parliament adopted a resolution  on the future financing
of the Communitv.2
70. The Economic  and Social Committee adopted an own-initiative opinion
on the subiect.3
71,. On 11 November the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a
Decision on the correction  of budgetary imbalances.4
Budgets
| 987 financial year
72. The 1987 budget was adopted by Parliament  by a very large majority on
19 February 5 and declared finally adopted by the President  on the same day. 6
Appropriations  for commitments totalled 37 4L4 887 257 ECU and appropri-
ations for payments  35 313 424 475 ECU.
On 14 May the Commission adopted preliminary draft supplemenrary  and
amending budget No 1/87 calling in the resources still available in 1987 within
the 1.4o/o VAT limit and providing for a special contribution by the Member
States to cover the remaining deficit. T As regards the under-budgetization in
the EAGGF Guarantee Section, the Commission  also proposed replacement of
I-3
1  Point 79 of this Report.
i  91..C -11s, 27.12.1987;  Bull. EC ll-1,987, points 1.1.3 to 1.1.5. 3  Bull. EC71-7987,  point 1.1.7.
1  Ol C a46,22.12.1987i  Bull. EC tt-1987,point  2.4.8.
'  OJ C 76,23.j.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,point  2.4."11. 6  OJ L 86, 30.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-7987, point 2.3.3. 7  Bill. EC 5-1987, ooints 1.1.2 to 7.1.4.
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better control of the management  of appropriations.
The Council  departed  appreciably from this preliminary draft and in particular
revised the statemer,t of ,.u"nrre in line with ihe savings to be made. In its draft
it reduced some of the appropriations for compulsory  expenditure but did not
call into question the implementation of Community policies and the non-
compulsory expenditure in the budget. 1 On t7 July the President of Parliament
declared ,.rppi.-.nrary and "-.ttdittg 
budgit No 1/87 finally adopted.2
Although " 
p.opor"l by its Committee  on Budgets to reject it outright did-not
qbtain itt. rp..i"t maiority required,  Parliament  passed a resolution in which
it 'refuses to associatl itsllf with the procedure for the draft supplementary
and amending  budget No 1 for the 1987 financial year and does not accept that
it can have aiy binding consequences  for the L988 budget'.3
lmplementation of the | 986 and 1987 budgets
73. The rates of utilization of appropriations in 1986 and t987 are shown in
Tables 3a and 3b.
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| 988 financial year
Preliminary  draft budget of the Communities  for 1988
74. On 14 May the Commission  established  the preliminary draft budget for
1988 4 and sent it to the Council and Parliament  in mid-June. The breakdown
of appropriations for commitments and for payments by sector is shown in
Tables 3a and 3b.
Political presentation of the budget
75. The Commission's  starting point
for L988 must translate into material
economic and social objectives. The
was that the preliminary dtaft budget
terms all the Community's  political,
first steps in the move towards the
I
2
3
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  ooint 2.3.2.
Of L 211, -t.g.tggZ; gril. EC7/8-1987, point 2.3.2.
oi c246,74.9.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987'  point  2.4.16.
sill. ec 5-1987,  points 1.1.5 to 1.1.11 and2.3.2-
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community's new frontier will be taken in 1988,1 which will be the first full
year of application of the Single European Act and the proposed new own
resources system.2 The preliminary draft therefore  reflected and applied the
Commission's proposals concerning new resources, the reform of agricultural
policy and the structural Funds and budgetary discipline.3  The year will also
have to see a return to 'budgetary truth' in both revenue and expenditure,
which means clearing commitments  relating to measures from past years and
providing  cover for at least some of the potential  losses arising from storage
of agricultural products. with the new own resources system it was no longir
necessary for expenditure forecasts to be artificially contained within the current
7.4% vAT limit. The 1988 preliminary draft must also be seen in the light of
the Commission's multiannual forecasrs for 1988 to 1992.a
The features of these years will be the application of a binding guideline for
EAGGF guarantee expenditure and a doubling of structural  Fund appropri-
ations. Finally, the preliminary draft complies with the maximum rate of
increase for non-compulsory  expenditure,  which was set at 7.4o/" for 1988 (as
against 8.1% the previous year).
Reuenue
75. The commission produced its preliminary draft budget on rhe basis of
its proposal to the council on the own resources system. a under this proposal
the total own resources available to the community in 1988 wili bi the
equivalent of 1.2o/" of Communiry GNP, or 46 394.4 million ECU.
Expenditure
77. The appropriations proposed in the preliminary draft budget for 1988
total 40933.4 million ECU for commitments  and 39707.9 million ECU for
payments, increases of 2.9% and 2.6"/" over the appropriations for 1987.
EAGGF guarantee appropriations  roral 27 045 million ECU, an increase of
slightly less than 5% over the actual requirements for 1987. The amount
proposed c-orresponds  to the guideline resulting from application of budgetary
discipline.5
I,3
]  SuppleTen_t  1/87 - 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 2-1997, point 7.1.1 et seq. z  Point 57 of this Reoort. 3  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.3.3. a  Point 79 of this Report. r  Point 58 of this Report.
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78. The increases in non-compulsory  expenditure correspond  to the maximum
rate of increase for 1988. In absolute terms, the structural Funds account for a
substantial proportion of the planned increases.
Fiue-year financial perspectiue  1988-92
79. In its report on the financing  of the Community budget I the Commission
published a five-year financial perspective 1988-92.2  These forecasts-made  at
constant  prices-may  be summed up as follows: the growth in EAGGF guaran-
tee expenditure within the limits of the financial guideline, the doubling  of
structural Fund appropriations in real terms, the promotion of research  and
other essential Community policies, the inclusion of the seventh European
Development Fund in the budget in 1990-9'1., the introduction of new policies
and the measures for the correction of budgetary imbalances  should require an
increase in commitment appropriations of around 5.8'/o a year in real terms.
The structure of the budget would consequently  change to leave EAGGF
guarantee expenditure accounting for slightly more than 50% of total appropri-
ations, with almost 25o/o for structural operations and 3% for research.  The
total appropriations for payments required would increase by an average  4.8%
ayear. The own resources available under the current 1..4% VAT limit would
cover only about 7Soh of.the appropriations  needed  Ln1992. However, resources
within the new limit of 1,.4o/o of. gross national product proposed by the
Commission  would be sufficient in 1992 and give a safety margin of around
I0% of the budget. The actual rate of utilization would increase from around
I.16% of GNP in 1,987 to 1.28o/o in 1992.In letters to the Presidents  of the
Council and Parliament, the Commission asked the budgetary authority to
examine this perspective and establish the contacts  needed to reach an interinsti-
tutional agreement  on appropriate financial programming for 1988-92.It  has
already  used the perspective  as a basis for its preliminary draft budget for 1988.
The perspective was examined by the Economic Policy Committee on 25 June 
3
and 8 July. 
a
The details of the expenditure and revenue forecasts for the five-year  period
are contained in Table 4.
1  Bull. EC2-7987, points 1.1.12  et seq and2.3.7. 2  Bull. EC 3-1987.  point 2.3.1. 3  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.'J..6. a  Bull. EC 7 /8-7987,  point 2.1.7.
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TABLE 4
Expenditure  and resources  1987-92
million ECU
At 1987  prices
Average
growth
rate (%)
t987 1988 1989 1990 t997 1992 1992-1987
1. Appropriations  for commitments
2. Appropriations  for payments
3. 1% GNP
4. Resources  within  1.4% GNP
5. cNP rate in (2:3)
5. Margin (4-2\
429r0 44970 47 420 49 920 53 060 56740
41740 43 360 45 370 47 110 49 640 52710
36 100 37 060 38 050 39 060 40 100 4r r70
50 550 51 900 53 250 54700  56 150 57 550
1.76  7.77  l.l9  7.21  1.24  1.28
8 810 8 540 7 880 7 590 6 510 4 940
5.8
4.8
2.7
2.7
Budget procedure
80. The Council was unable to adopt a draft 1988 budget at its meetings in
July 1 and September.2 A further meeting was arranged for 1 October in the
hope of reaching a decision by 5 October.3  Despite the 10 or so compromises
put forward by the Presidency,  the Council meeting again ended in deadlock.
The Commission upheld and defended its preliminary draft throughout the
discussions, which focused mainly on the new own resources  system. For the
first time, the 5 October deadline laid down in Article 203 of the EEC Treaty
for the adoption of the draft budget  was not respected. In view of the Council's
failure, the Commission  4 and Parliament 5 decided to initiate the preliminary
stage of the procedure provided in Article 175 of the EEC Treaty.
81. The 1988 budget and the future financing of the Community  were the
main items on the agenda of the European Council meeting in Copenhagen  on
4 and 5 December. Not enough common ground was found for decisions to be
adopted. The main differences concerned the growth of agricultural expenditure
and the new own resources arrangements. Despite an ultimate attempt by the
Council  on 9 and 10 December,  no draft budget was established  before the end
of the year, and the provisional-twelfths  arrangements  will operate at the start
1  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.3.3. 2  Bull. EC9-1987,  point 2.3.1. 3  Bull. EC 10-1987.  point2.3.7.
4  Bull. EC l}jt987,'ooinrs 2.3.2 and 2.4.5. 5  oJ c 305, 16.11.1987;  Bull. EC 70-7987 , points  2.3.3, 2.4.5 and 2.4.72.
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of 1988.1 Parliament and the Commission decided to pursue the procedure
against the Council for failure to act and to seek a ruling from the Court of
Justice that the Council had failed to fulfil its obligations in the budgetary
field.
ECSC budget
82. On 27 July, after taking note of Parliament's opinion 2 and the discussion
within the ECSC Consultative  Committee,  the Commission  adopted and pub-
lished the amending ECSC operating  budget f.or 1987.3 This budget increases
investment interest by 126 million ECU and redeployment  aid by 74 million
ECU and reduces the amount earmarked for social medsures in connection
with the restructuring  of the steel industry by 90 million ECU.4
8J. After obtaining  Parliament's opinion 5 and informing the ECSC Consulta-
tive Committee,  the Commission decided on 21 December  to maintain the levy
rate for 1988 at 0.31.% and adopted the ECSC operating budget for 1988 on
this basis.5 Given the ordinary resources expected (levies, net balance from
the previous financial year, fines, commitments  cancelled, etc.)-estimated at
289 million ECU-and extraordinary resources of 50 million ECU, this should
provide full cover for the ECSC's requirements  of 339 million ECU for its
operating budget. The breakdown of requirements  is as follows (in million
ECU):
Administrative expenditure
Redeployment aid
Research subsidies
lnterest subsidies
Measures in connection with the restructuring  of the steel industry
Implementation of the steel industry restructuring measures depends on the
Council agreeing to provide the extraordinary revenue by means of a transfer
from the general budget to the ECSC budget.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ C246, 14.9.1,987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.3.5.
O J C 207, 4.8.1987 ; Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987,  point 2.3.6.
Points 278 and 410 of this Reoort.
OJ C 345, 27.72.1987;  Bull. EC ll-1987, points 2.3.7 and 2.4.18.
oI L 36r, 22.12.1987.
5
180
63
47
44
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Own resources
| 987 financial year
84. The VAT rate set in the 1987 budget was 1.36430/' for nine Member
States,  1,.31"02% for the Federal Republic of Germany  and 0.7982'/" for the
United Kingdom.  Portugal is exempted  temporarily from applying  the common
VAT system and therefore paid a financial contribution determined on the
basis of the proportion  of its GNP to the total GNP of the Member States.
85. The supplementary and amending budget adopted on 17 July 1 made the
following changes to the revenue side: the estimate of traditional  own resources
was reduced by 1 459.9 million ECU because of the decline in the dollar
exchange rate; the negatiye balance of 8I9.9 rqillion ECU from the 1985 budget
was taken into account; the VAT rate was raised to its 1..4o/o ceiling for nine
Member States, 1..34590/" for Germany and 0.8339o/o for the United Kingdom.
In addition, 400 million ECU for the cost of collecting own resources in 1987
was deferred to 1988.
86. Actual revenue for the year is shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5
Budget revenue
1988
esumaaes
Agricultural  levies
Sugar  and isoglucose levies
Customs duties
VAT own resources
Own resources  from additional  base
Financial  contributions  (GNP)
Balance of VAT own resources from previous financial
and adjustments  to financial contributions
Miscellaneous  revenue
1 s08.8
| 753.1
I993.3
17 628.6
12260.6
262.5
p.m.
254.2
42 651."1
million ECU
I  ozo.l
1471.8
I 935.5
23 4n.4
270.6
125.2
,f03.8
1  Point 72 of this Report.
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| 988 financial year
87. The Commission's proposal is that 1988 will be the first year of application
of the revised financing arrangements for the general budget. The differences
compared with the present system are as follows:
(i) the VAT rate is a fixed 1%, whereas the present system provides for a
rate up to a maximum of 1.4%;
(ii) a new resource will be introduced:  the base will be rhe differences  between
Member  States'gross national product and their VAT bases;
(iii) the maximum own resources available will be the equivalent of l.2o/o of
Community GNP, or 46 394.4 million ECU.
The revenue estimates  in the preliminary  draft budget, including the letter
amendment,  are shown in Table 5. They are the equivalent of t.l6oh
Community GNP.
However, pending the decision on the new own resources system, the present
system will continue to apply. The Member States will then have to make a
non-repayable advance of 8 495.5 million ECU to finance the preliminary  draft.
At all events, until the final adoption of the 1988 budget, the Member States
will continue to pay VAT own resources on the basis of supplementary  and
amending budget No 1/87.1
Future financing of the Community budget
88. In its communication of 15 February 'The Single Act: A new frontier
for Europe' the Commission proposed a new own resources  system for the
Community.2
Convergence and corrcction of budgetary imbalances
89. The 1987 budget adopted on 19 February 1 and supplementary and
amending  budget No 1/87 adopted on 77 July 1 included a rebate of 7 633
million ECU to the United Kingdom to correct the imbalance in its budgetary
position. This amount was granted and financed by modulation  of the VAT
1  Point 72 of this Report. 2  Point 57 of this Report.
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rates in accordance with Article 3 of the Council Decision of 7 May 1985 on
the system of own resources. 1
90. The preliminary draft budget for 1988 provided for a correction of 2 269
million ECU for the United Kingdom for 1987 and a further 244 million ECU
for 1986.2
9L. The following  table shows the percentage of VAT used to correct budget-
ary imbalances  since 1981:
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19861 1987 1988
0.'t17 o.125 0.120 0.082 0.098 0.749 0.1272 0.1873
I  Estimate.
2  Excluding additional  payment in 1988 (0.018).
3  Including 0.018 for 1986.
92. In its report to the Council and Parliament on the financing of the
Community budget,3 the Commission  proposed a reform of th6 mechanism
for the correction of budgetary imbalances. Its proposal is that the United
Kingdom's imbalance would in future be corrected by a package of measures
involving both revenue and expenditure.  On the revenue side, the adoption of
the 'fourth resource' (additional payment based on the difference between 17o
of GNP and 1o/o of Velf; would reduce the United Kingdom's deficit, since its
share of this resource is lower than its VAT share. As it is intended that this
fourth resource  should provide a steadily growing proportion of Community
finance, this relief element would increase. On the expenditure  side, the United
Kingdom would benefit from the development of measures for economic and
social cohesion, the promotion of new policies and a compensation mechanism
based on EAGGF guarantee.
Budgetary discipline
93. On 15 June the Council determined the 1988 reference framework.4 The
figures required to establish  the framework had been sent by the Commission
on 13 April5 in accordance with the Council's  conclusions of 4 December 1984
on budgetary discipline. 6
I  OJ L 128, 1.4.5.'1985;  Nineteenth  General Report, point 99. 2  Points 74 to78 of this Reoort. 3  Points 67 and 68 of this Reoort. 4  Bulf. EC 6-1987, point 2.3.6. r  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.3.4. 6  Eighteenth  General Report, point 82.
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milLion  ECU
22757
4 030
11 035
Payments
EAGGF  guarantee  (maximum expenditure)
Other compulsory  expenditure
Non-compulsory expenditure
22757
3 973
9 910
36 640 Total
In accordance with these conclusions,  the Council had asked for a meeting
with Parliament  before fixing the reference  framework.  As in 1987, however,
Parliament  did not consider such a meeting appropriate in the absence of an
agreement on the general objectives of budgetary discipline.
Budgetary powers
Discharge prccedurc for | 986 and | 987
94. In June the Commission sent the institutions  concerned - 
in an annex
to the ,.-u.n.r. and expenditure  account and balance sheet - 
its final report I
on the action taken in response to Parliament's  observations in the resolution
accompanying the discharge decision in respect of the 1984 badget.2
95. On 7 April Parliament adopted two resolutions,3 one on action taken by
the Commisiion in response to its comments accompanying the dec^ision
granting  a discharge in rispect of the implementation of the 1984 budget,2 the
Jecond Informing ihe Commission  of the reasons why it cannot at present be
given a discharge in respecf of the implementation  of the budget for the financial
year 1985. On the same day it adopted a number of discharge decisions in
i.rp..t of the implementation of budgets for 1985; a th.y included discharges
,o ?h. Managemint Board of the European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training (Berlin) and the Administrative  Board of the European
Foundation for the Improvement  of Living and'Working  Conditions (Dublin).
Parliament's  decision on the discharge in respect of the financial management
of the second, third, fourth and fifth European Development Funds during the
1  Bull. EC 6-1,987, point2.3.7. 2  OJ L 150,4.6.1986;  OJ C 120, 20.5.7985; Twentieth  General Report, point 104'
.r  ol c 725,1t.5.1987; Bull. EC 4-l,987,poinr  2.4.77.
4  oJ I137,27.5.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.3.7.
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1985 financial  year 1 was accompanied by a resolurion 2 containing  various
comments  designed to improve financial management  and reiterating its desire
to see the EDF entered in the budgetby 1990.
96. On 29 October Parliament  adopted a further resolution on action taken
by the Commission in response to the comments made in the resolution
accompanying  the decision granting a discharge in respect of the implementation
of the 1984 budget.3
On 23 July the Commission sent to the Council and the Court of Auditors for
information a communication 4 which it had addressed to Parliament on the
action it had taken in response to Parliament's  resolution of 7 April deferring
the discharge in respect of 1985.2
The Commission  sent its replies to the Court of Auditors' comments on the
1985 financial year to the Courr in October. s
Changes to Financial Regulations
97. On 7 October the Commission  sent rhe Council the third amendment6
to its proposal of December 79807 amending the Financial Regulation  of.2l
December 1977 applicable to the budget of the communities. s This proposal
represents a further adaptation of the proposal of 15 March 7984e and
supplements the second amendment  which the Commission, in accordance with
the general guidelines agreed by the Brussels European council of 29 and 30
June,l0 proposed  to the Council on 29 July.11
These amendments  are the key to action on budgetary  reform, discipline and
management. They incorporate into the rules the measures proposed by the
commission in 'The single Act: A new frontier for Europe'l2 and in its report
to the Council and to Parliament on the financing  of the Community budget.13
1
2
3
5
7
8
9
l0
11
11
t3
O J L 137, 27 . 5.1987  ; Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.3.8.
OJ L l25, 1.1..5.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987,ioint2.4.t7.
OJ C 318, 30.11.1,987;  Bull. EC tO-tgg7,  point 2.4.20.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point  2.3.8.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point 2.3.5.
OJ C 313, X.tt.tgAZ; Bull. EC 10-1987, point 2.3.8.
oJ C l19,21.5.1981.
OJ L 355, 31.72.1977;  lleventh General Report, points 62 to 64.
9J.927,9.4.1984t Eighteenth  General Repbrt, pbint 85.
Bull. EC 5-1987.  point 1.1.5.
9l C Zze, rcJ1.i997i  Bull. EC 7/8-1,9s7,  point 1.1.10.
Point 67 of this Reoort.
Point 79 of this Reiort.
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The main aspects are as follows: more transparent  presentation  of interinsti-
tutional appropriations; introduction of a specific overall reserve as the cor-
ollary to the stricter approach to determining the amount of appropriations;
reinforcement of the principle  of annuality;  amendment  of the special provisions
for the EAGGF Guarantee  Section to permit the application of agricultural
stabilizers;  application  of the principle  of annuality  and transparency  to research
programmesl extension of the role of the ECU.
98. On 23 October the Commission  also sent the Council a proposal for a
Regulation 1 amending temporarily  the Financial Regulation  of. 2l December
19772 in line with the amendment of the Regulation of 21. Aprll t970 on the
financing of the common agricultural policy 3 which was adopted by the
Council on 19 October and which set up until 30 October 1988 a mechanism
of 'advances against amounts booked in the accounts'.4
lnternal f inancial control
99. On 18 August the Commission  adopted draft decisions  on the clearance
of the EAGGF guarantee accounts for 7984 and 1985,5 thus achieving  the
objective which it had set itself in July 1985 6 to make up the accumulated
backlog in its control activities in two years. On 27 October it amended these
decisions to incorporatefive  cases which had been excluded;7 the milk quotas
for the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Denmark  and
the consumption aid for olive oil in Italy must still be cleared for 1984 and
1985. Financial Control ensured that the speeding up of these activities did not
affect their quality.
100. Financial Control continued to introduce new methods to improve
the systems of control for the structural  Funds, research and administrative
expenditure. The technological changes in progress will permit the gradual
introduction  of a computerized  approval  procedure on the basis of the current
experiment at Ispra.
OJ C298,7.11.1987; Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.3.9.
OJ L 355, 31.12.1977;  Eleventh  General Report, points 62to 64.
oJ L 94,28.4.1970.
Point 584 of this Report.
OJL262,12.9.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987, point  2.1.230.
Nineteenth General Report, point 114.
O J L 324, 74.11.1987  ; Bull. EC l0 -1987,  p oint 2.1.17 l.
1
2
3
4
5
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101.. ,ln'liaisoniwith  the Directorates-General  which administer  the Funds and
with the active supfort of Parliament,  Financial Control has also stepped up
its'training  schemes'for national  controllers  by organizing conferences in Greece
and Ponugal.,, ,"  i
'."i  !j 
'
702.,' ",lh 'a move to cornbat fiaud affecting  the Community  budget, the Com-
mission decided on 14 October tci set up a central unit under the direct
responsibility of the President to coordinate the departmental teams dealing
with fraud..1.  ,
Borrowing and lending operations
103. Table 5 shows the loans granted each year from 1985 to 1987.
TABLE 6
Loans granted
million ECU
1985 1986 t9B7s
N"*. Co-monity  InstrumenC
EEC balance-of-Davments  loansl
Eisc2  : '
Euratomt
EIB (frotn the Bank's own resources)3
of which: loans to ACP countries  and overseas terri
tories
loans to Medite:ranean countries2
Total
883.71
1 010.5
21.1..0
6 22s.0
(167.8)
(416.s\
393.0
865.0
1069.2
443.2
7 059.9
(150:7)
(231.1)
447.tr
859.9
959.3
J[J./
7 .t92.3
(761.2)
(27.7)
8 330.2 9 830.3 (9 782.2)
I  With guarante from tlegeneral budger.
z  With guarantee  from  the gereral budget for TSolo  of the sums lent, including  Spain  and Portugal in lg85.
J  Not covered  by the guarante from rhe general  budger.
a  See Table 7.
5  ECU rate ar 3l December  1987.
Borrowing operations during the year totalled 3 811.5 million ECU, including
85.1 million ECU from the EIB to refinance earlier operations  (as against 541.4
million ECU in 1986\
t  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.3.10.
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Operations concerning the New Community lnstrument
.
New Community Instrument
104. On 9 March the Council adopted the Decision allowing operations  to
continue under the New Community Instrument.  I
105. On 23 December the Commission sent the Council a proposalz for
ameriding this Decision to enable it to provide the additional  loan! requesqed,
by the Greek authorities for the regions hit by the earthquake  in Septembpr
1986.
106. NCI loans3 totalling 447 million ECU were signed ln 1987' The loans
were granted to promote Community investment, mainly by small and medium-
sized firms (86.60/.), but also for energy projects (4.9%) and infrastructure
(8.5%).  Since 1979,loans totalling  5 910.5 million ECU have been made under
this instrument (see Table 7).
TABLE 7
NCI loans in 1987 and totals 7979.87
million ECU
Operations in 1987
Total
NCI
r979-87
Loans
without
lnterest
subsidy
Loans
with
interest
subsidyl
Total
Denmark
Greece
Sparn
France
Ireland
Italy
Portugal
United Kingdom
Total
3 1.8
4.6
11.3.7
76.8
174.8
9.9
14.0
27.4
3 1.8
a-b
1.13.7
76.8
196.2
9.9
14.0
5U.7
306.r
133.0
1. 143.4
424.O
.. 196+'0
39.8
347.2
425.6 27.4 447'.0 :,  5 910,5
1  Council Decision 81/19/EEC  of 2o lanuary  1981  concerning  the earthquake in ltalv.
I  Point  141 of this Report. 2  Bull. EC t2-r987. 3  OJ L 112,28.4.1983;  Seventeenth  General Report, points L04 and' 742'
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Interest subsidies on certain NCI and EIB loans for the reconstruction
of regions struck by earthquake in ltaly and Greece I
107. Subsidized loans totalling48.2  million ECU were granted to Italy in7987
in accordance with the Council Decision of January 1981. Loans of this type
granted since 1981 now total975.5  million ECU (See Table 8).
The interest subsidies on outstanding loans continued to be paid on the annual
due dates. They amounted to 25.5 million ECU for Italy and 2 million ECU
for Greece.
TABLE 8
Loans with interest  subsidies to Italv for the reconstruction
of regions affected by earthquakes - 
1987
I  Interest  subsidies of 3olo per year for up to 12 years. These  amounts  cover  all loans  signed since 1981.
EEC balance-of- payments loans
108. Following the Council Decision of 9 December 19852 to grant a Com-
munity loan of 1 750 million ECU to Greece in two instalments under the
Regulation of 1,6 March 1981 concerning the Community loan mechanism
OJ L 37,10.2.'1,981;  OJ L 367,23.12.1981.  For the application of interest subsidies, see the annual  reports
from the Commission  to the Council and Parliament  on borrowing  and lending activities. Latest report:
1986 (Bull. EC 9-1957, point 2.1.3).
OJ L 341, 19.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 158.
Loans  signed Subsidies paidr
Situation
at
7.7.1987
(million
ECU)
Operations
tn
1987
Situation at 31.12.1987
Amount
(million
ECU)
"/o
Number
Amount
(million
ECU)
%
NCI
EIB
Total
577.5
315.8
21.4
26.8
l.)
28
632.9
342.6
64.9
35.1
t7.8  66.9
8.8  33.1
9n.3 48.2 43 975.5 100.0 26.6 100.0
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designed to support the balances of payments of Member States, 1 the Com-
mission decided to pay the second instalment of the loan and raised the
corresponding equivalent of 859.9 million ECU on the capital markets in
January 2 and February.  3
Financing ECSC activities
L09. ln 1987 the Community  continued to support coal and steel industry
investment through ECSC financial loans totalling 412.8 million ECU.
ECSC Ioans paid out in L987 totalled969.3 million BCU,99.9 million ECU less
than the 1, 069.2 million ECU in 1986.
Loans for the steel industry fell from 663 million ECU in 1986 to 129.6 mlllion
ECU in 1987. Funds for the coal industry totalled 283.2 million ECU and loans
ro promore consumption of Community  steel under the second paragraph  of
Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty, a totalled 50.7 million ECU.
Low-interest loans were provided for conversion  investments consistent with
the priority objective of job creation conversion in areas affected by the
restrucruring  of the steel industry and for promotion  of coal utilization. Loans
for workers' housing were given at the extremely favourable rate of 1.o/o per
yeat.
Loans granted in 1987 totalled 959.3 million ECU. They break down as follows:
639.7 mllllon ECU for industrial projects (799.5 million ECU in 1.986)' 304.3
million ECU for conversion programmes (243.5 million ECU in 1,986) and25.3
million ECU for workers' housing (26.2 million ECU in 1986).
110. The ECSC continued to look to the capital market for funds, raising a
total of 1 487 million ECU, including 348.5 million ECU to refinance earlier
operations (compared with 1 517.4 million ECU in 1986, including 710.2 million
ECU to refinance earlier operations).
I  OJ L 73,19.3.1981;  Fifreenth  General Report, point 125. 2  Bull. EC 1-1987,2.3.11. 3  Bull. EC 2-7987,2.3.77. 4  oJ c 721,17.s.1985.
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Financing Euratom activities
111. The Commission continued its lending operations on behalf of Euratom
under the Council Decision of December 19851 which increased to 3 000
million ECU the total amount which the Commission  is authorized  to raise to
finance investment in nuclear power stations and the enrichment of fissile
mate rials.
112. At 31 December loans made during the year (at rates obtaining at end
of year) totalled 313.7 million ECU (compared with 443.2 million ECU in 1986).
This year's loans went to five firms.
The grand total since such operations began in 1977 is now 2753.1, million
ECU (at the rates obtaining when contracts were signed).
Euratom raised a total of 853.4 million ECU in 1987, including307.8  million
ECU to refinance earlier operations (compared  with 488.2 million ECU in 1986,
including  292 mtllion ECU to refinance earlier operations).
European lnvestment Bank
113. Since the activities of the European Investment Bank 
- 
an autonomous
Community institution 
- 
in 1987 are described in its annual report, only the
main figures are set out here.2
Financing operations by the Bank both inside and outside the Community
amounted to 7 192.2 million ECU from its own resources and 550.3 million
ECU from resources  supplied by the Community, a total of 7 842.5 million
ECU in 1.987 compared with 7 544.8 million ECU in 1985.
1  OJ L 334, 12.12.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 123. 2  C6pies  of the report and of other publications  reiating to the Bank's work and its operations can be
obtained from the main office (110 boulevard Konrad Adenauet, L-2950 Luxembourg,  tel. 43791) or
from its offices  in Belgium (rue de la Loi 277, 8-1040  Brussels, tel. 230 98 90), Italy (Via Sardegna 38,
I-00187 Rome,  tel.47797),  the United Kingdom  (68 Pall Mall, London Sri71Y  sES, tel. 839 3351), Greece
(Ypsilantou Odos 13-15, Kolonaki, 10675 Athens, tel.724  98 11/12113\ and Portugal  (144-156 Avenida
de Liberdade,  80, P-1200 Lisbon, tel. 3289 89).
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TABLE 9
EIB loans in the Community  in 1987
From own
resources
(million ECU)
From NCI
resources
(million ECU)
Total
million
ECU
./.
Belgium
Denmark
Germany  (FR)
Spain
Greece
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
United Kingdom
Miscellaneous  (Article 18)
Community
37.r
283.5
276.5
593.7
160.2
929.8
178.6
2 916.0
7.5
18.0
380.0
1 119.8
108.7
31.8
L't3.7
4.5
/ 6-6
196.2
9.9
14.0
37.1.  0.5
315.3  4.2
2/6.5  5./
707.4  9.5
164.8  2.2
1 006.5  13.5
778.6  2.4
311,2.2  47.8
1.6
18.0  0.2
389.9  5.2
1 1,33.7  15.2
1.08.7  1.5
7 003.4 447.0 7 450.4  100.0
The loans granted for projects in the Community totalled 7 450.4 million ECU
(95% of all financing operations):7  003.4 million ECU came from the Bank's
own resources and 447 mtllion ECU from NCI resources. 1 The total in 1985
wasT 07I.I million ECU. The breakdown  by country is shown in Table 9'
Loans for regional development projects account for 58% of all loans in the
Community and for 62"/o of the aid from the Bank's own resources, illustrating
the priority given by the Bank to this objective and confirmed in the Single
Act. Operations  designed to serve the Community's energy objectives (2226'8
million ECU) dropped somewhat, but loans for infrastructure projects of
community  interesr2 (630.8 million ECU) again increased, while loans for
environmental  protection rose from70L.7 million ECU to 1, 572.9 million ECU.
Aid to industry  also increased appreciably:  individual loans totalled  937 million
ECU, including 474.1, million ECU for proiects introducing or developing
advanced  technologies. A further 1 619 million ECU was granted in the form
1  Point 105 of this Report. 2  The credit as.eemeit for the Channel  Tunnel (FF 10 000 million or UKL 1 000 million) did not give rise
to any loans-in 1987 and is not included in this figure.
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of global loans to-intermediaries, including 387 million from NCI resources;
some 2 869 credits totalling around  1 014 million ECU were onlent to small
and medium-sized businesses from global loans.
114. Operations outside the Community totalled 392.1 million ECU, as against
473.7 mlllion ECU in 1986, of which 188.8 million ECU was from the Bank's
own resources.  Because of delays in the negotiation and application of new
protocols  with Mediterranean  countries, loans of only 42.8 million ECU could
be granted from the amounts still available under the existing protocols. In the
ACP countries, by contrast, with the gradual implementation  of the third Lom6
Convention, 151.2 million ECU was lent from the Bank's own resources  and
188.2 million ECU in risk capital from budget funds.
1L5. The Bank obtained the funds it required for lending operations from its
own resources by raising a total of 5 592.7 million ECU on the international
caoital markets or on the national markets of certain member and non-member
countries. Most of this amount was collected in the form of public issues and
private placings at fixed rates.
General budget guarantee for borrowing and
lending operations
115. The guarantee by the Community  budget can cover both borrowings
and lendings. 1 For borrowings the Community provides the budget guarantee
to its own lenders when floating an issue under one of its financial instruments
- 
balance-of-payments facility, Euratom loans, New Community Instrument.
For loans granted, the guarantee  is given to the European Investment Bank for
the loans it makes from its own resources under the Mediterranean  protocols.
ln 1987 authorized borrowing and lending operations guaranteed  by the general
budget totalled 201,30 million ECU; at 31 December the guarantee  was in
operation for 9 977 million ECU of Community  borrowings and for loans of
2 21,8.9 million ECU granted out of the EIB's own resources.
At 31 December the commitments in interest and capital covered by the budget
guarantee  for 1987 totalled 2 248 mrllion ECU (including 1 030 million ECU in
interest).
1  The role of the Community's  budget guarantee  and the-very slight-risk involved are described  in the
Nineteenth  General Reoort. point 131.
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Aid to Portugal
117. On 30 October the Commission  signed contracts with seven Portuguese
financial institutions for providing interest subsidies on bank loans to small
and medium-sized  busineises in order to promote employment.l  This pilot
scheme, for which a specific heading has been set aside in the Community
budget2 at Parliament's request, is a precursor to the co-financing of the
regional aid scheme for Portugal.
1  Bull. EC 10-1987 , point 2.3.20. 2  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1,16.
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Building the Community
Section  L
Economic and monetary policy
Main developments
118. The main features of the international  economy in 1987 were persistent
current account imbalances  between the major industrialized  countries and
growing indebtedness in tbe deueloping countries. Closer international cooper'
ition a/ter the Louure agreenrcnt  in February led to some success in stabilizing
dollar exchange rates, but from mid-October the dollar began to depreciate once
more and financial and capital markets were affected by serious disturbances.
Growth in the Community  remained weak, at all euents inadequate to bring
down the leuel of unemployment, wbich is tbe Community's  worst problem.
To attain its obiectiue of reinforcing internal growth, the Commission has been
pressing for deterrnined  application of the cooperatiue  Community  strategy. 'for 
mire employment-creating  growthr througb irnproued coordination of
budgetary and monetary  policies, the speeding up of completion of the large
inteinal market and the strengthening of economic and social cohesion in the
Community.
On seueral occasions  the two sides of industry, expressing their uiews in tbe
context of the social dialogue conducted at Community leuel at tbe Com-
rnission's inuitation,z  reaffirmed their support for tbis strategy.
1  OJ L 377,31.12.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 133 and 134.
2  Point 63 of this Report.
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Priority activities and objectives
Strengthening the EMS
119. As requested by the Community's  Finance Ministers on 1.2 January, 
r
the Monetary Committee  and the Committee of Central Bank Governors made
useful suggestions for strengthening the operating mechanisms  of the European
Monetary System, which were subsequently endorsed by the Ministers for
Economic and Financial Affairs at their informal meeting in Nyborg on 12
September.2
120. To ensure better coherence and compatibility  not only between the
various economic policy tools used by the Member States but also between
actual performances, the medium-term surveillance  procedure has been
reinforced. The procedure is based on a set of macroeconomic indicators  which
have been defined for the particular needs of managing the EMS, but are
complementary to those which it has been agreed to use at international level.
121. With the increased mobility  of capital, any strains developing in the EMS
must be dealt with rapidly. Thus, while the basis for cooperation will still be
a broad consensus on the thrust of monetary policy, the main focus will
henceforth be on very short-term  management  of exchange rates, where a close
surveillance  procedure has also been introduced.
This pragmatic  approach, which does not require any institutional changes to
the system, is accompanied by some adjustments  to the EMS mechanisms,
especially  those relating to very short-term financing, acceptance of the ECU
and intramarginal intervention.
The economic situation
122. In a world economic  environment where imbalances continue to give
cause for concern, economic growth in the Community in 1987 was lower than
forecast in the latest annual economic report.3 For the Community as a whole,
GDP growth is unlikely to exceed 2o/" in real terms, compared with 2.60/o in
1985. The main causes of this output trend are the weakness  of exports (external
Bull. EC 1-1987,  poinr  2.1.7.
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 7.3.1 et seq.
OJ L 385, 37.12.198Q  Twentieth  General Report, points 129 and 130.
I
2
3
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demand  having slowed down more than expected)  and the downward revision
of firms' investment  plans (exch^nge-rate  movements  having damaged the price
competitivenesS  of European manufacturers),  Moreover, private consumption
did not perform quite as well as expected.
123. Inflation continued to slow down, in particular in the countries  where
it was still high, bringing gre^ter convergence in this field; the increase in
consumer  pricis was only marginally above 3"/o in 1987, comparcd  with 3.7o/o
in 1986.
124. In L987 the rise in unemployment  was checked for the first time thanks
to the employment growth recorded since 1985. But unemployment is still
about 12o/o and remains the Community's most serious problem.
1.25. In t987 money supply growth accelerated, probably to over 10% by the
end of the year, compared with 8% in 1986.
126. EMS central rates were realigned on 12 January.l
Coordination of economic and monetary policies
127. In accordance with the Council Decision of 18 February 1'974 on the
attainment of a high degree of economic policy convergence,2  the Council
examined the economic situation in the Community on three occasions. At the
first examination,  on 9 March,3 it concluded that there was no need to adjust
the economic  policy guidelines for 1987 on the cooperative  strategy for full
employment,  adopted at its meeting in December 1986 in the annual economic
report.4
At the second examination, on 13 Jtly,s the Council again concluded that it
was not necessary at that sfage to adjust the economic policy guidelines for
1987.4 It backed the idea.of. quickly introducing measures to boost internal
demand  should growth slow down further.
1  Bull. EC l-1987, point 2.1.1. 2  oI L 63.5.i.1974. :  s"tt. EC 3-L987.  ooinr 2.1.2. 4  OJ L ZtS,lt.tZ,.igge;  Twentieth  General Report, point 129. 5  Bull. EC 7 /8-1987 . ooint 2.1 .2.
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1.28. Following the turmoil on financial and foreign-exchange markets in late
October, the Council affirmed on 16 November that the Member States were
determined  to improve the conditions for further internally generated non-
inflationary growth and to contribute  to the reduction  of external imbalances.  I
At the third examination,  on 7 December,2  the Council, acting on a proposal
from the Commission,3 after receiving the opinions of Parliament 4 and the
Economic and Social Committee,5 adopted the annual report on the economic
situation in the community and approved  economic policy guidelines for the
Member States for 1988. In the preamble to the report the Commission  stressed
the need for the economic forecasts to be revised because of the fall in share
prices on the stock markets of the industrialized countries  and because of the
sharp fall in the dollar.
129. ln 1987 the European council met in Brussels and copenhagen.  At its
meeting in Brussels,5 which was entirely devoted to examining the com-
mission's communication  'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europ  e' ,7 it
unanimously adopted  conclusions  for the short term on the system of monetary
compensatory  amounts, the 1987 budget and the research appropriations  in
that budget. The conclusions for the medium term were approved by only
11 Member  Stares.
At its Copenhagen meeting, the European Council discussed these matters
further. 2 TheHeads of State or Government decided to hold a special European
Council  meeting in Brussels in February  1988.
130. At the close of rhe 'western Economic summit held in venice from 8 to
10 June,8 the Heads of state or Government of the seven industrialized
countries taking part and the representatives  of the Community issued a major
economic declaration confirming the commitments entered into in Paris on
II.1
1  Bull. EC 11-1987.  ooint2.1.2. 2  Bull. EC72-1987'.- i  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 1.4.1 et seq.
1 gJ_.c z+s,zl.tzJ9az; Bull. EC tt-t982,  point 2.1.3. r  Bull. EC 11-1987, point 2.4.35. 6  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 1.1.2 et seq. 7  Sup.plement  L/87'-Bull. EC; Buli. EC 2-1,987,  point 1.1.1 et seq. u  Bull. EC 6-1987 , points  I .2.6 and 3.7 .1 et seq.
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23 February ('Louvre agreement')  1 and \Tashington 2 and stressed in particular
the usefulness of coordinating economic policies.3
Medium-term  economic development  in thb Community
131. At the end of April a report prepared at the Commission's  request b-y a
group of independenr  ;xperrs ihaired by Mr Padoa-schioppa was presented-to
Ih. pr.s. a Tire report, entitled 'Efficiency, stability and equity: A strategy for
the ivolution of the economic system of the European Community',  examines
the implications of two decisions  taken in 1985  on enlarging the
Community to include Spain and Portugal  and the other on creating' by 7992,
a market without internal frontiers. The report makes several recommendations
arguing for simplified methods of preparing  Community legislation;  closer
*ott.t".y policy coordination;  stronger redistributive functions for the budget
and the -ommuttity's lending instruments; more open markets; and a cooperat-
ive growth strategy 5 to achieve a higher growth rate and ensure successful
enlargement  and completion of the internal market.
European Monetary System
Operation of the EMS
132. The year 7987 began with a further realignment  of central rates within
the EMS, on 12 Januaty.e k was agreed in response to the sliding dollar and
capital -ou.-.itr,  bui the background was more favourable than on the
oc^casion of earlier realignments, given increased convergence of economic
fundamentals. The adiustments of at most 3olo, together with the Louvre
agreement,7 have since enabled parities to be kept stable in the EMS'
2
3
4
5
7
At the Louvre, the Finance  Ministers  and the Central Bank Governors of the G199n. of Seven  agreed
ih", ih. *brr"ntial exchange-rate  changes  since the Plaza agreement (September.1985) had now brought
;ilir-;;;;;i;.';i;hi;;;d"r  broadly Jonsistent  with unde-rlying economic.fundamentals  and that they
1;,,ould ioop.t"te closely to"fo.,., sra6ility_of  exchange 
-ra.tes  around the levels obtainingat th-e- time.
itt" io"uri "g.""-"rrt'*", 
confirmed atihe me.ting-of  the IMF Interim  Committee held in Washington
in April (Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.3).
Point752 of this Report.
Bull. EC 4-1987, point 7.1.7 et seq.
oj r3n,5t.ti.iggs;  Nineteentfr General Report, point 133; oJ L 385,31.12.1986;  Twentieth  General
Report, points 129 and 730.
Bull. EC 1-1987,  ooint 2.1.1.
Point 130 (footnote 2) of this Report.
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During  the course of the year, the EMS operated efficiently against the backcloth
of major changes in the degree of liberalization oi capital movemenrs and
increasingly sophisticated  financial markers which created wider scope for
speculative capital movements.
After the realignment of central rates on 12 January,l better coordinated
interest-rate management was more effective in stabilizing  exchange rates inside
the system.
Strengthening the EMS and the role of the ECU
133. At their informal meeting in Nyborg on 12 Seprember,2  the Communiry's
Ministers for Economic and Financial Affairs agreed to a number of measures
to strengthen  the EMS.
134. On 13 May the Bank of Spain 3 and on L0 November the Bank of
Portugal a put their signarures to the Agreement of 13 March 1979 between the
central Banks of the Member States laying down the operaring procedures for
the European  Monetary System. s Thus formally  members of the sysrem, spain
and Portugal now hold positions in the EMS similar ro rhose of the united
Kingdom and Greece.
L35. On 15 June the Central Council of the Deutsche Bundesbank decided to
change the way it applies the rules of currency law to transacfions  subject to
its aurhorization and to permir rhe private use of the ECU on the same terms
as the use of foreign currencies.5 Portugal having permitted the ECU to be
quoted on the Lisbon stock exchange since 15 Seprernber !985, the ECU is now
recognized on either a de facto or a de jure basis by all Member States.
L36. At the beginning of July the commission decided to step up its drive to
promote the ECU and to use it more widely in irnplementing  the Community
budget. T
1  Bull. ECI-1987,  point2.1.1. z  Points  1.79 to 121 of this Report. r  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.3. 4  Bull. EC t1-1987; point 2.1.5.
]  OJ1379,30.12.7979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 84. 6  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.1.4.
'  Bull. tCztg-tgsi,point  2.1.4.
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The Community and the international monetary system
L37. The annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund, held in 
'V7ash-
ington in early October, 1 was preceded by two preparatory  meetings of the IMF
Interim Committee. The Community  was represented  by Mr Palle Simonsen,
President of the Council, and Mr Abel Matutes, Member of the Commission.
138. On 9 and 10 April the Interim Committee of the IMF held its 28th
meeting, at which discussion  focused mainly on the world economic situation,
the development of international trade and especially  the problems of indebted-
ness of certain developing countries.2
139. At its 29th meeting, held in Washington from 29 September to
1 October, 1 the Interim Committee recognized that the problem of the devel-
oping countries'  debt would take longer than expected to solve; it favoured the
idea of reducing the debt burden of the poorest countries by applying lower
interest  rates. At the preliminary meetings of the Groups of Five and of Seven, 
1
the industrialized  countries members of those Groups reaffirmed all aspects of
the Louvre agreement and stressed the need for a new strategy to deal with
international debt, in particular the debt of the poorest countries.
Initiatives and measures taken by the Community
Financial engineering
140. Opinions were adopted on 15 September by Parliament3 and on 22
October by the Economic and Social Committee 4 on the proposal for a
Decision on financing major Community infrasfructure  projects, s on which
the Council had held an initial exchange of views on 5 May,5 in the light of
the ideas set out in a more general communication on financial engineering.  T
1  Bull. EC9-1,987,  point2.l.6.
2  Bull. EC 4-1987, 
-point 
2.1.3.
:  oJ C 281, 19.10.1987i  Bull. EC 9-1987, poinr 2.1.4. a  Bu[[. EC 10-1987,  point 2.4.47, 5  oJ C 80, 27 .3.1987; Twentieth  General  Report, point 152. 6  Bull. EC 5-1987. point 2.1.5. 7  Twentieth  General Report, point 152.
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Extension of the New Community lnstrument  (NCl lV)
141. On 9 March, following the common position agreed on 8 December
1986,r the Council adopted the Decision  extending the activities of the New
Community Instrument (NCI IU.2
The European Investment Bank Informed the Council that it was willing to
play a part in implementing  the measures  envisaged on 8 December 7986.3
Borrowing  and lending
L42. Under the balance-of-payments  support mechanism,  the Commission
made borrowings  on capital markets to fund the second instalment of the
Community loan to Greece.4
143. On 18 September  the Commission transmitted to the Council and to
Parliament its seventh annual report on the Community's borrowing and
lending activities, dealing with 1986.5 The report gives a comprehensive  picture
of the use made of the Community's structural lending instruments  and brings
out the continuing concentration  on the productive sector, with strong growth
of individual loans to small and medium-sized  businesses. There was also a
significant  increase in loans for infrastructure projects and a sharp rise in those
to the energy sector.
1
2
3
5
II-1
Twentieth  General Report, point 153.
OJ L 7 1, 14.3.7987  ; Bull. EC 3 -1987,  point 2.1.3,
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.3.
Point 108 of this Report.
Bull. EC 9-1987.  oolnt 2.7.3.
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Section 2
Completing the internal market
Main developments
144. Tbis is the third year of the programme to remoue physical, technical
and tax barriers by 1992, as set out by the Commission  in its'White Paper on
completing the internal market and approued at the Milan meeting of the
European Council in June 1985.1 Aboue all, howeuer, 1.987 is the year in tuhicb
the Single European Act, which is of supreme  importance  to the attainrnent of
the internal market goal, came into force.z The fact that its entry into force
was delayed from 1 lanuary to 1 July is bound to affect the timetable contained
in the White Paper, as it raill undoubtedly take sorne months to smooth
out minor hitches in applying the new decision-making  mechanisms. This is
particularly true of the cooperation procedure between Council and Parliament.
Howeuer, these important euents should not eclipse the significant  progress
made on indiuidual proposals in the'White Paper.
There can be no question but that most beadway has been made by the
Commission,  uthicb has adopted a large number of proposals tbat make it
clearer what the internal market will look like in L992; thbse proposals couer
such cornerstones as public procurement, standardization, indirect taxation
and the free mouement of capital.
By the end of the year the Commission had put foruard proposals3 concerning
two thirds of the measures listed in its June 1985 Wbite Paper as being necessary
to the completion of the internal market; it has set itself the objectiue of
completing its programme of proposals (utith tbe exception  of ueterinary and
plant-heabb  legislation) before the end of 1988. The Council had adopted  57
internal market instruments  by 31 December 7987, and 126 proposals are still
being discussed in the Council or Parliament.a Althougb tbe timetable set out
in the White Paper bas not been totally adhered to, considerable progress  has
thus been rndde, particularly if account is taken of the size of the programme
1  Nineteenth  General Report, points 762to 755. 2  Point 1 of this ReDort. 3  Annex to this section  (at end of Report). a  Annex to this section  (at end of Report).
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for the first three years and the fact that the qualified majority option was not
auailable before 1 July 1987.
The Commission also notes growing  interest on the part of the business
community in tlte undertaking,  and aboue all a highly positiue dttitude towards
the ultimate objectiue, The Council still has fiue years to reach a decision on
all the necessary  rneAsures.  This may seem long, but in the circurnstances  it is
uery little. The important  thing is that tbe process has been set in train and is
u irtually irreu er sible.
145. The political impetus giuen by the European Council meeting at The
Haguer to a people's Europe, i.e. the efforts to giue the people of Europe tbe
feeling of belonging to one political entity, is producing practical results. The
Council's decision to set up the Erasmus  prograftnne  on student rnobility is 4
compelling token of tbis political resolue, as is the decision of the European
Council to bring about a general system of recognition of diplomas in L988.
Tbese achieuements  are a meAsure of the will to aduance in the direction
indicated in 1.985 in the two reports by the ad hoc People's Europe Committee
chaired by Mr Adoninno,2  euen if in areas such as the free nouement of
indiuiduals  no practical reswlts haue yet been achieued,
This new approach is also reflected  in the launch of a Comrnunity cooperation
scheme concerning  mutual aid in emergencies, The Council and the Representa-
tiues of the Gouernments of the Member States, meeting within the Council,
showed their determination  to act together in ciuil protection matters by
adopting  a resolution  on 25 June on tbe setting-up of a permanent network of
liaisan officers, the adoption of a ciuil protection guide and the exchange of
personnel  responsible for ciuil protection, and in particular for simulation
exercises,
Priority activities and objectives
Liberalization of government  procurement
146. Liberalization of government procurement  continued3  to be one of the
Commission's priorities in the drive to dismantle the barriers still dividing  the
common market. On 18 March the Commission pursued its strategy for opening
Twentieth  General Report, point 284,
Nineteenth  General Report, point 278; Supplement  7/85 -- Bull. EC.
Twentieth  General Report, poilt 160.
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up this sector to genuine Community-wide competition by adopting  a proposal
for a Council Directive which would require Member States to provide suppliers
and contractors with means of quick relief against irregularities in tendering
and award procedures for procurement  and construction contracts and would
enable the Commission to intervene  to suspend  award procedures in appropriate
cases. 1 As well as tightening up enforcement by increasing the availability  of
legal redress and the Commission's powers to obtain information  and to
monitor and intervene in proceedings,  the strategy calls for action on a number
of other fronts: it aims to bring public utilities (telecommunications,  energy,
water and transport), which are now excluded, within the scope of the legis-
lation, and to ensure that greater attention is paid to compliance with the
competitive tendering rules in projects supported by the structural Funds or
with low-interest  finance from the European Investment Bank. The action
programme  also seeks to reconcile the rules on open procurement  with Com-
munity regional policy and to take account of the industrial policy implications
of the liberalization.
147. As part of the action programme,  the Commission  decided on 26 May
to set up an Advisory Committee  on the Opening-up  of Public Procurement to
serve as a sounding board for the views of business interests involved in
government contracts for supplies, construction  works and services.2 The
advice from the Committee will be especially  valuable for the liberalization of
procurement in the sectors at present excluded.
The proposal for a Council Directive coordinating the laws, regulations  and
administrative provisions relating to the application of Community  rules on
procedures  for the award of public supply and public works contracts,3 so as
to require Member States to provide means of redress against breaches of the
competitive tendering rules and to enable the Commission to intervene to order
a suspension of award procedures was sent to the Council on 1 July, the first
day of. the operation of the new procedures introduced by the Single European
Act. a In October the Economic and Social Committee gave its opinion s on
the proposal, in which it supported the principle but felt that the Directive
should go further in the direction of harmonizing national provisions,  particu-
larly as regards time limits and penalties and the Commission's power to order
suspension.
1  Bull. EC 3-7987. point 1.2.'!. et sea. 2  oJ L rs2, 72.6.:19871  OJ L 338, 2e.nlg9Z;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.r.A; aJ C 317, 28.LL.1987;  Bull.
EC 11-1987,  point 2.1.32. r  oJ c zlo,zs.g.tggz; Bull. EC 7/8-7987,point  2.1.21. a  Point 1 of this Reoort. 5  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point2.4.40.
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To take account of the results of the renegotiation 1 of the GATT Agreement
on Government Procurement,2  the Commission on 1 June amended 3 its
proposal of 19 June 19864 for a Council Directive amending the Council
Directive  of 2l December 1976 on coordination of provisions for the award of
public supply contracts s and deleting certain provisions  of the Directive of 22
July 1980. 6 On 2 October it further amended 7 its proposal in order to
incorporate the majority of the amendments which had been proposed by
Parliament  7 under the cooperation procedure instituted by the Single European
Act.
L48. On 4 November the Commission approved for publication a Users'
Guide to the Community  rules on Open Government Procurement,  which is
intended to raise the level of compliance by increasing  public awareness of the
rules. 8
149. In November the Council decided, e on aproposal from the Commission,
to approve the Protocol amending the GATT Agreement on Government
Procurement  1 and to authorize  its signature on the Community's behalf. The
Commission  duly signed the Protocol for the Community on 15 November.
The Protocol, which will enter into force on 15 February 1988, makes several
amendments  to the original Agreement of April 1979.r0It extends the Code to
new types of contract, lowers the value threshold from which contracts are
covered from 150 000 to 130 000 SDR, and requires further items of information
in tender notices.
Technical harmonization and standards
150. Under the new approach  to technical harmonizationll  the Council,  acting
on a proposal from the Commission,l2 adopted a Directive in June on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States on simple pressure  vesselsl3
I  Point 889 of this Report. 2  Twentieth  General Report. ooint 978.
I  OJ C 167,79.6.1987;Iiull.  EC 6-1987,point2.1.18.
i  OJ C 173,77.7.7986i  Twentieth  General Report, point 160.
'  OJ L 13,75.1,.1977;  Tenth General Report, point 132.
:  OJ L 215, 18.8.1980;  Fourteenth  General Report, point 137. /  OJ C 303, 13.11.1987;  Bull. EC 70-1987, point  2.1.18. 8  B;ll. EC it-1987. point 2.1.31. e  oJ L 345,9.12.1987;Bull. EC tt-1987,poim2.2.71. r0 Thirteenth Ceneral  i{eport. ooint 494. '
]l  Ol C 136,4.6.7985:  Nineteenth General Report, point  210. tr  OJ C 89,15.4.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  215. 13 oj 1220,8.8.1987;  Bull. EC 6-7987,point'2.2.i1.
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and reached a common position on 18 December concerning a proposal for a
Directive  on toy safety. 1 The new approach was also reflected in the proposal
for a Directive on safety in the design and construction of a wide range of
machinery transmitted  by the Commission to the Council on22 October.2
1S1. On 20 February the Commission sent the Council two proposals for
Directives relating to the procedure for the provision of information in the field
of technical standards and regulations,3 one extending the scope of the Direc-
tive of 28 March 19834 to all industrially-manufactured products other than
agricultural products, the other establishing a procedure for the provision of
information in the field of technical standards  and regulations applying  to
agricultural products, making the latter subject to the amended provisions of
the 1983 Directive.4
Both these proposals honour commitments made by the Commission in its
June 1985 'White Paper on completing the internal  market. s Taken together
with the Directive of 22 December 1985 relating to high-technology  medicinal
products,5 Article 5 of which refers to the Directive of 28 March 1983,4
this represents  the establishment of a general procedure for the provision of
information on the drafting of technical regulations for all products. This
machinery will constitute an essential means of preventing new technical
barriers to trade and thereby help to bring about a genuine single market. It
will also play a major part in the creation of a technical environment  common
to all businesses.
Creation of a European financial area
152. On 4 November the Commission transmitted  to the Council  a communi-
cation together with three proposals for legal instruments (two directives and
a regulation) 7 designed to give effect to the principle of complete  liberalization
of capital movements set out in Article 67 of the Treaty;8 this is an essential
aspect of the creation of an integrated financial area which must accompany
Point 523 of this Report.
Bull. EC 77-1987,  point 2.1..21.
O I C 7 l, 19.3.7987  ; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.8.
OJ L 109, 26.4.7983;  Seventeenth General Report, point 150.
Nineteenth General Report, points 762to 156.
OJ L 15, 77.1.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  210.
Bull. EC 70-1987,point7.7.1  et seq.
OJL332,26.77.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 151.
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completion of the large internal market by 1992,1 an objective laid down by
the Single Act.2
The first proposal is for a new Council Directive,  based on Article 69 of the
Treaty, which would extend liberalization  to all capital movements (financial
loans and credits, current and deposit account operations, investments  in short-
term securities). Provision has been made for a specific  safeguard clause for
counteracting disruptive short-term  capital movements,  and Spain, Ireland,
Portugal and Greece would be granted additional  time for implementing the
Directive. The second proposal is for a Directive  amending  the Directive of
21, March L972 on regulating international capital flows 3 with a view to placing
at Member States' disposal the necessary instruments  for applying the specific
safeguard clause where appropriate. The third proposal is for a Regulation
providing for the introduction  of a single medium-term  financial  support
instrrrm.nt combining the existing medium-term  financial  assistance 4 and
Community loan 5 mechanisms;  the conditions under which such support can
be granted would be broadened to cover the needs arising both from liberal-
ization of capital movements  and from balance-of-payments difficulties.
Removal of intra-Community  tax frontiers
153. On 7 August the Commission sent to the Council a communication
containing a package of proposals for Directives relating to VAT and excise
duties 6 which are designed to do away with tax controls at the Community's
internal frontiers as part of the drive to complete the single Community market
by 1992.5 In the case of VAT, the Commission has proposed that rates should
be brought closer together and that their number should be limited to two - a reduced rate for items of basic necessity and a standard rate for other goods
- 
with a maximum permitted difference of 5 or 6 percentage points (a band
of between  4o/o and 9o/o for reduced  rates and between  '1.4o/o and 20o/o for the
standard rate) so as not to cause deflections of trade. VAT would in future be
paid by the purchaser of the goods at the rate applicable in the country where
the sale takes place, with the Treasury in the country of the seller collecting
this tax; a clearing mechanism would be introduced to enable the revenue
collected  to be distributed at regular intervals by member country of consump-
1  Nineteenth  General Report. points 762 to 166. 2  Twentiech  General Repbrt,  point 2; Supplement  2/86 - 
Bull EC. 3  oJ L 91, 19.4.1972. 4  oJ L 73,273.tn1. 5  OJ L 73, 19.3.1981,;  Fifteenth General Report, point 125. 6  oj C Xo, fi.g.tggi; oJ C 251, tg.g.tggi;  oJ C 2s2,22.9.1987;  Bull. EC 7 /8-1987, point L.2.7 et seq.
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tion. In the case of excise duties, the Commission has proposed that there
should be complete harmonization of duties for those products which continue
to be subject to this type of tax: minetal oils, alcoholic beverages  and tobacco.
Civil protection
154. On 25 June the Council and the Representatives  of the Member States
meeting within the Council adopted the resolution on the introduction of
Community cooperation on civil protection  1 which they had approved on 2-5
M^y.2 Thi resoiution incorporat;s  most of the Commission's  proposals3_ and
constitutes an important first step towards  coordinated  action in areas of direct
and immediate concern to the people of Europe'
The Commission has taken a number of measures  within rhe framework which
the resolution lays down. It has organized a study of civil protection data banks
so that all the Member  States can make available to each other full information
on the srrucures and resources available to deal with disasters. Ultimately, this
will lead to installation of a warning system. As part of its work on intensifying
and consolidating cooperation between the Community and the Council of
Europe,4 the Commission acceded in September to the open partial Agreement
on the prevention of, protection  against, and organizadon  of relief in major
natural and technological disasters,5 which opens the way to cooperation,
particularly with non-member countries in the Mediterranean area.
BUSINESS  ENVIRONMENT
Removal of physical frontiers
Checks on goods
Customs  union: the external dimension
155. Harmonization of cusroms legislation being a prerequisite for completion
of the internal market and for the Community's  effective participation  in the
international economic order, the Commission  pursued the work of codifying
'  Ol C 1J6JJ 1987; Bull. EC 6-1987,point  2.1.10.
2  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.8. 3  Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.5. 4  Point 905 of this Report. 5  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.2.46.
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customs rules. Externally, it continued to prove a dependable  partner of other
countries and groups of countries through its participation in the activities of
various international  bodies, in particular the Customs Cooperation Council
(CCC).'ufith  a view to strengthening mutual cooperation,  special attention was
devoted to relations with the European Free Trade Association,  collaboration
with which proved fruitful in such areas as the movement of goods and rules
of origin. 
1
Harmonization of customs rules on trade with non-member countries
Common Customs Tariff
155. Active preparations continued for the introduction  on 1. January 1988 of
the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System (HS) and of the
integrated Community tariff (Taric).2 Ar the Common Cusroms Tariff (CCT)
has undergone  no significant change since its introduction in 1958 3 and since
the changes will affect not only the customs  authorities  but also all those
concerned with the import and export of goods, the Commission has made
sure that the new rules to be applied from 1988 will be fully operational; it has
accordingly  helped with the training of national officials and future users of
the new arrangements.
157. In April the Council adopted  a Decision concerning  rhe conclusion of
the International Convention  on the Harmonized Commodity Description and
Coding System. + This Decision, based on a Commission proposal,5 will affect
all the Commission's activities in the tariff field. The instrument of acceptance
of the convention was deposited on 22 September on behalf of the Community. 5
The Harmonized  System, which was drafted in the Customs Cooperation
Council, is intended to replace universally  the CCC nomenclature  as rhe basis
for the tariff. and statistical nomenclatures used by the Community,  and also
the other tariff nomenclatures used by the Community's trading partners. On
23 July the Council accordingly adopted, on a proposal from the Commission, T
a Regulation on the tariff and sratistical nomenclature  and on the CCT.8 This
Regulation is of great importance not only because it introduces the combined
1
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Points  169 and 170 of this Reoorr.
Twentieth  General Report, point 165.
OJ L 155,21.9.1966;OJL172,22.7.1968;  Second  General Report, point 1.
OJ L 198, 20.7.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.49.
gJ..C 1?0: 5.4.7984; Eighteenth  General Report, point 150; Bull. EC 2-1987,poinr.2.1.47.
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tariff and statistical  nomenclature  (CN) and the Taric but also because it sets
out in clear terms the concept of the CCT laid down in Article 9 of the EEC
Treaty and defines fully and organically the powers of the Council and the
Commission in this area. It entrusts to the Commission the task of amending  the
Community  legislation based on the former CCT and Nimexe nomenclatures  so
as to adapt it to the CN and, for routine administrative matters, provides that
the Commission  shall be assisted by a management committee  to replace the
former regulatory committee and make it possible to operate more effectively,
in particular by shortening  the time taken over decisions. In order to sadsfy
the need to inform business  and trade, the Office for Official Publications
published in June the full version of the CN and a concordance  table designed
to facilitate the classification  of goods under the new nomenclature.
158. Further to the Agreement concluded with the United States in January
on the consequences of enlargement, I the Council adopted on 76 March, on
a proposal from the Commission,2  a Regulation 3 amending the Regulation
of 24 Nou.mber  1985 on rhe CCT for 7987.4 This Regularion introduces
reductions in customs duties for a range of products and certain tariff heading
amendments.
159. The adjustment of the bilateral central rates in the European Monetary
System in January5 resulted in the adoption of new rates for converting
the ECU into national currencies for the purposes of determining the tariff
classification of goods and specific CCT duties.6
Economic  tariff matters
160. Normal application of the CCT is waived in many instances by tariff
measures generally adopted by Council Regulation. Such measures, whether
required under agreements or introduced  unilaterally, involve reductions in
..rito-r duties or zero-rating in respect of some or all imports of the products
concerned. They take the form of Community tariff. quotas' tariff ceilings or
total or partial suspension of duties.
151. ln 1987 21.5 tariff quotas or ceilings were opened pursuant to commit-
ments entered into by the Community during the GATT multilateral trade
1  Point 754 of this Report. 2  Bull. EC 2-1987.poinr2.1.46. 3  oJ L 76,18.3.19'd7;Bull. EC 3-1987,point2.7.64. 4  OJ L 345,8.72.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 153. 5  Point 132 of this Repon. 5  0J c 14,?-o.1.1987;Bull.  EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.38.
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negotiations,  under bilateral  agreements with non-memb€r  countries or on a
unilateral basis in order to secure the Community supply situation for certain
products.
162. For the same reason, and also in many cases with the aim of encouraging
Community industry to use or introduce  new technology, the Council tempor-
arily suspended  duties on 1073 products or groups of products,  mainly chemi-
cals and products of the electronics or aircraft industries. Tariffs were also
suspended on a number of agricultural  and fishery products, to improve the
supply of certain types of food and honour commitments entered into with
certain preferential  non-member countries.
L53. The Regulations giving effect to generalized tariff preferences  on imports
from developing countries were renewed as part of the Community's develop-
ment aid policy. The main changes made involve the updating of the quotas
opened and a wider differential  of preferential treatment to the advantage of
less competitive countries. 1 In addition, quotas for specific products were
replaced by fixed amounts in order to ensure equal acceis for all importers to
the whole Community market and greater certainty in the use of preferential
amounts,
Customs valuation
164. In order to monitor the pattern of trade in perishable goods imported
into the Community, the Commission  amended,  by Regulation adopted on 15
December,2  the list of goods covered by the simplified valuation procedures  3
and the list of marketing centres used under this system. At the same time, it
' adapted the classification of such goods to the new CN. a
165. The entry into force of the Harmonized  System had repercussions on
residual customs duties applicable  to trade between Spain and Portugal and
the other Member States. On 27 December the Council redefined on the basis
of the CN the basic duties to be applied in the Community of Ten with a view
to the calculation of successive tariff reductions.4  The tariff nomenclatures
contained in the preferential  agreements with non-member countries were also
amended to take account of the entry into force of the Harmonized System.  a
i  Points 832 to 835 of this Report.
I  o: l jsl,77.r2.'t9v7i  gult. Ec t2-1987.
I  OJ L 154,13.6.1981,;  Fifteenth  General Report, point 191. a  Bull. EC12-1987.
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Customs procedures with economic  impact
166. The Council formally adopted on 13 July, on a proposal from the
Commission, 1 a Regulation on the temporary  importation  free of import duties
of containers from non-member countries.2
167. On 31 July the Commission adopted three Regulations.3  The first4
concerns customs arrangements in general and amends certain provisions of
the existing implementing Regulations  5 so as to enable the single administrative
docum.rrtio bi used from l January  1988. The second Regulation5  concerns
certain provisions implementing the Regulation of. 24 July 1986 on outward
pro."rritg relief arringements  and the standard exchange sysJeP. T These
provisions concefn the general conditions for authorizing use of the arrange-
ments and their operation  and the question of administrative  cooperation.  The
third Regulation 4 amends the implementing  Regulation  of 24 November  L986
on inward processing relief arrangements,8  introducing certain simplifications
and adjusting the administrative  cooperation  procedures.
158. The Commission  also adopted, on 7 August, a Regulatione  amending
the Regulation of 24 Novemb er 1986 8 by laying down special rules for the
inward processing  arrangements  in respect of durum wheat and, in September,
three Riguladonsl0 concerning the rules for the use of inward _processing
arrangements  and equivalent compensation for durum wheat where pasta
products resulting from the processing of such wheat are intended to be
e*port.d to the United States and released for consumption  there.1l
Origin
169. As part of the follow-up  to the Luxembourg  Joint Declaration of 9 April
L984,12 thi Commission continued its efforts to bring about a further substantial
simpiification of the documents  used to ceftify the origin of goods.13 The
1 ol C 4,7.1.1984;  Seventeenth  General Report, point  209. 2  oi L 196, 17.7.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.75. 3  Bull. EC7/8-7987, points 2.1.74, 2.7.76 and2.1.77. 4  01 L 215, 5.8.1987 . 5  oj I 171',29.6.1984;  oJ L 331, 19.72.7984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 168; oJ L 357,12.12.1986;
Twentieth  General Report, point 174. 6  ol L 230,17.8.7987. 7  oj L 212:,2.8.7986i Twentieth  General Report, point 173. 8  OJ L 351, 12.12.1986t  Twentieth  General Report, point 174. s  ol L 219,8.8.1987'  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point  2.1.78.
10 oj t- zsl',2.9.1987;Bull.  EC 9-1987,point2.1.60;oJL278,1.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.l.6l.
11 Point 755 of this Report.
12 Eighteenth  General iteport, point 552.
13 Twentieth  General Report, point 175.
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simplified procedure,  which is scheduled  to have effect from 1 January 1988
under the Decisions  of the EEC-EFTA  joint committees,  I will allow approved
exporters to make declarations on invoices irrespective of the value of the
goods.
170. In connection with the introduction of the Harmonized System (HS) on
1 January L988, the Council adopted, on 19 October,  on the basis of proposals
from the Commission, the draft Decisions 2 of the EEC-EFTA  joint committees
under which the rules relating to Protocol 3 3 concerning the definition of the
concept of 'originating  products' and methods of administrative cooperation
will be recast and, in addition, a single list of processing criteria will be
introduced, with all the rules applying to a given product being presented
alongside  the HS nomenclature code for the product concerned. On 13 and 26
October the Commission  also proposed that the Council adopt rules of origin
based on the same principles in the context of preferential  agreements, notably
under the Lom6 Convention and the Mediterranean agreements.4 The Com-
mission is continuing to draw up similar rules for the other preferential
arrangements.
171. To take account of the introduction of the HS on 1 January 1988,
proposals 5 were sent to the Council for amending unilateral  acts concerning
the rules of origin,6 which it had adopted. T At the same time the Commission
adopted two Regulations relating to rules of origin under unilateral preferential
arrangements.  8
General legislation
172. On 30 March the Council adopted an amendment,  e acting on a proposal
from the Commission,l0 to the Regulation  of 79 May 1981, the general aim of
which was to expand and strengthen the scope for action by the Commission
and the Member  States in controlling fraud in trade with non-Community
Point 770 of this Reoort.
Bull. EC 10-1987, p6int  2.1.55.
OJ L 323,71.12.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 171.
Bull. EC 10-1987, point  2.1.57.
Bull. EC 12-7987.
Twentieth  General Report, point 12.
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countries.  1 The Regulation  has two new features. First, the information  which
the Member States must supply to the Commission now covers not only
general matters but also those of specific Community interest. In addition, the
Commission is authorized to organize missions to non-member countriesn
carried our at its own expense by Commission  officials or officials designated
by the Member  State or States concerned.
173. On 13 July the Council adopted, on a proposal from the Commission,2
a Regulation on customs debt.3 From 1 January L988 this Regulation will
replace the Directive of 25 June L979,4 the principles of which it takes over
and improves  by means of a more uniform application of the relevant  rules,
which are of vital importance for administering  the customs union and giving
the public greater certainty in the law.
174. On 30 November the Council adopted a common positions on the
proposal for a Regulation deterrnining the persons liable for payment of a
customs debt.6
175. On 14 October the Commission adopted a RegulationT establishing
provisions for the implementation of the Council Regulation of 1 December
1lM laying down miasures to prohibit the release for free circulation of
counterfeit  goods. S
Intra-Community  trade: the internal dimension
Sirnplification of customs  checks and formalities
Single administrative document
176. In preparation  for the introduction on 1 January 1988 of the single
administrative  document within the Community,9 the Commission  continued
its efforts to widen the area of application of this document.l0
1  OJ L 144,2.6.1981;  Fifteenth General Report, point  203.
2  oJ C 267,29.9.1984i  Eighteenth  General Report, point 175.
r  OJ L 201,22.7.7987;  Bull. EC7/8-7987,point2.l'73. 4  O.l L 179, 17 .7 .7979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 149.
s  f"tt. EC i1-1987. ooint 2.1.78. 6  oJ C 34o,21.tz:.i982;  Sixteenth General Report, point 2w; oJ C 189, 17.7.1984; Eighteenth General
Repon, ooint 174. t  oil  29i, l5.1o.l987iBull. EC lo-1987,  point 2.1.51.
8  oJ L 357, 19.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 178.
e  OJ L 79,21.3.1985i  Nineteenth General Report, point 189.
r0 Twentieth  General Repon, point 183.
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177. As part of the implementation  of the Luxembourg  Joint Declaration of 9
April 19841 and the process of completing the internal market, the Commission
negotiated  two Conventions with the EFTA countries,2 on the basis of authori-
zation given by the Council on 3 March 19863 and 9 February rhis year. a The
first extends the use of the single document to trade between rhe Community
and the EFTA countries and also to trade between the EFTA countries  them-
selves, while the second institutes a common transit procedure in such trade.
On 28 April s and 15 June 6 respectively the Council adopted  the Decisions
concerning the conclusion of the two Conventions, which were signed in
Interlaken  on 20 MayT and will take effect from 1 January 1988. 8
Simplification  of transit procedures
178. On 11 June the Council adopted  a Regulation e amending  the Regulation
of 13 December  1976 on Community transit.l0It  will enter into force on l July
1988 and is one of the measures mentioned  in the \7hite Paper as an inrermediate
measure on the way to completion of the internal market. It removes, subject
to certain conditions, the requirement for a guarantee in intra-Community
transit operations.
179. On27 March the Commission adoptedll a Regulation consolidating  and
adjusting the provisions for the implementarion of the Community rransit
procedure and introducing  certain simplifications of that procedure.l2  On 18
September it adopted  a Regulation on the documents  to be used for the purpose
of implementing  Community measures entailing verification of the use andlor
destination of goods.13
il-2
I  Eighteenth  General Report, point  652. 2  Bu-ll. EC 3-1987. points'2.1.5'9  and 2.1.60. 3  Twentieth  Generil  Report, point 189. 4  Bull. EC 2-1987,  ooint-2.1.44.
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.r^ OJ t- 157, 17.6.1987i  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point  2.1.58.
lY OJ L 38,9.2.1977;  Eleventh  General Report,point  767.
ll  OJ L 7o7,22.4.r987t  Bull. EC 3-7987,pointi.l.61.
"  OJ L 38'9.2.7977;  Eleventh General Report,  point 167;OJL179,17.7.1985;  Nineteenth General Report,
ooint 190.
13 bJ L 270,?3.9.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point2.1.s9.
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Common frontier posts
180. On 3 June the Commission adopted a Regulation 1 laying down detailed
rules for the application of the Regulation of 1 December  19862 concerning
the abolition within the framework of the TIR Convention 3 of customs
formalities on exit from a Member State at a frontier between two Member
States.
Coordinated  deuelopment of computerized administratiue  procedures
181. The project for the coordinated development of computerized  adminis-
trative proiedu.es (CD project),a under the Caddia programme's  was a
valuable aid in activities requiring coordination  at Community  level in order
to be more effective.
The development of a system for the computerized administration of the
integrated tariff and statistics nomenclature  (Taric) marks a notable step
forward.5 A number of pilot proiects were launched to promote the standardi-
zation of electronic transmission and communication between the Commission
and the Member States.
Agriculture and health protection
Legislation  on plant heabh, seeds and
prop agating material, and feedingstuffs
182. The Council adopted amendments to the Community's  legislation on
plant health in order to integrate Spain and Portugal fully into the regime from
i Mut.h 1987.7 On 2 March the Council, acting on a Commission proposal, 8
standardized the models for the phytosanitary certificates to be used in intra-
Community  trade in plants and plant products. e On 13 March the Commission
sent a communication to the Council setting out its new plant health strategy
for the final stage of the programme  set out in the White Paper on completing
1  OJ L |tA,4.6.1987i  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.1'.60. 2  OJ L 341,4.12.L986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 185' 3  0l L 252. 14.9.1978. 4  oj L $,8.2.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 190. r  oj L 96',3.4.1985: Nineteenth General Report, point 70. 5  Twentieth  General Report, point 190. 7  0l L 382,31.12.1986. 8  oj C 186, 13.7.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  439, e  OJ L 157, 17.6.1987;  Bull' EC 3-1987, point 2.1.177.
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the internal market. 1 The communication  gives a more comprehensive  account
of the individual measures contemplated and the ways they will affect each
other.
183. On 9 March the Council amended2 the annex to an earlier Directive 3
to ban the marketing  and use of products containing nitrofen, EDB (L,2-
dibromoethane) and EDC (1,2-dichloroethane) because of the risks they present
for human health and, in some cases, the environment.
184. In the course of the year the Commission adopted three Directives
updating certain detailed technical provisions  of the Community  seed arrange-
ments relating to beet, fodder crops, cereals, oil and fibre plants, and veg-
etables. a In addition,  through the mechanism of the Common Catalogue of
Agricultural Plant Species,s  the Commission accelerated, with effect from
1 January t987, the procedure for admitting to freedom of movement  in the
rest of the Community  most of the varieties unrestricted in Spain, and vice
versa.
185. On 19 October the Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission,6
adopted two Decisions 7 amending those of 27 June 1985 on the equivalence
of seed multiplied and produced in certain non-member countries, S extending
their validity in respect of seven countries.
186. On 15 February the Council adopted  guidelines for the assessment of
additives in feedingstuffs within the framework of the Community authori-
zation procedure. e The guidelines  list the studies to be carried out by applicants
to ensure safety and efficacy. For its part the Commission adopted several
Directives  in the course of the year to adapt the Community provisions on
additives,  undesirable  substances and products, and straight and compound
feedingstuffs  to the latest developments  in scientific and technical knowledge.lo
Bull. EC 3-7987,  point 2.1.179.
O! L7l,14.3.1987; Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.178.
OJ L 33, 8.2.7979;  Twelfth Genetal  Report, point  304.
OJ L 49, 18.2.1987.  OI L 273,26.9.1987.
oJ c 3364', 37.12.7986.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.7.224.
OJ L 304, 27.10.79871'  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.153.
OJ L 195, 26.7.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 199.
ol L 64,7.3.1987.
OJ L 110, 25.4.1987;  OJ L r02,14.4.1987.
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L87. On 19 October the Council finally
permitted levels for pesticide residues in
Commission in 1977.2
adopted provisions  fixing maximum
feedingstuffs,  l first proposed by the
V eterinary and liu esto ck husb andry legislation
188. On 13 February  the Commission sent a proposal to the Council for a
Directive to remove all health barriers to trade in egg products and thereby
contribute to the establishment of the internal market for these products.3
189. On 25 May the Commission sent a proposal to the Council for a Decision
on a sysrem of frontier controls for livestock and livestock products imported
from non-member countries,  the purpose being to simplify the controls while
continuing to ensure adequate health safeguards.4
1g0. On 19 August the Commission sent a proposals to the Council for a
Directive setting out the guarantees  required for application of the derogation
provided for in the Council Directive of 31 December 1985 banning the use of
iertain substances with a hormonal or thyrostatic effect.5 On 18 November
the Council adopted transitional  measures to maintain present trade arrange-
ments until 3t December  1988,7 while confirming  that the use of hormonal
substances  for fattening  purposes would be prohibited from 1 January 1988.8
L91. After receiving the opinion of Parliament,e the Commission on 22
October sent the Council an amendmentlO  to its proposal f.ot a Directive on
fresh meat and the minimum fees to be charged for the health inspection  of
such meat.l1
On 21 December the Commission sent the Council a proposed Directive on
health problems  affecting the production,  placing on the Community  market
and importation from non-member countries of minced meat and meat in
pieces of less than 100 grams.l2
OJ L 304, ?J.70.1987; Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.l.162.
OJ C 797,18.8.1987;  Eleventh  General Report, point 323.
OJ C 67, 14.3.7987  ; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.136.
OJ C 153, 11.6.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point2.l.172.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.1.220.
OJ L 382, 31.12.1985;Nineteenth  General Report, point 203; Twentieth  General Report, point 195.
OJ L 339, 1.12.1987;  Bull. EC 11-1987,point2.1.209.
Twentieth  General Report, point 195.
OJ C 281, 79.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.155.
OJ C 298,7.71.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.150.
OJ C 302, ?-7.11.1986; Twentieth  General Report' point 199.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
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192. The eradication of the principal diseases prevailing on Community
territory facilitates the achievement of the internal market. The Community
therefore decided to make a financial contribution towards the eradication of
African swine fever in Spain and Portugal.l The duration of the measures
to combat classical swine fever was extended.2 This ongoing campaign is
accompanied  by measures to reinforce controls3 and to extend until 31
December 1997 the rules applying to trade in pigmeat and live pigs.2 In the
context of swine fever eradication, the Council  recognized 4 certain parts of
France,5 Greece 5 and the Netherlands 5 as officially swine-fever-free.
193. Significant progress was made in the control of brucellosis, tuberculosis
and bovine leucosis. The Council decided to institute a further three-year
measure  in the Community to ensure complete eradiction of these diseases.  T
194. On the question of protection, the Commission  took measures in
response  to the improvement  in the foot-and-mouth disease situation in Italy 5
and problems concerning classical swine fever in Belgium. s
1.g5. The Council  approved new arrangements  for the preparation of pigmeat
products in Member States in which African swine fever is prevalent 9 and
completed  the introduction of harmonized rules for pure-bred breeding cattle.10
Implementation  of Article 115
196. In the run-up to the creation of the single internal market and with a
view to completing gradually the establishment  of a common commercial
policy, the Commission adopted on 22 July a Decision,ll superseding the
Decision of 20 December  1979,12 which consolidates  and specifies the pro-
cedures for authorizing the protective measures taken pursuant to Article  1"15
of the EEC Treaty.
I  OJ L 382,31.12.1986; Twendeth General Report, point 198.
'  OJ L 34,5.2.7987; Bull. EC 1-1987, point 2.1.101;O1  L99, 11.4.1987; Bull. EC 4-7987,point2.1.1,78;
Bull. EC 6-1987,point 2.1.181; OJ L286,3.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.l.l53. 3  oJ L 280,3.r0.i'i87;  Bull. EC 9-1is7, point  2.1.153. 4  OI L 353.16.12.1987:  Bull. EC 12-1987.
:  oj L 194',75.7.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.183. o  ol L 283.6.70.1987. ,- oi r 24, 27.1.7987; Twentieth  General Report, point 198. u  ol L 238,21.8.7987. e  oJ t- 279,2.1o.7987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.7.154.
10 0J L 167,26.6.7987. rl  oJ L 238,21.8.1987;  Bull. Ec 7/8-1987, point  2.1.14.
12 oj r- 16,22.7.7980.
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Checks on individuals
1.97. Commission proposals and Council decisions that are of direct concern
to individuals (tax exemptions, easing of intra-Community  controls)  are report-
ed in the second part of this section ('A peoplels  Europe'). 
1
Removal of technical and legal frontiers
Free movement of goods
Prevention of further barriers
198. Council Directive 83/I89/EEC  of 28 March 1983 laying down a procedure
for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regu-
lations 2 is an essential tool for preventing  the emergence of any new barriers
to trade as a result of the adoption of draft national standards or technical
regulations; it also provides special opportunities for creating a technical
environment common to all firms, enabling them to develop, maintain or
strengthen their competitiveness on the internal market or on markets outside
the Community.
The number of draft technical regulations notified by Member  States is increas-
ing yearly. ln 1987 there were 34.27o more received than in 1986; from the date
the Directive  entered into force to the end of the year, the Commission received
a total of 458 notifications. During the process of examining the drafts, there
was closer dialogue both between  the Member States themselves and with the
Commission, notably in the standing committee set up under the Directive;  this
reflects a move towards greater transparency in national standards programmes
and draft standards.
The Commission  prepared a comprehensive report on the implementation of
the Directive for transmission to the Council earlv in 1988.
Removal of existing technical barriers
1.99. ln 7987 the Council adopted technical harmonization directives for the
following industrial products:  simple pressure vessels,3 in accordance with the
new approach to harmonization; distinctive numbers and letters indicating the
1  Points  260. 26't. and 271 to 273 of this Report.
'  OJ L 109,26.4.1983;  Seventeenth Geneial Reporr,  point 1.55; Eighteenth General Report,  point 139;
-  Nineteenrh  General Report, points 211 and2l2. 3  Points  150 and 151 of this Repon.
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Member States;l nominal quantities  and nominal capacities permitted for
certain prepacked products; 1 and front-mounted roll-over protection structures
on agri-ultural  and forestry tractors;2 and two amendments  to the framework
Directive of 6 Febru ary 1970 relating to the EEC type approval of motor
vehicles,3 one concerning a definition of off-road vehicles 2 and the other a
simplification of administrative  procedures.  a
This brings the number of directives of this kind adopted by the Council to
789.
On 18 December the Council adopted a common position 5 on the proposal
for a Directive 5 amending the Directive of 19 December 1974 on the making-
up by volume of certain prepackaged  liquids. T
The Commission also adopted directives in certain areas adapting existing
directives to technical progress. These concerned inter alia radio interference
caused by electrical household appliances 8 and the suppression  of radio inter-
ference on fluorescent lighting luminaires.  s
The number of such directives adopted by the Commission  is now 85.
200. A number of proposals  were transmitted  during the year. They c-oncerned
safety in the design attd cottstto.tion of a wide range of machinery,9 electro-
magnetic compatibility,l0  spray-suppression and lateral-protection  devices on
commercial vehicles,ll amendments  to the framework Directive on agricultural
and forestry tractors,l2 and the final aspects to be regulated to complete
legisladon on the EEC type approval of tractors.l3
On 3 December the Council meeting on the environment  adopted, in pursuance
of Article 100a of the EEC Treaty as amended  by the Single European Act, a
common position on two proposals for Directives,  one relating to emissions of
gaseous pollutants from private cars and the other to emissions of gaseous
pollutants from heavy goods vehicles.la
1  OJ L 792,11.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987'  point 2.1.13.
]  OJ L 220,8.8.1987;  Bull. EC 6-7987,point 2.1.12. ,  oJ L 42,23.1.1970.
1  OJ L 792,1.1.7.19871'  Bull. EC 6-7987,point2.1.'12. r  Bull. EC 11-1987.
:  OJ C 317 , 10.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 208. /  oI L 42.75.2.1975. t  oj L 755,16.6.1987iBu11. EC 6-7987,point2.1.75. e  Bull. EC 7l-7987, point 2.1.27. r0 oJ c 322,2.72.1987\Bull. EC ll-1987,point2.1.22.
11 oJ c 265,5.10.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.15. l2 OJ C 88,3.4.7987;  Bull. EC 1-7987,point2.1.9.
13 oj c zts,tz.s.Dez;Bull.  EC 4-l98i,point2.1.9. ra Point 5(X of this Report.
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201. On 10 March Parliament delivered  an opinionl on the Commission's
communication  of 18 November 1985 concerning Community foodstuffs legis-
lation 2 and on its subsequent  four proposals for Directives relating to food
additives,3  materials and articles intended to come into contact with food-
stuffs, a foodstuffs  intended for particular nutritional uses 4 and'labelling.  4 To
take account of Parliament's views the Commission amended its four proposals
on 26 May and 1 June.5
On 5 October, acting under the cooperation procedure set out in Article I49
of the Treaty (as amended by the Single European Act), the Council adopted a
common position 6 on the proposal for a Directive relating to extraction
solvents used in the production of foodstuffs and food ingredients  7 
-on 
which
it had reached agreement in June 
8 
-and 
the proposal for a Directive relating
to flavourings  and source materials for their production.9
The Commission  also adopted Directives  on some aspects of foodstuffs: on 4
April a Directive on the indication of alcoholic strength by volume in the
labelling of alcoholic beverages,l0 made mandatory by the Council Directive
of.26May 1986tu and on 5 Octbber an initial Directive laying down Community
methods of sampling for chemical analysis for the monitoring of preserved milk
products.l2
The Commission  sent the Council new proposals relating to indication of the
manufacturing  lot.13 In carrying out its task of administering  Community
legislation, it sent the Council two proposals for furtherla amendmentsls  to the
Directives relating to fruit juices and certain similar productsl5  and fruit
jams, jellies and marmalades.lT  On 8 December  the Commission  transmitted a
OJ C 99,73.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, points 2.7.10 to 2.1.14.
Nineteenth General Report, point 215.
OJ C 115, 75.5.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  209.
OJ C 124,23.5.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  209.
OJ C 154, 12.6.7987;  OJ C 151, 19.6.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.14.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point  2.1.11.
OJ C 312, 17.11.1983;  Seventeenth General  Report, point 157; OJ C 77,23.3.7985; Nineteenth General
Report, point  215.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  poinr  2.1.786.
OJ C 144, 13.6.198O;  Fourteenth General Report,  point 126; OJ C 703, 24.4.1982; Sixteenth General
Repon, point 154.
OJ L 113, 3O.4.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987, point2.7.73.
OI L 144,29.5.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  583.
OJ L 305, 28.10.7987;  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.13.
OJ C 310, 20.17.7987;  Bull. EC 11-1987, point 2.1.24.
OJ C24,31.1.1987;  OJ C 25, 3.2.1987; Twentieth  General Report, point209.
Bull. EC 72-1987.
OJ L 311, 1.12.1,975; Ninth General Report, point  242.
OJ L 205, 13.8.1,979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 104.
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proposall to amend for the ninth time the Directive of 24 July 7973 relating
io 
"o.o" 
and chocolate products for human consumption.2
Lastly, on L4 October the Commission sent the Council and Parliament  a
communication  3 
-as 
envisaged  when it put forward its proposal for a Directive
on the official inspection  of foodstuffs4-6n the current situation regarding
the monitoring  of foodstuffs in the Member States and an action programme
for cooperation  at Community level in this area.
202. On 15 December the Commission adopted for transmittal to the Council
a set of four proposals  for Directives aimed at extending the scope of Directives
on proprietary medicinal products to cover other such products currently
excluded. I
On 9 February rhe Council adopted  a recommendation concerning tests relating
to the placing on the market of proprietary medicinal products,S thus com-
pleting its work on the Commission's  package of five proposals relating to
high-technology medicinal products. 6
The Economic and Social Committee  delivered its opinion, on 23 September, 
T
on the proposal for a Directive relating to the transparency of measures
regulating the pricing of medicinal products for human use and their inclusion
within the scope of the national health insurance system' 
8
203. As regards chemical products, the Council adopted on l-8 December a
common position 1 on the proposal for a Directive  relating to the classification,
packaginf and labelling of dangerous  preparations. e
On 30 November  the Council adopted a common positionlO on the proposal
for an amendmentll  to the Directive of 18 December t975 on the approximation
of the laws of the Member States relating to fertilizersl2 so as to extend the
1  Bull. EC12-1987. 2  oJ r- 228,16.8.1973. 3  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint 2.1.12. 4  OJ C zo, zz.t.tg8i; Twentieth  General Report, point 209.
5  O I L 73. 16.3.1.987t  Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.7.12.
u  Oj I  ti, tz.t.tltz; OJ C 122, zz.s.i98oi Twentieth  Cerreral  Report, point 210; OJ C 293, 5.71.1984;
Eighteenth  General Report, point 145.
oj c 319, 30.7t.r987;  Bull. EC 9-7987, point 2.4.26.
OJ C 17, 23.1.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  210.
Oj C2it,22.8.1985;  Nineteenth General  Report,point2l4;  OJ C 353, 30.12'1987; Bull. EC 11-1987,
point 2.1.1,60.
Bull. EC 11-"1987,  point 2.1.11.
OJ C 12, 16.1..1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  211.
OJL24,3O.1.1976;  Ninth General Report, point  91.
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rules laid down for solid fertilizers to cover liquid fertilizers. The Directive of
22 lune 7977 on methods of sampling and analysis for fertilizers,  1 also applies
to liquid fertilizers.
On24 November  the Commission  adopted an amendment2  to that Directive,
and on 21 December sent the Council a proposal3  to amend the Directive of
18 December 1975 4 in respect of calcium, magnesium, sodium and sulphur in
fertilizers.
The Commission continued its preparatory work, in accordance with the
guidelines for a new approach to technical harmonization and standards,5  on
a Directive on personal protective equipment,  which has the dual purpose of
ensuring free movement of such equipment and maximum possible  user safety.
204. In the building sector, the Commission continued working on the rational
use of energy and on fire safety. As regards the former, the study on a
preliminary draft Eurocode was circulated  with a view to holding information
meetings in January 1988. A seminar on fire safety was organized in Luxem-
bourg in September.
On 15 January the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a general
Directive 6 which applies to construction  products the new approach to techni-
cal harmonization  and standards. It continued its work on essential  require-
ments.
The Commission  also continued drafting Eurocodes, five of which have been
published and circulated  in the Member States. Two new Eurocodes  are being
published; work on drafting a code for structural work is continuing.
Implementation  of the new approach to technical
harmonization and standards
205. In line with the resolution  of 7 May 1985 on a new approach to technical
harmonization and standards,5  in June the Council adopted a Directive  on the
approximation  of the laws of the Member  States regarding simple pressure
vessels. T
I  OJ L 213,22.8.1977;  Eleventh  General Report, point 150.
:  Ol L 342,4.72.7987;  Bull. EC 71-1987,  point2.7.27. r  Bull. EC 12-1987-
:  OJ L 24,30.1.1976;  Ninth General Report, point  91. )  OJ C 136,4.6.7985:  Nineteenth  General Report, poinr 210. 6  C)I C 93. 6.4.1987. 7  Pdint 156 of this Report.
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Commission proposals
205. On 20 February the Commission sent the Council two proposals for
Directives on the procedure for the provision of information in the field of
technical standards and regulations; the first aims to extend the field of
application of the Directive of 28 March 1983 to all industrially  manufactured
piodu.tr, and the second to introduce a similar information procedure for
agricultural products. I  In September the Economic and Social Committee
endorsed theie proposals. 2 After receiving Parliament's opinion 3 the Com-
mission sent the Council on 25 November an amendment 4 to its initial
proposal incorporating  the changes it was able to accept. Parliament delivered a
lavourable  opinion 5 on the second proposal and on 30 November  the Council
adopted a common position 5 on these proposals.
lncreasing European standardization
207. On 18 December  the Council adopted a resolution calling on the Com-
mission to pursue its work with a view to transmitting new proposals to extend
Community  harmonization  to new quantity ranges concerning household prod-
ucts.7
208. On 14 December  the Commission  sent the Council a communication on
consumer  involvement  in standardization,  especially in national and European
standards organizations. 8
209. Pursuing the Community's  harmonization  and standardization policy,
the Commission gave CEN (the European Committee for Standardization)
and Cenelec (the European Committee  for Electrotechnical  Standardization)  a
number of remits to draft standards concerning, in particular,  gas appliances'
toys, payment cards, advanced production  technology and other areas of
information  technology. There are more standardization  programmes in prep-
aration, in the building products and machinery  sectors. On the basis of these
Point 151 of this Report.
OJ C 319, 30.7L1987; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.4.24.
OJ C 345, 21.72.1987;  Bull. EC ll-1,987,poinr2.1.17.
OI C3,7.1.1,988;  Bull. EC 1,1-1987,  point  2.1.18.
OJ C 345, 21.12.1987;  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.1.19.
Bull. EC 11-7987,  point 2.1.20.
Point 535 of this Report.
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remits, CEN and Cenelec have already drawn up several European standards
and pre-standards concerning unleaded petrol and information  technology.
Recognition  of tests and certificates
210. Continuing its efforts to implement the provisions  of the Council resol-
ution of 7 May 1985,1 the Commission  started to frame general principles  for
a Community policy for the recognition  of evidence of conformity  and to work
on the technical instruments essential to such a policy.
The technical work carried out in 7987 made it possible to produce a first
draft of general criteria for the evaluation of certification bodies and testing
laboratories, based on existing international  documentation (ISO/IEC guides
and ILAC documents). There should be general European consensus on these
documents, leading to their approval by CEN and Cenelec in accordance with
the remits given to them by the Commission.  In addition, the Commission  is
continuing to promote development  of the Promolog database, which is to
contain all the relevant information on certification bodies, procedures and
systems in the Community and EFTA countries.
Progress on policy has necessarily been slower, dependent  as it is on the
exploitation of technical results. A few priority areas have been identified,
however - 
notably the establishment  of machinery  for laboratory accreditation
and the promotion of systems for the supervision of manufacture which
will eventually make it possible to have recourse to simplified certification
procedures  based more upon the manufacturer's  'declaration of conformity''
21L. On 18 December  the Council  reached a common position2 on the
proposal for a Directive  on the inspection and verification of the organizational
processes  and conditions under which laboratory  studies are planned, perfor-
med, recorded and reported for the non-clinical testing of chemicals  (good
laboratory practice). 3
Government procurcment
211a. Commission proposals  and Council
procurement are reported elsewhere  in this
and objectives'.  a
decisions relating to government
section. under'Priority  activities
1  OJ C 735,4.6.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 210. 2  Bull. EC 72-1987. 3  OJ C 73, 77.7.19871'  Twentieth  General Report, points 211 and 561. a  Points  146 to 149 of this Reoort.
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Free movement  of workerc
212. Commission proposals and Council decisions  that are of direct concern
to individuals (removal of restrictions, mutual recognition of qualifications,
access to occupations, special rights, passport union, and tourism) are reported
in the second part of this section ('A people's Europe'). 
1
Common market in services
Financial  services
213. Considerable  headway was made in 1987 in completing the internal
market in financial  services, in line with the'!ilhite Paper on completing the
internal market.2  Further substantial progress in this field is envisaged in the
Commission's communication  concerning the complete liberalization of capital
movements.3
A new impetus  was provided by the iudgments delivered by the Court of Justice
on 4 December 1986 in the insurance field,a which reinforced  the principle of
mutual recognition  and defined in general terms the harmonization work still
necessary for its application.
At international  level, the first exploratory  talks on internal market matters
(banking legislation, insider trading) were held on 9 October with experts from
EFTA countries. s In the context of the Uruguay Round of GATT talks 5 too,
aspects specific to financial services were identified as a key area in the
negotiations on trade in services;7 they were also discussed in the OECD.8
I
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Point 152 of this Report.
Cases 220/83 Commission u France,  252/83 Commission u Denmarh-,  205/84 Commission u Federul
Republic of Germany  and 205/84 Cornmission u lreland; Twentieth General Report,  points  221 and'
1036.
Point 770 of this Report.
Twentieth  General Report, point 810.
Points746 and 748 of this Reoon.
Point 894 of this Report.
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Banks
214. In order to take account of the changes  suggested by Parliament, the
Commission  amended, on 27 M"y, 1 its proposal for a Directive on freedom
of establishment  and freedom to provide services in the field of mortgage
credit.2
215. The Commission began drafting a proposal for a second Directive on
the coordination of banking legislation,  which will extend the scope of the first
Directive (77 /780/EEC) 3 with a view to completing  the harmonization required
for ensuring mutual recognition of supervisory systems and so establishing the
principle  of supervision by the Member  State in which the head office is located,
iogeth.t with ihe procedure of the issue of a single banking licence recognized
throughout the Community.
215. At the same time, the Commission started work on a proposal for a
Directive on the solvency ratio applicable to credit institutions, which will lay
down rules for the calculation of the ratio to be observed  between  own funds
and risk assets.
217. The Banking  Advisory commi6ee,  chaired by Mr T. o'Grady-walshe,
General Manager of the Central Bank of lreland,  devoted much of its three
meetings this y-ar to an examination  of these two proposals, which are the last
remaining  banking measures scheduled in the White Paper on completing the
internal market.
218. As required by the first Directive on the taking up and pursuit-of the
business of iredit institutions,3 the Commission published the list of credit
institutions authorized to do business in the Member States, reflecting the
situation at 31 December L986.4
lnsurance
219. Following the judgments delivered by the Court of Justice on 4 December
L986 clarifying the scope of Articles 59 and 60 of the Treaty with regard to
freedom to provide insurance services,5 the Council resumed its work with a
t  ol c 761, 29.6.1987;Bull.  EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.87. z  Oi C 42,'74.2.1985; Eighteenth  General Report, point 243; Nineteenth General Report, point 224.
3  OI L 322,17.72.1977; Eleventh  General Report, point  211. 4  ol c 6r,9.3.1987 oj c 151, 9.6.7987; oJ c 233, 31.8.1987. ,  Ci.". iiotsl c"*";ission i France,'25i/83 Commission u Dentnark, 20s/84 Commission u Federal
n"i"Uti of Germany  and 206/84  iommission  u lreland; Twentieth General Report,  points  227 and
1036.
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coordination of legislation  relating to insurance 1 and reached a common
position on 18 December.2
220. On22 June the Council adopted,3  on a proposal from the Commission,4
a Directive on credit and suretyship insurance. On the same day it adopted,5
on a proposal from the Commissionr  5 a Directive on legal expenses  insurance.
These two Directives supplement and clarify the provisions  of the first coordi-
nating Directive on the taking up and pursuit of the business of direct insurance
other than life assurance (73/239/EEC).7
221. On 20 May the Commission transmitted to the Council a reports on
the second phase of negotiations  with Switzerland 9 on the conclusion of an
agreement on the taking up and pursuit of the business of direct insurance
other than life assurance.lo
Stock exchanges  and other institutions
in the securities field
222. On 2l May the Commission  transmitted to the Council a proposal for
a Directive on insider trading,ll which aims to establish  a uniform basis within
the Community for combating the fraudulent  use of privileged stockmarket
information which certain individuals can obrain, enabling them to make
substantial gains at the expense of other invesrors.
223. OnZ2June the Council adopted,12  on a proposal from the Commission,13
a Directive amending Directive 80/390/EEC of 17 March 1980 coordinating
OJ C 32, 12.2.1,976;  Tenth General Report, point  229.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ L 185, 4.7.7987; Bull. EC 5-1987,  poinr  2.1.83.
OJ C 245, 29.9.1979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 177; Ol C 5,7.7.7983;  Sixteenth  General Report,
point 247.
OJ L 185, 4.7.1987; Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.1..84.
OJ C 198, 7.8.1979;  Thirteenth General Report,  point 177; Ol C78,30.3.7982; Sixteenth  General Report,
ooint 245.
o1t 22s,16.8.7973.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.90.
Twentieth  General Report, point 231.
qJ C 154_,  13.5.1983; Seventeenth General Report,  point 255, Eighteenth General Report,  point  239;
Nineteenth  General Report, point 232,
OJ C 153,71.6.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.7.55.
OJ L 185, 4.7.1987; Bull. EC 6-1987, point2.l.85.
OJ C 110, 24.4.1987; Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.88; OJ C 148,6.5.7987;Bull.  EC 5-7987,  point 2.1.91.
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the requirements for the drawing-up,  scfutiny and distribution of the listing
particuiars to be published for the admission of securities to official stock
."charrge listing.  1 -The 
Directive provides for the mutual recognition  of listing
parriculars *h.re applications  foi admission to official listing are made simul-
laneously or within a short interval in at least two Member States.
224. On 4 September the Commission  transmitted to the Council an amend-
ment 2 to its proposal for a Directive on information to be published when
major holdings in the capital of a listed company are acquired or disposed of.3
225. On 15 November the Council arrived at a common position4 on the
proposal for a Directive 5 amending, as regards the investment policies of
certain undertakings for investment in transferable securities (Ucits), the limits
set in Article ZZ of Directive 85/611/EEC on Ucits, which was adopted on
20 December 7985.6
226. On 15 October the Commission made known its intention of with-
drawing its proposal for a DirectiveT amending Council Directive 85/61'1'/
EEC 6 Ir r.g"rdi jurisdiction in disputes arising from the marketing of units
of Ucits; a slolution will have to be found to this problem under the Brussels
Convention  of 27 September 1968.8
227. The Commission  continued its cooperation  with the Committee  of
Stock Exchanges in the EECe over the implementation of-the IDIS project
(Interbourse Sata Information  System), designed to link the various stock
exchanges in the Community.
228. The Commission  completed its examination of ways of establishing or
reinforcing links between national  systems for the settlement of securities
rransactio;s (security clearing). It is currently considering what further action
it should take in this matter.lo
1  OI L 100, 17.4.1980;  Fourteenth  General Report, point  207.
2  oj c 255,25.9.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987'point2.l.73. ,  oj a llr, li.iz.rsss; Nin"te"nth Gen'eral  Report, point 235; Twentieth  General Report, point 236.
4  Bull. EC 7l-1987,  point  2.1.108. 5  oI C 155,21.6.1985; Twentieth  General Report, point  235.
5  oi L 375, 31.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 234.
t  Oj C 129,28.5.1986; Twentieth  Geleral  Report, poilt 235.
t  Oi a igg,lt.ti.tgZzr  Sixth General nepori poirit 133; OJ L 304,,30.1'0.1978;  Twelfth General Report,
oiint l15r OI L 388, 31.12.1982;  Sixteenth  General Report, point 152'
t  Etci;;.;;;ir bL*i"t n.p"", point 248; Nineteenth Geniral  Report,  point 235; Twentieth  General Report,
ooinr.237.
10 iwentieth General Report, point  238.
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New technologies  and related services
Audiouisual  seruices
Cinema
229. Under the Treaty rules on state aid, the commission carried out a joint
examination  with five Member States of their national laws on aid ro the film
industry. one of the conditions governing the granting of such aid is that
certain functions in the film-makihg process are carried out by nationals. It
also examined coproduction agreements between Member States.
Broadcasting
230. on 1 July the Economic  and social commirtee  issued its opinion 
1
the proposal for a Directive on the coordination  of certain provisions in
Member States relating to broadcasting.2
231. The Commission pursued 3 or initiated 13 actions against Member  States
(six infringement proceedings and seven complainrs), with a view to ending
discriminatory practices which restrict the freedom of broadcasting within th!
Community.
Neut means of payment
232. on 19 January the commission senr the council and parliamenr  a
communication on new payment cards, a an initiative which will make it
possible for the European  citizen to use his payment card anywhere in the
Community.
233. of the measures envisaged in the communication, the recommendation
on a European code of conduct has been adopted,5 the standardization  remits
are berSg carried out 6 and the consumer protection  measures are being pre-
pared.T
on
the
I  OJ C 232,31.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,  point 2.4.20. z  Twentieth  General Report, point 241,; Supplement j/86 
- 
Bull. EC. r  Twentieth  General  Report,  point  243.
]  pull. EC 1-1,987,  point'1.3.t ar se4. 5  Point 533 of this i{eoort, 6  Point 350 of this Reiort. 7  Point 534 of this Report.
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Transport services
234. On 30 June the Council decided, acting on a pfoposal from the Com-
mission, to inirease by 40o/o the Community authorizations for the carriage of
goods by road for 1987.1 This Decision constitutes the first step of a flexible
iransition towards the elimination in L992/93 of the quantitative  restrictions
on access to the international road haulage market.2
235. In March the Commission sent to the Council  a propos al fot a Regulation
laying down the conditions  under which non-resident carriers may operate
natio"nal road passenger transport services within a Member State;3 the purpose
of this proposal is to bring about freedom to provide services in this sector' so
it is in i...iittg with the Whit" Paper on completing  the internal market.4
236. The Council adopted two Decisions implementing the sea transport
measures introduced in Decembe r 19865 - 
sns relating to transport with
'West African and Central African States, the other authorizing Italy to ratify
an agreement with Algeria which did not include the conditions the Commission
had considered  necessary  in its proposal.6
237. On 7 December the Council reached agreement on a package of measures
concerning air transportr T which constitutes  an important first step towards
the introduction  of a common civil aviation policy.
Capital movements
Liberalization of capital movements and
removal of exchange controls
238. On 4 November the Commission transmitted  to the Council a communi-
cation together with a set of proposals  designed to establish the principle  of
completeliberalization  of capital movements in the Community  with a view
to the creation of a European financial area.8
i  Point 625 of this Report. z  OI L 221,7.8.1986;Twentieth  General Report, point  239.
-r  ol c 77, 24.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,  poinr  2.1.169.
a  Nineteenth  General Report, points  162 to 155.
5  oJ L 378,37.72.1986  fwentieth  General Report'  point 711.
6  Point 641 of this Report. 7  Points 622 and 644 of this RePort. 8  Point 152 of this Report.
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239. On 31 July the Commission, acring under Article 108(3) of the EEC
Treaty, repealedl the Decision authorizingltaly to maintain in force certain
protective measures relating to capital movements.2 This was in response to
the measures to relax exchange controls taken by the Italian authoritiis on 15
M^y.2 On 16 December, again under Article 108(3), the Commission renewed 3
until the end of 1988 the Decision aurhorizing Ireland to conrinue to apply
protective  measures  in respect of outward portfolio investment.4
Tax measures to promote  the development of a common
market in financial services
Taxation of transactions in securities
\-2
240. t0fith a view to removing  obstacles to
Commission  transmitted to the Council on
for a Directive relating to indirect taxes on
provides for the elimination of such taxes by
the free movement of capital, the
14 April an amended proposal s
transactions in securities.5 which
1 lanuary  1990.
A propitious legal and tax envircnment for businesses
Company law
241. Following adoption of council Regulation (EEC) No 2137185 of 25 July
1985 on the European Economic  Interesr Grouping  (EEIG),7  Member states
continued 8 to prepare for the legislative chang.s necessary to enable such
groupings to be registered and to operare effectively throughout the Community
from 1 July 1989. The contact committee ser up by thi Regulation held its
second meeting in October to review progress.
1 9i_! 224, 12.8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.5. z  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point  2.1.4.
'  OJ L 5, 8.1.1988;  Bull. EC 72-1987.
:  oJ L 8, 10.1.1985.
I  9J 911,5,30.4.1987t  Bull. EC 4-7987,point2.1.70.
:  OJ C 733,14.5.7976;  Tenth General Riport, point 189.
:  OJ L 199, 31.7.1985;  Ninereenrh  Generil  Repbrt , point 243. E Twentieth  General Report, point  255.
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Economic and commercial  law I
242. On 25 May the Council and the Ministers for Justice meeting within the
Council adopted a resolution  expressing their wish that application of the
Brussels  Convention of.27 September 1968 on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement
of Judgments  in Civil and Commercial  Matters should be extended rapidly to
the whole of the Community. t
Intellectual and industrial property  2
Trade marks
243. At its meeting on internal market matters on 30 November 3 the Council
held an initial discussion on unsettled problems concerning the proposal for a
first Directive  harmonizing the Membei States' trade-mark legislation. a
Patents
244. Portugal passed new patents legislations  in order to meet its obligations
under the Act of Accession.6
245. On 26 October the Council adopted a Commission proposal on the
extension of legal protection of topographies of semiconductor  products in
respect of p.rroit, fiom certain ,tot--C*-unity  countries and territories. 
T
Company taxation
245. On 4 November  the Commission  sent to the Council a communication,
together with three proposals for legal instruments,  aimed at establishing the
prLciple of complete liberalization of capital movements. 
8
1  Commission proposals and Council Decisions  that are of direct  concern  to comPanies in the area of
economic  and commerciatl"* "." 
reported in Section 4 of this chapter, 'Businesses': point 297 of this
Report. ,  d"L--i.rio" proposals and Council  decisions  that are of direct concern to_companies  in the area of
lni"ii..t""l 
"tid 
iirdrrrt.i"f p..p-t  ;r. reported  in Section 4 of this chapter,  'Businlsses':  points 295 and
296 of this Report. 3  Bull. EC l7-19s7, point 2.1,.29. 4  OJ C 351,31.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 247'
5  Decree-Law  No 40/1987, n.l'1987.
5  Nineteenth General Report, point  249.
7  Point 295 of this Report. 8  Point 152 of this Report.
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Application of Community law
247. Removing  barriers to the free movement of goods and services within
the Community is one of the Commission's  priority objectives in establishing
the internal market.l It is reflected in the infiingement procedures initiated  by
the Commission and in the efforts undertaken to make the principles governing
the free movement of goods and services  more rransparent.
Infringements
248: .The procedure laid down in Article i.69 of the EEC Treaty in response
to failrrre by a Member  State to fulfil its obligations is the primary instrument
for safeguarding the free movement  of goods within the Community, guaranteed
by Articles 30 and 35 of the Treaty. The Commission  initiates tffirocedure
whenever it establishes rhar the Treaty provisions have been infringed by a
particular agency in a Member state. A variety of circumstances may cause it
to reach such a conclusion.
In most cases, a complaint is lodged with the commission by a firm, an
individual, an association or even another Member  State in respect of jraft
standards or technical -regulations notified by Member States pursuanr  ro
Directive 83/189/EEC  of 28 March 1983;2 if a Member srate adopis standards
or regulations without due regard to any comments made by the Commission
in a detailed opinion, its opinion will be deemed ro constitute  formal notice of
institution of proceedings. Such standards and regulations  are examined  as a
matter of course to ascertain their compatibility with Articles 30 to 36 of the
EEC Treaty.
The cases examined include some that are referred to by Members of the
European  Parliament in written or oral questions and some that are opened by
the commission acting on its own initiative  in response to information  appear-
ing in the press or in Member stares' official g rittrr. Lastly, the commission
sees to it that Member states take the necessary measures to comply with the
judgments  of the court of Justice. Failure to comply leads to proceedings  being
instituted under Article 17i, of the Treaty.
The Beer judgment3  given by the court of Justice on'l.z March was one of
the major developments in this field during ih. y."t. It broadly endorses  the
I  Nineteenth  General Report,  points  152 to 166.
:  Ol L 109,26.4.1983; Seventebnth  General Reoort. ooint 156. r  case 178/84 commission u Federal Republic'of  Girntany: point 933 of this Report.
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guidelines adopted by the Commission  on the basis of the Court's decision in
Cassis de Dijon and provides some interesting clarification of the limits to
Member States' powers in regulating the use of additives. The Commission
will set out in a notice the conclusions it has drawn from the Court's most
recent judgments concerning the free movement of foodstuffs. 
1
On a number of occasions during the year, the Commission acted against
national rules establishing compulsory certification  procedures for verifying  a
model's conformity to the relevant national technical specifications  in force
and for checking the conformity of series-produced  vehicles with the approved
model. Such procedures  oblige manufacturers in other Member  States to adapt
production to those technical specifications  and prevent the importation of
vehicles legally manufactured  there in accordance  with technical specifications
different from those in force in the Member State of destination. The Com-
mission contested some of these procedures, emphasizing that they must be
genuinely  necessary for safeguarding the objective in view and that, in any
event, their purpose must not be to verify compliance solely with national
technical  specifications when compliance with other rules permits attainment
of the objective in equivalent manner. In this connection, the Commission  also
stressed the need to implement the principle that checks, analyses  and tests
carried out in Member States should not be repeated.
The telecommunications  market is expanding rapidly and experiencing  far-
reaching changes.  Alongside the harmonization  drive in this sector, notably
with regard to networks, the Commission took issue with national rules
whereby imports of telecommunications  equipment have to comply to the letter
with national technical specifications and to undergo a lengthy and costly type-
approval procedure to ensure that those specifications are met.
Transparency
249. The principles underlying the free movement of goods will remain  a
dead letter as long as individuals and firms in the Community remain unaware
of the rights they enjoy by virtue of the Community  legal order and do not
exercise those rights, if need be by availing themselves of the means of redress
open to them. To that end, the Commission  has, for a number of years, been
striving to make individuals and firms more aware of those principles as they
apply in particular sectors and of the cases in which it has intervened to put
an end to any violations.
1  Point 249 of this Report.
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The Commission  is also striving for greater transparency of its infringement
procedures.  In this connection, it now publishes an annual report to Parliament
on the monitoring  of the application of Community  law.1 It also decided to
disseminate  more widely the reasoned opinions it adopts when it finds that a
Member  State has failed to fulfil its Treaty obligations.
Lastly, the Commission put in hand a study on the conditions under which the
harmful effects stemming from an infringement of the rules governing  the free
movement of goods are remedied in each Member State. Firms or individuals
that have been harmed by a barrier to intra-Community trade must receive
proper compensation.
Removal of tax frontiers
lndirect taxation
250. On 7 August the Commission  sent to the Council and to Parliament a
communication  to which were attached  eight proposals for Directives designed
to eliminate, with a view to completion of the internal market,2 tax frontiers
within the Communitv.3
Turnover tax (VAT)
251. On 9 February the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal4
for a Directive amending for the third time the Directive of 28 March 19835
determining the scope of Article 14(1)(d) of the sixth Directive6  as regards
exemption from value-added  tax on the final importation  of certain goods. The
proposal contains a number of amendments,  some incorporated  at Parliament's
request, intended to facilitate the importation into one Member State from
another of goods of negligible value, printed matter and publications of various
The fourth  annual  report, covering  1985, was published  in OJ C 338, 16.12.1987.
Nineteenth  General Report, points 162 to 166 and 257.
Point 153 of this Reoort.
OJ C 53, 28.2.1987;Bull.  EC l-1987,  point  2.1.40.
OJ L 105, 2i.4.1983; Seventeenth  General Report, point  280.
OJ L 145, L3.6.1977;  Eleventh  General Report, point  219.
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types. The Economic  and Social Committee gave its opinion on the proposal
on 13 May.l
252. On 11 April the Council authorized a derogation measure2  requested
by the United Kingdom pursuant to Article 27 of. the sixth Directive.  This
was intended,  as part of anti-avoidance  measures, to prevent taxable persons
artificially reducing the price of supplies or imports of goods or of supplies of
services to totally or partially exempt persons with whom they have certain
family, legal or business ties. On 23 July the Council adopted a Decision3
authorizing the United Kingdom to apply a measure derogating  from Article
L7 of the sixth Directive, allowing businesses  with an annual turnover of less
than 340 000 ECU to postpone until 30 September  7990, as part of. an optional
scheme, the right of deduction of tax until it has been paid to the supplier.
253. On 5 April Parliament gave its opinion 4 on the Commission's proposals
for an 18th and a79th Council Directive on the harmonization of the laws of
the Member States relating to turnover taxes.s In response to Parliament's
wishes, the Commission on 25 June amended 6 its proposal for an L8th
Directive. T It also transmitted to the Council in December  an amendment  8 to
its proposal for a 19th Directive 9 that takes account of the opinions of the
Economic and Social Committee  and Parliament.
254. After P,arliament had delivered its opinion,lO the Commission  sent to the
Council on 4 November amendmentsll  to its proposal of 9 October '/-.986 for a
Directive  relating to turnover taxes in respect of the scheme applicable to small
and medium-sized businesses.12
255. In November the Commission withdrewl3 its proposal for a seventh
Council Directive on the harmonization  of the laws of the Member States
relating to turnover taxes-common  system of value-added tax-to be applied
to works of art, collectors'  items, antiques and used goods.la
t  OlC 180,8.7.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,poinr2.4.28. 2  oj r 1Jz,zt.s.tsti; Bull. EC 4-798i)point 2.r.54. i  OJ L 273,4.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987, point  2.1.88. 4  O.l C 125,71.5.7987;  Bull. EC 4-7987,point2.7.55. 5  oj C s+l,zg.tz.l,gg1;Eighteenth Gendral Report, points 254 and255. 6  OJ C 183,11.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-7987,point2.7.68.
1  oj c i47, 29.12.7984;  Eighteenth  Geniral Report, point  254. t  Bull. EC 12-1987. e  oJ C i47,29.72.1984; Eighteenth  General Report, point  255. t0  OJ C 190,20.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-7987,point2.7.77. tt  OJ C 310,30.1 1.1987; Bull. EC 1,1-1987,  point  2.1.90.
12 OJ C 272,28.1O.1986; Twentieth  General Repon, point  257. rr  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.91.
'4  OJ C 26, 1.2.1978,  and OJ C 136,31.5.1979.
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Supervision  of the application of Community provisions
256. ln 1987 the Court of Justice delivered four judgments in actions brought
by the Commission for infringement of Article 95 of the EEC Treaty or of the
sixth VAT Directive.l In the VAT Directive  case it ruled that notaries and
sheriffs' officers in the Netherlands  engage in an economic activity within the
meaning  of the Directive and that services  supplied by them must therefore  be
taxed.2 In the Article 95 cases it found against the tax arrangements  for
bananas applicable in ltaly on the ground that they infringed the second
paragraph of the Article,3 but declared that the differential  taxation of wine
and beer in Belgium 4 and the taxation of natural sweet wines and liqueur
wines in France5 were in keeping with that provision.
257. Six proceedings  were terminated  by the Commission,  since the Member
States in question had amended their legislation in line with Community  law.
The first concerned Belgium and the Netherlands  in connection with the rights
of option provided in Annex G to the sixth VAT Directive; r the second Ireland
in connection with a reduction in the taxable amount; the third Italy in
connection  with the refunding of VAT to foreign taxable persons; and the
others Belgium and France in connection with the form for obtaining tax
exemption. In addition, the Commission  discontinued  Court proceedings
against Germany in respect of the inclusion of foreign-based companies in the
single-taxable-entity  concept (Organschaft),  and against ltaly for failure to
apply the Court's judgment in Case 278/83 concerning a discriminatory  charge
to duty on sparkling wines, as both Member  States had brought their legislation
into line.
258. Examination of cases of failure to comply with the Gaston Schul
judgments concerning arrangements for taxing imported  second-hand goods
was continued;7 the Commission  sent reasoned opinions to the United
Kingdom, Luxembourg,  ltaly,Ireland,  France, Germany, Denmark, Spain and
Greece.
1  OJ L 145,73.6.1977;  Eleventh  General Report, point  219. z  Case 235/85 Commission  u Netherlands. 3  Case 184/85 Commission  u ltaly. 4  Case 356/85 Commission  u Belgium. 5  Case 196/85 Comnission  u France. 6  Case 75/81 Gaston Schul u lnspecteur der Inuoerrechten en Accijnzen  [1982] ECR 1409; OJ C 13,
21.1,.1985. 7  Twentieth  General Report, point276.
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259. The procedures initiated or continued by the Commission  pursuant to
Article 95 of the EEC Treaty are reviewed in the annual report to Parliament
on the monitoring of the application of Community law.1
A PEOPLE'S EUROPE
Removal of physical frontiers
Elimination of intra-Community  contrcls
260. The Council continued its examination2  of the proposal for a Directive
on the easing of controls and formalities for nationals of the Member States
when crossing intra-Community  borders. 
3
Legislation on weapons
26L. On 6 August the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal for
a Directive  on the control of the acquisition and possession of weapons'  4
Free movement of persons
Right of entry and residence
Right of residence
262. The Commission continued its efforts to speed up the process of adopting
the proposal for a Directive on a right of residence for nationals of Member
States in the territory of another Member State.5
1  oJ c 338, 16.12.1987. 2  Twentieth  General Report, point  288. 3  oJ C 131, 30.5.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 295. . 4  C)t c 235,7.9.1987. 5  Oj C 20i, 17.8.1979i Thirteenth  General Report, point 123; OJ C 788,25.7.1.980; Fourteenth General
Report, point 140; OJ C 177,  10.7 .1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  282.
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Right of establishment
Freedom to take up and pursue activities  as self-employed persons
253. Freedom of movement for architects and pharmacists within the Com-
munity is becoming  a reality. National provisions to give effect to the Directives
on freedom of movement and mutual recognition of diplomas for these occu-
pations had to be introduced by 6 August in the case of architects 1 and by 1
October in the case of pharmacists.2  For architects, however, freedom to
provide services will not become effective until 6 August 1988.
Mutual recognition  of diplomas
Operation  of existing arrangements
264. The Commission continued to operate existing  arrangements for the
mutual recognition of diplomas, bringing them into line with the changes which
have occurred. On 2 December it sent the Council a proposal for a Directive  3
making essentially technical amendments  to the Directives on doctors,4  nurses
responsible  for general care,5 dental practitioners,  5 veterinary  surgeons 7 and
midwives. s On 29 December the Commission  put up a proposal for a Direc-
tive 9 amending the Directives on nurses responsible for general care, 5 the
main aim of which is to introduce  into their training weightings relating to the
theoretical and clinical components.
265. Under the Community's action programme against cancer,lo the Com-
mission continued its work on preparing proposals  aimed at stepping up the
training of doctors, nurses and dentists in this field.
OJL223,21.8.1985;  O1 L376,31.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 285 and 286;OlL27,
1.2.1986;  OJ L 87, 2.4.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point  293.
OJ L 253, 24.9.1985; OJ L 372,31.12.79851'  Nineteenth General Report, points 285 and 286.
OJ C 353, 30.72.7987;  Bull. EC 17-7987,  point  2.1.15.
OJ L 167,30.6.7975;  Eighth General  Report, point 336; OJ L 43, 75.2.7982; Sixteenth  General  Report,
point 157.
O J L 17 6, 1 5.7 .7977 ; Eleventh  General Report, point 742.
OJL233,24.8.7978;  Twelfth General Report, point 116.
OJ L 352,23.12.1.978;  Twelfth General Report, point 116.
OJ L 33, 17.2.1980;  OJ L 375,31.72.7980;  Fourteenth General Report, point 139.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ C 335, 28.72.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 298 and449.
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With the cooperation  of the Advisory Committee  on Training in Nursing, the
Commission held a symposium on 20 and 27 October on the subject of
changes in health ."r. 
".d 
training of nurses in the twenty-first  century. 1 The
Commission also contributed  to the progressive implementation  of the Directive
on specific training in general medical practice2 by supporting  a seminar
on this topic organized  by the European Union of General Practitioners in
Luxembourg  on7 and 8 December.3
General system for the recognition  of higher education diplomas
265. In spite of great efforts at all levels to respect the original deadline (7987),
it proved impossible to adopt the proposal for a Directive on a general  system
for the recognition of higher education diplomas. a \(/ork on the proposal is
proceeding at a steady rate, the objective being that expressly stated !f  tttg
E.rrop."tr  Council in Brussels in June,5 namely that it should be adopted 'with
all possible  speed and in any event before the end of 1988'.
Tourism
257. Following the Decision establishing a consultation  and coordination
procedure in the field of tourism,6 an Advisory Committee on Tourism was
set up and met twice during the year.
268. On 23 and 24 November  the Commission held a conference  on tourism
and the completion  of the internal market by L992,7 which focused on promot-
ing the Community  as a destination for tourists (from both Community  and
other countries), improving working conditions in the tourist industry and
improving the seasonal and geographical distribution of tourism in the Com-
munity.
269. In April a public hearing on tourism was held in Parliament with
representatives of the national authorities and tourist bodies in the Member
States with the aim of reviewing  Community activities in the field.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.9,
oj L zel , ti.g sgie; Twentieth  General Report, point  295.
Bull. EC 72-1987.
OJ C 277,28.8.1985; Supplement  8/85 - 
Bull. EC; Nineteenth General  Report, point 286; OJ C 143,
1.0.6.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point  294.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  point  1,.1..4.
OJ L 384, 31.72:,.i986t Twentieth  Genetal  Report, point 304; Supplement 4/86 - 
Bull. EC.
Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.1,.14.
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Taxation
Tax exemption
270. On 4 February the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal l
to amend the Directive of 28 March 1983 on tax exemptions within the
Community for certain means of transport temporarily imported inro one
Member State from another.2 This would help to bring about a 'people's
Europe' by facilitating the temporary importation of vehicles by nationals of
Member States. On 13 May the Economic  and Social Committee adopted  an
opinion on the proposal.3
271. On 15 March the Council  adopted, on a proposal from the Commission,
a Directive4  amending the Directive of 28 May 7959s as regards a derogation
granted to Denmark relating to the rules governing turnover tax and excise
duty on imports in international travel.
272. On 14 April the Economic  and Social Committee adopted an opinion5
on a proposalT to amend the Council Directive of 28 March 1983 on tax
exemptions applicable to permanent imports from a Member State of the
personal property of individuals.  2
273. In order to take account of changes in consumer  prices, the Commission
sent to the Council on 22 December  a proposal for a Directive 8 amending for
the ninth time the Directive  of 28 May 1969 on tax exemptions for travellerse
and a proposal for a Directive amending for the fifth time the Directive of 19
December 1,974 on the tax reliefs to be allowed on the importation of goods
in small consignments  of a non-commercial  character within the Community.l0
These proposals contain increases  in the exemption  ceilings.
Civil protection
274. On 25 June the Council and the Representatives  of the Governments of
the Member States meeting within the Council adopted a resolution on the
introduction of Community  cooperation on civil protection which they had
approved on 25 May.ll
il-2
I  oJ c 40,78.2.7987;  Bull. EC 1-1987,point2.1.40.
1  OJ L 705,23.4.1983;  Seventeenth  General Report, point  280.
I  OJ C 180. 8.7.1987; Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.4.29.
i  OJ L 78,20.j.1987;  Bull. EC j-1987,  point 2.1.69.
'  OJ L 733,4.6.7969;  OJ L 183,76.7.7985. u  OJ C 150, 9.6.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.4.45. t  oj c 5,9.1.7987;  Twentieth  Generai Repo.t, point 311. E Bull. EC 12-1987. e  ol L 1.33.4.6.1969.
'0 Oj L 354,31.12.1974; Eighth General Report, point 172. I1 Point 154 of this Reoort.
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Section 3
Industrial strategy
Main developments
275. Community industry became increasingly  competitiue in 1987, in spite
of the economic  and financial turbulence towards the end of the year. This
improuement was made possible by a more fauourable international  climate
togetber with the Commission's continued efforts to rationalize the Com'
munity's industrial structures-chiefly in tbe traditional industries-and to
modernize the industrial  base in the high-technology  sectors.r Changes in the
macroeconomic parameters, in particular tbe considerable fluctuations on the
financial and foreign exchange  markets at the end of the year, cast a shadow
ouer the prospects for Community industry in L988, in terms both of the
domestic market and of exports. Tbis change in market conditions makes it
all the more essential to cornplete  the internal market, an objectiue  uhich seems
to offer the surest gudrantee  tbat Community industry will remain competitiue.
'With this in uiew, the Commission  has started to draw up a progress report
on the situation and on tbe prospects for industries producing  goods and
prouiding  seruices within tlte Community. This report will prouide all political,
economic,  industrial and social decision-makers  witb an ouerall uiew of the
state of industry in the Community and thus enable them to define more clearly
the strategies to be adopted in preparing for the aduent of the single internal
market in 1992.
Steel
276. The steel industry had a fairly good year in1987,2 with the significant
drop in production in 1,986 resulting from the worsening of the general economic
situation after the middle of the year, which had given rise to fears, at the
beginning of 1987, of a renewed recession in steelmaking activities. Although
the deterioration in the trade balance caused bv the fall in the dollar in L986
1  Policies on information technology,  telecommunications  and industrial technologies are reported  in
Section 5 of this chapter  'Telecommunications, information  technology and innovation'. 2  Bull. Ec3-7987,poiit2.l.Z7;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point  2.1.20; Bull. EC9-1987,point2-1.22.
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led to a slowing-down of capital goods investmenrs, economic activity was
scarcely affected thanks in particular to sustained private consumption.  Follow-
ing a slow start at the beginning of the year, the steel industry benefited in the
second quarter from a slight recovery in steel demand due primarily to the
continuing high level of activity in sectors producing consumer durables,
including the motor industry, and the buoyancy of the construction industry.
As a result, it was possible to consolidate and even, in some cases, to increase
prices slightly during the last quarter. At the national level, however, the trends
were highly divergent, the British and Spanish  markets exhibiting  greater
dynamism than the rest of the Community. Nevertheless,  the net result in 1987
will be a slight decline (of the order of 1%) in consumprion. The balance of
trade in steel showed signs of recovery, 1 following a deteriorarion in 1985 due
mainly to currency adjustments, with steel orders from non-member countries
having picked up singe the end of 1986; in addition, the increase in imports
observed in 1,986 came to a halt in the last few monrhs of that year. Conse-
quently, Community steel production  remained virtually constant  (125 million
tonnes) as a result of the improvement in the balance of trade in this sector.
The Commission's survey of ECSC investment in 1987 indicates that steel
industry investment is on the decline but is nevertheless higher than estimated
and is focused to an increasing extent on rolling and downstream operations
while expenditure on the liquid stage is dropping off.
277. The Commission  continued the process of adapting supply to demand
by establishing quarterly quotas for production  and deliveries within the
Community with the aid of abatement  rates 2 based on the analysis of the steel
market published in the forward programmes.3  The Commission endeavoured
to ensure that its estimates did not depress prices, by revising them where
necessary in order to balance supply and demand. For instance, it raised the
quotas for some product categories in mid-quarter.4
The production and delivery quotas applied this year covered the same products
as in 1985, with the exception of galvanized sheet, which was deregulated with
effect from 1 January 7987.s Apart from deletion of Article 15B relating to
1
2
3
Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.1.27.
gJ L s1 2!,2,19!l E"lt, tc 2-1987,point  2.1.1s; oJ L736,26.s.1987; Bull. EC S-r987;point2.7.30;
O J L 269, 22.9.1987 ; Bull. EC 9 -1987 ; point 2.1..9.
91 9 qr24.2.1987; Bull. EC 2-7987, point 2.1.24; OJ C 101., 14.4.7987; Bull. EC 3-7987, point 2.7.27;
9J..C?98, !.8r1987i  Bull. EC 7/8-7987; point 2.1.31; OJ C296,6.11.1987; Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.1.722;
Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ L 33, 4.2.1987; Bull. EC 2-7987, poirlt 2.1.14; O! L ll8, 6.5.1987; Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.29; OJ
L206,28.7.1987; Bull. EC 7/8-7,987,  point2.1.25;  OJ L 313, 4.11.1,987; Bull. EC t1-1957, point 2.1.38.
OJ L 348, 10.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  329.
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traditional deliveries,l the Decision on the quota system was modified in two
further important respects  during the year: on 20 May the Commission decided
to allow a proportion of the production quotas to be converted into quotas
for delivery within the Community,2 subject to certain conditions, in order to
take account of adverse trends in exports to non-Community countries, which
were particularly  marked for some Community steel undertakings. It also
decided, as a precautionary measure, to repeal 3 the Decision it had taken in
November 79864 in an attempt to avoid the transfer of references for products
in category Ic (galvanized  sheet), when liberalized,  leading to the artificial
swelling of the references for products remaining under the quota system. In
addition, the Commission  continued  monitoring  the measures  taken under the
crisis arrangements.  It adopted several Decisions under Article 58 of the ECSC
Treaty imposing penaltieJ for exceeding quotas s and under Article 6t for
transactions failing to observe the minimum prices in force.6
278. The expectations aroused by the announcement by the European  Confed-
eration of the lron and Steel Industry (Eurofer) at the end of 1986 of a concerted
plan to cut the remaining surplus production capacitiesT--estimated  by the
-Commission 
at about 30 million tonnes of hot-rolled products, all categories
included-undoubtedly called in question the liberalization timetable envisaged
in 1985,8 as the Council 
"pprou.i 
only the deregulation  of galvanized  sheetg
with effect from 1 January 1987, and not of the majority of long products as
proposed  by the Commission. 1 However, at a meeting in Marchl0 the Council
"ccepted 
the Commission's  analysis that the closures firmly proposed by
Euroferll would be insufficient for flat products and heavy sections; at a
meeting in June it asked the Commission  to put forward Community measures
which "-ight prompr the underrakings  to tido.. existing surplus capacity.r2
On the basis- of the communication  concerning a new crisis plan for the
European steel industry for the period 1988-90 transmitted to it by the Com-
missi,on on 18 September,l3  the Council reaffirmedla its support for the rules
Twentieth  General Report, point  329.
OI L 136, 26.5.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.1.31.
oj L 136, 26.5.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,poinr2.1.32.
ol L 325. 2o.11.1986r  Twentieth  General Report, point 329.
oi c tz:, 9.5.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.21;Bull.  EC ll-1987' point  2.1.39.
oi C 18,'24.1.1987; Bull. EC 1-1987,  iroint 2.1.15; oJ C94,7.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987,point2.1.25.
Twentieth  General Report , Point 327.
Nineteenth General Report, point  300.
OJ L 34S, 70.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  329.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  points 2.7.20 to 2.1.26.
Bull. EC 1-1987,  iroint 2.1.15; Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.20a; Bull. EC 5-1987 ' 
point 2.1'26'
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.7.19.
OJ C272,10.70.i987i  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,  point 2.1.25.
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.7.
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set out in the Aid Code currently in force,l and approved the Commission's
idea of linking the new quota system, which is planned to run for three years
from 1 January 1988, to the commitments the steel industry must give in respect
of adequate restructuring.
The Three 'Sfise Men appointed by the Commission 2 at the Council's  request 3
presented their report on 13 November.4 It shows that steel firms are not
prepared to commit  themselves to cutting capacity by the equivalent of an over-
capacity of more than 15 million tonnes of hot-rolled wide strip, heavy plate
and heavy sections.  On the other hand, these firms are asking for production
quotas to be maintained  for those three product categories,  while recognizing
that these quotas can no longer be based on what is obviously a crisis situation
as regards hot-rolled wide strip. The authors of the reporr take the view rhat,
in the absence of firm commitments by the companies concerned to reduce
capacity, transitional  measures should be introduced leading to the abolition
of all production  quotas. They agree that, if the market is to be stabilized,
capacity must be cut by a substantial  amounr similar to that estimated by the
Commission  and that the Aid Code should not be altered. Accordingly,  they
are asking the Council to give priority attention to the Commission's proposals
regarding the social and regional measures  to be adopted.5
After examining this report, the Commission transmitted to the Council on
25 November a communication 5 amending rhe communication  of 29 July
concerning a new crisis plan for the steel industry for the period 1988-90.7 As
a result of the Council's conclusions regarding this communication,8 the
Commission  decided 9 that the quota system extended to 30 June 1988 for
categories I, II and III should exclude wire rod and merchant bars; in the case
of hot-rolled  sheet (category II) and heavy secrions (category III), the sysrem
could be extended to 1990 if the Commission  receives undertakings  relating to
areductionof atleastTSo/o of theexcess capacity;inthecaseof  categorieslaand
Ib the Commission considers that with present market conditions deregulation is
necessary after 30 June 1988. The Commission will, at the same time, continue
with its social and regional policieslo in the light of the council's decisions.
I  OJ t  340,18.12.1987t Nineteenth General Report, points  374 and 375. 2  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint2.l.21. r  Bull. EC 9-1987, point  2.1.7. a  Bull. eC tt-tgSz.  point 2.1.34. s  Points 410 and 45i of this Report. u  OI C 9, 14.1.1988;  Bull. EC 11-1987, point 2.1.35.
]  ol c 272, 10.10.t987: Bull. EC zts-iggz, point  2.1.25. E  Bulf. EC 12-7987- e OIC 350.29.12.1987tBu11. EC 12-1,987. r0 Points 41.0 and 453 ofthis Report; Bull. EC t2-1g87.
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279. The specific measures decided upon in 1985 for the transition  period 
1
continued to be applied to the Spanish and Portuguese  steel companies. These
measures basically  consist of restrictions on the level of deliveries of Spanish
and Portuguese  steel products to the rest of the Community market 2 and an
extension of the restructuring period during which provisions similar to those
of the former Aid Code are applied to these companies. The Commission
verified that Spain was taking steps to fulfil its commitment to reduce its steel
industry's production capacity to a level not exceeding  18 million tonnes by 31
December  1988.
Although the Spanish and Portuguese  steel industries are not subject to quotas,
the Commission decided on 7 April to amend for these countries the question-
naires annexed to the Decisions regarding the system of monitoring  and
production quotas and their obligation to declare their deliveries of certain
steel products,  in order to have a full record of the production  and deliveries
of their steel companies.3  On 9 November, having received the assent of the
Council, the Commission  decided to fix the level of deliveries of steel products
of Spanish origin onto the rest of the Community market, excluding  Portugal,
at 935 000 tonnes and deliveries of steel products of Portuguese origin onto the
rest of the Community market, excluding  Spain, at 100 000 tonnes during
1987.2 The safeguard  clause granted to Spain was extended by two months in
1988 to enable the Commission to examine the new application.  a
280. In the context of the external measures,5 which complement the meas-
ures taken within the Community  and are designed to stabilize the market as
a whole during the restructuring  phase, the Commission  extended  the bilateral
arrangements6 with 11 of the 13 countries with which it concluded such
arrangements in 1985. The arrangement with South Africa was not extended
owing to the embargo Decision, T nor were the arrangements with Australia,
whose exports to the Community are very limited, and Japan, with which the
Community has a system based on a simple exchange of letters. By contrast,
the Community  concluded an ".r"r,g.-.nt 
with Venezuela  for the first time,
at the latter's request. The Council confirmed the policy pursued this year by
the Commission  as regards negotiating arrangements for 1988 and authorized
1  Twentieth  General Report, point  332.
I  O.l l- 324, 74.tL.1987;Bull. EC 7I-1987, point  2.1.,t0.
1  OJ L 101,71.4.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.7.22. 4  OIC 350.29.12.1987:  Bull. EC L2-1987. 5  Pdints 73t to738 of this Report. 6  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1)); Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.26; Bull. EC 3-'1987, point  2.1.35.
'  OJ L 268, 19.9.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 335.
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it to conclude  agreements  with the 12 countries currently subject to the attange-
ment. I
Om 18 November the Commission  extended  for another year2 its recommen-
dation on surveillance of imports,3 and added further provisions  so as to take
account of the new nomenclature. a
The Commission  continued monitoring steel trade with non-Community
countries in general and took various autonomous  measures (surveillance and
safeguard measures, anti-dumping  duties). On 5 May the Commission published
a communication amending the basic import prices for certain ordinary-steel
products to bring them intl line with changes in the rates of exchange.5  On-
1Z Aprtl it adoptid a recommendation  on advance Community surveillance of
imports of ceriain products originating  in non-member  countries,3 and con-
firmed it on L8 November,2 with the result that the number of products subject
to an import licence now corresponds exactly to the list in the arrangements'
thus facilitating administration. Finally, on 24 June the Commission authorized
the Member States to institute intra-Community  surveillance of the importation
of certain iron and steel products originating in non-member  countries which
are in free circulation in another Member State.5
Motor industry
281. Provisional figures show that car production in the Community increased
by 6% in 1987 (giving a total of 11 million vehicles), while demand was up
I0o/o (at 10.8 million units). This is attributable to the fact that the Japanese
share of the Community market has risen from 9o/o to L\o/", and Community
exports have droppedby  6% (giving a total of 1'8 million vehicles).
The European  manufacturers  of mass-produced cars substantially improved
their financial situation compared with 1985, a year in which they had already
made overall profits in excess of 1000 million ECU following five loss years.
The fall in the dollar did halt the expansion of receipts for manufacturers  of
top-of-the range vehicles, but their financial position is basically very sound.
European  carmakers  have now shed most of their surplus production capacity.
1  Bull. EC t2-1987. 2  oJ L 328,19.17.7987; Bull. EC 17-7987, point2.l.51.
r  OJ L 112,29.4.7987t  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.7.31. a  Point 157 ofthis Report.
5  Bull. EC 4-1987,  polnt 2.7.29. 6  OJ L 207,22.7  .1987; Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.7.36.
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The Community market for light commercial  vehicles (under six tonnes)
continued to expand at the same pace in 1987 as in 1985 (by 77%, to reach
1.08 million units), but the market share of Japanese manufacturers  increased
from 1,3.7o/o to 14.3o/o. In the heavy commercial vehicle sector (over six tonnes),
European production  began to increase again in 1.987 (by about 4o/") to reach
300 000 units (compared  with 420 000 in 1980, before the collapse of the export
markets). The situation has therefore improved considerably,  both financially
and from the point of view of capacity utilization.
Shipbuilding
282. On 27 January the Council adopted the sixth Directive on aid to the
shipbuilding  industry.  1 On 31 July the Commission sent to the Council a second
communication 2 expanding on the guidelines set out in its communication of
16 October 1986 on the industrial,  social and regional aspects of this sensitive
sector.3 In it the Commission  sets out the measures it considers desirable  with
regard to future reductions  in production  capacity, the revival of the internal
market, research and development,  and cooperation in the marine equipment
subsector. It stresses  the efforts made by Community shipbuilders over the last
10 years to reduce production capacity by more than 45o/o, and to put an end
to the over-capacity in merchant  fleets, the need to increase Community
resources and measures in the social and regional sectors in order to smooth
the way for further capacity reductions  and the value of international  consul-
tation with all shipbuilding  countries in order to bring about more rigorous
restructuring.
Textiles
283. The improvement in the Community's  textiles and clothing industry
between  1,984 and 1985 petered out in 1987. As in 1,986, the (moderate)  increase
in consumption in the Community chiefly benefited  non-Community producers,
whose exports to the Community market increased  considerably without this
being offset by a corresponding growth in exports from the Community.
The conditions governing international  trade have a major influence on the
outlook for the industrv: the fall in the dollar and the more restrictive United
1  Point 382 ofthis Reoort. 2  Bull. EC7/8-1987. obint  2.1.19. 3  Twentieth  Generalheporr,  poinr 339
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States policy on imports have increased  external pressure on the Community
market. Moreover,  the ultimate fate of the American bill designed to limit
imports ro the United States of textiles and clothing irrespective of their oriqi_n 
1
will have a major effect on the practical scope of the GATT Multifibre
Arrangement,  which has been extended until the end of 7991,2 and of the
bilateral agreements under the MFA.3
This climate of growing international  competition underlines the importance
of rhe policy to promote innovation which is being conducted under the
Community's Brife programme a with a view to improving competitiveness, in
particular in the clothing sector. The initial results of this programme have
been encouraging.
Services
284. As services are increasingly important in terms of economic  and industrial
development, the Commission  has set up an administrative unit to coordinate
the various Community  initiatives in this rapidly expanding  sector. Analyses
have been carried out to take stock of the latest studies of the service industries.
These analyses confirm that business services will have a maior role to play in
the adaptation  of production structures. Studies have been made of 15 sectors
of business services, and contacts have been established with the professional
bodies concerned.
285. In implementation of the 1987 action plan referred to in its communi-
cation to the Council on the new payment cards, s the Commission adopted
and published  a European Code of Conduct relating to Electronic Payment 5
in the form of a recommendation,  which governs relations between financial
institutions,  traders and service establishments,  and consumers. The Committee
on Commerce and Distribution (CCD) had issued an opinion on this subject.T
The Commission  continued its consultations  within the CCD and the ad hoc
'Working  Party of Government  Experts 8 with a view to defining, on the basis
of greater knowledge of the socio-economic  and cultural role of itinerant
1  Point 754 of this Report. 2  Twentieth  General Report, points 815 to 817. 3  Twentieth  General Report, points 804 and 805. a  Point 323 of this Report. 5  Point 533 of this Reoort. 6  Point 232 of this Reoort. 7  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.19. E  Bull. EC 5-1987.  ooint 2.1.20.
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trading, the provisions rhar should be taken to supplemenr the national  and
Community  regulations in force regarding this occupation with the aim of
accelerating  the process of European integration.
The CCD also took part, as a consultarive  body of the Commission,  in the
Uruguay Round, in determining  the practical implications of the liberalization
of trade in goods and its possible extension to certain transnational  service
transactions. 
1
Aerospace
286. Following the two bilateral meetings in 1986 between  representatives  of
the European Airbus consortium  and the United States, and following repeated
representations  in the GATT Committee  on Trade in Civil Aircraft,2 in
February  the United States called for an extraordinary meeting of the Committee
in order to arrive at a common interpretation  of Articles 4 (incentives) and 6
(subsidies) of the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft. The discussions which
took place this year between the United States and the Community,  and the
papers submitted informally by the Community, resulted in a reconciliation of
views regarding Article 4 of the Agreement, but profound differences remain
regarding Article 5.3
Other industries
287. The Commission's Advisory Committee  on Forestry and Forestry-based
Industries met twice in plenary session during the year. It also set up a
number of specialist working parties to facilitate more detailed discussions. The
Committee's work centred on the outlook for the supply of wood in the
Community, standardization  problems,  obstacles to rhe completion of the
internal market, seed and seedling resources and forestry research.
288. The Commission received requests for safeguard  measures  from the
footwear industry as a result of the increasingly  rapid market penetration of
footwear imported from non-Community  countries, especially from the Far
East; the normal procedures  have been triggered.
1  Points 746 and 748 of this Report. 2  Points 756 and 757 of this Report. 3  Bull. EC 7 /8-7987,  point 2.2.66.
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Section 4
Businesses
Main developments
289. On 20 May the Commission adopted its first reportr on the implemen-
tation of the small business action programme approued by the Council on
3 Nouember 1985.2 This document describes the marked progress made in
improuing tbe business enuironment  and the supply of seruices to help firms
become more adaptable in the context of the internal market.
Priority activities and objectives
Establishment and development  of assistance,
innovation and cooperation networks
290. Under the small business action programmez  and the Community's
information policy in general, the Commission launched3 in September-the
first phase of the pilot scheme for Euro info centres a with the opening of 39
information centres throughout  the Community,  integrated into the existing
structures  and competent  to advise and assist firms. These centres are to answer
questions  from SMEs regarding such matters as the internal market (the legal,
iegulatory, technical and social factors governing intra-Community  trade) and
their entitlement  to aid under Community policies. This network is being set
up as part of the overall strategy of improving communications  with SMEs, so
that their needs can be assessed quickly.
2g1. As envisaged in the small business action programme,z  the Commission
sent a proposal to the Council on 23 January for a four-year Community
programme, allocated 17.5 million ECU, for setting up business and innovation
ient..t. s The programme would establish  a European Business  and Innovation
1  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.7.21. 2  OJ C ZgZ, A.t1..igge;  Twentieth  General Report, points 349 and 350.
I  Bull. EC7/8-1,987.  ooint 2.1.23. 4  Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.18. 5  OJ C 33,71.2.'1987' Bull. EC L'1987,point2.7.13.
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Centre Network (EBN), and alter the geographical targeting of Community aid
in this sector.
292. Also, the Commission sent the Council, Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee  a communication  1 on 3 August on the new instrument
to be used by the Business Cooperation Cenrre (BCC) ro improve cooperation
between European firms: the Business Cooperation Nerwork (BC-Net).2 This
network, provided for in the action programme 3 will provide a link between
business advisers and enable them to respond very quickly to offers of and
requests for cooperation.  A call for cooperation  addressed to business  advisers
was issued on 21 August with the aim of linking up some 250 advisers during
the initial phase of the project. 4 For subconrracting purposes, the BCC prepared
a glossary of electronics terminology and a practical guide to the legal aspecrs
of contracts.
293. Finally, in December the Commission  launched'Europartnership  1.988',
a pilot project designed to promote the development of small firms in Ireland
by encouraging cooperation agreements  between them and firms from other
Community regions. s
lmproving the business envaronment
294. Generalizing the system of impact statements;5  which now accompany
any proposal likely to have an effect on business competitiveness and employ-
ment, has improved internal coordination  between Commission departments
and given the Council and Parliament an additional information tool. The
Committee of Heads of Industrial Policy Departments made a first assessment
of the new system 7 and reviewed and examined measures taken to improve
the business environment, T notably those introduced by the Member States to
reduce administrative burdens in the spirit of the Council's statement of
20 October 1986.8 The overall impact of Community  legislation relating to
SMEs was also the subject of a study that should lead to further simplification
measures.
1  Bull. EC7/8-1987,  ooint2.7.24. 2  Twentieth  Generil  Report, point  356.
1  OJ C 287,74.11.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, points 349 and 350.
i  OJ C 224,21.8.1,987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point  2.7.24. 5  B;ll. EC12-r9s7. 6  Twentieth  General Report, point 352. /  Bufl. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.13; Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.16. d  Twentieth  General Report, point  351.
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lndustrial propeftyl
2g5. on 26 October the council adopted2 a commission  proposal on the
temporary extension of legal protection of original topographies  of semicon-
d;J"; p-d.r.r, in respeciof ierro* from certain non-member  countries  and
te.ritories 3 so that ot li-i,.d teciprocal protection can be ensured during the
p.rioJ pr..eding effective implementation of the Directive of 16 December
1986.4
After the adoption of this Directive, the Community  asked to be represented
as such ar th; forthcoming  Diplomatic Conference on Integrated Circuits, to
be held in 1988-89 undei the auspices of the \gorld Intellectual Property
Organization  (\rIPO). The Commisslon has aheady presented the Community's
,t"idpoirrt  at ihe thiid meeting of the \7IPO Committee  of Experts on Intellec-
tual Pioperty in this field. s
296. portugal adopted new legislation on patents, thereby fulfilling its obli-
gations under the Treaty of Accession.6
Economic  and commercial law
297. On 25 May the Council and the Ministers for Justice meeting within the
Council adopted a resolution 7 expressing the wish that the Brussels  Convention
of 27 September 1968 on Jurisdiction  and the Enforcement of Judgments  in
Civil ani Commercial Mltters 8 be extended rapidly to the whole of the
Community. They noted that this would necessitate opening negotiations  with
Spain and Portugal at the earliest opportunity.
Public procurement
2g8. The Commission's proposals and the Council's decisions  concerning
public procurement are covered under 'Priority activities -and 
objectives' in
b..tio.r) ('Completing the internal market') of Chapter II of this Report. e
1  For matte.,  not directly related to businesses,  see points 243 and 244 of this Report-
2  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.7.17. 3  OI L 313,4.1,j,.1987i Bull. EC 10-1987, point  2.1.17.
4  ol L 24,'27.'1..1987; Twentieth  General Report, point 2'58' j  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.'t7.
6  Point 244 of this iteport.
7  o I C tz s, l.l.tgsl isull. EC 5-1987, points 2.1.22  and 2.4.3.
t  oi ii0i, i0. t6.tgis;i*anh Generil  Report, point 115; Sixteenth  General Report, point 162'
e  Point 141 of this Report.
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Supply of business services; improving the adaptability
of firms to the internal market
299. On 9 March the Council adopted the Decision that had been the subject
of a common position approved on B December 7986 extending activities under
the New Community Instrument (NCI IV).1
300" As was contemplated in the small business action programme,2 the
Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal for a programrne and
two communications concerning, respectively,  the creation of business and
innovation centres, the pilot phase of the project for Euro info centres (centres
for European business  information) and the implementation of the BC'Net
project.3 In October, the Venture Consort pilot project, which was Iaunched
in 1985 with the cooperation of the European Venture Capital Association
(EVCA) to encourage  venture capital activities throughout  the Community,  a
was extended  and allocated'j..9  million ECU f.or 1987.
301,. In November the Commission inaugurated the BACH (business  accounts
harmonized data bank).  5
1  Points 146 to 749 of this Report. 2  oJ C 287,14.17.7986;  Tweritieth Gener*\ Report, points 349 and3S0.
3  Points 290 to293 of this Repon. 4  Seventeenth  General Report, point 610; Nineteenth General Report, point  591.
5  Bull. ECll-1987,  point  2.1.33.
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Section 5
Research and technology
Main developments
302. For research and technological deuelopment 1-987 will be seen As a
milestone.  Tbe most important euent of the year was the adoption  and launching
of the framework  prograft-rme (1987-91), the first frarnework  programme for
research and technological deuelopment  based on the Single Act and a medium-
term planning tool enabling tbe Community  to prepare its R&TD work for
the next fiue years.
Ahhough formally adopted only in September, regrettably  behind schedule and
witb a budget that is the bare minimum acceptable,  the framework programme
was neuertheless set in hand extremely swiftly: by the end of the year, the
Commission had pwt forward proposals for specific programmes  representing
some 75o/o of its total budget.
Fiue of the proposed programmes haue already been formally adopted by the
Council:  the programme coordinating  medical researcb, with its two major
sections on cancer and AIDS, tbe fisheries research programme, the RACE
programme relating to telecommunications,  the second programme  on science
and technology for deuelopment,  and the reuised research programrne on
radiation protection, uhich includes a number of actiuities prompted by the
Chernobyl accident.
A new factor introduced  by the Single Act, ihe procedure for cooperation  with
the EuropeanParliament,  whereby  the latter takes a greater part in tbe decision-
making  process and proposals are examined in ttuo readings, applies to non-
nuclear R&TD prograrnmes: the first reading of the proposals for the second
pbase of the Esprit programme and for the reuision of tbe Brite progrnmme
was concluded in December with the adoption by the Council of common
positi.ons on both proposals.
Another important deuelopment was the preparation  and transmissi.on of a
communication on a new outlook for the loint Research Centre, which sets
out proposals  for a major reshaping of the JRC in order to adapt it to changes
in the Community and giue it a neu impetus, thus securing it an undisputed
position in the European research and technological  deuelopment system.
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Tbe year also saw confirmation of tbe increasing  role played by the Community
in international  scientific and technical cooperation.  The framework agreements
for scientific and technical cooperation bettueen the Community and fiue EFTA
countries were giuen final approual by the Council, and specific  agreements
were prepared.ln the field of controlled thermonuclear  fusion, in which it is a
world leader, the Community entered into negotiations with the United States,
tbe Souiet [.Jnion and lapan with a uiew to concluding an agreernent on building
an experimental  reactor, known as ITER.
Priority activities and objectives
New JRC rcsearch ptogrcmme
303. The entry into force of the Single European Act, 1 the adoption of the
new framework programme (I987-9I)2  and the renewal of the JRC's current
(1984-87) multiannual  programme 3 provide a unique opportunity to reshape
the Joint Research  Centre. On 29 October the Commission,  intent on taking
up this challenge, sent the Council a proposal for a new programme (1988-
91)a which follows on from the discussions that have been taking place since
March 1986s and is based in particular on the report drawn up at the
Commission's request by the panel of high-level industrial experts.
304. The aim is to achieve a fundamental reorganization which will enable
the JRC to adapt to changes  in the Community and will give it a new impetus,
thus securing it an undisputed position in the European R&D system.
In its proposal, the Commission takes the view that the new JRC should remain
firmly established  in the Community system, in which it forms an integral part
of Europe's REcD strategy; it should therefore continue to play its institutional
role of providing scientific and technical support for the common policies,
while opening itself more widely to the outside world.
Although the Commission must remain the JRC's main customer - 
which
does not mean that the JRC has a monopoly on Community  work -  it is
proposed that the Joint Research Centre look for other clients; with that end
1  Point I of this Report. 2  Point 307 of this Reoort. 3  OJ L 3,5.1.7984;  Seienteenth  General Report, point  558.
a  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  1.3.7 et seq. 5  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.37.
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in view, it would be encouraged to make available to national bodies or the
industries of the Member States a range of specialized, neutral and independent
scientific facilities such as research or service contracts, cooperative projects or
industrial clubs. Preparatory research would be developed  in order to promote
the pursuit of scientific  excellence in a world that is undergoing constant
scientific and technological change and support the Community's technological
strategy.
305. The JRC's financial resources  would derive only partly from the
execution of specific research  programmes, i.e. appropriations under the frame-
work programme. The remainder of the JRC's funding would come chiefly
from clients, either within the Commission  for scientific and technical support
activities or through contracts concluded with Member States, national bodies
or the private sector.
3A5. It is in the operation and management  of the JRC that the Commission
proposes to rnake the most immediate and far-reaching  changes. Such changes
should constitute a clean break with past policies;  they are intended to grant
the JRC as a whole a Ereater degree of independence  and managerial flexibility.
The Commission  wishes in future to establish a clearer distinction befween
programme management and resource management. As far as the latter is
concerned, operational scientific teams would be given the greatest possible
independence  and made fully responsible for all the scientific, administrative
and financial aspects of their work.
To that end, the JRC would be redivided into nine scientific  institutes:  one for
each of the Establishments at Geel, Karlsruhe and Petten, five for the Ispra
Establishment (where the matrix structure of departments for projects and
disciplines would be abandoned) and a ninth at a site to be determined.
These internal structural changes should be backed up by substantial  reform
of the present consultation  structure. This would essentially  mean strengthening
the powers of the JRC's Board of Governors,  abolishing  the Scientific Council
for the whole of the JRC and streamlining  the specialized  advisory structures,
which would be limited to one committee per scientific institute.
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Community R&TD policy
The framework  programme (l987-91)
307. On 28 September  the Council formally adopted r the framework  pro-
gramme of Community activities in the field of research and technological
development (1987-9I)  2 following  a meeting with a delegation from Parliament
on the common position it had adopted in July.3
The framework  programme comprises eight activities, and the total amount
deemed  necessary  is broken down between them as follows:
Activitic/rerarch  areas
Quality  of life
Health
Radiation protection
Environment
Towards a large marhet  and an i.nformation and. communications society
Information  technology
Telecommunications
New services of common interest  (including transport)
Modernization  of industrial  sectots
Science and technology  for manufacturing industry
Science and technlogy  of advanced materials
Raw materials  and recycling
Technical standards.  measurement methods  and reference materials
Exploitation  and optitnum  use of biological  resources
Biotechnology
Agro-industrial  technologies
Competitiveness  of agriculture and management  of agricultural  resources
Energy
Fission: nuclear  safety
Controlled thermonuclear fusion
Non-nuclear energies  and rational  use of energy
Science and technology  for deuelopment
80
34
261
2n5
220
45
180
r20
105
JJ
44
511
122
OJ L 302, 24.10.7987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1..32.
OI C 275,31.10.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  358.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1..49.
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nillion ECU
Activities/research  areas
Amounts deemed
necessary
Exploitation  of the sea bed and use of t tdri.ne resources
Marine  science and technology
Fisheries
Eflprouement of European  S/T cooperation
Stimulation, enhancement and use of human  resources
Use of maior installations
Forecasting and assessment and other back-up  measures  (including statistics)
Dissemination  and utilization  of S/T research  results
Total
Apart from the 1 084 million ECU deemed necessary  for research programmes
already adopted or being implemented, the total amount  deemed necessary for
the framework programme  was set at 5 396 million ECU, of which not more
than 4 533 million ECU is to be committed from the budget for the implemen-
tation of specific programmes up to the end of 7991.
Out of this total of 5 395 million ECU, the amount deemed necessary  for
specific programmes to be adopted between 7987 and 199'1. was provisionally
set at 4 979 million ECU on 28 September.  The Council, acting unanimously,
will decide at a later date on whether to add the remaining 417 million ECU.
The JRC research programme
308. On 29 October the Commission  sent the Council a communication on
a new outlook for the Joint Research Centre. 
1
I nter n ati o n a I c o"o p e rati o n
309. European cooperation  on scientific  and technical research  (COST) con-
tinued with the entry into force of memoranda of understanding in respect of the
following COST projects: COST 220 'Communication protocols for terminals
intended for telecommunication  use by disabled people', COST 22t'Telephone
amplification  for the hearing-impaired', COST 309 'Road and weather con-
ditions', COST 311 'Simulation of ship movements',  COST 74'Use of UHF/
180
30
J.)
1  Points 303 to 305 of this Reoort.
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VHF radar wind profiles for improving weather forecasting, COST 82'Software
in nuclear medicine' and COST 90 bis and 91 bis 'Food technology'.l  A
number of memoranda of understanding  relating to transport and materials,
due to expire in 1987, were extended for between  one and three years.
31-0. The framework  agreements for scientific and technical cooperation
between the Communities and Austria, Finland, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland, which were signed in 1985 and 1986,2 were finally concluded by
the Council on behalf of the European  Economic Community  3 and by the
Commission  on behalf of Euratom. a These agreements have already entered
into force and the relevant joint committees have been set up. In this connection
two draft specific agreements with Switzerland concerning research on wood 5
and advanced materials (Euram subprogramme) 6 were transmitted to the
Council. Other draft specific agreements in fields covered by Community
R6cD programmes  dealing with stimulation, the environment and materials
are being negotiated with several EFTA countries.
311". Scientific and technical cooperation  with the developing countries which
have agreements  with the Community increased significantly  in the course of the
year. Existing relations with a number of countries  (China, Israel, Yugoslavia,
members of Asean, Mexico and Brazil) were intensified; a genuine scientific
dialogue was initiated with countries in Asia and Latin America  (India, Bangla-
desh, Pakistan, Urugday, Andean Pact and Central American  countries).
312. International cooperation with industrialized countries  was stepped up,
notably with the signing of two cooperation agreements with Canada in the
fields of radiation protection and raw materials 7 and the opening of nego-
tiations for an agreement on thermonuclear  fusion. 
S
1  All 12 Member States and three other countries (Sweden, Switzerland, Finland) take part in these two
projects. The success  of the COST 90, 97, 90 bis and 91 bis proiects  has led the Commission  to
contemplate extending Community/COST  cooperation in food science and technology under a draft
'Umbrella'  Drosramme. 2  OJ L il3, i2.i1.1985; Nineteenth General  Report, point 330; OJ L78,24.3.1986; OJ L 216,5.8.1985;
Twentieth  General Report. point  365. 3  OJ L 71,14.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,poinr2.1.32.
1  OJ L 71, 14.3.1987;  Bull. EC 3-7987, poinr  2.1.42.
1  oj c 282,20.10.1987; Bull. EC 9-7i8?, point 2.1.j7. u  OJ C 325,4.72.1,987;  Bull. EC 1l-7987,  point 2.1.55. 7  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.52. 8  Point 336 of this Reoort.
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Space
313. The Commission adopted, at the end of December,  a memorandum  from
Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission  responsible for research and science,
on the Community's  role in the space sector, 1 requesting the Commission
departments concerned  to prepare a communication on this subject for trans-
mission to the Council and Parliament in the course of 1988.
Main areas of action in Community  R&TD
Quality of life
Health
3L4. On 17 November the Council formally adopted a new Community
R6cD coordination  programme in the field of medical and health research
(1987-91).2  Qn 28 September it had adopted a common position3 on the
Commission proposal, a which was an amended version of the original proposal
sent to the Council and Parliament in October L986.s The programme was
allocated a budget of 65 million ECU over a period of five years, 49% of which
will be devoted to research on cancer and AIDS. The programme also covers
medical technology, health problems related to ageing and the development of
health services.
315. The Commission decided,  under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, to grant
L1 million ECU of financial aid to 58 social research projecrs,6
Radiation  protection
315. On 30 July the Commission  sent the Council a proposalT  revising the
multiannual research and training programme  in the field of radiation prorec-
tion (1985-89),8 increasing the programme allocation by 10 million ECU for
Bull. EC. 12-1987.
OJ L 334, 24.71.1987;  Bull. E-C ll-1987,  point 2.1.62.
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.45.
OJ C 340, 18.72.1,987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.47.
OJ C 50, 25.2.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  393.
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.34; Bull. EC 6-1987, points 2.1,27,2.1.28  and 2.1.50; Bull, EC 9-1987, point
2.1.28.
OJ C 302, 1.2.1.1..1.987  ; Bull. 7 / 8 -1987, point 2.1.61.
OJ L 83, 25.3.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point  367.
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research into rhe short and long-term effects of nuclear accidents  like the one
which occurred at the Chernobyl  nuclear power station in 1986.1 The Council
adopted this proposalin2l December.2  'Work has also continued in the other
fields covered by the programme,  including age-related factors in radionuclide
metabolism, exposure to radon in homes and exposure criteria for patients
undergoing X-ray examination for purposes of medical diagnosis.
317. Following the nuclear accident at Chernobyl, the JRC developed  a data
bank (REM) on measurements of environmental  radioactivity levels which
allows access to all the information needed to develop models of the transfer
of radionuclides in land and water ecosystems and in the food chain.
318. On 9 October the Community signed a memorandum  of understanding
with Canada on cooperative proiects in the various areas cov€red by the
radiation protection programme. 3
Environment
319. Some 200 projects  were selected for financing under the fourth multiannu-
al research progi"--. in the field of the environment (1985-91)a following
various calls for research proposals.5 These projects fall within a number of
the research  sectors covered by the programme, including the environmental
protection  sector (effects of acid deposition on historic buildings and monu-
ments, water and soil quality, noise pollution, etc.) and climatology (effects of
the accumulation  of CO, in the atmosphere).
In May, in Grenoble,  the Commission  held an important symposium  on the
effects of air pollution on land and water ecosystems.5
320. Environmental  research also continued at the JRC. Further progress was
made on the Ecdin data bank on dangerous chemical substances,  and the
European  inventory  of existing chemical  substances  (Einecs),  which lists 100 116
different substances, was published. In the field of industrial hazards, the Ispra
risk management  support system (Irims) continued to develop and a start was
made on the construction of an explosion-resistant building for a project
Twentieth  General Report, point 392.
Bull. EC 12-7987.
Point 312 of this Report.
OJ L 159, 14.6.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 396.
OJ S 116, 79.6.7986 OJ S 157, 16.8.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 395.
Bull. EC 5-1987 , point 2.!.45.
1
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studying chemical accidents (Fires). Under the programme  on the applications
of remote sensing, a new project providing support for the gathering of
agricultural  statistics was started and the study of upwelling  currents off the
north-west African coast was continued.
I nformation technology and telecommunications
321. In December the Council adopted a common position on the proposal
for a Regulation adopting the second phase of the Esprit programme. I
322. On 14 December the Council adopted  the main phase of the research
programme on advanced technologies in the field of telecommunications
(RACE)  (1987-9D.2
I ndustri a I tec h n o lo g i es
Brite
323. The Brite3 research programme  (19S5-S8)4 entered its final phase. The
second call for research proposalss attracted 47I proposals involving 2230
organizations;112 projects were selected involving 573 organizations  (50o/. of
which were industrial firms - 
41."/o of these being small businesses - 
24Yo
research centres and 16o/o universities).  Forty-six contracts  have already been
signed on th€ basis of the available appropriations.5
In July the Commission sent the Council a proposal  concerning the revision of
the Brite programme,  whereby its allocation would be increased by 60 million
ECU to finance the other high-quality proposals  selected. 7 The council adopted
a common position on this proposal on 21 December.8
324. Ten working seminars, bringing together partners in projects from the
same technical field, were held under the programme.  The Brite symposium in
1  Point 355 of this Renort. 2- Point 354 of this Report. r  Basic  research  in industrial  technologies  for Eurooe.
1  O.l I 83, 25.3.1985; Nineteenth  Geniral Report, ioint 351.
I  OJ C 22,29.1.1987;  Bull. EC t-t987,point2.t.2i. 6  Bull. EC9-1987.  point2.1.4t.
7  oJ C 238, 4.9.r9i7;Bull.  EC 7/8-1987,point  2.1.59. E  Bull. EC 12-1987.
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December  was attended by some 1 000 people for the purpose of interchange
and discussion. I
Materials
325. The multiannual  research  programme on raw materials and advanced
materials (1986-89) 2 got fully under way in 1.987. tJnder the Euram subpro-
gramme (European  research  on advanced materials), 895 proposals  representing
508 resea..h piojects were submitted  in response to the call for proposals;3 91
projects were selected.  Under the subprogrammes on primary raw material  and
ihe'recycling of non-ferrous metals, 350 and 76 proposals were received, of
which Sq 
"nd 
19 respectively were selected. Projects were also selected under
the subprogramme on wood as a renewable raw material. In April the Com-
missiorheld  a seminar4 in Munich to disseminate the results of this subpro-
gramme  of the 7982-85 raw materials research programme. s
326. The work at the JRC Establishment at Petten on high-temperature
materials  continued, including  the development of models for predicting the
behaviour of steel tubes subjected to severe mechanical stresses and the effects
of high-temperature  corrosion and the development of the HTM data bank on
high-temperature  materials based on results obtained  under the COST project
on gas turbines.
In July, in Genoa, the Commission  held the first European workshop on high-
temperature superconductor materials and their applications.5 This workshop,
whlch was att;ded by more than 500 scientists, took stock of recent results
in this field, that is to say, the spectacular  increases in temperature which confer
on certain materials the property of superconductivity (zero resistance to the
passage of an electric current).
Technical  steel research
327. Steel research and pilot demonstration projects were continued under
Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty. A total of 37 million ECU was allocated to
these projects. Under the research programme based on the medium-term
1  Bull. EC 12-1987. 2  oJ L 159, 14.6.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  379.
I  Bufl. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.36. 4  Bull. EC 4-1987, point  2.1.38. 5  ol L 174,21.6.1982;  Sixteenth  General Report, point  571.
6  Bill. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.50; Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.1.42.
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guidelines for technical steel research {1986-90),1 100 proiecs costing some
26 million ECU were selected from about L80 proposals. Under the fifth
annual programme  of pilot and demonstration projects, z 76 proje*s costing
11 million ECU were selected from 19 proposals.
Technical coal research
328. The Commission decided, under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, ro grant
25 268 400 ECU in financial aid to 58 projects on rechnical coal research.  3
Scientific standards;  reference materials and methods
329. Implemenfation  of the research  programme in the field of applied metrol-
ogy and reference materials (1985^87) a by the Community Bureau of Reference
(BCR) continued: some 200 reference  materials  were certified and distributed
on request to Community laboratories.
The Commission also transmitted to the Council in September  a proposal for
a new BCR programme in the field of applied metrology  and chemical analysis
(1988-92) aimed at providing technical support for community harmonization
activities, in particular those which are necessary for the completion of the
internal market.5 It is to cover five areas: foodstuffs  and agricultural products;
the environment; health; metals; and physical measurements for tiade and
industry.
330. At the JRC Establishment at Geel, in the conrexr of the work on fusion
technology, new standard neutron dara were acquired on the linear and van
de Graaff accelerators, in particular data relating co tritium. In the nuclear
reference  materials sector, the Regular  European  Interlaboratory Measurements
Evaluation  Programme (Reimep) was launched, involving the chara cterization
of the reference materials uranium hexafluoride and plutonium oxide. At the
same time the Geel Establishmenr continued  and developed its support for the
BCR programme.
II-5
1  OJ C 294, 16.11.1,985;  Nineteenth  General Reporr, point j85.
i  Ol _C 8 t, 24.3. I983; Seventeenth  General  Reporr,  point 586. j  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.50; Bull. EC tt-tSSZ, point  2.1.50.
1  OJ L 26,28,1.1983i  Sixteenrh Ceneral  Report, point 52.
'  OJ C 304, 14.L1.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, poinr 2.1,.43.
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Biological rcsources
Biotechnology
331. The 1985-89 biotechnology  action programme(BAP)1 continued  during
the year- The last contracts for the first phase were signed, bringing the total
number of contracts to 262 representing  93 transnational  ioint research  projects
involving between two and six partners from the various Member States.
Sixteen industrial firms have committed  themselves to these projects; 159 others
have expressed a specific interest in one or other of the projects and are
attending  meetings of contact groups held as part of the various programme
events. Of the 262 contractors, 181 have submitted their first activity report
this year, and the first annual programme  report was published in December.
In addition, 81 training contracts were negotiated, corresponding ta73.8 man/
years.
332. On 29 October the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal2
concerning a revision of the BAP, increasing its allocation by 20 million ECU
in order to step up Community action in the fields of biotic material collection
and risk assessment  and to secure the participation of Spain and Portugal in
the programme.
'Concertation'  activities in the biotechnology field also continued: the Sobela
conference,  bringing together in Brussels biotechnology  experts from the Latin
American countries and representatiyes of the Member States, laid the foun-
dation for closer collaboration between the laboratories  of two continents.
Agro-industrial  technologies
333. In the field of agro-industrial technologies, 856 replies were received in
response to a call for expressions of interest 3 and were analysed by the
Commission.  They highlight an interest in Community  action in four areas,
namely whole-crop  harvesting and bio-refineries, production of animal feeding-
stuf{s, production of agricultural feedstocks for industry and the use of biotech-
nology for pest control. On 22 December the Cornmission  sent the Council a
t  OJ L 83, 25.3.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point  354. z  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint  2.1.39. 3  oJ s w, tt7JDie;  Twentieth  General Report, point  374.
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proposal l  f.or a multiannual (1983-93) programme in these various sectors
(Eclair).  2
Agriculture
334. In the field of agricultural research, on 19 March the Council decided,3
on a proposal from the Commission,4 to amend the Decision of 12 December
1983 adopting joint research  programmes  and programmes  for coordinating
agricultural research (1984-88). s The aim of this new decision is to strengthen
these research programmes  by increasing the original appropriation from 30
million to 50 million ECU, in order to bring about a reorientation  of the
common agricultural policy.
In September the Commission drew up a list of 12 research contracts, involving
3 150 000 ECU of Community funding, to be concluded with research centres
and institutes in the fields of energy in agriculture, Mediterranean agriculture
and plant productivity.
Energy
Nuclear fusion energy
335. Under the research and training programme in the field of controlled
nuclear fusion (1985-89),6 significant results were obtained on the Joint Euro-
pean Torus (JET): plasma currents in excess of 5 million amperes were main-
tained for five seconds and temperatures of. 740 million oC were attained in the
'hot ion mode'. The second neutral particle injection line and the last of the
high-frequency heating units, which will enable the additional plasma heating
power to be raised to 40 million watts in the near future, were installed. Progress
was also made with the building of medium-sized  tokamaks in associated
laboratories, particularly the Tore-Supra superconductor tokamak at Cada-
rache in France. Design work on the Next European Torus (NET) continued
and the main performance specifications were selected.
1  Bull. EC t2-t987. 2  European collaborative linkage  of agriculture and industry through research. 3  oJ L85, 28.3.1,987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.51. o  OJ C 273,29.10.19861'  Twentieth  General Report, point  391. 5  OJ L 358,22.12.1983;  Seventeeth  General Report, point  592. 6  OJ L 83,25.3.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  332.
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In August the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a Regulation
adopting a new research and training programme (L987-97) in the field of
controlled  thermonuclear fusion, 1 a proposal for a Decision amending  the
Statutes of the JET Joint Undertaking so that the duration of the project could
be extended until 79922 and a communication on the environmental impact
and economic prospects  of fusion.2
335. Under its multiannual  fusion programme (1984-87) the JRC continued
its work in the field of technology  and safety studies. It also participated in the
design of NET, constructing a physical model of the reference  configuration
and initiating studies on the resistance of the first wall to thermal  fatigue.
In June the Council  authorized the Commission to negotiate  an agreement with
Japan on cooperation  between fusion laboratories;3 the negotiations have now
entered a decisive phase. Following statements at the highest level on the subject
of international collaboration in the field of fusion, representatives of the
world's four major programmes (Euratom, United States, Japan and the Soviet
Union) met at the invitation of the International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna in March 4 to explore the scope for coordinating their efforts in order
to produce by 1990 a preliminary  design for the International  Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER), with the four collaborating  parties providing
contributions commensurate  with their status, and to coordinate their research
support activities. On 5 October the Council adopted a Decision laying down
th- guidelines for the Commission  to follow in the negotiations  on ITER.5 A
technical working group was set up which recommended  that research workers
from the four programmes  should work together for periods of a month or
more on a site chosen by those in charge of the programmes. The representatives
of the four parties met again in Vienna on 18 and 19 October. s Garching,  in
the Federal Republic of Germany, has been chosen as the technical site for
1988, and a formal four-party agreement is to be concluded in the early months
of the year.
Nuclear fission energy
337. JRC research on reactor safety continued under the multiannual  pro-
gramme (1984-87) 5 and the shared-cost part of the action programme allocated
to rhe JRC following the Council Decision of late 7984.7 As regards structural
I  OJ C 247,15.9.7987:  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.55. 2  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.55. 3  Bull. EC 6-1987, po1nt  2.1.45. a  Bufl. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.47. 5  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint2.7.34. 6  OJ L 3,5.1.1984;  Seventeenth  General Report, point  568. 7  Ei-ghteenth  General Report, point 555.
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reliability, the results of the PISC II proiect highlighted  the need to amend
Section XI of the ASME Code. \fith regard to the safety of pressurized water
reactors, experiments on the LOBI facility (pressurized water test loop) with
different validation  codes (including the German Drufan and the French
Cathare) continued. 1 In the field of fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) safety, the
development of the European accident code (EAC-1) was completed; work on
the EAC-2 code and in-pile testing (Scarabee and Mol-7c) continued.
338. Under the third programme  of research and development in the field of
radioactive waste management and storage (1985-89),2  studies continued on
the forms of waste most suited to final storage and on storage in deep geological
formations, in particular in the experimental  installations in rock salt at Asse,
Germany, and in a clay stratum at Mol, Belgium. The evaluation of the
suitability of various geological environments for final storage was completed
(Phase 2 of. the Pagis proiect). Various coordinated programmes (Chemval,
COCO, etc.) were launched to increase knowledge of the physictl-chemical
phenomena  related to the migration of radionuclides  in the geosphere (Mirage
project).
Preparations continued at the JRC Ispra Establishment for the construciton of
technical facilities to study alternative methods of radioactive  waste processing
(Petra). In July the Commission transmitted  to the Council, Parliament  and the
Economic and Social Committee  a communication  on the present situation and
prospects in the field of radioactive waste management,3  accompanied by a
report updating the 1983 status report on radioactive  waste management.4
339. In the field of research on nuclear fuels and actinides being conducted
at the JRC Establishment  at Karlsruhe (Institute for Transuranic Elements),
apart fiom basic research on actinides, work on the characierization of nuclear
aerosols and the development of a uranium-plutonium  rnixed fuel continued,
and methods for recovering  actinides from waste and fuel liquors were
improved.  At the same time, as a contribution to reactar safety research,  fuel
debris from the damaged Three Mile Island reactor in the United States was
analysed in the hot cells at Karlsruhe.
340. Work undertaken in the field of safeguards and inspection of fissile
materials included the holding of a first training course for IAEA and Euratom
Eighteenth  General Report, point 566; Nineteenth General Report, point  334.
OJ L 83,25.3.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  335.
Bull. EC 7 /8-19V , pornt 2.1.56.
Seventeenth  General Report, point 581.
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inspectors in the new plutonium handling laboratory (Preperla),1 the design
and development of prototype systems for reviewing  surveillance data recorded
on video tape, the development of software for evaluating  plutonium isotope
composition and the installation  of an expert system for the analysis of data
on the transfer of nuclear materials between  installations.
341. As regards the decommissioning of nuclear installations, the shared-cost
research programme  (1984-83)2 became fully operational,  with a total of
59 contracts. A number of results have already been obtained  not only in the
laboratory but also from full-scale demonsrrations  of the decommissioning of
five nuclear reactors  and other installations in the fuel cycle. These have shown
that large radioactive components  can be decontaminated  and cut up with a
minimum of secondary waste and with low operator  doses.
Non-nuclear  energy
342. The implementation of the third R6cD programme  in the field of non-
nuclear energy (1935-88)3 continued,  with some 575 research proiects started
in 1985 and 1986 being successfully  concluded. More than 150 new contracts
were signed in 1,987 in the various areas covered by the programme, in particular
a geothermal energy project using hot dry rocks on the Greek island of Milos
involving partners from four different countries, and on the Soultz site in
Alsace .4
342a. Three calls for research proposals were published for the subpro-
grammes on solar energy (Building 2000),5 energy conservation (fuel cells) and
new energy vectors (direct liquefaction of coal).6 Out of the 71, 15 and
24 proposals received, 26, f:e and eight projects respectively were selected.
343. Several  meetings of contractors  were held, as well as major international
conferences on solar architecture (5 to 10 April in Munich), fuel cells (4 and
5 June in Taormina) and biomass (15 to 22 May in Orl6ans).7
344. The JRC continued to implement its 1984-87 non-nuclear  energy pro-
gramme. 8 Its activities, particularly in the field of cell testing systems  and
I  Twentieth  General Report, point 386. 2  oJ L 36,8.2.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  564.
3  OJ L 83,25.3,1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  340. 4  Bull. EC7 /8-1987.  oornt 2.1.57. 5  OJ C 59,7.3.1987, OI S 47 ,7 .3.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.48.
6  OJ C 205,1.8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,  point 2.1.58.
7  Bull. EC 5-1987. ooinr 2.1.44. s  OJ L 3,5.l.1984jSeventeenth  General Report, point  558.
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photovoltaic  equipment, included the development  of an infrared laser and
scanner for qualification testing and the development of a new solar simulator
design (with appropriate calibration  techniques); activities related to thermal
systems included the development of a new methodology for the monitoring
of buildings with passive solar architecture  and the use of a three-dimensional
computer model for improving energy conservation in buildings.
Science and technology for development
345. On 14 December  the Council formally  adopted  1 the second programme
on science and technology  for development  (1987-91) proposed by the Com-
mission,2 on which it had adopted a common position in September.3  This
new programme,  with an estimated budget of 80 million ECU, is intended to
strengthen scientific cooperation with Third 'World countries, on which the
Community has been working since 1982, in the fields of agriculture,  medicine,
health and nutrition.  The specific research projects cover a large number of
topics, including  the improvement of tropical food crops, integrated pest control
techniques, new fishing methods,  management of tropical forest ecosystems,
evaluation and utilization of water resources,  the combating of parasitic diseases
(malaria, sleeping sickness,  bilharziasis, etc.), bacterial diseases (leprosy,
tuberculosis, etc.) and viral diseases (haemorrhagic fever, viral hepatitis,  AIDS,
etc.) and environmental  health.
Marine rcsources
346. On 19 October the Council adopted a a Regulation  on the coordination
and promotion of research in the fisheries sector 5 and a Decision adopting
Community research and coordination programmes in this sector.6 These
programmes,  estimated at 30 million ECU for the period 1988-92, cover fisheries
management,  fishing methods, aquaculture and the utilization of fishery prod-
ucts.
OJ L 355, 17.1,2.1987; Bull. EC 1.2-1987.
OJ C24,31.1.7987;  Twentieth  General Report, point 398; OJ C 34O,  18.12.7987;  Bull. EC 9-7987,point
2.1.50;  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.65.
Bull. EC 9-7987,  point 2.1.48.
OJ L 314, 4.11..7987; Bull. EC 10-7987,point2.7.40.
OJ C 243, 22.9.1980; Fourteenth General  Report, point 405; OJ C 31,2, 3.12.1985; Nineteenth General
Repon, point 351.
OJ C 111,25.4.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,poirt2.1.39.
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European scientific and technological  cooperction
Stimulation plan
347. Implementation  of the plan to stimulate European  scientific and technical
cooperation  and interchange (1985-88)l  continued in 1987.8y the end of the
year it included 364 joint research  projects involving the equivalent of 2 550
iull-time scientists from 950 different  teams. The Brain research project 2 on
neurocomputing (the study of computing  systems based on a model of the
human brain) was officially launched in November.
348. On 23 July the Commission sent the Council a communication
accompanied by a proposal for a Decision on a Community  support plan to
facilitate access to large-scale scientific facilities of European  interest (1988-
92).3 The aim of this plan is ro ensure optimum utilization of the large-scale
scientific facilities available in the Community (particle accelerators,  astronomic
observatories,  oceanographic  vessels) by providing  Community support for
measures designed to render them more highly specialized-and hence more
complementary-than at present, and by facilitating  access by research  workers
from all over the Community.
349. In October the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a plan to
stimulate the international cooperation and interchange  necessary for European
researchers (1988-92) known as Science. a This plan, which should enable the
equivalent of 7 000 to 8 000 full-time researchers to be involvedby  7992, is an
extension of the 1985-88  stimulation plan. s
Evaluation activities
350. The Commission continued its evaluations  of research programmes in
keeping with its proposal for a new research evaluation  programme.5 Evalu-
ations of the programmes on solar, wind and biomass energy and on the
Community Bureau of Reference were published in 1'987. The FAST pro-
grammes and three COST projects were also evaluated;  evaluations of the
1  OJ L 83, 25.3.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point  327. 2  Basic research in adaptive  intelligence  and neurocomputing. 3  Bull. EC 7/8-1987.  point 2.1.52. o  oJ c 14,19.1.1988;-Bull.9-1987,  point  2.1.51. 5  Point 347 of this Report. 6  oJ C 14,20.1.1987;'fwentieth  General Report, point  353.
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programmes on science  and technology  for development, Brite, biotechnology
and non-nuclear energy are in progress.
The Commission also drew up a proposal for a programme of evaluation
support activities. A start has already been made on this work, including the
setting up of a data bank on research evaluation and meetings of national
experts, to serve as a basis for the establishment of the '12 + l network'which
will connect the Commission's  evaluation service with its counterparts in the
Member  States.
Work started under the second research programme on forecasting and assess-
ment in science  and technology (FAST II)1 continued, and the programme is
now close to completion. In all, 38 research activities will have been under-
taken-16 carried out under contract by 96 centres and research groups in the
Community, and the remaining 12 via European networks involving 115
research institutes. Over 150 FAST occasional papers have been published  on
the results of these activities.
On 29 October the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a FAST III
programme  (7988-92).2
Dissemination and utilization of research results 3
351. The Commission  made a start on drawing up appropriate measures for
implementing  the dissemination  and utilization section of the new framework
programme  (1987-97).4
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Ol L 293,25.1,0.1987;  Seventeenth  General Report, point  572.
Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint 2.1.33.
Point 351 of this deport.
Point 307 of this Relort.
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Section 5
Telecommunications, information technology and innovation
Strategic objectives and main developments
352. The efforts carried out in the RITD field since 1984 produced concrete
and highly satisfactory resubs in 1987. Studies and initiatiues to promote  a
powerful common market for telecommunications  and information  tecbnology
'equipment 
and seruices were intensified  and broadened; they focused on four
main areas:
(i) Strengthening of the technological  base of the electronics, information  and
telecommunications  industries. Phase one of tbe Esprit programme has
now reached the stage where the 227 projects launched ouer the past tbree
years are beginning to deliuer a substantial number of usable resubs, as -sbown 
by the demonstrations  giuen at the fourtb Esprit conference,  uhi.ch
was attended by ouer 4 000 people. ln December the Council adopted  a
common position on phase tuto of Esprit (doubling of the effort under
phase oni, with a target of 5 000 to 6 000 research  workers inuolued  in
R&.D projects) and adopted tbe main phase of RACE. At the same time,
tbe frimework programme of Community  RE TD actiuities adopted in
SeptemberT  assigns a major role to telecommunications  and information,
technology (tT):45% of the amounts deemed  necessary should be allocated
to tltose fields ouer the period 1987-91.
(ii) General thinking on the future of telecommunications  in the Community.
By publishing a Green Paper on the deuelopment of the market for
tileiommuniiations  seruices and equipment,  the Commission  opened  the
debate uitb all the parties concerned  (Member  States, network operators,
industries, users and trade unions) to help define con'tmon policies for the
future shape of the telecommunications  industry in uiew of the radical
tecbnological and legislatiue changes that can be expected.
(iii) Organization of a large European market for information equipment and
trrii""t. Standardization  uork is deueloping satisfactorily. Seueral dozen
draft lT standards  and European telecommunications  standards  are in
1  Point 307 of this Report.
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preparation and new conformity testing seruices are to be set up in the
Comrnunity,  uhicb will paue the uay for a unified and transparent market
and the opening-up of public procurement.
Among measures  to stimulate  the supply of and demand for new seruices,
the Council adopted a programme on trade electronic data interchange
systems (Tedis) and a Directiue and a recommendation  on rnobile com-
munications;  the Commission sent the Council  a proposal on the deuelop-
ment of an information  seruices market and three proposals for pro-
grammes on the use of information,  telecommunications  and broadcasting
technologies in seruices sucb as education  and training (Deba), tbe bio-
medical  sector (AlM) and road safety (Driue).
(iu) Contribution to economic  and social cohesion in the Community. The
introductory  phase of the STAR programme  on the deuelopment of tele-
communications  infrastructures  and seruices in the less-fauoured  areas of
the Community began in 1987. In addition,  an integrated Mediterranean
programrne was set up in the field of lT with the aim of encouraging the
introduction of human and material infrastructures  and technological  and
industrial capacities in lT seruices in Greece.r
Telecommunacations
353. Following the example of the United Srares, Japan and the United
Kingdom,  most Member States have begun in-depth discussions on the narional
regulatory structures  affecting telecommunications  with a view to preparing
them for increased competition  within the European economic area. As it
considers  that it should be involved in the process at an early stage so as to
ensure a consistent approach  at Community  level and to open the necessary
debate with all concerned,  in June the Commission transmitted to the Council,
Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee a Green Paper on the
development of the common market for telecommunications services and
equipment.2
New initiatives  were also taken in pursuance of the five main lines of the
Community telecommunications policy:  3
(i) Framing of a common strategy for the deuelopment  of telecommunications
networks and seruices.  On 25 June the Council adopted two instruments 4
1  Poinr 475 of this Reoort, 2  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 7.4.1 et seq. 3  Twentieth Generil  Report, point'401. 4  OJ L 196,25.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.1.53.
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proposed by the Commission ,1 - 
a recommendation  on the coordinated
introduction of mobile communications  and a Directive on the frequency
bands to be reserved for the coordinated introduction  of mobile communi-
cations in the Community.
(ii) Creation of a Community-wide market for telecommunications equipment.
Cooperation between the European Conference of Postal and Telecom-
munications Administrations  (CEPT) and the European  Committees  for
Standardization  (CEN) and Electrotechnical  Standardization  (Cenelec)
continued with a view to preparing the common technical specifications
of the European telecommunications  standards to be used in the context
of the Council Directive of 24 July 1985 on the initial stage of the
mutual recognition of type-approvals for telecommunications terminal
equipment.2  Following the publicarion of the Green Papet, the CI'PT
,rttde.took to set up a European  standards institute. This is currently at
the study stage.
(iii) lmptementation of a programme of research and deuelopment  in aduanced
communications  tuchnoTogies  for Europe (RACE) (1957-91).3 On 14
December the Council adopteda the Decision on the implementation of
the main phase of the programme.s  This aims to ensure that Europe-an
industry, network op.t"lott  and information providers will be prepared for
the introduction  of a European broadband  integrated telecommunications
system in 1995. On L7 September  Parliament adopted a legislative  resol-
.rtion e-bodying its opinion in first reading on this proposal.
(iv) lmplementation of a Community programrne to promote the deuelopment
of'less-fauoured  regions by giuing them improued  access to aduanced
telecommunicationi seruices (STAR programffie).7 The first half of the
year was devoted to identifying with the Member States the projects to be
included in the programme. Implementation was commenced during the
latter half of the year.
(v) Coordination  of negotiating positions witbin international  organizations
dealing with telecoimunications.  The Commission's activity related prin-
cipally to the coordination of Community policy on trade in telecommuni-
cations.
OJ C 69, 17.3.1987 Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.1.38.
Ol L 217,5.8.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point '101.
RJsearch'and  deveiooment  in advanced communications technologies  for Europe'
Point 354 of this Report.
OJ C 3M, 28.77.79ti6;  Twentieth  General Report, point 401; Bull. EC 11'7987'  point 2.1'68'
OJ C 281, 19.1O.1987; Bull. EC 9-1987, point  2.1.53.
Point 453 of this Report.
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RACE
354. On 14 December  the Council adopted I the Commission's  proposal for
the implementation  of the main phase of the RACE programme,2 on which it
reached a common position in September.3 The amount  deemed necessary  for
implementation is 1 100 million ECU, 50 % of which is to be provided from
the Community budget. The programme follows the RACE definition phase,
completed late in 1986, and covers the period 1987-92.It is a step towards the
planned introduction  on a Community scale by 1995 of integrated  broadband
communications, taking account of the development of integrated  services
digital networks. RACE aims to boost and speed up the development of
broadband integrated communications  technology in Europe thanks to cooper-
ation in the fields of pre-competitive R&D and the drafting of common
functional  specifications, in preparation for the drafting of standards. It also
aims to help complete the internal market in telecommunications  equipment
and services and to improve the capacities  of Community industry in this area
so that it can remain competitive on the world market. The programme will
thus make a contribution  to the general provision of a wide range of advanced
telecommunications  services in the Community at low cost. The work carried
out in the contexf of RACE will have to complement other measures pursuing
the same objective;  synergy will be ensured with other activities at European
level - 
including Esprit - 
and at national level. In anticipation  of this, the
Commission published a call for tenders on 1 July. 
a
Information  technology
Esprits
355. The Esprit programme, now in its fourth year, has reached the stage
where the 227 projects begun in the period 1.984-86 - 
involving  almost 3 000
scientists and engineers - 
are producing  a substantial quantity of usable results.
356. On 21 December the Council adopted a common  position 1 on the
Commission's proposal for the second phase of Esprit; this was presented to
1  Bull. EC tz-1997. 2  OJ C 304,28.11.7986; Twentieth  General Report, point 401; Bull. EC't1.-1987, point  2.1.58. I  sutt. ECg-lg}7,  poini 2.1.52.
1  oJ c 173, 1.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-t987,point 2.t.63. )  European  strategic programme  for research  and development  in information  technologies.
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the Council on 29 July in the form of a specific programme within the
framework programme for research and technological  development  7987-91..r
The proposal takes account of the Council resolurion of April 19862 and is
based on the technical results available from phase one, which were described
in the communication  the Commission senr ro rhe Council in December 1986.3
The proposal notes the growing  costs of research  and development resulting
from the extreme vitality of the IT sector and the severe consiraints that this
places on the industry. Fierce international competition  and the increase in
resources being allocated to research and development worldwide have necessi-
tated a coordinated  approach in Europe.
On the basis of the results obtained under phase one of Esprit, a three fields
of pre-competitive  research and development are covered by the second phase
(Esprit II): microelectronics, information processing  systems and IT application
technologies.  Application-specific  integrated circuits (ASICs), the design of
complex and highly reliable information-processing systems and compurer-
aided design are receiving  special attention. Phase two also includes  selected
fields of basic research such as molecular  electronics and artificial intelligence,
which aim to stimulate activity in cerrain IT areas of strategic importance.
It is expected  that some 5 500 research scientists will be working together on
Esprit projects by 1990, i.e. double the number employed under phase one.
The fourth Esprit conference,  which was held in Brussels from 28 to 30
September,  was an impressive demonstration of the commitment of Europe's
IT industry to the Esprit programme: 4 000 delegates took part and 130 technical
reports were presented;  there were over 50 technical demonstrations  of Esprit
projects.5
Combined use of lT and telecommunications
in general applications
357. On l June the Council adopted6 the Commission's  proposalT for the
extension until the end of 1,992 of the period of validity of the Council
Decisions  of March 1985 and February  1986 on, respectively,  cooperation in the
I  OJ C 283,21.70.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.55.
:  Oj C 102,29.4.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  403. r  Twentieth  General Report, point 403.
1  OJ t- 67,9.3.7984;OJL81,-24.3.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 195. r  Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.1 .54.
:  OJ L 145,5.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.1.55.
'  OJ C 55, 3.3. f 987; Bull. EC 2-1987, point2.l.4O.
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automation of data and documentation for imports/exports  and agriculture
(Caddia) and the coordinated development of computerized administrative
procedures (the CD projects). t Fully automated  procedures  for the management
and financial control of the agricultural markets are now operational.
358. On 5 October the Council adopted, on a proposal from the Com-
mission,2 a communications  network Community  programme on trade elec-
tronic data interchange  systems (Tedis).3 .
359. Future developments in IT, telecommunications  and broadcasting  offer
a wide range of possible applications in areas of general interest such as
education, health and road-traffic management.  In order to make the most of
these possibilities,  the Commission  considers that urgent Community action is
needed to define the functional specifications and minimum common standards
to enable the technologies  concerned to be combined to best effect while
adapting  them to users' specific needs. In this connection' in July the Com-
mission sent the Council a proposal for the implementation  of the Delta a
programme  on learning technology,5 , the AIM 6 programme on biomedical
computing 7 and the Drive 8 programme  on road transport information infra-
structures.9
Standardization in lT and telecommunications
360. The Council Decision of 22 December  1986 on standardization in the
field of information technology and telecommunicationsl0 strengthened  the
procedures for scheduling standardization work and laid down methods for
application of the principle of reference of standards in public procurement'
Standardization work given to the competent European bodies, CEN and
Cenelec, with the cooperation of the CEPT, has grown substantially  and
demonstrates  the vitality of European standardization  in new-technology  areas.
There are currently 64 standardization remits in hand. Several of the tasks
1  OJ L 96,3.4.1985;  OJ L 33, 8.2.1986. 2  OJ C 2,8.10.7987;  Twentieth  General Report, point 405.
3  OJ L 285,8.10.1987;  Bull. EC 10-7987,  point  2.1.45. a  Developing  European  learning  through technological  advance, 5  OJ C 255,5.70.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.1.67. 5  Advanced  informatics in medicine in Europe. 7  JO C 335,31.12.1987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.1.69. 8  Dedicated  road and intelligent vehicles in Europe.
e  OJ C 335,31.12.1987i  Bull. EC 7/8-1987'  point  2.1.58.
10 OJ L 36,7.2.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point 408.
l
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entrusted to those bodies are a direct contribution to fulfilment in the IT field
of the integration  objectives set for L992 in the context of completion of the
internal market (the compatibility  of new electronic payment systems and
electronic exchange of trade or customs data necess ary for the introduction  of
the single administrative  document).
The work given to the CEPT in order to prepare rhe common technical
specifications, known as European telecommunications standards (NETs),
needed for the implementation  of the Council Directive  of 24 July 1985 concern-
ing the first phase of the establishment of mutual recognition of type approval
for telecommunications  terminal equipment t has been speeded up, and some
10 NETs are in preparation.
The very positive results obtained from the conformance testing services (CTS)
programme to promote the launching of harmonized  services for checking the
conformity of products to standards  have led the Commission to make a second
call for proposals covering the field of IT and relecommunicarions.2 The
numerous  proposals  received (about 50) will allow several trial services essential
to the application of the standards  in these sectors to be set up.
Dissemination and follow-through of R&TD results
obtained under Community and national programmes
361. Efforts to protect, follow through and disseminate Community R&TD
results in 1987 resulted in over 2 000 new publications  being entered in the
Euro-abstracts (EABS) data base 3 and published in the monthly magazine
Euro-abstracts,750  patent applications,  the opening of some 15 follow-through
dossiers, the signature of two licence agreements and the announcement of the
placing on the market of 10 innovations.
The Commission took part in four specialist exhibitions and ar each one
presented several different inventions  developed  under Community R&TD
programmes and recently placed on the market.
Under a subsidy contract signed with an Italian firm in December 1985 3 the
construction  of a pilot plant for the desulphurization  of flue gases from power
plants, based on the Ispra Mark XIII A process invented at the JRC, a has
:  OJ L 277,5.8.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  401.
1  oJ C 7j5, 20.5.1987;  Ol S 97, 20.s.7987. j  Nineteenth  General Report. point  592. 4  OJ C 317,28.11.7984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  587.
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begun and should be completed early in 1988. Tests on this plant will last two
years.
Removal of barriers to and promotion of innovation
362. In order to extend the plan for the transnational  development  of the
supporting  infrastructure for innovation  and technology  transfer, I on 9 June
the-Couniil  adopted the strategic programme for innovation  and technology
rransfer (Sprint).2 It has a budget of 8.6 million ECU and covers the period
25 November 1986 to 31 December 1988. Several projects launched under the
transational  plan went on to produce significant results:
(i) support for transnational  cooperation  between advisory bodies led to over ' 
50 tlchnological cooperation 
"gr.ements 
between firms, notably small and
medium-sized firms;
(ii) the setting up of 16 networks for joint sectoral research centres enabled
75 techniial centres or similar bodies of the L2 Member  States to form
groupings in areas such as wood, footwear, welding and plastics;
(iii) the 'Europeanization'  of over 20 technology conferences;
(iv) concertation between Member States and the Community in the field of
design, patenrs and the modernization  of traditional industries enabled the
first European design prize to be launched.3
In order to continue the implementation of the priority lines of action, a call
for proposals was n:rade;4 some 500 application dossiers were received.
Two pilot projects on innovation funding were launched:  the European Venture
Capital Institute, which aims to train venture capitalists, and the preparation
of investment forums.
1  OJ L 353,1,5.12.1983;  Seventeenth  General Report' point  509.
2  Oj L 153,13.6.1983;  Bull. EC 6-1987'point2.l.56.
:  s;tt. EC 2-1987, poinr 2.1.42;8u11. 5-19s7, point 2.1.57.
4  OJ C 796,25.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,poinr2.7.7^1.
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Removal of barriers to and promotion of the development
of information services
S pec ia I ized i nformati o n
363. The implementation of the five-year programme for the development of
the specialized  information market (1984-38)l  continued,  principally  with the
launching of a demonstration programme involving 11 materials data bases,
the development  of an information network on the production and use of
enzymes and the creation of videotex information  services for farming and
small businesses in peripheral areas. Projects implemented  this year cost 3.9
million ECU. An evaluation report was drawn up on the results of the third
plan of action 1981-83,2, on the initial (two-year) period of the five-year
programme  and on the results and consequences  of the Docdel 3 programme.
lnformation  services
364. After consulting  representatives  of information users and providers  and
the senior officials advisory group for the information  market (ISUG, ISPG and
SOAG), on 4 August the Commission  presented to the Council a proposal on
the implementation at Community level of a policy and a plan of priority
action for the development  of an information services market. 4. Four main
aims were defined: to set up an internal market for information  services  by the
end of 1992; to stimulate and strengthen  the competitive capability of European
suppliers of information services; to promote the use of advanced information
services in the Community; and to reinforce joint efforts to achieve the internal
and external cohesion of the Community with respect to information  services.
The priority action plan is to be implemented in two phases, the first of which
will be a two-year introductory phase. A call for declarations of interest was
published.5 Other projects were also proposed and work is in progress, notably
for achieving  closer cooperation  between libraries and improving and extending
access to these resources using new information  technology.
1  OJ L 314,4.1.2.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, poinr 588. u  OJ L 22O,6.8.1981,;  Fifteenth General Report, point 598. r  Document  delivery  programme;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  591.
1  OJ C 249,17.9.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point  2.1.71. ,  o.l c t88, 17.7.1987.
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Removal of language barriers
365. As part of its fourth action plan for the improvement of information
transfer between  languages  (1,986-90),1 the Commission  continued  to develop
the Systran machine translation system for nine language pairs. The pilot
projec for the transfer to Europe of scientific and technical information from
Japan was extended until 1988.
The Eurotra programme to create an advanced machine  translation system was
extended to include Spanish and Portuguese.2 It was evaluatedby  a group of
independent experts which recommended moving on to the next phase of the
programme (1988-90).
I  Nineteenth General Report, ooint 701. 2  oJ L 341,4.72.1986, Ti"eniiith  General Report, point 420.
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Main developments
366. The Commission continued its work on seueral pieces of legislation,
including two block exemption  Regulations under Article S5(3) for francbising
and knou-how  licensing  agleements, drafts for which were publisbed in August.
The Council in December adopted a package  of liberalization  measures in air
transport and on 30 Nouember  cleared the uay for the final stages of work on
a European merger control Regulation.
357. ln the State aid field, the Commission  clarified the criteria for applying
Article 92(3)(a), uhicb allows exceptionally  high rates of aid to be granted in
areas with an abnormally low standard of liuing or seuere underemployment.
The poorest areas now classified in tbis category hold abowt 20% of the
C o mmunity' s p op ulation.
Priority activities and objectives
Know-how licensing and franchising
368. In August the Commission  published  two draft Regulations granting a
block exemption from Article 85(1) of the EEC Treaty for know-how  licences 2
and franchising  agreements.3 The know-how licensing Regulation,  which
lists the restrictive clauses covered by the exemption or considered to be
unobjectionable  from the point of view of competition, seeks - 
like the block
exemption Regulation for patent licences which the Commission issued in
19844 - 
to foster a more dynamic climate for innovation and the dissemination
of new technology in European industry by facilitating technology transfer.
Another purpose of the proposed block exemption, besides providing greater
1  For further details  see the Seuenteenth  Report on Cotnpetition  Policy, to be published  in April.
1  oJ c 2t4, 12.8.7987i  Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.1.58.
1  OJ C 229,27.8.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,poinr2.1.72.
"  OJ L 21,9,79.8.1,984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  210.
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certainty  as to the law for licensors  and licensees,  is to prevent abuse of know-
how licensing for anti-competitive  ends, such as dividing up markets and other
restrictions of competition.
The draft block exemption for franchising  applies to franchises for distribution
or services, but not 'franchises'  for manufacturing, which are quite different
and usually involve the licensing of patents, know-how and/or trade marks. It
lists the restrictions exempted, other common clauses that are generally not
restrictive of competition, clauses that will prevent the exemption applying (the
'black list'), and a number of other conditions for the exemption. An 'oppo-
sition' procedure  is also provided for the rapid clearance of agreements contain-
ing clauses of types not specifically exempted but not containing any of the
blacklisted clauses.
Air transport
369. In June the Council reached agreement in principle on a package of
liberalization measures in the civil aviation industry  1 covering  capacity, market
access, fares 2 and application of the competition rules. The competition part
of the package 3 includes a procedural Regulation under Article 87 of the
Treaty giving the Commission wider powers of investigation  and enforcement
and a Regulation  enabling it to issue block exemptions from Article 85(1) for
agreements and concerted practices concerning in particular  capacity  sharing,
revenue pooling, fares, computer reservation systems, in-flight catering and slot
allocation at airports. The block exemptions will be subject to very strict
conditions and will be limited to an initial period of three years. In December
the Council formally adopted the package. a
General rules applying to undertakings
370. On 30 November the Council gave its broad approvals to the Com-
mission's proposals for a Community merger control system.6
1  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.1.227. 2  Points 622 and 6& of this Reoort. 3  OJ C 182, 9.7.1984;  Eighteenth General Report,  point 245; Twentieth General Report, points 428
and / lJ. a  Bull. EC12-7987. 5  Bull. EC ll-1987, point 2.1.92. 6  oJ C 92,31.10.19i3;  Seventh  General Report, point  153; OJ C 35, 12.2.1982;  Fourteenth  General Report,
point207i OJ C 51, 23.2.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 214; Twentieth  General  Report, point
425.
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371. On 17 November the Court of Justice upheld 1 the Commission's decision
of March 1984 under Article 85 on the shareholding links between the tobacco
multinationals Philip Morris Inc. and Rembrandt  Group Ltd.2
372. The Commission published draft block exemption Regulations for know-
how licences and franchising  agreements.3
Rules of competition applied to undertakings
373. ln 1987 the Commission  adopted  15 decisions applying Articles 85 and
85 of the EEC Treaty and one decision rejecting  a complaint. There were 1L
decisions applying Article 86 of the ECSC Treaty. A further 57 cases were
sertled by dispatch of administrative  letters, and 334 cases were settled without
a decision being taken. At 31 December there were 3 427 cases pending, of
which 2919 were applications  or notifications  (190 of them received in 1987),
344 complaints by firms (93 registered in L987) and 166 proceedings on the
Commission's own initiative (30 commenced  in 7987).
374. In relation to distribution arrangements, the Commission  continued to
act against firms that take measures  contrary to Article 85(1) to,prevent parallel
tr"diig. In a decision concerning Tipp-Ex Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG and four
of its Jxclusive distributors, it "id.r.d 
the firms to discontinue agreements and
concerted  practices aimed at preventing dealers exporting Tipp-Ex products to
other Member  States. a In another decision, Sandoz Prodotti Farmaceutici SpA
was ordered to remove the words 'export prohibited' from its invoices.5 Fines
were imposed in both cases. Decisions  were also taken imposing fines on Fisher-
Price 6 and Konica 5 for attempting to protect national  markets for toys and
colour film.
The Commission also took a number of decisions granting exemption under
Article 85(3). In two cases, De Laval-StorkT  and Olivetti-Canon,7 agreements
setting up joint ventures were exempted.  Exemptions were also granted for
markJting  cooperation between British Leyland and Unipart,T for arrange-
1  Bull. EC 1.1.-1987, point 2.1.93.
2  Eighteenth  General Report, point 222.
3  Point 358 of this Report. a  Decision  of 10.7.19d7:  oJ L 222, 1,0.8.1,987;  Bull. EC 7/8-19q7' point 2.1-92.
5  Decision  of 13.7.1987:  ojLnL10.8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987, point  2.1.93.
5  Decision  of 28.1.2.1987:,  Bull. EC 12-1987.
7  Decision  of 22.72.1987;  Bull. EC 72-1987'
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ments on the French early potato market, 1 and for the rules for admission to
an international dental equipment  exhibition.2  In each case the Commission
considered that although the arrangements  fell within Article 85(1) they satisfied
the tests of Article 85(3).
375. In another decision on franchising, the Commission  granted exemption
under Article 85(3) for the standard-form  franchise agreement of Computerland
Europe SA,3 judging rhar the restrictions  imposed by the agreement were
necessary for the system's  satisfactory operation. It also confirmed its policy
on commodity terminal markets a by granting negative clearance from Article
85(1) for the Rules and Regulations of the Baltic International Freight Futures
Exchange Ltd (Biffex).5 A know-how licensing agreement in the baking indus-
try between  the us company Rich Products and the British firm Jus-Rol was
also exempted.5
375. In a decision under Article 86, the Commission  found the specialist nail
gun manufacturer  Hilti AG guilty of abusing its dominant position and fined
the company 6 million ECU.5
The rules of competition applied to forms of state intervention
General aid schemes
377. The commission completed the first stages of its work on rhe inventory
of aid schemes in operation in the Member  States, T which includes estimates of
the volume of expenditure on the schemes. The importance of this transparency
exercise is heightened  by the drive to dismantle the remaining  internal barriers
in the community by 1992. After bilateral consultations with each Member
State, the Commission was able to finalize figures for aid expenditure  in most
of them. The parallel operation of drawing up an inventory of aid schemes in
operation in the Member States was almost completed.  T The exercise has
Decision  of 78.12.L987;  Bull. EC 12-1987.
Decision  of 1,8.9.1987 : OJ L 293, 1.6.10.1987.
OJ L 222, 70.8.1,987:  Bull. EC 7 /8-7987,  point 2.7.97.
OI L 369., 37.12.1.985; Nineteenth General Report,  point 384; OJ L 3, 6.1.1987;  OJ L 19, 21.1,.1987;
Twentieth  General Report, point 440.
OJ L222, 10.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,  point2.t.97.
Decision  of 22.'12.1,987  Bull. EC l2-198i.
Nineteenth  General Report, point 375; Twentieth  General Report, point  442.
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demonstrated the need for such data to be supplied  by Member States on a
regular basis, both when schemes are notified and in annual reports on the
operation of each scheme.
378. The Commission  took steps to obtain strict compliance with its policy
on notification of all elements of aid packages  1 and rigorously implemented
its policy on the recovery of aid granted illegally.
379. The Commission reviewed its policy on the discretionary exceptions
from the State aid rules contained in Article 92(3) of the EEC Treaty, in the
light of enlargement  and the provisions in the Single European  Act for in-creasing
eJonomic anl social cohesion. After a careful examination it decided 2 that in
future the exception provided for in subparagraph(a) - 
for aid that promotes
rhe economic divelopment of areas where the standard of living is abnormally
low or where there is severe underemployment  - 
would be applied to areas
in which GDP was at least 25% below the Community average,  namely Greece,
Ireland, Northern Ireland, Portugal, the French overseas departments, and parts
of Italy (the Mezzogiorno)  and Spain. It considered that this would allow
greater flexibility in the types of aid that could be permitted for developing
ihese regions. In the remainder of the Community, regional aid would continue
to bp aisessed on the basis of subparagraph  (c), under which aid facilitating
development in certain economic areas may be permitted provided it does not
affect trading conditions  to an extent contrary to the common interest.
Industry aid schemes
380. Continuing  its strict monitoring of aid to specific industries  to ensure
that government funds are not used to confer an unfair competitive  advantage
o. r*.  firms at the expense of others, the Commission  maintained  a particu-
larly close watch on sensitive sectors such as steel, shipbuilding,  man-made
fibres, textiles and the motor industry. It also continued  its policy of ordering
the recovery of aid granted illegally by Member States and found to be
incompatible  with the common  market.
381. In the textile and clothing industry, the Commission extended for a
further two years3 until 19 July 19894 the system of control of aid to man-
made fibre and yarn manufacturers introduced in 1977,
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 443. 2  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.51.
I  OI C 171,toJ.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  392.
4  oj c 183, 11.7.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.63.
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382. Under the sixth Directive on aid to shipbuilding, which took effect at
the beginning of the yeat,r the Commission  scrutinized and took decisions  on
the schemes in force in all the shipbuilding Member  States except ltaly, Greece,
Belgium and the Netherlands. It also disposed of a number of cases outstanding
from the fifth Directive,2 notably concerning the United Kingdom,3  Den-
mark 4 and Italy,s and dealt with about 20 cases raised by Member States
under Article a(5) of the sixth Directive where there was competition between
different Community yards for a contract. 1 After consulting  the Member
States, the Commission left the ceiling on total production aid of all types
(direct and indirect) for new building in 1988 at the 1987 level of 28o/o.6
383. The Commission continued to apply its Decision on aid to the steel
industry. 7 In the Spanish 8 and Portuguese 6 industry, it authorized aid for
rationalization in accordance  with the terms of the Act of Accession. Finally,
in fwo decisions concerning  aid for steel businesses coming under the EEC
Treaty it called on the Belgian and French Governments to recover aid granted
unlawfully  from Tubemeuse e and the Usinor/Sacilor group.10
384. The Commission applied its rules for aid for research and developmenrll
to a first batch of cases involving Germany,rz  the Netherlands,l3  Italy,14 and
Denmark,ls as a result of which it ordered the Member States to notify not
only their schemes  and programmes  for supporting REcD but also any individual
award of aid to projects, national or multinational, whose total cost in any
one Member  State exceeds 20 million ECU.
1
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OJ L 69,12.3.1,987; Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.49; Twentieth  General Report, point 445.
OJ L 137, 23.5.1981; Fifteenth  General Report, point 21tl; OJ t  ZZt, lO.t2.t782; Sixteenth General
Report, point 230; OJ L 2,3.1,.7985; Eighteenth  General Report, point  226.
Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.58.
Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.59.
Bull. EC 1l-1,987, ooint 2.1.99.
Bull. EC 12-7987.'
OJ L 3,+0, 78.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 374.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.82; Bull. EC7/8-7987, point  2.1.112.
O I L 227, 14.8.1987  ; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.7.67.
O J L 290, 14.70.1987  ; Bull. EC 3 -7987,  point 2.1.83.
OJ C 83, 17.4.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  444.
Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.55.
Bull. EC 5-1,987,  point 2.1.72.
Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1..60; Bull. EC 7/8-1957, point  2.1.100.
Bull. EC 9-L987,  point 2.1.69.
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Regional  aid schemes
3g5. Apart from the fundamental reappraisal  of how the Treaty should be-
"ppii.a 
'to regional aid,l the Commiiriotr continued its ongoing. *:t\ 
1f
,rr.rrirrg the fuember States' regional  schemes. It approved schemes in Spain'
and Portugal.3
385. The commission completed its scrutiny of the 14th,a,15th5  and 15th6
g.rr.r"L plans of the Germln joint federal/Land  regional aid programme,
i..-in"ring the Article 93(2) proceedings against the first two and authorizing
the third iui.ho.rt p-...ditrir.5 Thesle decisions were taken only after the
commission  had received 
"r-"r,.rr"r..s 
from the Federal Government that the
"r.ir,.a 
areas and ceilings would be significantly reduced.. From 1 January
19gg, only 38% (rathe, ih"n 45"/o) of bermany's population would live in
assisied "r."s "nd 
th. i.gional aid ceilings would bi cut. Further cuts would
be made on 1 January"1990 (ceilings) and 1 January 1991 (petcentage of
population).
3g7. The Commission rerminated the Article 93(2) proceedings against
..gion"l aid scheme, in n.tgi"- after the government  had made substantial
;h-";;;r t-;nd issueJ a decision ordering further scaling-down  of the Danish
scheme. 
8
State monopolies
3gS. The Commission  continued the Article 169 (infringement) proceedingos
instituted  against Greece for failing to adequately reform its oil monopoly'
with service of a second reasoned olirriot, on the Greek Government.l0
3gg. The legislation altering the spanish oil monopolyll was iudged inad-
.q""r. ,o ,rr.Jr the requirem.its i-pos.d by Article 48 of the Act of Accession
6
7
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9
10
11
Point  379 of this RePort.
Bu  I I . EC 5 -1987 , Point 2.1 .77 .
e"ii. Ec 3 -1987', p oint 2.1.7 5; Rull. EC 5 -1987' point  2' 1'78'
oI c 170,9.7.1986.
oj c ztr, 11.8.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987,poinr 2.1.74.
Bull. EC 12-7987.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987, points 2.1.105 and2'l'1'06'
Bull. EC 7/8-1987, Point 2.1.107.
Twentieth  General Report, point 452.
s"ii.'E-a i-1%2, poi"iz.r'b3.  First opinion:  Nineteenth General Report' point'{01'
Boletin oficial del Estado No 10' 12. I .1987'
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and the Commission  accordingly commenced Article 159 proceedings against
the spanish Government  in this case. with regard to the iobacco morJpoly,
the Spanish Government  sent the Commission draft regulations  supplementing
the Royal Decree of 12 December 1985 on the import and wholesali and retail
distribution of tobacco products.
390. The commission  made recommendations 1 to the portuguese Govern-
ment under Article 208 of the Act of Accession on reforming iis alcohol and
oil monopolies to remove discrimination against other MembIr states.2
391. Recommendations  were also made to the French Government under
Articles 48 and 208 of the Act of Accession  to liberalize access ro rhe French
market for spanish and Portuguese matches, tobacco products and potash
fertilizers. 3
391a. The commission decided to commence Article 169 proceedrngs  against
Belgium in respect of the Government's  exclusive rights to impott "id ipply
low-speed  modems and first telex terminals.4
Public enterprises
392. 
-Finding  rhat Greece had still not complied  with its Decision of 24 April
1985 s under Article 90(3) on legislation  which unfairly favoured State-owned
insurance companies in the insurance of public property and in insurance  taken
out in connection with loans from state banks, ihe commission decided to
continue the Article 159 proceedings.5
393. . on 24 July the commission ordered the spanish Governmenr under
Article 90(3) to discontinue arrangements  for subsidizing the air and ferry fares
of Spanish residents of the canary and Balearic Islinds travelling to the
mainland.T The lower fares were not available to nationals  of other-Member
States.
I  9J L 306,2!.10.1.9.87;  Bull. EC 70-1987,point2.t.70;  Bull. EC 72-7987.
'  I wentteth  General  Keporr,  point 454.
i  9.t 1_Zq:, 24J.'t987; sutt. e'C 7/8-1987, point 2.1.122. a  Bull. EC 12-1987.
j  O.l I  152, 17.6.1985;  Nineteenth  General Report. point,t{J3. o  Twentierh General Report,  point  455.
'  OJ L 194, 15.7.1987:  Bull. EC 7/8-1997, point2.1.t2t.
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Section 8
Employment, education and social policy
Main developments
394. As part of the implementation of the Single Europe,an Act, the Com-
rnission ad.optei a work'prograrnme  in'the field of safety, hygiene and health
ar tlhe *orkplo"r. This progiamme is intended to step up, rne-asures taken to
improue tbe working ord llring conditions of uorkers and reduce accidents at
work and occuPational diseases.
With close to 76 million persons out of work, unemployment - 
patticularly
ir"lt"r*  ,*"*ploy*ent'- notably among young p.eopf, rernains  one of ilte
Coinmunity's main- concerns.  The Comrnisiion has therefore implemented t11o
ed.ucation cooperation pragra?flmes  (Cotnett and Erasmus) and continued its
endeauours rilating to thZ uocational training of young people and their
integration in working life.
Priority activities and objectives
lmplementation of the action programme on emploYment growth
3g5. under the action programme on employ.ment growth set out by the
Council in its resolution tf  12 Drrrmber 7986,1 the Commission  drew up a
lirt of policies implemented  and proposed new initiatives in a memorandum
on 
".,i,on 
to .o-L"r long-term unemployment 2 and in a communication to
the Council on local.-pioy..nt initiatives adopted in particular since 1984'3
The Commission also itepped up a number of ongoing activities in areas
such as the promotion of^youth employment,4  the extension  of the mutual
information iyrt.rp on employment (Misep),5  the survey of innovatory  prac-
l--o  t c .]+0, :r-12.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 460'
2  BJll. EC 5-7987,  point 2.7.94.
r  oT C 767.27.5.1984. Eishteenth  General Report' point 278'
+  oi c t9j,zo7.tstz;  Seienteenth  General Report, point 295'
5  Nineteenth  General Report, point  411.
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tices in firms 1 and the problem of frontier workers and improvement of the
Community system for the international clearing of vacancies and applications
for employmenr (Sedoc). 2
Finally, the Commission  intensified  its action to improve rhe environmenr  for
small businesses,3 notably by transmitting to the council a communicarion on
internal and external adaptation of firms in relation to employment 4 and on
the development of continuing in-firm vocational trainingfor adult employees,
on which the Council adopted conclusions.5 It also expressed its intention to
develop still further the 'val-Duchesse'  social dialog.t" nt Communiry level.6
The Erasmus programme
395. on 15 June, acting on a proposal from the commission,7 the council
took a Decision adopting the European community action scheme for the
mobility o{ university students (Erasmus),8  which it had approved in May. e
A total of 85 million ECU was set aside for the scheme for the first three
academic years (1987188 to 1989/90): 10 million ECU from the 19g7 budget,
30 million ECU for the 1988 budget and 45 million ECU for the L9g9 budgei.
of the 85 million ECU, 31 million is to be allocated to the European Network
for university Cooperation,  the academic  recognition  of diplomas  and periods
of study and complemenrary measures,  and 54 million to stuient grants. buring
the first three years, such grants are to be awarded to some zj ooo st,rd.nt!
and 3 000 financial aids granted to universities to enable them to establish
programmes for the exchange of students and teachers.
In the first year, 398 of the 900 proposals for exchange programmes submitted
to the Commission for the 1987/88 academic  year reieived-community  assist-
11..;10 .these programmes  will form the basis of the European University
Network. Similarly, ! 142 exchanges were approved from among the 2 sOb
applications  received  by the commission  from university staff *ithirrg to go
to universities in other Member States. Finally, as another aim of Eraimus is
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1,.96
Ninereenth  GeneiJ }.p"ii  iri"r 413; Twentierh General Report, point 453.
Points 290 and 294 of this Report; Bull. EC 5-1987, point Z.t.gS.''
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.98.
OJ C 178, Z.Z.tggZ; Bull. EC 6-1987,poinr2.1.96.
Point  438 of this Report.
OJ_C73,2.4.1,985;  fwentieth  General Report, point  475.
OJ L 156,25.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,poiir2.1-.9j.
Bull. EC 5-1987, points 1.3.1 and 1.3.2'.
Bull. EC 1O-1987, point 2.1.79.
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to improve provisions on the recognition of diplomas and periods of study,
measures  were taken to launch a pilot project in the 1988/89 academic year on
the automatic transfer of course credits between  the universities taking part so
as to develop in the long term the Community network of information  centres
in this sector.
Employment
Employment  and the labour market
397. The improvement  in the employment  situation went hand in hand with
a stabilization of unemployment  at a high level (around 12% of the working
population). The least-favoured areas and social groups are those most affected
by unemployment  in terms of duration  and intensity. At the same time, forms
of employment are changing  under the dual pressure of unemployment  and
competition. In these circumstances, the Commission  concentrated its efforts
on implementing  the policy guidelines - 
notably on long-term unemployment,
local job creation schemes and employment  of young people - 
set out in the
Council resolution of 22 December 1985.1
395. On L4 April the Commission sent to the Council a proposal for a
Regulati'on on the organization of a labour force sample survey in the spring
of 1988- 2
399. The working party on the underground  economy, set up following the
discussion  at the Hague meeting of the European Council in June 1986 of the
problems  caused by illicit work,3 met on two occasions to draw up a report
on the causes, nature and extent of this phenomenon  and on its implications
in policy terms.4
Freedom of movement of workers
400. The Commission continued  the action contemplated in its guidelines for
a Community migration policy, which the Council confirmed in its resolution
of 15 July 1985,5 in particular by preparing  the revision of a number of
1  Point 395 of this Reoort. 2  Bull. EC 4-1987, point  2.1.72. 3  Twentieth Generil Report, point 19. a  Bull. EC 1-1987, point 2.1.53; Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.7.91. ,  oJ c 186,26.7.1985.
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provisions relating to freedom of movement for workers, so as to take account
of the ruling given by the Court of Justice and of the circumstances currently
prevailing.
European Social Fund and structural operations
Measures  in favour of certain Member States
40L. On 10 September  the Greek Government asked the Commission for a
three-year extension of the Council Regulation of 26 March L984 providing
exceptional  support of 120 million ECU for Greece in the social field.l On
22 December, acting under this Regulation, the Commission approved appli-
cations from the Greek Government for assistance for 1.987 totalling approxi-
mately 12 million ECU.2
European Social Fund
402. ln 1987 available commitment appropriations totalled 3 150.41 million
ECU; the amounts committed are shown in Table 10.3
TABLE  10
Appropriations  committed
Operations  to assist young people under 25:
Less-favoured  regions
Other regions
Operations  to assist people aged 25 or over:
Less-favoured  regions
Other regions
Specific operations
t  OJ L 88,31.3.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  283. z  s;ll. Ecrz-r987.  "
3  Full information on the Social  Fund's activities will be eiven
JnlY.
1 063.45
1 297.65
308.00
383.50
97.46
3 150.06
in its annual report, to be published in
million ECU
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403. The breakdown by Member State shows that around 20.60'/0 of the
assistance  approved went to Italy, 18.81% to the United Kingdom,  1"4.39o/o to
Spain, 12.28% to France, 1,7.22% to Portugal,  6.630/o to Ireland and 5.80% to
Greece.
404. Applications were submitted for a total of 5 977.89 million ECU. The
overall volume of eligible applications  corresponded  to a sum of 5 747.20
million ECU, exceeding the appropriations availableby 63.38o/'.
405. Of the total of 3 836.37 million ECU for applications given priority
classification, the reduction was applied to 704.57 million ECU; 99.99oh of
commitment  appropriations were utilized.
405. Payment  appropriations for 1987 amounted to 2843.79 million ECU, of
which 2 542.25 million ECU was entered in the budget for the same year, while
the remaining 301.54 million ECU consisted of appropriations  carried over
from 1986.
Measures for ECSC workerc
407. The Commission assisted  11602 workers affected by the restructuring
of the coal and steel industries.l A sum of 82391,750 ECU of conventional
redeployment  aid was granted under Article 56(2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty, in
the form of income support allowances in the event of early retirement,
unemployment or re-employment and in the form of contributions  towards
reintegration in new jobs. Table 11 gives a breakdown by country and by
industry of redeployment  aid, both conventional and under the interim pro-
gramme, granted to ECSC workers In 1987.
408. The Commission  signed bilateral agreements with Spain and Portugal,
backdated  to 1 January 1985, setting out the details of redeployment aid granted
to workers  affected by the restructuring  programmes for the steel industry.2
409. The conventional  assistance provided in 1987 was backed up by an
interim programme  of accompanying social measures amounting  to 34 million
ECU for steelworkers.3  Aid given under this programme is designed  to facilitate
Bull. EC 7/8-7987, point 2.1.131; Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.7.27.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.33; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.T7  .
Point 278 of this Report.
I
2
3
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early retirement or the re-employment  of younger workers. In this way the
ECSC continues,  as far as its own resources allow, to implement social measures
that were interrupted  in 1984 by the Council's  refusal 1 to authorize the transfer
of resources madi available in the general budget. In 1988 the Commission will
take a decision - 
within the limits of funds not utilized in 7987 (141 608 250
ECU) - 
on outstanding  applications  for assistanc€ made in 1987 -
TABLE  11
Redeployment  aid
(conventional  aid plus additional  programme)
Appropriations  committed  in 7987
1  Applications  made in 1986.
z  Partly applications made in 1986.
410. The Commission's proposals2 to provide 50 million ECU in 1988-90 to
assisr workers who will be affected by restructuring in the steel industry were
not accepted by the Council.3
411. The Commission laid down new procedures  and conditions for the
granting of conversion  loans under Article 55(2)(a) of the ECSC Treaty for
II.8
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 331.
2  OJ C 272, 10.1.0.1987; Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.1.34-
3  Point  278 ofthis Report.
Coal industry Steel industry  and iron ore mining
Workers  I  Aid (ECU) Workers Aid (Ecu)
Belgium
Germany  (FR)
France
Italie
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
5 743  17 4610001
10 118 7501
38 784 750
1716  28827501
| 459  3 520 000
tn/
936  1 132 500
2161  I492Wy
5 143  66364 sN 6459  rcon 2s0
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investments  which create alternative  employment  opportunities for redundant
workers in the coal and steel industries. 
1
Measures for shipbuilding workers
41.2. On 31 July the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal for a
Regulation instituting a specific Community programme (with a budget of
71.5 million ECU) of accompanying  social measures to assist workers in the
shipbuilding  industry who are made redundant or threatened with redun-
dancy,2 which would supplement measures  abeady available under the Euro-
pean Social Fund.
Education and vocational training
Cooperation  in education
413. On 15 June the Council adopted the Community action programme  on
student mobility (Erasmus).3 On 7 August the Commission  brought an action
against the Council to have the Court declare null and void the addition of
Article 235 to the legal basis of the Decision and the last recital in the preamble
to the Decision stating the reasons for the said legal basis. a
4L4. Under the Community action programme  for cooperation  between uni-
versities and industry in education and training for technology (Comett),s  the
Commission accepted more than 160 projects representing  some 5.8 million
ECU in financial support in July 6 and some 437 projects representing
8.5 million ECU in December.  T
4L5. On 14 May the Council and the Ministers of Education  meeting within
the Council adopted conclusions on in-service teacher training, S the fight
I  OJ C 173, 1.7.1987;  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point2.l.32. z  OJ C 291,31.10.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.7.732. 3  Point 396 of this Report. 4  Case 242/87 Commission  u Council: Ol C 242,9.9.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.4.34. r  OJ L 222,8.8.1,986; Twentieth  General Report, point  473. 6  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point  2.1.136. 7  Bull. EC 12-1997. 
-
8  0J c 221,8.8.1987.  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.107.
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against illiteracy 1 
- 
confirming the commitment  of 4 June 19862 - 
and
failure at school in the Community.3
416. From 5 to 7 May the Commission  took
Standing  Conference  of European Ministers for
Youth exchanges
part in the 15th session of the
Education in Helsinki.  a
417. On 26 February the Commission  amended  5 its proposal for a Council
Decision setting up a 'Yes for Europe' action programme to promote youth
exchanges in the Community.6 Some 2 000 grants will be made, totalling 2.3
million ECU.
European U niversity I nstitute
418. The Commission contributed the sum of t 690 000 ECU to the academic
and research activities of the European University Institute in Florence 7
(research projects, library; publications,  language department, Jean Monnet
scholarships for qualified researchers,  Jean Monnet chair, summer schools,
Centre for Documentation  and Research on Europeanlntegtation).8
41.9. On 5 June Spain acceded to the convention setting up the European
University Institute. On L9 October the Spanish Prime Minister, Mr Felipe
Gonzalez, gave the annual Jean Monnet lecture on the subject of 'The Com-
munity of Twelve on the way to European Union: target 1992'.
1  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.93. 2  Eighteenth  General Report, point 294. 3  BuIl. EC 5-1987.  ooint  2.1.1d5. a  Bull. EC 5-1987. point 2.7.102. t  oJ c 77,24.3.1987i  Bull. EC 2-1987,poim2.1.7O. 5  Oj C 72', 27.3.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 477. 7  Tf,e activities  of the European University Instituti  are described in its annual report and in an information
leaflet,  both obtainable fiom the Institute  itself (Badia Fiesolana,5 via dei Roccettini,  San Domenico di
Fiesole,  I-50015 Firenze). 8  Point 52 of this Report.
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Specific measurcs  relating to vocational training
420. On 15 June, after Parliament 1 and the Economic and Social Committee 2
had delivered  their opinions,  the Council adopted conclusions  on the communi-
cation sent by the Commission on 23 lanuary on continuing  vocational  training
for employees in undertakings.3
421. Parliament adopted a resolution on 76 October on paid educational
leave.4
422. On 18 March the Commission  presented to the Council a proposal for
a Decision on an action programme  for the training  and preparation of young
people for adult and working life,s on which Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee gave their opinions on 20 November 6 and 14 MayT
respectively. In the light of these opinions the Commission sent an amended
proposal to the Council on 25 November.  s
423. As part of the process of implementing e the Council Decision of 15 July
1985 on the comparability  of vocational training qualifications  between the
Member States,lo the Commission published the agreed comparable  qualifi-
cations in the hotel and catering, motor vehicle repair and construction indus-
tries in November.
European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training
424. On 15 and 16 September the Centre's information  network held its
annual meeting in Berlin, at which the following questions were examined:
computerization of the Centre's catalogues, the development of its thesaurus
and circulation in the Member States of information  on the Community's
vocational  training activities.ll
I  OJ C 756,15.6.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.7.110.
1  OJ C 180,8.7.1987i  Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.1.111. r  Point 395 of this Reoort.
1  OJ C 305, 15.11.1987;  Bull. EC t0-7987,point  2.4.119.
'  OJ C 90,4.4.1987; point 2.7.96.
:  OJ C 345,27.12.7987;  Bull. EC 71-1987,point2.l.l2l.
1  OJ C 780,8.7.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.4.32.
:  OJ C 4, 8.1.1988; Bull. EC lt-1,987, point 2.1.122.
'  Twentieth  General Report, point 479. ,0  OJ L 199, 31.7 .1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  427. rl  B;ll. EC9-t987-  ooint 2.1.84.
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Social security and living and working conditions
Social security and other schemes
425. On 27 October the Commission  transmitted to the Council a proposal
for a Directive 1 completing implementation of the principle - 
as defined in
the Directiv e of 19 Deiember 1,9782 - 
of equal treatment for men and women
in statutory and occupational  social security schemes.3
425. The Commission selected L6 research projects for Spain and L0 for
Portugal under the Council Decision of 22 December  1985 a expanding the
spbcific Community action to combat poverty5 to those countries.
427. During the 1986/87 academic  year the Executive Committee of the Paul
Finet Founda=tion  examined 948 applications  and awarded 822 scholarships for
a total of BFR $ 6A0 465.
Social secuilty for migrant wo*erc
428. The Adminisrrative Commission on Social Security for Migrant Workers
examined  a number of questions  relating to the application of Regulations Nos
1.408/776 and574/727 ontheapplicationofsocialsecurityschemestoemployed
persons and members of their families moving within the Community  (consoli-
iated on 2 June L9838 and amended on 13 June 1985e) and adopted five
decisions addressed  to national institutions and authorities.
429. The Court of Justice delivered eight judgments in cases referred by
national courts for preliminary rulings on the interpretation of these Regu-
lations.l0 Eighteen  cases are still before the Court.1l
I  OI C 309, 19.11.1987;  Bull. EC lO-7987,  point  2.1.85.
:  ol L 6, 1o.1,.1979;  Twelfth General Report, point  213.
I  oJ I 225,72.8.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  493.
4  oj t- 382,37.12.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 483-
5  OJ L 2,3.1.1985;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  302-
o  ol L 149,5.7.1977. 7  ol 174,u.3.1972. 8  oj t- zso,2z.s.t9gl;Seventeenth  General Report, point  326.
e  OI L 160,24.6.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 434.
*  io'i""J C".". ligtss,380/85,381/85 ^"a'9zft6,i 
Case 375185;  Case  377/85; Joined  Cases 82/86  and
103/86; Case 22/86; Case 37 /86; Case 43/86.
11 Cases'20/8s,79/8'5, 197/85,93/86,313/86,323/86,21/87,  5S/87,83/87,  143/87, 147187,  157/87,
1, 5 4 / 87, | 5 5 / 87, 159 / 87, l9Z/ 87, 236  / 87 and 269 / 87 .
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430. The programme of exchanges of officials enabled  17 officials responsible
for dealing with migrant workers to familiarize themselves with the procedures
applied in another Member State.
Egual trcatment fot women and men
431. The Commission  continued to implement its medium-term programme
(1986-90) 1 approved by the Council in its July 1986 resolution.2 An 27
October the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal for a Directive
completing the implementation of the principale of equal treatment between
men and *o-.n in statutory and occupational  social security schemes.3 It also
set up the contact networks and operations  provided for by the programme,
arranged  seminars with a variety of partners and developed its policy of support
for positive action with a view to the setting up of businesses and local
employment initiatives by women.
432. On 26 May the Council adopted conclusions, on the basis of two
communications fiom the Commission, a on legislation to protect women 5 and
vocational training for women. 6 On 24 November the Commission  likewise
adopted a recommendation  on the latter area,7 which it sent on 4 December
for information purposes to the Council, the Member States, Parliament  and
the Economic and Social Committee.
433. On 14 October Parliament adopted four resolutions dealing with the
reintegration of women into working life, women in sport, the depiction and
position of women in the media and discrimination  against immigrant women
and female migrant workers in legislation  and regulations in the Community.  s
434. The court of Justice delivered a number of preliminary  rulings relating
to the application of Community  Directives on equal treatment of men and
women.9
I  O I C 355, 31.12.1985; Nineteenth General Report , point 437; Supplement 3/86 - 
Bull. EC.
2  OJ C 203,72.8.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  492.
3  Point  425 of this Reoort. a  Bull. EC 3-1987, points 2.1.101  and 2.1.102.
5  OJ C 778,7.7.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.113. 6  O.l C 178,7.7.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.l.ll2. t  oJ c 342,4.17.1987;  Bull. EC 11.-1987,  point  2.1.127.
8  0J c 305,1.6.1.1.1987.  Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.4.11. e  Points  960 and 961 of this Report.
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Social integration of handicapped  persons
435. On 24 July the Commission sent to the Council two proposals for
Decisions constituting  a second Community action programme for disabled
persons. I The proposals relate to the vocational rehabilitation  and economic
integration of people with disabilities and to their social integration and
independent living. This programme, covering the years 1988-91, will tie in
with the programme  adopted  by the Council and the Ministers of Education
meeting within the Council on 1,4 May to promote the integration of handi-
capped children in ordinary  schools.2 On L6 October Parliament  adopted  an
opinion on these proposals 3 and the Economic and Social Committee  endorsed
them on 21 October. a
Labour law and living and working conditions
436. The final phase of the second instalmenti of aid under the 10th ECSC
subsidized housing  scheme 5 began in 1987. Some 2 000 dwellings were con-
structed, purchased or modernized, which brings to 194 000 the total number
of dwellings financed by ECSC funds by the end of 1987.
European Foundation for the lmprovement of Living
and Working Conditions
437. The Dublin-based  European Foundation for the Improvement  of Living
and 'lTorking Conditions  continued to implement  its four-year programme
(1935-88).7  This year it launched a survey of opinions on the role of the parties
affected by the introduction of new technologies in firms and organized two
seminars, the first on changes in labour law and social security in matters of
working time and non-typical  forms of employment and the second on the
social aspects of biotechnology.
I  OJ C 257,28.9.1987i  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point  2.1.141.
1  OJ C 21t,8.8.7987; Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.106.
'  OJ C 305, 15.11.1987;  Bull. EC 1,0-1987,  point 2.1.89. 4  B;lf . EC 10-1987. ooint 2.4.44. 5  Twentieth  Generai Reoort. ooint 499.
!  OJ C 119,1,4.5.1985 Nineieenth General Report, point 444. /  Nineteenth  General Report, point 445.
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Social dialogue and industrial relations
438. The social dialogue between the two sides of industry, initiated and
developed under Article 118b of the Treaty and established on the basis of
concluiions reached at the meeting at Val Duchesse ChAteau (on the outskirts
of Brussels) on 12 November 1985,1 was actively pursued in 'l'987 with the
encouragement of the Commission. The meeting between the Commission
and top-1evel representatives  of employers'  and workers' organizations  in the
Membir States which was held in Brussels on 7 May on the joint initiative of
the Commission and the Presidency of the Council, confirmed the readiness of
the two sides of industry  to proceed together along the path taken and gradually
step up the social dialogue at Community level.2
The Vorking Party on Macroeconomics, which met on 24 March and 26
June 3 with a Member of the Commission  in the chair, discussed the topic of
profitability  and the social aspect of both private and public investment.
At its meeting on 26 November it adopted a ioint opinion on the 1987-88
annual ..otro-i. report. a The l07orking Party on New Technologies ald th9
social Dialogue,  which mer on 5 March, s 2l Mays and L0 NovemberT with
a Commission Vice-President  in the chair, adopted a joint opinion on the
training and motivation of the workforce and on providing workers with
informition and consulting  them and/or their representatives  when new tech-
nologies are inrroduced  in firms. It held preliminary  discussions  on the conse-
qrr.ti.r of the new technologies  in terms of adaptability and flexibility, particu-
larly with regard to improving the competitiveness  of European firms and
working conditions  and terms of employment.
439. The social dialogue at industry level continued  to develop as in 1985, in
line with the intention 
-e*pressed 
by ihe Commission in its 1987 programme. 8
The existing Joint Committees (agricultural  workers,9 road transport,lO  sea
fishingll) were renewed, and a Joint Committee on Maritime Transport  was
set up.12
1  Nineteenth  General Report, point 74; Twentieth  General Report, point  458.
2  Bull. EC 5-1987. point 1.2.1. 3  Bull. EC 6-^1987',iroint  2.1.91. a  Point 53 of this Report. s  Bull. E,c 3-1987, point 2.1.93. 6  Bull. EC 5-1,987. point 2.1.100.
7  8n11. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.115. 8  Supplement  1/87 - 
Bul[. EC; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.4.5. n  B"il. EC 6-1987,  point 2.1.90i oJ L 240, 22.8.1987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987'  point  2.1.125-
10 Bull. EC 6-1.987, point 2.1.89; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.727.
11 BtU. EC 5-1987;  iroint 2.1.99; oJ L 240, 22-8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987'point2.I.726.
12 0J L?J3,4.9.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point2.1.128.
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A series of meetings and contacts  was organized with management  and workers
in industries for which there are no Joint Committees  (banking, shipbuilding
and construction).
Health and safety
Public health
440. On 15 May the Council and the Ministers for Health meeting within the
Council reaffirmed 1 the broad lines of Community public health activities laid
down in May 1986,2 adopting  conclusions concerning AIDS 3 which included
the convening of an ad hoc working party of public health officials to establish
a common strategy and the introduction of arrangements for systematically
informing international travellers about AIDS. They also approveda the Com-
mission's proposal for an action plan against cancer (1957-89)i and noted5
the communication  from the Commission on the control of drug abuse. T
441.. In accordance with the decisions taken by the Council on 25 JanuaryB
the Community - 
represented  by a Member of the Commission - 
took part
in the International Conference  on Drug Abuse and Illicit Traffickinge held in
Vienna ftom 17 to 25 June.10 The Conference approved a policy declaration
laying down guidelines for national,  regional and international  action to be
taken to limit the scourge of drug abuse. The Community's policy, as outlined
at the Conference, focused initially on North-South  cooperarion (which was
allocated a budget of 5.5 million ECU for 1987) but could be extended to orher
areas of cooperation  (customs, health, etc.) in the future.
During the Conference  an agreement  was signed between  the Community and
the UN Fund for Drug Abuse Control,  under which the Community is to
contribute  500 000 ECU.10
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.7.118 et seq.
Twentieth  General Report, point 503.
OJ C 178, 7.7.7987; Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.119.
Bull. EC 5-1987.  point 2.1.121.
OJ C 50, 26.2.1987; Twentieth  General Report, points 317 and 504.
Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.118.
Twentieth  General Report, points 318 and 505.
Bull. EC 7-L987,  point 2.1.55.
Twentieth  General Report, point 506.
Bull. EC 6-1987.  point 2.1.105.
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442. The Commission continued its efforts 1 to make it easier for the Member
States to adopt and introduce a European emergency health card'z .
Health and safety at work
443. On 18 September Parliament delivered an opinion3 on the proposal for
a Directive on th. protection of workers from the risks related to exposure to
benzene  at work.4
t44. On 23 September the Economic and Social Committee delivered an
opinion 5 on the proposal5 to amend the Council Directive of 27 November
lggO on the proiection of workers from the risks related to exposure to
chemical, physical and biological agents at work.7
444a. Consequently, on 12 November I the Commission  sent to the Council
amendments tL the'i*o abov. proposals as well as an amendment9 to its
proposal for a Directive on the protection of workers by prohibiting certain
"g.trtr 
and/or work Practices.lo
445. Vith the reinforcement  of the Community's  powers in the health field
resulting from the Single Act,ll the Commission adopted a new programme- on
safety, f,ygi.rre and health at work,l2 to build on the measures already taken
i" this ,.llot. After consulting the Advisory Committee  on Safety, Hygiene and
Health Protection at'Work,  t-he Commission  drew up proposals for a Council
Directive on carcinogenic productsl3 and the use of machines'14
Health and safety (ECSC)
446. The Mines Safety and Health Commission held plenary meetings at
which it examined means of reducing the risk of explosion and fire in mine
workings with auxiliary ventilation and of improving the protection of workers
1  Bull. EC 1.2-7987. 2  OI C 184, 23.7 -1986; Twentieth  General Report, point  503.
3  OJ C 281,19.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point  2.1.92.
4  OJ C i49',37.72.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 453.
5  OI C 31,9,30.11.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.4.34.
6  oi C 764, 2.7.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 508.
7  Ol L 327,3.12.1980;  Fourteenth  General Report' point  259.
8  Bull. EC 1.1.-1987, point 2.1.136 e  ol c 3,7.1.1988;  []ull. EC 11-1987, point 2.1.136'
r0 oi C 270. 10.10.1984'. Eishteenth  General Report, point  323.
Ir  Tiventieth  General Ripoit, points I to 5; Supplemenr 2/86 - 
Bull' EC'
12 Bull. EC 9-L987,2.1.91-
13 Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.69; Bull. EC 2-7987, point 2.1.7 5.
14 Boll. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.110; Bull' EC 5-1987, point  2-1.106.
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in the event of such accidents, as well as ways of reducing the health risks
associated with exposure  to dust in mines and quarries. 1
447. The Commission decided, under Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, ro granr
t1 million ECU of financial aid to 58 projecs relating to health, ergonomics,
safety and hygiene in mines and the steel industry (ECSC social research).
Health and safety (Euratom)
448. The Commission  delivered opinions, under Article 33 of the Euratom
Treaty, on two draft radiation protection measures2 and, under Article 37, on
four plans for the discharge of radioactive effluent from nuclear installations.3
449. On 27 January the Commission sent the Council a proposal for a
Regulation on a permanent  system laying down maximum  permitted  radio-
activity levels for foodstuffs, feedingstuffs and drinking water in the case of a
nuclear accident. a
450. On 7 April the Commission sent the Council a proposal5 for a Decision
to extend the responsibilities  of the Advisory Committee on Safety, Hygiene
and Health Protection at 'Work 5 to include health protection against the
dangers arising from ionizing radiations on which the Economic and Social
Committee delivered an opinion.  T
451. On 5 May the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposal for a
Decision on a Community system of rapid exchange of information in cases of
abnormal levels of radioactivity or of a nuclear accident.  8
II-8
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8
Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.77.
Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.71; Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.138.
Point  700 of this Reoort.
Point 594 of this Repor.
OJ C 111, 25.4.1987 Bull. EC 3-1987,point2.l.ll1.
OJ L 185, 9.7.1984; Eighth General Report, point  243.
O J C 3 19, 30.1  1.1987 ; Bull. EC 9 -7987,  p olnt 2.4.3 5.
Point 696 of this Report.
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Section 9
Regional policy
Main developments
452. The entry into force of the Single European Act,r uthich makes regional
policy an integral part of the EEC ireaty, was a mgior,feature of 1987..The
,"duitlon of iegional d'isparities - 
notably the deuelopment  of the least-
fauoured rigiorrs and thi conuersion of declining industrial  regions. - 
is
fundamentai to the strengthening  of eco,nomic and social cohesion (the neut
'Articles 
130a and c). The-Commission  must now seek to achieue this goal not
only by granting  as'sistance from tbe ERDF and the other financial instruments,
U,ui ai"" Uy taiing the coh,esion objectiue into account when it prepares -and
iipt"*r"it  the iommon policies'and  the melsures for completion of the
internal market (Article  130b).
It rpas with this in rnind that the Commission presented to tbe Council, pursuant
to Articte 130d of the Treaty as amended by the Single Act, a comprehensiue
proposal aimed. at clarifying and rationalizing tbe_tasks, increasing  tbe efficiency
'and 
coordinating the actiuities of the structural Funds'2
Priority activities and objectives
Community progrcmmes
453. This year saw a major expansion in regional operations  in the form of
programmei. T*o Community progt"--.s, STAR (advanced telecommuni-
i"ri"otrr services)  and Valoren (utilizaiion  of endogenous energy potential), have
now started to be implemented following the Commission Decision of 22
O.tob.r.3 And, as a means of tackling the regional consequences of the
difficulties facing the shipbuilding  and steel industries, the Commission  pro-
1  Point 1 of this Report.
2  Point 482 of this Report.
3  Point 453 of this Report.
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posed to the Council two new community  programmes to assist the regions
affected by restructuring - 
Renaval for shipbuilding  1 and Resider for stEel.2
The programmes are to be part-financed by the ERDF pursuant to the Fund
Regulation, 3 at a cost over the nexr rhree years of 200 million ECU and 300
million E,CU respectively.
Together with social measures, the proposed regional conversion programmes
are to support restructuring in the shipbuilding and steel industries by helping
to develop new economic activities in the worst-hit areas. This wili male a
direct contribution  ro amainment of the objective of converting declining
industrial regions through Community srructural  policies.  a
454. At the same time, a large number of programmes were launched under
the ERDF's former non-quota section or in ihe form of national programmes
of community interest (NPCIs), an oprion which most Membeistales  have
taken up.
Decentralization  a nd overseas regio ns
455. In view of the difficulties that the peripheral regions and islands in the
Community might experience in adjusting to the requiiernenrs associared with
completion of the internal market by 1992,5 the commission  proposed the
establishment  of structures and mechanisms that would make it'easier to
anticipate and resolve their problems.6 For instance, it announced the setting
up 9f a task force to monitor  the problems of the French  overseas d.partm.nt!
and those of the canary Islands, ceuta-Melilla, the Azores and Madeira.  T
!56.- In,conjunction with the leading European organizations  of regional and
local authorities,  the Commission examined -"yr "trd 
means of invol-ving  them
in the formulation and implementation of the community's  regional policy.
This should lead to a Consultative  Council of Local and Regional Authorities
being set up to advise the Commission.
1  Oj C 291,,37.1.0.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1,997,point2.1..146.
:  OJ C 272, 70.10.1,987;  Bull. EC 7 /8-1.997,  point 2.7.146.
:  OJ L 169,28.6.1,984;  Eighteenth  General Report, points  344 to j47. {  Points 477 and 478 of this Report. s  Nineteenrh  General Report, points 162 to 155. 6  Point 482 of this Renori. 7  Bull. 6-1987.  Doint i.r.1.79.
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Regional policy coordination
Regional  impact assess/?ent  af Community policies
457. The Commission  made an analysis of the regional consequences of the
further restructuring  needed to return the steel industry to lasting compe-
titiveness.1  The analysis shows that the areas that will be affected include not
only the major steel-producing areas, which have been beset by serious difficult-
ies for many years, but also a number of other areas which have so far remained
unscathed by virtue of locational advantages which are now being eroded. The
problems of conversion in these latter areas are especially acute because  their
economic  and social structures are overdependent  on one large firm and because
they are too remote to be able to exploit the economic opportunities open to
them. The principal regional policy measure designed to compensate for some
of the 80 000 jobs expected to be lost in the steel industry is the Resider
programme.2
458. In continuing its analysis of the regional  effects of the common  agricul-
tural policy (CAP),3 the Commission  found that most of the outlying regions
in the south of the Community together with Ireland were receiving a lower
level of spending per person employed  than the other regions because of the
low productiviry of labour on their farms. It also noted that the new Community
guidelines for agriculture would require maior structural  adjustments in the
rural areas. Accordingly, in its proposals on the reform of the structural
Funds, a it envisages  that the ERDF will also contribute to the development of
alternative  economic activities in the rural areas most affected bv the reform
of the CAP.
R eg io na I deve lo pme nt pro gra mmes
and Regional Policy Committee
459. The regional development programmes provide a frame of reference for
Regional Fund assistance and are a key instrument for coordinating Member
States' regional policies. This year the Commission  examined the third-
1  Point 278 of this Report. I  Point 479 of this Report. 3  Points 540 to 544 ofthis Report 4  Point482 ofthis Report.
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generation  programmes for Berlin, France, Luxembourg,  Italy, the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom.
450. The Regional Policy Committee held two meetings during the yeat,
chaired by Mr Sallois.l The Committee  was informed2 of the progress made
by the Commission with regard to implementation of Article 130d of the EEC
Treaty, as amended by the Single European Act, 3 and delivered an opinion  4
on the third periodic report on the social and economic situation and develop-
ment of the regions of the Community.  5 It also adopted  an opinion on the third-
generation  regional development  programmes (1985-90)  for the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom.2
Periodic repoft on the regions
461". After consulting  the Regional  Policy Committee,4  the Commission on
5 June transmitted 5 to the Council the third periodic report on the social
and economic situation and development of the regions of the Community.  T
The report covers the situation of the regions in the early 1980s and develop-
ments since the 1950s. In the context of enlargement of the Community to
12 Member States and implementation of the Single European Act, the report
gives an up-to-date  and detailed analysis of regional disparities in production,
employment,  productivity,  population  trends and other factors. It also makes
a number of forward-looking  assessments.
Financial operations
European Regional  Development Fund
452. The ERDF was allocated commitment appropriations totalling 3 34t.9
million ECU, equivalent to 9o/o of the Community budget, of which L24.5
1  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.115; Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.86. 2  Bull. EC3-1987.  point 2.1.115. 3  Twentieth  General Report, points 1 to 5; Supplement  2/86 - 
Bull. EC.
a  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.86. 5  Point 451 of this i{eoort. 6  Bulf . EC 5-1987, point  2.'1.127. 7  Eighteenth  General Report, point 336.
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million ECU was intended to finance specific Communiry  operations under
Article 45 of the Fund Regulation. 1 In nominal  rerms, this is 7.87 7o higher
than in 1985; given the slowdown in inflation since then, this meanr an
appreciable real increase in resources that was not, however, commensurare
with the widening of regional disparities consequent upon the accession of
Spain and Portugal.
Community progJrammes
463. Under the first two Community  programmes  (STAR - 
advanced  tele-
communications  services - 
and Valoren - 
exploitation of endogenous energy
potential),2  the Commission  in October approved,3 after consulting  the Fund
Committee a and on the basis of the proposals submitted in April by rhe
Member States concerned (France,  Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain and
the United Kingdom), a series of assistance programmes  amounting to 777
million ECU in the case of STAR and 393 million ECU in the case of Valoren.
464. On 31 July and 18 September the Commission  senr ro the Council two
proposals for Regulations concerning two Community programmes to be part-
financed by the ERDF: the Renaval programme to assist the conversion  of
shipbuilding areas, and the Resider programme to assist the conversion of steel
areas. 5
465. The Commission also continued its preparations for new Community
programmes designed to establish a better link between regional development
or conyersion operations  and the objectives of Community policy on research
and technological development and environmental  policy.
Other programmes
466. After consulting  the Fund Commitree,5 the Commission  approvedT 25
new special programmes costing 159 million ECU in connection with the
specific Community regional development measures 8 instituted under the
I  OJ L 169,28.6.7984;  Eighteenth  General Report, points 344 to 347.
I  OJ L 305, 31.10.1986;  Twentieth  General Riport,  point  519. 3  Bull. EC"10-7987,  point  2.1.100. 4  Bull. EC9-1987. obinr 2.1.95. 5  Point 453 of thii heport. 5  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.130; Bull. EC 9-t987, point 2.1 .95. /  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.1.113; Bull. EC lO-1987, point 2.1.101. 8  OJ L 350,nJ2.i985; Nineteenth General Repoit,  point  479.
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467. In additon, 27 nationalprogrammes  of Community interest (NPCIs) were
approved this year, some of them receiving assistance from other Community
financial insruments  as well, either as integrated measures I or as integrated
Mediterranean programmes.z  Eleven of the programmes approved are to
receive a total contribution  from the ERDF of 72I.5 million ECU.
The ERDF contribution approved for the other NPCIs totals 1 156 million
ECU and involves the following individual programmes: Limburg3  and West
Flanders  3 in Belgium; Starr Lolland 4 in Denmark; Asturias 3 in Spain; Nord/
Pas-de-Calais,s -Auvergne,5 Central Brittany,4 Charente-Maritime,3
R6union,3 Lozdre 3 and Limousin 5 in France; a road development programme
in Ireland; Birminghama  and West Lothian-Bathgatea in the United Kingdom;
and an aid scheme for productive  investment 4 in Portugal.
Projects
458. The Commission adopted 10 series of grant decisions in March,6 June,7
Jrly,8 October,9  Novemberl0  and December. a Altogether, 3 702 investment
projects (4 352 in 1986) costing a total of g g6g million ECU (10 285 million
nCU ltt 1986) received grants totalling  299.1,6 million ECU. Infrastructure
projects accounted  for 9!o/o and industrial; craft industry and service sector
profects for 9o/o of grants. Taking industrial projects alone, the expected
number of permanent new j6bs is put at 28 450, of which 5 233 in ltaly,l'1.42
in France, s gq tn Germany, 9 387 in the United Kingdom, 4 547 in lreland,
106 in Belgium, 7 698 in Denmark and 490 in Greece. In many cases, Com-
mission grants provide the remaining finance needed and speed up project
implementation,  especially where it is a question of improving the infrastructure
Fund's former non-quota section
affected by industrial difficulties
energy).
Point  477 of this Reoort.
Point 475 of this Repon.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.102.
Bull. EC 12-7987.
Bull. EC 5-7987,  point 2.7.712.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  points 2.1.117 and2.7.ll8.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  points 2.1.170 and 2.1.117.
Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987,  point 2.7.147.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point 2.1.103.
Bull. EC 17-1987,  point 2.7.1'42.
with a view to assisting areas adversely
(steel, shipbuilding, textiles, fisheries and
1
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of regions faced with problems of underdevelopment or of carrying out major
investment  projects regarded  as having an interregional  impact. In certain other
cases, grant decisions were tied to conditions for the reallocation of assistance
to projects that, for lack of financing resources, would have been posrponed.
Indigenous development potential
469. Pursuant to the Fund Regulation,l  which provides for Community
financing in respect of oconsistent sets of measures' aimed at improving the
service and technological  environment for small businesses and creating new
activities in industry, craft. industry and tourism, the Commission, having
consulted the ERDF Committee, approved 18 sets of measures for 1"987, of.
which 10 were in France, four in Belgium, two in lreland, one in the United
Kingdom and one in the Netherlands.
Financing of studies
470. Acting under Article 24 of the Fund Regulation,l  the Commission
decided to grant 5.73 million ECU to finance 26 studies closely connected with
Fund operations or promoting more efficient use of Fund resources: three
concerned Denmark,2  13 the United Kingdom,3  one lreland,4 two Portugal,5
one ltaly,5 three France 7 and three the Community as a whole. 7
I  Oj L 169,28.6.1984; Eighteenth  General  Report,  points 344 to 347. z  Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.87r Bull. EC 5-1987.  ooint 2.1.129. 3  Bull. EC 4-1987: point 2.1.ti7; Bull. EC 5-tlti7, point 2.7.729; Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.114;  Bull.
EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.104. a  Bull. EC 5:J,987, point 2.7.729. r  Bull. EC6-1987,point2.1.174'  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point2.1.104. 6  Bull. EC 10-1987.  point2.7.704. 7  Bull. EC 72-t987.-
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million ECU
Commitments
Payments Proieds
Indigenous
potential
Studies Total Programmes **"  lrnr."r..u.,u..
Belgium
Denmark
Germany  (FR of)
Greece
Spain
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Portugal
United  Kingdom
Community
13.7
J.l
w.e
2J.3
125.7
66.9
30.9
1.0
5.3
29.0
731.2
1.3
5.1
53.O
1.5
3.4
24.7
122.2
aJ.b
/.o
51.3
192.7
633.4
r-t-t -J
69.5
787.s
z--)
15.1
359.7
450.7
1.0 23.6
72.s
1.74.3
301.8
660.7
276.5
162.1
940.7
J.J
20.4
388.9
628.2
0.1
8.8
0.9
5.4
0.1
0.1
n)
o.9 1.8
23.0
lJ.b
60.9
287.4
345.4
zD), /
733.9
5JU.U
2.3
19.4
222.8
519.3
54L.7 264.8 2707.3 12.5 5.8 3 533.1 2 444.0
TABLE  12
ERDF operations  in 1987
(provisional)
Conversion loans
47L. The sustained rate of ECSC conversion loan applications r noted in
t9852 and 19863 slackened: total lending amounted to 238 million ECU and
17 800jobs  were created. Of the 40 million ECU or so made available to finance
interest-rate subsidies on conversion loans under the 1987 ECSC budget, 75 7o
was used to increase the amounts allocated previously  for earlier loans.
The revised operating principles  (Twentieth  General  Report,  point 535) were published in OJ C 173'
1.7.1987.
Nineteenth  General Report, point 482.
Twentieth  General Report, point 535.
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TABLE  13
r975-86 1987 197s-87
2 z I 2
Belgium
Denmark
Germany  (FR of)
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Greece
Spain
Portugal
Saar/Lorr./Lux.  transfrontier
operanon
Community
143.8  7 437
ll.7  854
1 028.8  69708
268.5  fi 8n
4.4  420
380.5  22 170
25.8  2 100
18.5  1 255
I 132.7  60 6n
s.0  375
23.022  1726
53.040  3 974
51.298  3 846
33.636  2 527
14.927  7 717
9.200  672
32.725  2 454
20.000  1 500
1.66.822  9 753
11.700  854
1 081.840 73 682
319.798 27 673
4.400  420
414.236 24 631
25.800  Z 100
33.521  2372
| 1.41.900  61 299
5.000  37s
32.725  2 454
20.000  1 500
100.000 5 000
3 119.9  787 773 237.842 17 870 3 357.742  205 523
1 Amount  of loans granted (in million ECU) 2 Number  of iobs created/to be created.
Business and innovation centres
472. Further action to promote the establishment of a European network of
business and innovation centres (BICs) was taken on three fronts: 12 new BICs,
the financing for which had been decided in 1986,1 were set up ro encourage
the establishment of new and innovative small firms and to help existing  ones
to diversify; 10 new measures  were taken to prepare for BICs in industrial
development  areas covered by Community regional policy;2 continuing  support
was provided for the European Business and Innovation  Centre Network
(EBN), an international  association promoted by the Commission  and set up
in November 1984 by a number of BICs and technology parks.  3
473. The Commission also sent to the Council a proposal for a Decision
concerning a programme to create and develop BICs and their network.  a
I
2
3
4
Twentieth  General Report, point 535.
Buf f . EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.88; Bull. EC 7 /8-7987,  point 2.1.149; Bull. EC 72-1987.
Eighteenth  General  Report,  point  355.
Point 291 of this Reoort.
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Section  1A
Coordination of structural instruments
Main developments
474. Shortly after the entry into force of the Single European Actr and in
accordance witi Article 1j0d of the EEC Treaty, the Commission  presented  to
the Council a comprehensiue  proposal for clarifying and rationalizing the tasks
of the structural  Funds and for increasing their efficiency and coordinating,
their actiuities with the aim of improuing the Community's economic and social
cohesion.2
At the same time, the Commission continued to implernent the reforms already
set in train concerning assistance  to the Mediterranean regions (lMPs) and use
of integrated deuelopment operations  (IDOs); it also presented proposals  for.
two pigrammes foi conuerting areas affected by restructuring of the steel and
sh ip building industries.
Priority activities and objectives
lmplementation of lMPs
475. The Commission  formally approved 13 IMPs: the seven French IMPs,
covering Aquitaine,3  Corsica,4,  Languedoc-Roussillonr 5 Provence-Alpes-C6te
d'Azur,4 Midi-Pyr6n6es,5  Arddche and Dr6me, a and six Greek IMP-s, covering
information technology,6 western Greece and the Peloponnese,  T northern
Greece, T Attica,s the Aegean islands,8 and eastern and central Greece. s This
means that, with the IMP for Crete in progress  since 1985,9 all the Greek and
1  Point 1 of this Reoort. 2  Twentieth Generil  Report, point 548.
3  0J L 14,19.7.1988;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.153.
a  Bull. EC7/8-1987. ooint 2.1.153. 5  oJ L 1.2, 16.1.1988;Bull.EC7/8-1987,  point  2.1.153.
6  Bull. EC718-1987,  point 2.1.154. 7  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.155.
8  B"ll. EC 10-1987.  ooint 2.1.709. 9  Twentieth  General Report, point 542'
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French IMPs have been launched; they can now be implemented since the seven
programme contracts covering all the IMPs for France under the first allocation
for 1985-88 were signed by the Commission  and France on 17 July I and the
contracts for the six remaining IMPs by the Commission and Greece in
October 2 and December. 3 Examination of the 77 ltalian programmes  a is at
a fairly advanced  stage; they should start to be implemented in the first half of
1988. The launching of the IMP for Molise is planned for the beginning  of
1988,5 the Commission having formally  adopted it in December.3
476. Finally, the Commission examined  the first reports assessing  the measures
in preparation for implementation of the IMPs, almost all of which have been
set in train.
Integrated operations
477. On L6 March, on the basis of the principles set out in its July 1985
communication 5 on the content of the integrated approach 7 and the pro-
cedures for implementing it, the Commission approved  an integrated action
programme foithe Oost-broningen/Oost-Drenthe  region of the Netherlands. 
8
And on 15 December it approved a number of integrated  development oper-
ations concerning  Aridge, Auvergne,  central Brittany, the island of R6union,
Limousin and east Tarn/south Aveyron (France).3  The examination of other
applications  is well under way.
478. In addition,  a number of preparatory studies for such operations  were
continued. It should soon be possible for integrated operations to be launched
on the basis of their findings, in particular those of the seven studies in progress
in Spain and Portugal.9 A further seven feasibility studies were part-financed
by the Community  during the year.3 On 14 October the Commission finalizedlO
the Community support programme  for the modernization  of Portuguese
1  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.153. 2  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.111. 3  Bull. EC 12-1987. a  Twentieth  General Report, point 542. 5  Bull. EC10-1987,  point  2.1.110. 6  Twentieth  General Report, point  544. 7  OJ L 197,27.7.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 465 to 458.
8  OJ L 94,8.4.7987;  Bull. EC 3-1"987,point2.'l'.121. e  Twentieth  General Report, point  547.
10 Bull. EC10-1987,  point  2.1.112.
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industry, drawn up at Portugal's request,l which will also have the integrated
approach procedures  applied to it.
479. Acting on the basis of the new Single Act provisions  regarding economic
and social cohesion,2 the Commission adopted  on 15 July 3 and 17 September  a
proposals for Regulations  concerning two Community  programmes  designed
to deal with the social5 and regional5 aspects of restructuring  of the shipbuild-
ing 7 and steel 8 industries.
Structural assistance in regions
affected by natural disasters
480. In the course of the year, the stricken area of Kalamata in Greece was
assisted under the special measure adopted at the end of 1985. Community
grants were provided,  and the Council  was asked to approve Community loans
with interest-rate subsidies, totalling 100 million ECU on 22December.e
481. On 15 December the Commission decided to introduce  a special measure
involving deployment of various structural instruments in the parts of northern
Italy (notably the Valtellina) seriously affected by the bad weather in the
summei.9 The operation is to focus on reconstructing infrastructures  and
revitalizing agriculture  and the economy in general.
Attainment of the economic and social cohesion
objectives set by the Single Act
Reform of the structurcl Funds
482. In accordance  with the guidelineslO  adopted by the European Council
on 29 and 30 June for implementing  the Commission  communication entitled
'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe'11  and in line with the agreement
1
2
5
7
8
9
l0
l1
Twentieth  General Report, poitt 547.
Supplement 2/86 - 
Rdl. EC; Nineteenth General Report, point  9.
Bufl. EC 7/8-1987, points 2.1.132, 2.7.146 and2.7.756.
OJ Cn2,fi.1o.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1986, points 2.1.145 and2.l.156.
Points 410 and 412 of this Report.
Point 453 of this Reoort.
Twentieth  General Report, point 545.
Nineteenth General Report, point 484.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point  1.1.4.
Supplement  1/87 - 
Bull. EC; Bull. EC 2-1987, point l.l.l  et seq.
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reached between the Commission and the Council,  the Commission presented 1
to the Council on 4 August - 
pursuant to Article 130d of the Treaty (as
amended by the Single European Act) and following its preliminary draft in
April 2 
- 
a comprehensive  proposal for reforming  the structure and functioning
of the structural  Funds on which Parliament and the Economic and Social
Committee  delivered their opinions on 19 November.3  This is a proposal for
a framework Regulation, on which, pursuant  to the Single Act, the Council is
to act unanimously within one year; the Commission will then put forward
implementing Regulations for each Fund, which the Council will adopt by
a qualified majority, and a Regulation  laying down arrangements  for the
coordination of the structural instruments;  a communication on the role of the
EIB and the other financial instruments will also be prepared.
The reforms proposed  seek to improve the effectiveness of Community structur-
al measures  by means of better overall coordination and multiannual program-
ming. The Commission  proposal revolves around four guiding principles that
are indissolubly  linked to one another:
(a) concentration of resources on five priority objectives: (i) promoting the
development  and structural  adjustment of the less-developed  regions; (ii)
converting  the regions affected by industrial decline; (iii) combating long-
term unemployment;  (iv) helping to place young people in jobs; (v) speeding
up the adjustment of agricultural structures and promoting the development
of rural areas;
(b) increase in the financial resources available (doubling the commitment
appropriations  for the structural Funds in real terms between now and
1992);
(c) rationalization of operating methods, with a three-stage process for the
Community's structural operations based on the three principles of comple-
mentarity with national  operations,  partnership between the Commission
and the Member States, and planning:  (i) Member States to submit plans
setting out their requirements, notably as regards utilization of Community
structural instruments; (ii) Community support frameworks  defining priorit-
ies and identifying the structural operations needed to be drawn up in
1  OJ C 245,12.9.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, points 1.1.1 andl.l.2. 2  Bufl. EC4-1987, point2.1.90. 3  oJ c 345,21.12.1987;  Bull. EC 17-7987,  points 1.1.8 and7.1.9.
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consultation; (iii) at the operational stage, programm€s to be the preferred
policy instrument;
(d) simplification and harmonization of the rules for managing the Funds
(programming, multiannual  budget management,  monitoring and assess-
ment of operations, etc.).
These arrangements  are scheduled to have effect from 1 lanuary 1.989.
II.lO
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Section 1-L
Environment
Main ddvelopments
483. Since 1987 bad been designated'European  Year of the Enuironment' the
Cornmission  redoubled its effirts to enbance public awareness in Europe of
the importance  of protecting the enuironment  and to prornote the application
of the'principles  sei out in the fourth action prograrnmer . .."1P"riolly  its.new
approich of-making enuironment policy an integral part of all the other policies,
whether national or CommunitY.
In specific aspects of this progran me, the Council adopted Directiues  on the
leai content'of  petrol and on emissions of gases from priuate cars and heauy
goods uehicles.
As well as being a'European' year, 1987 proued uery successful where inter-
national coopeiation too was concerned.  The Community  and 24 countries
concluded  th'e Montreal Protocol, and the Cornmunity  particularly  commended
tbe report by the World Commission on Enuironment  and Deuelopment.
The Community  also continued to participate in work under the uarious
international conuentions on wdter protection.
Priority activities and objectives
Protecting the ozone laYer
484. The Protocol on chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 2 to the Vienna Convention
for the Protection of the Ozone Layer 3 was signed in Montreal on 16 September
by 24 countries, including most of the Member States of the Community, and
by the Council and the Commission  on behalf of the Community.4 In accord-
ance with the Council mandate of 25 Novetnber 7986,2 the Commission  had
OJ C 63, 18.3.1985;  Twentieth  General Report, point  549.
Twentieth  General Repon, point  555.
Nineteenth General Report, point  509,
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.11'4,
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taken part in the negotiations  on the Protocol, 1 which provides f.or a freeze in
the consumption  and production of CFCs at 7986levels. Production will later
be cut to 80% and then (in July t998) to 50% of those levels. The Protocol
also provides for a freeze in the consumption and production of halogens at
1986 levels. The measures provided for by the Protocol - 
which includes  a
special clause on regional economic organizations  and takes into account the
special situation in developing countries - 
will be subject to constant review
as well as complete four-yearly scientific  assessments of the foreseeable degree
of depletion of the ozone layer.
The signing of the Protocol represents  a major success in the field of inter-
national cooperation in environmental matters: this is the first time that so
many countries have reached agreement on environmental  protection measures
and that a measure of this type has been adopted with the aim of preventing
future damage to the environment  rather than repairing existing  damage. This
undertaking is particularly significant in thar it was given before a complere
range of substitute products was available.
General measures
Fourth programme  on the environment;  financial contributions
485. On 19 October the Council and the Representatives  of the Governmenrs
of the Member States adopted a resolution 2 based on a communication from
the Commission  3 on the continuation  and implementation of a Community
policy and action programme on the environment.4
486. On 23 July, acting on a proposal from the Commission, s the Council
formally  adopted a Regulation 6 extending the Regulation  of 28 June 1984 on
the financing of certain environmental  projects.  T
I  Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.93r Bull. EC 5-7987 . point 2.7.145.
I  o.l c zts,zl.to.tltz;  Bull. EC t0-7ss7, poinii,.r.rre .
'  OJ C 70, 18.3.1987; Twentieth  General'ieport, point 550.
"  Ol C 3,7.'1.1987:  Twentieth General Reooit. ooint  550.
I  Ol C 1.8,24.1.7987;  Twentieth  cene.al Repori, point  574. 6  OI L 207.2.7.1.987'  Bull. EC 7/8-1987.  ooinr 2.l.te+. t  oJ L 176,3.7.1984; Eighteenrh  Generil'Report,  point 382.
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Legal aspecfs
487. Enforcement of Community law in the Member States has been tightened
up even further, as shown by the increase  in the number of complaints registered
and examined, the number of proceedings under Article 1.69 and the number
of Court judgments in this field. The Commission  provided more information
for the general public on Community law relating to the environment;l in
particular, it organized two meetings of civil servants from the Member States
to discuss problems arising from the application of the Community Directives
on water and waste.
488. Nevertheless,  the number of notifications from the Member  States under
the standstill agreement of 5 March 1,9732 remains insignificant, mainly because
proposed national legislation tends to be notified under the Directive of 28
March 1983 3 even when it is mainly concerned with environmental  protection.
This has led to the Commission taking administrative  measures to ensure
complete consistency  between the objectives aimed at by Articles 8a and 100a
(completion  of the internal market) and Articles 130r and 130t (conservation,
protection  and enhancement of the environment)  of the EEC Treaty,  as amended
by the Single European Act.
Taking the environment into account in other policies
489. The Commission  has continued its efforts to take the environment into
account in other Community  policies, particularly those relating to the co-
financing of national or Community development  programmes by the structural
Funds a and other financial instruments.
Likewise, in application of the Council Regulation of 23 July 1985 on the
integrated Mediterranean  programmesr  5 the Commission ensures that environ-
mental protection is guaranteed  particularly  in sensitive areas, whenever  meas-
ures are taken under these programmes.5
490. Similarly, in transport policy, the environmental  impact assessment
required under Article 4 of the proposal for a Regulation  on financial support
1  Points 493 and 494 of this Report. r  ol C 9, 15.3.1973;  Seventh  Glneral  Repon, point 265. J  OJ L 109,25.4.1983;  Seventeenth  General Report, point 151. a  Point 482 of this Report. 5  OJ L tgz , Zz .z .tg8's; Nineteenth General Report, point 465. 6  Point 475 of this Report.
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within the framework of a medium-term  transport infrastructure programme  1
is one of the criteria for evaluating the applications  for Commission  support.
49L. In agricultural policy the Council Regulation of L5 June on agricultural
structures, the adjustment of agriculture to the new market situation  and the
preservation of the countryside  2 also stresses  the problems of the environment.
Economic  aspects and employment
492. The Council began its examination  of a proposal from the Commission 3
for a Decision establishing a five-year Community-wide programme of demon-
stration projects illustrating how action in the environmental field can also
contribute  to employment creation.
Public awareness and training
4g3. The Europe an Year of the Environmen t,4 the first Community-level
awareness-raising  campaign in this field, was inaugurated  on 19 March. s lts
aims are to make all Community citizens aware of the importance  of environ-
mental protection, to promote the inclusion of environmental protection con-
siderations  in the Community's economic activities, to emphasize the European
dimension of environment  policy and to demonstrate the progress  made.
Two types of programme have akeady been implemenred - 
Community
measures coordinated  by a steering committee and national measures coordi-
nated by national  committees.  The Community  programme includes several
subprogrammes coyering the four objectives of the Year, namely promoting
the use of clean technologies and good environmental practice;5  encouraging
local community  activities;7 providing support for the organization  of
advanced training courses and competitions in education;8 and promoting
II.1 I
I  O: C 288,  15.1 1.1986; Twentieth  General  Report, point 693. 2  Point  553 of this Reoort. r  ol c 141,27.5.1987: Bull. EC 2-1987.  point 2.1.83.
1  Ol C 63, 18.3.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  549. 5  B;ll. EC 3-1987,  point 1.3.1. 5  Bu!.-EC5-J9!7,point2.l.l37;Bull.  EC 9-1987,  points  2.1.101 to2.1.103;Bull.  EC 1O-l987,points 2.1.117
and 2.1.118r  Bull. EC 77-1987.  ooint 2.1.149. 7  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.136; 
^Bull. 
EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.121; Bull. EC 7 /8-19g7, point 2.1.161; Bull. EC
^ 
9-1987, point 2.1.100; Bull. EC 10-l 987, point 2.1.120: Bull. EC  1 l-1987,  point  2.1.1 50. 8  Bull. EC7/8-1987, points 2.1.162 and 2.f.163; Bull. EC 5-1987, point z.i.isS.
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specific measures in conjunction with non-Community  countries with a view
to increasing  the awareness of the general public.  1
494. The Commission continued2 to implement its work programme3  on
the experimental  project for gathering, coordinating and ensuring consistency
of information on the state of the environment and natural resources in the
Community (Corine). a
I nternatio  na I coo perati o n
495. As it is fully aware of the inc
ation in environmental  matters. the
sed importance  of international cooper-
ity participated  in the work being
done under international  conventi covering such matters as combating air
pollution, s protecting nature and tural resources 6 and the marine environ-
ment and coastal areas.7 In Mo I in September the Community  signed  a
on the Protection of the Ozone Layer
gramme, during which many decisi s and resolutions were adopted.9
495. On 5 May, at the invitation f the Commission,  Mrs Brundtland, who
vironment and Development,  presentedl0 chairs the 'u7orld Commission  on
her Commission's reportll at a m ing in Brussels attended by representatives
of the Community and EFTA States. In November  representatives  of
the Commission  took part in a inar organized jointly by the OECD and
with developing countries on the environ- France on strenghtening cooperati
ment.
497. Where bilateral relations are
the United States.12
cerned, cooperation  was continued with
Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.138; Bull. EC 6-
2.1.160; Bull. EC9.-7987, point 2.1.100; Bull.
, point 2.1.122; Bull. EC 7/8-7987, points 2.1.159  and
10- -1987, point 2.1.1  19.
Twentieth  General Repori, point 573.
OJ L 176, 3.7.1985 ; Nineteenth General R point 515.
Protocol to the Vienna Conventio
relating to chlorofluorocarbons.8
session of the Governing Council
Coordination  of information  on the
Point 505 of this Report.
Point 515 of this Report.
Point 501 of this Report.
Point 484 of this Report.
Point 878 of this Report.
Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.1.135.
Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.155.
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.137.
Community also attended the 14th
the United Nations Environment Pro-
in Europe.
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498. Pursuant to the Luxembourg  Joint Declaration of April t984,r the
European  Free Trade Association and the Commission also increased their
efforts to ensure closer cooperation on environmental  matters. On 25 and
26 October the Commission attended a meeting between the Ministers for
Environmental  Affairs of the Member  States of the Community and of EFTA.2
Prevention  and reduction of pollution and nuisance
Protection of the aguatic environment
499. Under the Council Directive of 4 May 1976 on pollution caused by
certain dangerous substances discharged into the aquatic environment of the
Community,3 on 12 October the Commission proposed  adding hexachloroben-
zene and hexachlorobutadiene, a to the Council Directive of 12 June 1986 on
pollution. s
500. By providing financial  support for four pilot projects (in Greece, Yugosla-
via, Egypt and Tunisia), the Commission contributed significantly to activities
concerned with protecting the marine environment. On 2 April it also pro-
posed6 that the Council should amend the Decision of 6 March 19867 so as
to extend the Community information system to inland waterways  and should
at the same time cooperate closely with the Member States in their efforts to
apply the Decision to accidental marine pollution. On 16 September it set up
a Community task force to assist the authorities in the Member States respon-
sible for dealing with emergency situations. 8
501. The Community also participated in the work in progress under various
international conventions to protect water, in particular  the Paris Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Land-based Sources,9 the Barcelona
Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean against Pollutionlo and
i  Eighteenth  General Report, point  652. z  Bull. EC 10-1987.  point 2.1.133.
:  oJ L lzl, tt.ssie; Tenth General Report, point 2ZZ. a  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.124.
'  OJ L ttt, +.z.oae; Twentierh General Report, point  551.
:  OJ C 708,23.4.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.91.
'  oj L77. 22.3.1986; Twentieth  Generai  Report,  point  554. E  Bull. EC9-1987,  point 2.1.110. e  OJ L "194,25.7.1975;  Ninth General Report, point  237. t0 oj t- 24o, l9.9J9ni Eleventh  General hepon, point  293.
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the Convention for the Protection of the Rhine against Chemical Pollution,l
concerning which, following the Sandoz accident on 1 November 1985, work
culminated  in the decisions  of the seventh and eighth Ministerial Conferences
held in Rotterdam  in December 1986 and Strasbourg on 1 October 1,987.2
502' The Commission  also attended the second International  Conference  on
the Protection of the North Sea held in London on 24 and 25 November. 3
Air pollution
503. The community actively pursued its policy to combat air pollution and
ensure progress on earlier measures.  For instance, the Council formally adopted
on 19 March the Directive on the prevention of environmental pollution by
asbestos 4 and on 30 March an amendment 5 to the Directive of November
1975 on the sulphur content of gas oils.6 On 21, July it also adopted an
amendment 7 to the Directive of 20 March 19s5 concerning  the lead content
of petrol;8 on 30 October the Commission adopted a Decision on the approxi-
mation of the laws of the Member Stares on this subject in which it welcomed
the proposals to prohibit regular unleaded  petrol in Luxembourg  and the
Federal Republic of Germany in the course of 1988.9
504. Parliament  having delivered its opinion in second reading (cooperation
procedure)10 on the Council's common positionll on the proposals for Direc-
tives on particulate  emissions from private cars12 and emissions of gaseous
pollutants from heavy goods vehicles,l3 the Council adopted these two Direc-
tives on 3 December.la It also adopted a common positionl4 on the proposal
to amendls  the Directive  of 20 March t970 on particulate  emissions from diesel
engines.l6
I  OJ L 240,79.9.7977;  Eleventh  General Report, point  292. 2  Bull. EC 10-1987. ooinr2.l.722. 3  Bull. EC 77-1997'.ioint 2.t.ts2.
1  O.l t- tS, Zt.l.SAi; Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.t29;Twentieth General Repon, point 556.
]  Oj l- 91,3.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987,  pbint 2.1.130; Twenrieth  General Report, poinr 555. j  OJ t- 307, 27.71.1975; Ninth General Report, point  237.
1  OJ L 225,13.8.1987t  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.170.
:  OJ L 96,3.4.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, point  489. e  Bull. EC 10-1987, ooint 2.1.125.
19 o"t c 345,21.12.1987t  Bull. EC tt-1987, points 2.1.155  and2.1..156. rr  Bull. EC9-1987,  point 2.1.11l; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,ooint  2.1.169. t'  o.l C 174, 12J.1986i  Twentierh General  Reoort. pbint 557.
l]  oJ C 793,31.7.1986;  Twentieth  General  Reirort, iroint557. 14 Bull. EC i2-"1997.
1j ol c 77 5, 15.7.7985 ; oJ c 24i, 26.9.1985;  oJ c zs7, zs.e.res7.
'6  OJ L 76,6.4.1970;  Fourth General Report, points 64 and285.
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505. On the inrernational front, the Community continued with its initiatives
under the 1979 Geneva Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pol-
lution, 1 attending the fifth session of the Executive Body set up under the
Convention from 1,5 to 20 November 2 and contributing to the drafting of a
Protocol on reducing emissions and transfrontier flows of nitrogen  oxides. The
Commission  also continued to collaborate  actively 3 (particularly  through the
JRC's measurement station at Ispra) in the Convention's EMEP programme
icontinuous monitoring and evallation of the long-range transmission of air
pollutants in Europe), -tti.tt receives financial support from the Community.4
Noise abatement
506. On 25 June, acting on a Commission proposal,5 the Council amended 5
the Directive of 17 September 1984 relating to the permissible  sound power
level of tower cranes. T
507. On 30 November  the Council adopted8 common positions on the two
proposalse to amend the Directive of 17 September  1984 relating to the
permissible sound power level of lawnmowers. T On 7 April the Commission
had adapted  the Directive to technical progress.l0
Controls on chemicals, industrial hazards and biotechnology
508. On L8 December the Council reached a common positionll  on proposed
Directives  concerning (i) the classification, packaging and labelling of dangerous
preparationsl2 and (ii) the inspection and verification of the organizational
pro..rr.r and conditions under which laboratory studies are planned, Pef-
1  OJ L 171,2J.6.1981;  Fifteenth General Report, point  335.
2  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.157. 3  Twentieth  General Report, point 555. 4  OJ L 181, 4.7.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 556.
5  OJ C 267,23.1O.7986; Twentieth  General Report, point 560.
6  OJ L 22O,8.8.1987; Bull. EC 6-1987'point2.1..131. 7  OJ L 300, 19.11.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  371.
8  Bull. EC ll-1987, point 2.1.158. e  OJ C 20,27.1.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  560.
10 OJ L 717,5.5.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.93.
11 B"ll. EC 12-1987.
12 Point 203 of this Report.
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formed, recorded and reported for the non-clinical testing of chemicals (good
laboratory practice). 1
509. The Commission continued with its work on the classification  and
labelling of dangerous substances-in particular carcinogens, mutagens and
teratogens. On 3 August this culminated in the Council adopting the eighth
adaptation to technical progress  2 of the Council Directive of 27 June 1967,3
which sets out the labelling requirements  for 29 carcinogens.
510. Under its action programme  on existing chemicals,  the Commission sent
the Council a communication on 23 April concerning an action programme  to
combat environmental  pollution by cadmium. a
'Work on implementing  the Council Directive of 18 September  L979 amending
for the sixth time s the Directive of ?J lune 1967 on dangerous substances  5
also proceeded  satisfactorily,T  particularly as regards the notification of new
chemicals which are constantly on the increase. In this connection, on 14
September the Commission, acting under its Decision of 71. May 198I,8 issued
the unofficial English-language version of the inventory of existing chemical
substances (Einecs).7 'sfhere these substances are concerned,  no notification is
required before they are put on the market.
511. On 18 November the Commission approvede the ninth adaptation to
technical progress of the Directive of 27 June'1.957 on dangerous  substances.5
512. In the light of Parliament's  opinion,l0  on 1 December the Commission
sent to the Council an amendmentll to its proposal for a Council Regulation
concerning trade in certain dangerous chemicals,l2 and its recommendation for
a Decision authorizing it to negotiate  on behalf of the Community-in the
OECD and UNEP-notification and consultation procedures  concerning trade
in dangerous  chemicals.
I  Point 211 of this Report.
1  OJ L ZZg,Zt.g.t98Z;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.172. r  OJ 1,96, 16.8.1967;  OJ L 247, 1.9.1986;  Twentieth  General Repon, point 551. a  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.1.94.
I  OJ t- 259,75.1,0.199; Thirteenth  General Report, point 2Zl. 6  OI 196, 16.8.1,967. 7  Twentieth  General  Report,  point  561.
I  OJ L 167,24.5.1981;  Fifteenth General Report, point  345. e  Bull. EC ll-1987, point 2.1.163. r0 OJ C 281., 19.to.1987i  Bull. EC 9-1987,  point  2.1.115.
11 Bull. EC 12-7997.
12 OJ C 177, 15.7 .1986; Twentieth  General Report, point  552.
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513. On L9 March, in line with the rules governing the implementation of the
Council Directive of 24 June 7982 on the major-accident hazards of certain
industrial activities (the 'seveso' Directive),l the Council adopted the first
amendment to rhis Directive.2 A further amendment is being prepared to
exfend the Directive's scope to cover the storage of dangerous  substances. The
Commission  has also continued with work on training for the authorities in
the Member States responsible for supervising the implementation of the
Directive.
514. Similarly, the Commission continued with its work on defining the
framework of Community law on biotechnology  mapped out in its communi-
cation to the Council of November 7986.r
Management of environmental  resources
515. On 23 July, acting on a proposal from the Commission,4  the Council
extended the validity of, and amended, s the Regulation of 28 June 1984 on
the funding of certain environmental  measures.5 The new Regulation extends
the scope of the measures to recycling and reusing waste, locating and restoring
sites contaminated  by hazardous wastes and/or substances and the protection
or re-establishment of land threatened or damaged  by fire, erosion and deser-
tification.
Conservation of the natural heritage
5L6. On 21. May, acting on a proposal from the Commission, T the Council
amendeds its Regulation of 3 December  t982 on the implementation in the
Community of the Convention on International  Trade in Endangered Species
of Wild Fauna and Flora. e The Commission  further amended this Regulation
on 22 May10 and 1.9 Octoberll to fake into account the decisions reached at
1  OJ L 230,5.8.1982;  Sixteenth  General Report, point  354.
2  OJ L 85,28.3.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point  2.1.134. 3  Twentieth  General Report, point 553. o  OJ C 18,24.1.1987; Twentieth  General Report, point 574. 5  OJ L 207,29.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  poinr  2.1.1'64.
5  OJ L 176,3.7.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 382. 7  0T c 97.X.4.1986. 8  oj L 134,26.5.19871Bu11.  EC 5-1987,point2.1.149. e  oJ L 384,31.12.1984  Sixteenth  General Report, point  374.
l0  oJ L 147,6.6.1987t Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.150.
11 OJ L 299,22.fi.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987'point2.7-1'31'.
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the sixth conference of the contracting  parties to rhe Convention  held in
Ottawa from 1.2 to 25 July, in which the Community participated.l
517. under the council Regulation of 28 June 1984 on acion by the com-
munity relating to the environment2 and under the new Regulation adopted
on 23 July to replace the 1984 Regulation,3 the commission decided rhis year
to grant financial support to nine projects to promote the conservation of
biotopes of special interesr to the community as a whole and to eight projects
for emergency  measures and to promote the conservation of endangeied-spe-
cies.4
Waste management
518. on 22 July the council sent the commission a proposal s for a Decision
laying down the conditions for the adoption of the OECD council Decision
concerning those hazardous wastes for which transfrontier  movemenrs  are ro
be controlled by the Member  States of the Community pursuant to the Council
Directive of 5 December 7984.6
519. on 27 october the commission  senr to the council a proposal for a
Decision authorizing  the Commission to negotiate on behalf of the Community
an internarional  agreement within the OECD framework on the control of
transfrontier movements  of hazardous  waste. T
s20. on 18 June the commission  sent rhe council and Parliamenr  a reporr
on the transport of dangerous goods and wastes reviewing current national
and international control measures and putting forward recommendations
regarding harmonization.  8
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Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.176.
OJ L 176, 3.7.1984; Eighteenth  General Report, point 382.
OJ L 2O7,29.7.7987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1..154.
9"!1. 9 5-1987,  point 2.1.141; Bull. gCe-tggl, point 2.1.123; Bull. EC 12-7987.
Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987.  ooint 2.7.17 5.
OJ L 326, tl.t Z.tsil+; Eighreenth  General Report, point  37g.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point 2.1.130.
Bull. EC 5-7987,  point 2.1.148.
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Section L2
Consumers
Main developments
521. ln its resolution  of 25 June on consuuter  safety,l , the Council acknotul-
edged. tbe importance  and ,rg"nry of adopting a general D.irectiue  concerning
,oi, produ"is. lt is imperatiue iha't comp.letion of the internal marhet be
pr"rid"d by the introdwition  of general legislation ensuring  the safety. of citizens
'of the Community as users of products. The Commission's endeauours in
setting up a European home ord l"itur" accident surueillance systern (Ehlass)
amd i sy'stem for tbe rapid exchange  of informatio.n on.dangers arising from
the use of consuTner  prldwcts are-dire'cted towards making the market safe'
Futhermore,  the proplsal for a Directiue on toy safety exhibits a neu)' pbased
approach to saf)ty'in sensitiue Area.s. A general Directiue on safety that is-
i"r;gntd to prote'ct indiuiduals  utitl maki this new approach effectiue and
proJlde a legal basis giuing consumers the assurance that tbe target-of com-
'pleting 
tbe iiternal mirket by 1992 is not to be attained at their expense.
By tackling the question of safety, tben, the Community is dealing with a.
siblect wh"ich is both important and essential to an informed and sophisticated-
soc'iety lt uas in this spirit that on 18 December th'e Council took notez of
the Commission's first report-made  in accordance with the Council resolution
of 15 December 19863 - 
on integration of consumer policy uith other
c'omnton policies and of a communication  from the Commission  on consumer
inu oluement in standardization.  a
Priority activities and objectives
Consumer redress
522. The Community has accorded  great importance  to consumer redress, in
its broadest sense, i.e. including mechanisms for the out-of-court  settlement of
disputes, since the implementaiion of a Community  consumer protecfion  and
Bull. EC 6-1986,  point 2.1.140'
Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ C 3,7.1.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point 581.
Point 208 of this Report.
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information  policy. Its view has been that, so long as consumers  did not have
the means to eirher exercise or defend their rights, it would be unrealistic to
grant them new ones in a Community legal framework in which the often
iostly traditional judicial proceedings  are not suited to this type of dispute and
are so slow and formal that they discourage  complainants.
This approach is taken up and developed in the resolution adopted by the
Councilbn 25 June, 1 following the L984 memorandum 2 and the supplementary
communication  3 from the Cornmission on consur-ner redress. In it the Council
calls on the Commission to pursue its efforts in this area not only by continuing
to give its support to pilot projects in the Member Stafes aimed at developing
proi.dures *hi.h are bettei adapted to the needs of consumers, but also by
lxamining and developing  mechanisms to reinforce consumers' rights across
frontiers in ."r.t where consumers  residing in one Member State are involved
in disputes in another. The idea of a clearing house for such cases was suggested
by Palliament in its resolution a relating in particular to the 1984 Commission
memorandum.
Physical protection
523. On 6 October the Commission, responding  to Parliament's opinion,s
transmitted to the Council an amendment 5 to its proposal for a Directive on
the approximation of the laws of the Member States on toy safety.T
The Council adopted a common position on the proposal on 18 December'  8
and the procedure set out in Article 1,49(2) of the EEC Treaty is under way.
524. On 6 March the Commission transmitted to the Council a proposale
for a Directive amending for the fourth time the Directive of 27 July 1976 on
cosmetic products;lO  on 14 April it presented  a proposalll to amend Annex III
to the 191G Directive. which contains the list of authorized  substances. It also
t  Of C 176,4.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point  2.1.1214.
2  Ei"ghteenth  General  Report,  point 401; Supplement 2/85 - 
Bull. EC'
3  Bull. EC 5-1987. ooint 2.1.154. 4  OJ C 99,13.4.1987;Bull.  EC 3-1987,  points 2'1.1'42and2.4'9.
5  0l c 246, 14.9.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.7.779.
6  Ol C 343,21.12.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987'  point 2'l'134.
7  oj c 282,8.11.1,986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  588.
8  Bull. EC12-1987. e  oJ c 86,7.4.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.7.98.
10 Oi t- 26i,27.9.1976t  Tenth General Report, points  124 and296;O1L149,3.5'1.986;  Twentieth  General
Report, point  585. rr  Bull. EC 4-1987, point  2.1.100.
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brought the Directive into line with technical progress, one of the changes
made being to ban the use of three substances in cosmetics. r
525. On 15 April the Commission  adopted  a Directive on the indication of
alcoholic  strength by volume in the labelling of alcoholic beverages for sale to
the ultimate consumer. 2
525. At the same time, a great deal was done to incorporate  aspects of the
protection of the physical safety and health of consumers in other policies,
particularly agricultural policy (definition of milk products and imitations,
regulation of biological products, vetefinary questions, promotion of quality
products and, in general,  a food policy), the completion of the internal market
(follow-up  and operation of the rapid warning system) and health in general
(me4sures  against cancer and smoking).
In February the Commission adopted two Directives and two recommendations,
supplementing the existing regulations on textile products, designed to remove
technical  barriers to trade and provide information for consumers. The first
Directive 3 
-accompanied 
by a recommendation  on methods of checking on
the conformity  of certain fibres with their mandatory description a 
-amends that of 25 July 1971 on the approximation  of the laws of the Member Srares
on textile names.5 The second Directive 6-accompanied by a recommendation
on methods of checking the accuracy of information supplied to consu-
mersT-makes a number of changes and additions to rhe Direcive of 77 luly
7972 relating to certain methods for the quantitative analysis of binary textile
fibre mixtures. 8
Consumer safety
527. In its resolution of 25 lunee the Council welcomed the Commission
communication  on the safety of consumers in relation to consumer products.l0
The Commission therefore continued its work on a proposal in this area aimed
at protecting  consumers and at the same time opening up the market.
ll-12
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OJ L55, 26.2.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.1.96.
OJ L 113, 30.4.1987;  Point 201 of thii Report.
OJ C 55, 26.2.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.7.700.
OJ L 75, 17.3.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.100.
OJ L 18s, 76.8.1977;  OJ L 353, 75.72.7983.
OJ L 75, 17 .3.7987;  Bull. EC 2-1987 , point 2.7.101.
O J L 57, 27 .2. 1987 : Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2. l.'t 01 .
OJ L 173, 31.7.7972;  OJ L s7,4.3.19s1.
O J C 17 6, 4.7 .1987 ; Bull, EC 6-1987,  poinr 2;1..140.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point  2.1.151.
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528. On 25 June the Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission,l
adopted a Directive on the approximation  of the laws of the Member States
concerning  products which, appearing to be other than they are, endanger
the health or safety of consumers.z This Directive prohibits the marketing,
importing and either manufacturing or exporting of dangerous imitations  of
foodstuffs. It provides for the withdrawal of such products from the market
and notification  of the Commission and the Member States.
529. The European  home and leisure accident surveillance  system (Ehlass), set
up by Council Decision of 22 April1986,3 entered its first year of operation,4 in
the course of which 45 hospitals took part by providing regular information
on accidents in the home and during leisure activities. 'With the aim of reducing
the number of such accidents, the Commission will be making proposals for
appropriate  regulations, standards or accident prevention  programmes.
530. On 18 December the Council took note of the Commission's  report on
the integration of consumer policy into other Community  policies 5 together
with a proposal on consumer  participation  in standardization.5
Awareness and prevention campaigns
531. The Council took noteT of the communication  transmitted by the
Commission on 11 May concerning a Community information and awareness
campaign  on child safety (1938-90). s This would focus on certain priority
target groups: parents of young children, adolescents who are put in charge of
children,  teachers, instructors and kindergarten  supervisors.
Protection of economic and legal interests
532. On 25 June the Council adopted a resolution on consumer  redress. e
533. On 19 January the Commission presented to the Council a set of technical
and organizaiional  measures which, with the cooperation  of the banks, should
OJ C?J2,28.70.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point 588.
O J L 192, ll.7 .1987 ; Bull. EC  5 - 1987, point 2.1.139.
OJ L 109, 26.4.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  587.
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.7.738.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
Point 198 of this Report.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  point 2.7.741.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.152.
Point 522 of this Report.
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allow all paymentcards to be used interchangeably  throughout the Community,
thus improving matters for cardholders. 1 The Commission therefore welcomed
the agreement reached by representatives of the main European banks on 9
October to harmonize electronic  payment systems. On 8 December the Com-
mission adopted a recommendation  on a European code of conduct relating to
electronic payment (relations between financial institutions, traders and service
establishments,  and consumers). 2
534. Over the year the Commission continued its work on a number of issues
affecting the economic and legal interests of consumers,  such as package tours,
electr'onic fund transfers,  calculation  of the annual percentage rate of charge (to
supplement  the Directive on consumer credit 3 ) and unfair terms in contracts. It
also continued its study on relations between consumers and public services,
particularly transport and telephones.
Gonsumer information
535. On 18 December the Council adopted a common position 4 on the
Commission's  amendments 5 to its proposals for Directives on indication of
prices for foodstuffs 5 and non-food products. T The Commission continued
and extended  its system of price surveys 8 in cross-frontier regions to improve
consumer information  on price differences  for consumer durables.
536. On 18 December the Council also adopted  a resolution calling on the
Commission to pursue its work with a view to transmitting  new proposals to
extend Community harmonization to new quantity ranges concerning  house-
hold products. a
1  Point 232 of this Report. 2  oJ L 365,24.12.1987; Bull. EC 1,2-1987. 3  OJ L 42, 1.2.2.1987; Twentieth  General Report, point  589. a  Bull. EC 1,2-1987. s  OJ C 721,7.5.1.987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.102. 6  OJ C 53,25.2.1984;  Eighteenth General Report, point a03; OJ C 205, 14.8.1985;
Report, point 531; OJ C 103,30.4.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  591. 7  oJ'C ti,'t.l.t.tss+;  S-eventeenth General Report, point aos; OJ Cios, t+.g.tggS;
Report,  point 531; OJ C 103, 30.4.1986; Twentieth  General Report, point  591.
8  Twentieth  General  Report,  point  591.
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Consumer education
537. The Commission continued its pilot training schemes for teachers on
consumer  education in schools; in implementation of the Council resolution  of
9 June 7986,r it also endeavoured  to gather teaching materials with a view to
preparing an exchange of views with Member States in 1988.
Gonsumer representation
538. Over the year the Consumers  Consultative  Committee  adopted opinions
on consumers and the use of bar codes in the retail trade,2 , toy safety,3
package tours,3 the Commission's proposals on agricultural prices and related
measures for 7987 /881 and the pricing of medicines. a
t  OJ C 184, 23.7.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  592. z  Bufl. EC2-7987, point 2.1.102. 3  Brll. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.155. 4  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.82.
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Section  L3
Agriculture 
1
Main developments
539. Substantial progress in reform of the CAP utas made in 7987. Further
changes were made in the market organizations with a uiew to achieuing better
balance and greater control of spending. These were accompanied by initiatiues
and decisions designed to facilitate and support the adjustments required,
particularly  where the weaker farms were concerned. The Council decided to
extend, by one year and three years respectiuely, the transitional  periods laid
down for Spain and Portugal in the Act of Accession utbich uere due to expire
on 3L December  1987.2
Priority activities and objectives
Continuing reform of the CAP
540. The principal  areas in which progress  has been made are reinforcement
and extension of producer co-responsibility,  flexibility of the intervention
arrangements  and price restraint.
541. Milk is the most important sector in which producer co-responsibility
has been increased. A reduction (combined with a suspension) was made in the
overall guaranteed  quantities,  of 6o/o in April 7987 to be followed by a further
2.5o/o in April 1988. In the oils and fats sector the maximum guaranteed quantity
arrangements for rape were extended to olive oil and to soya. The penalty
for exceeding  the maximum quantity was also made more severe. A special
elimination levy for sugar was introduced to ensure compliance with the
principle that the sector should not be a burden on the Community budget.
1  For further details  see The agricubural situation in the Community - 
1987 reporr, published  in
coniunction with this Report (available  from the Office for Official Publications). 2  oJ L 378,3t.t2.1987;  Buil. EC 12-1987.
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Flexibility of intervention  differs in form and intensity from one sector to
another. Buying-in of beef, which was previously permanent and unconditional,
is now more selective and less automatic.  In the milk sector buying-in of
skimmed-milk powder is now automatically suspended for half the marketing
year, with optional suspension for the other half. For butter, suspension
throughout the year is possible.  Buying-in  of cereals, which is already restricted
to an eight-month period, will be triggered off only if the average Community
market price is below the intervention price. Similar arrangements have been
introduced for rape and sunflower, and the intervention period for olive oil
has been restricted to the last four months of the marketing year. These changes
have been accompanied  by a reduction in the number and amount of the
monthly increases  and even, in the case of olive oil, their elimination. An
intervention threshold for tomatoes for processing,  markedly reducing the
quantities taken into public storage, has also been introduced.
542. Under the price restraint policy 1 nearly all the institutional  prices have
been frozen in ECU terms and increased in terms of national currencies  by less
than the rate of inflation. In a number of sectors price restraint has also been
pursued by means of related measures with a direct and often substantial
impact on support prices.
543. A further milestone along the path of CAP reform was reached with the
Commission's  proposal to introduce expenditure stabilization  mechanisms  in
all market organizations to supplement  those already in place or being examined
by the Council.2 For cereals the Commission  proposes the introduction of a
maximum guaranteed  quantity.3 The consequence of exceeding this would be,
during the marketing  year in progress and without the need for a Council
decision, a reduction in buying-in  prices, an increase in the co-responsibility
levy and a reduction of the intervention period. The Commission is also
proposing reinforcement of the existing stabilization  system for oilseeds, its
extension to protein crops, the introducdon of a similar system for tobacco
and, in the fruit and vegetable sector, extension of the existing stabilization
mechanisms to other products.
Equally significant are the measures taken to enable farms, in particular those
most at risk from the changes, to adjust to the new situation. The suspension
of milk quotas has been counterbalanced by a 10 ECU/100 kg allowance;  the
1  Points 545 to 547 of this Reoort. 2  Bull. EC7/8-1987, points f .i.11 to 1.1.15;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point  1.5.1. r  Bull. EC 9-7987, point 2.7.127.
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changes in beef intervention have been accompanied by the introduction of a
temporary  25 ECU/head premium for the first 50 cattle on each farm; the aid
to small cefeal producers has been continued and that to small olive oil
producers increased.
544, In parallel with the adoption of these measures' the range of the Com-
munity's structural policy was extended and strengthened.l  In particular' the
schemes for mountain; hill and less-favoured  areas were reinforced and subsidies
introduced to encourage conversion and extensification  of production.
The Commission considered, however, that Community action in this area
would gain in effectiveness and coherence if it was possible to provide selective
direct support for incomes, and in April it accordingly  presented a set of
proposals for the introduction  of a Community system of agricultural  income
aids. Support would be given to those farmers who are poorest and most
affected by the market adjustments under way' a framework for national
income aids would curb the proliferation of national initiatives (or at least
increase their transparency) and a voluntary ea*y-retirement scheme for older
farmers would be introduced.
Content of the common agricultural policy
Agricultural prices for 1987/88
545. It was only after holding several meetings 2 that, on 30 June, Parliament
having given its opinion,3 the Council reached  agreement  on the agricultural
prices and related measures f.or 1987 /88. a The Commission's original proposals
had been presented  to the Council in February. s The agreement, which was
followed on 2 July by formal adoption of the Regulations,6 marks a further
stage in the adjustment of the CAP 7 since the presentation in July 1985 of the
Green Paper on perspectives for the common agricultural policy.  s
Point 553 of this Report.
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.143;  Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.103;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.155;  Bull.
EC 6-1987,  poirt 2.1.747 .
OJ C 156, l5-6.1987; Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.157.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  points 1..3.1 et seq. and 2.1.148 et seq.
OJ C 89, 3.4.1987; Bull. EC 2-199, points 1.2.1 et seq. and 2.1.105.
OJ L 182, 3.7.1987; OJ L 183, 3.7.1987; OJ L 184, 3.7.'1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.1:148 et seq.
Bull. EC 2-1987, points  7.1.3 to 1.1.7; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  points  1.1.11  to 1.1.15; Bull. EC 9-1987' point
1.5.1.
Nineteenth  Ceneral  Report, point 538 et seq.
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In addition to providin g for greater producer co-responsibility and flexibility
of interventioni it *", "gt..J 
to .otttittrr. the policy of price restraint applied
over the last few years. Almost all the institutional  prices in ECU were kept at
thek 7985/87 level, but in a number of sectors drastic price reduction was
secured either directly or indirectly through related measures. In addition to
the 2.7o/o reduction in the intervention price for durum wheat, the buying-in
price for all cereals was set * 94oh of thelntervention  price, effectively reducing
ih. ,uppor, price by 6oh compared with 7986/87. The reduction  in the number
"nd 
a-o.rrrt of th. monthly inlcreases  in the intervention  price brings the overall
fall in support prices up to approximately 10%.
546. To prevent replacement of cereals by other crops and at the same time
stabilize pioduction and expenditure,  the minimum price fo-r peas, field beans
""J 
t"pi"r was reduced by i}o/o, while in the oilseed sector the combined effect
of the iirect price reduction for certain seeds, the maximum  guaranteed quantity
arrangemenis und other related measures (in particular restriction of the inter-
o.ntion period and smaller monthly increasei)  should bring about a drop of
more rh;n 10% in sunflower and of nearly 14% in rape prices. Substantial
price reductions were also decided on for apricots, peaches and mandarins
iSV"j, f.."ns and oranges (2.5"/.) and certain varieties of tobacco (4o/o and
iy').-Stigtt, increases wir., ho*.ver, granted for those tobacco varieties in
greater demand.
547. \fhile on average intervention prices in ECU for 1987/88 for the Com-
munity of Ten "r. 
orrly 0.2% lower tlan in 7986/87, the impact of the related
-."rrr.", (including the adiustments for milk and for beef/veal decided on in
December  Lg862) brings the overall fall in support prices from last year t()
around 6% in ECUs. Iiis tr,re that this is partly offset by the rise in national-
.,rrr.rr.y prices resulting from dismantling of the existing^negative  MCAs, but
the net.fi.., ou.t"ll is Jownwards both nominally, by 2'8o/', and in real terms,
by around 7%, thus demonstrating that the policy of price restraint has not
been fundamentally  impeded by the agrimonetary  decisions'
Adjustment of the agricultural market oryanizations
548. A number of changes  in the market organizations were made along with
the 1987 /88 price decisions-  3
54g. The intervention arrangements for cereals were substantially altered in
"ri., -  rp.r, prod,r..r, ,o --"k. a greater effort to find buyers. The council
1  Point 541 of this RePort.
2  Twentieth  General Report, points  609' 671,633 and 634'
3  Points 545 to 547 of this RePort.
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decided that during the intervention period, which would conrinue to begin on
the same date (1 August in the sourhern Member srates and i. october in the
others), buying-in would no longer be automatic but would be triggered off
only if the average Community market price was lower than the intervention
price. cereals would be bought in at 94o/o of the intervention price. Monrhly
increases  were reduced from nine to seven in number and from 2.45 to 2ECU/
tonne.
550. The maximum guaranteed quantity arrangements for rape and sunflower
were strengthened by increasing from 5 to 10% the maximum  aid reduction
applicable if the threshold is passed. The intervention  arrangements and the
monthly  increases were also changed on the same lines as for cereals. Maximum
guaranteed quantities, operating in the same way as for rape and sunflower,
were introduced  for soya and olive oil, and at the same time the restriction on
the olive acreage qualifying for production aid was withdrawn.
551. In the fruit and vegetable sector the Council reinforced the system of
guarantee thresholds now applying to processed tomatoes and set 390 000
tonnes  as the maximum quantity that may be bought in. Should this threshold
be exceeded, the purchase prices for the following year will be reduced  by L%
for every additional fraction of 10 000 ronnes, up to a maximum reduction of
207o.
552. In the milk sector important  decisions  on both quotas and intervention
were taken in December 1986,1 and in March.2 In addition, in order to
encourage the restructuring of production, Member States were authorized to
resell to certain categories  of producer quotas purchased under a production
cessation programme.  The commission  also presented a report on the appli-
cation of the milk quota system with proposals for its future.3 on the same
date a report was presented on the common organizatLon  of the market in
sheepmeat, with proposals for sweeping changes.4
1
2
3
4
Twentieth  General Report, poinrs 609 and 63J.
9J ! zS, 2o.3.1987; s'.itt. ei 3-1987.  point  2.1 .150.
Bull. EC 9-1987, ooint 2,1.131,.
Bull. EC 9-7987',boi\t  2.1.133.
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Socio-structural measures in agriculture and action on forestry
Agricultural  structure
553. On L5 June the Council adopted amendments 1 (proposed by the Com-
mission in April 19862 ) to its Regulation of 72 March 1985 on improving the
efficiency of agricultural structures.3  Essentially,  the changes consist of the
introduction  of financial aid for conversion and extensification  of production,
withdrawal of the ceilings on purely national aid for investments  relating
specifically to the profection and improvement  of the environment,  an increase
in the m.aximum compensatory  allowance for farmers in less-favoured areas
and extension of the "llo*"n.. 
to cover certain crops, the introduction of an
annual premium per hectare, repayable by the EAGGF, to farmers  using
environmentally iavourable  production methods, and additional aid for
vocational training to assist farmers in the reorientation  of production, the
protection of the environment  and woodland management.
554. On 15 April the Commission referred to the Council a proposal for a
Regulation .tt"blithittg a Community scheme to encourage the cessation of
fatming. 4 This followed the wish expressed by the Council in March 5 that
early ritirement be withdrawn from the proposals presented to the Council on
22 Aprrl 19852 and resubmitted along with proposals for a Community income
aid system and a framework system for national income aids.6 Parliament
adopied an opinion on the three proposals on 28 October. T
555. The Commission examined the proposed integrated Mediterranean  pro-
grammes presented by France, Greece and ltlly in 19858 and approved a
number of them, the first being that for Crete.9
1 0l L 167,26.6.7987l' Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.1.180. 2  Oi C n3, zg.to.9se;  Twentieth  General Report, points 674 and 615. 3  Oi L 93, 30.3.1985; Nineteenth General Report, points 547 and 548.
4  0l c 236,2.9.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987, point 1.2.1 et seq. 5  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.176. 6  Point 5,14 of this Reoort. 7  OI C 318,30.11.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987, point 2.1.159. 8  Twentieth  General Report, point  541. e  Point 475 of this Report.
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Forestry
556. The Commission  proposed  that the Council reinforce and extend the
scope of the measures providing  for the afforestation and forest improvement
operations begun since 1980 in the Mediterranean regions. 1 These measures,
now incorporated  in the integrated Mediterranean  programmes,2 have in past
years been supplemented  by a number of Regulations concerned  with regional
agricultural development.  3
557. The Commission adopted rulesa for the application of the two Council
Regulations  on the protection of forests against atmospheric pollution and
fire,s granting financial assistance of almost 5.5 million ECU towards 58
projects under the 1.987 programme.5
Management of the common agricultural policy
Market organization
Crop products
558. The 1986 cereal harvest fell to 153.7 million tonnes from 160.4 million
tonnes in 1985 because of drought in the sourh of the Community.T  Increased
competition on the world market brought about exceptionally  large price falls,
but despite the unfayourable situation the Community  kept its share of the
market by exporting approximately  16 million tonnes of common wheat and
9 million tonnes of barley (grain equivalenrs).
Starting with the 1986/87 marketing  year, a co-responsibility  levy on cereals was
introduced,  payable on first processing, exportation  or sale to intervention. 
S
9J L i8, !4,2,1979; OJ L 205, 29.7.7983;  OJ L 85, 27.3.7985  (France,  Italy); OJ L 214,22.7.1982;
OJ L 68, 70.3.7984  (Greece);  OJ L 197, 27.7.1985 (lMPs).
OJL372,31,.1,2.1985  (Portugal:  Pedap); OJ L194,  17.7.1986  (Spain).
OJ L 794, 17 .7.7986  (Spain).
OJ L !9, 21.2.7987;  Bull. EC 2-7987,point2.1.147;OJL161,22.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.1.1,92.
OJ L326,21.71.1985; Twentieth  General Report, point 518.
Bull. EC Il-1987, points 2.1.213  and 2.1.214.
For a review of the cereals  market in 1986/87, see Bull. EC2-1,987,  points 2.1.109 and2.1.11.0 and Bull.
E C 7 /8-7987, point 2.1.188.
Twentieth  General Report, point  508.
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The immediate extension of the cereals market organization to Spain led to a
serious dispute with the United Sfates.l Following an interim agreement
concluded on 1 July 1985 the Community and the United States on 29 January
concluded a four-year  agreement  opening an annual Spanish import quota of
2 million tonnes of maize and 300 000 tonnes of sorghum, subject to reduction
by the amounts of certain substitute products imported.2
Greater stability of cereal substitute imports was achievedby an agreement on
the part of China to curb its exports of sweet potatoes and manioc to the
Community.3  The voluntary restraint agreements concluded with the countries
that are the major exporters of rnanioc to the Community were renewed  for a
further four years.3
559. Rice production  in the Community  of Eleven in 1986 was 3.37o lower
than in 1985. First estimates indicate no change in consumption levels. The
downward trend of world market prices during 1985/85 continued during the
first eight months of. 1987.
In December the Council introduced production aid for certain varieties  of
Indica rice and adopted a new classification  of rice.4
Community market prices for the most widely cultivated varieties stayed very
close to the intervention price throughout the marketingyear.
560. In 1987 the world sugar market continued to be largely dominated by
th€ existence of surplus stocks resulting from an excess of production over
consumption in every year since l981,/82with the exception of 'l'985/86.5  'World
prices accordingly  remain very depressed.
The area sown fo beet in the Community of Twelve in spring 1.987 was some
3.4% smaller than in spring 1986. Community sugar production in 1987/88 is
estimated at 13 million tonnes, 1.1 million tonnes less than in1986/87, whilst
consumption  is expected to remain unchanged  at around 10.75 million tonnes.
On 30 September the Commission sent the Council a proposal 5 for amendment
of the Regulation of 15 March 1.9867 amending the basic Regulation on the
I  Twentieth  General Report, point  822.
?  oJ t- 98, 70.4.1987;  e"tl. Ec 1-1987,  points 7.2.1 and 1.2.2. r  Bull. EC2-1987-  ooint2.1.134. 4  OI L 365.24.1,2.1987:,  Bull. EC L2-7987. 5  F& " 
review  of the sugar market jn7987, see Bull. EC3-7987,point2.7.149  and Bull. EC 11-1987,  point
)119)
6  Bull. E C 9-7987, aoint 2.7.123. 7  oJ L 87, 2.4.7986; Twentieth  General Report, point  623.
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common organization of the market in sugar 1 and also a proposal for a
Regulation introducing  a special elimination levy for the 1987/88 marketing
y."r. Th. purpose of these measures is to consolidate  the existing legislation-
and guarantee  that the sector will be self-financing every year irrespective of
the ievel of world market prices. The Commission  considers it undesirable to
adjust the quotas during the course of the current five-year arrangement and
believes that if in any year from 1988/89 onwards the ordinary production
levies do not entirely cover the losses arising from the export of Community
sugar surpluses an additional levy to make good the deficit should be charged
to manufacturers.
551. In contrast to past years, the wine sector was free from serious disturb-
ance in 7987.2 All the structural  and management  measures 3 were implemented
for the second time, along the lines intended by the Dublin European Council
in 1984,4 in order to curb surplus production and reduce the costs arising from
it. A large quantity (some 22 million hectolitres)  of table wine went for low-
price compulsory  distillation, while stricter limits than before were applied to
high-price voluntary distillation. The impact of the measures was less marked
than in the first year of their application,  but they helped to stabilize table-
wine prices.
The Commission  now has two complementary  facilities that it hopes will be
of great service in improving the functioning of the market and the surveillance
of production: the Community vineyard register,5 compilation  of which has
commenced in the Member States, and the possibility of setting up a small
corps of Commission inspectors  specializing in the wine sector, whose function
will be to use all necessary means, including participation in Member States'
control work, to secure uniform application of the Community rules.5
562. EAGGF guarantee expenditure on cotton fell because of lower Com-
munity production and a higher world price.T The operation of the co-
responsibility  system was also improved. s
563. The Council decided to continue the measures promoting the use of flax.
t  OJ L 777, 1.7 .1987;  Fifteenth  General Report, point  385. 2  F& 
" 
review  of the wine market, see Bull^. EC iO-tgSZ, points 2.1.155  and,2.7.756. 3  oJ L 2o9, 3r.7.1987;  oJ L 210, r.8.1987;  oJ L 213, 4.8.1987; oI L 21s, 6.8.1987; oJ L 218, 7.8.1987;
OI L 242, 26.8.1987; Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.1.211. a  Eighteenth  General Report, point 420. 5  OIL 208,37.7.1986;  t*entieth  General  Report, point 6241 OJ L 62, 5.3.1987; Bull. EC 3-1987, point
2.1.171. 6  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.1.157.
7  Fo, a.euie* ofihe conon, flax and hemp markets,  see Bull. EC 71-7987,  point  2.1.186.
8  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.1.154.
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554, Under the maximum guaranteed quantity arrangements, a reduction in
institutional  prices and subsidies of 10% of the rarget price was decided on for
rape and sunflower 1 in the Community of Ten and for soya 2 in the Community
of Twelve . 3 The Council decided to maintain for 7987 /88 the bonus on 'double
low'rapeseed.
The Council decided to introduce differential  amounts for peas and field
beans on the same lines as for oilseeds,4 and the Commission  proposed the
introduction  of maximum guaranteed  quantities. 5
In the case of olive oil the Council introduced a maximum guaranteed  quanrity
for the production aid, discontinued the monthly increases,  restricted inter-
vention to the last four months of the marketing year and adopted new
descriptions and definitions of the various oils.5
It also decided to introduce  monetary compensatory amounts for olive oil, with
a maximum neutral margin of 10"/o, in order to put a stop to certain trade
anomalies.
555. Total production of fresh fruit in the Community rose by 'l.|oh In 7986/
87, but that of vegetables dropped by 6%.7 Producer prices were satisfacrory
except for apples, mandarins and lemons.  Failure to observe the reference price
led to more frequent imposition  of countervailing charges than during 1985/
86. As far as intervention  was concerned, the situation worsened for pears,
citrus fruit and tomatoes but improved  for peaches  and apricots.
565. The Council set the aid amounts for seeds for the 1988/89 and 1989/90
marketing years.4 The Commission set the indicative ceiling for imports of
new potatoes into the Community from Spain in !987,8 the indicative ceiling
for imports of certain seed potatoes into Spain for 1987/88,9 new reference
prices for hybrid maize and hybrid sorghum for sowing for 1.987/8810 and new
countervailing charges on hybrid maize and hybrid scrrghum to apply from
1
2
J
5
6
7
oJ L 209, 37.7.1987.
O J L 27 3, 26.9.1987  ; Bull. EC 9 -7987, point 2.1.125.
For a review of the oils and fats market, see Bull. EC 9-1987, points 2.1.125  and2.1..126.
oJ L 184, 3.7.1987.
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.7.129.
oJ L 183, 3.7.1987.
For a review of the market in fresh fruit and vegetables in7985/87,  see Bull. EC3-1987, point  2.1.1.60 er
seq.For  a review of the market in processed fruit and vegetables, see 8u11. EC9-7987, points 2.1.139 to
2.1.142.
oJ L 43, 73.2.1987.
oJ L 166, 25.6.1987 .
oJ L 170, 30.6.1987.
8
9
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1 July 1987.r It also adopted a new list of varieties  of. Lolium perenne L-2
The countervailing charges on hybrid maize were altered five times during
1986/87 and those on hybrid sorghum twice.3
567. The Council adopted  increases and reductions in the prices and premiums
for raw tobacco from the 1.987 harvest on the basis of outlet availability and
production trends. They ranged from * 3o/o to - 6o/o for prices and from * 5olo
to - 4o/" for premiums,  a depending  on the variety. The recognized  production
areas for each Community variety were also determined. Only tobacco grown
in these areas qualifies for the intervention prices and premiums set for the
1987 harvest. The Council also changed the rules so that refunds on raw
tobacco could be set by tender. a The Commission set refunds for tobacco from
the 7986 harvest, s extended the period of validity of the refunds set for tobacco
from the 1983,1984 and 1985 harvests  5 and proposed  that an overall maximum
quanrity of 350000 tonnes be set for 1987/88.2 This would be divided into
maximum guaranteed  quantities for each variety or group of varieties in
accordance with clearlv defined criteria.
568. The Council set the aid to hop producers for the 1986 harvest and
made special provision for certain production  areas.8 Because  of the drop in
producers' incomes, the average level of the aid is around tTo/o higher than for
1985.
Livestock products
569. In 1986 and 1987 the Community substantially boosted its efforts to
reduce excess milk production, stop unlimited intervention  buying of butter
and skimmed-milk powder and dispose of the enormous stocks burdening  the
market. e In December  1986 the Council reduced milk quotas for the period
1988-89 by a further 9.5o/o (including the 1"/o reduction to be achieved by
t  ot L 174. r.7.1987. ,  oj t- 163',23.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point2.l.l79. r  oj r i0, 3 r.1.1987;'o  J L 63, s.3.1997; oJ t gz, 4.4.1987 oJ L r17, 5.5.1987; oI L 142, 2.6.1,987; Bdl.
4
5
6
7
8
9
EC 6-7987,  point 2.1..178.
oJ L 184, 3.7.1987.
oJ L327,22.11.1986.
OJ L 158, 27-6.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point2.1.177.
Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.'1..1.50.
O J L 28 4, 7 .10.1,987  ; Bull. EC 9 - 1987, point 2.1..15  7.
For a review of the market in milk and milk products, see Bull. EC 2-1987  , points 2.1.114 and 2.1.115;
Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.109;Bull.EC7/8-1987,  point 2.1.198; Bull. EC 1'1'-1987,point2.7.191'.
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making the system more dissuasive in effect) and increased the aid to farmers
who cease milk production' 
1
On 15 March the Council set certain limits on the buying-in of butter and
,kirrr-.d--ilk  powder.2 Once these have been reached, the market in butter
*"y b. roppo.r.d by purchasing under a standing invitation to tender and that
in skimme&milk  powder by private storage aid.
The council agreed on a two-year,programme  for disp_osing- of one million
ronnes of buttei from public ,tolkt. 3- In ionsequence of the policies now being
applied there will be +.S million fewer dairy cows in the Community in 1988
- 
1.6"/o down on 1983'
Production of butter and skimmed-milk powder fell spectacularly in 7987, by
15% and 22o/o respectively, and from June onwards there was virtually no
buying-in  of either. consideration is being given to_continuing the quota system
ioi ",i."r, 
a limited period. on 30 September the Commission sent the Council
" 
,.porr, with proposals,  on the operation of the additional  levy designed to
control production.  a
570. In December 1986, in order to reduce the quality of beef bought in,5
(which had amounted  to some 578 000 tonnes in 1985), the council made a
number of changes in the market rules for beef/veal for the period April 1987
io O...-U.r t9gS.6 It subsequently decided to lower buying-in prices .(by
"ppr""i-"t 
ely 14% from the beginning of the period of application)  and at
the same time to continue the pr*emium 
"tt"ng.mettts 
with the addition of a
;;.;;l  p;-i.,-  of 25 ECU ier male animal (1s ECU- in lreland) in all
Community coo.rtri.s e*cept th; United Kingdom, Italy and Portugal' 7
On the basis of estimated import requirements,  S the Community  authorized
the importation in 1987 of fS OOO tonnes of frozen beef for processing and
rrs ooo head of young male cattle for fattening- A special autonomous import
iarlff q,rota of S bOO ,inn., of high-quality  b'eef was also opened' e
The beef/veal market was again very depressed in 1986/87, for two reasons.
Production of competing -.*i, was facilitated by a fall in feed prices. Of greater
I  Twentieth  General Report, points 609 and !33'- -- 2  oT L 78.20.3.1987:  Bull. EC 3-1987, point  2.1.150.
r  oi L 79, 21.3.1987;  Bull' EC 3-1987, point 2'1'182'
4  Bull. EC9-1987,  point  2.1.131. t  F;;-r;;;  of ifi" b"eflu".l market in 1986,  see Bull' EC 2-1987, point 2'7'118'
6  Twentieth  General Report, points 61 I and 634'
7  ot L 48,t7.2.7987;B;ll.  EC 2-7987,point2.1.716. s  oi L 36,7.2.1987;  Bull. EC 7'1987,point2.1.92. g  oj t- 133,22.5.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987' point  2.1.153.
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importance, however, was the glut of dairy-cow meat following  introduction  of
the milk quotas. The community was the leading world beef ixporter in 198d
because of the large import requirements  of certain non-member countries
(Brazil, Egypt and the ussR). Non-EEC import commitments totalled over
450 000 tonnes.
571. on 30 September  the commission senr the council a reportl on the
operation of the market organization for sheepmeat and goatmeat,2 together
with proposals for stabilization of expenditure  through unification of th.
market organization  by 1992 and certain changes in the foreign trade arrange-
ments.
For 1987 the council kept the basic price of lamb unchanged f.rom 1986, and
it adopted special premium arrangements  for Spain and portugal for r9g7 and
1-9s8.3 Market prices ]n 1987 were expected to reach 3428CU7100  kg, 7% less
than in L986,with particularly  large falls in spain, portugal and France. As a
result,_ the amount paid out in premiums for the 1987 marketing year will
probably exceed 1 000 million ECU. The sheep population was forecasr  to
reach 87 million by December 1,987, with production at 931 000 tonnes and
consumption at 1. 154 000 tonnes  (60/o and 3% higher respectively  than in 1986).
Imports, which under the terms of a number of voluntary restraint agreements
may go as high as 322 000 tonnes per year, are expeced to havi totalled
approximately  250 000 tonnes in 1987, a level unchanged  from 19g5.
572. The pigmeat marker remained relatively stable throughout  19g7, but
increased production meant that the general level of prices was particularly
low. a However, as in the two previous  years, falling fied costs helped lessen
the impact of low pigmeat  prices on producers'profit  margins. The Commission
helped towards marker stability by granting private rtoi"g. aid for 25 weeks
in the first half of the year. s The quantities of pigmeat-for which aid was
given, at 767 000 tonnes almost  30o/o greater than the record level reached in
1983, reflected the increase in supply.
573. The community egg market recovered from the crisis of summer  19gd
to reach a satisfactory  position by the beginning  of the year, thereafter remaining
Bull. EC 9-7987,  point 2.1.133.
I.::  ryl:*  of the^she-e-pmeat  and goatmeat  market, see Bull. EC 3-1997, point 2.1.1s5 et seq., and Bull.
EC9-7987,  points  2.1.134 to2.1 .136.
OJ L 79,27.3.1987;  Bull. EC 3-t987,  point 2.7.154.
For a review of the pigmeat  market, iee Bull. EC 2-L987,point2.1.119,  Bull. EC7/g-79g7,point2.1.204
and Bull. EC tt-tgg7, point2.7.t94.
oJ L 14, 16.1.1987. '
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in balance. 1 The improvement  stems from a recovery  of prices and a sustained
fall in feed costs. The ensuing renewed expansion of flock numbers in certain
Member States could, however,  give cause for concern. The situation on the
poultrymeat market worsened in 1987 and returned to that which had obtained
before the past few exceptional  years. l Prices dropped substantially, and the
slight fall in feed costs failed to compensate. This less satisfactory situation
neiessitated a slowdown in production in some Member States in the second
half of the year. Competition on the world market again increased from May
onwards after satisfactory Community exports at the beginning of the year.
Approximation  of laws2
Agrimonetary measures
574. The main event of L987 was the introduction of firm arrangements for
dismantling existing positive monetary compensatory  amounts (MCAs) and
future negafive  ones. 3 On L2 Januaty the 72th currency realignment under the
European Monetary System created fairly large new negative MCAs and implied
a rise in Community prices of some 2.5o/".4
575. In order to mitigate the price-boosting  effect of the arrangement whereby
the MCAs are calculated  on the basis of the strongest currency, the Commission
suggested in the 1987 /88 price proposals that this method of calculation be
reia-ined but with features to limit-its effect on Community  prices. s It also
proposed  that the impact of MCAs be lessened by means of wider neutral
margins, to be determined according to the specific characteristics  of each
sector, and that the existing negative MCAs be partly dismantled.
576. On the basis of these proposals the Council decided5 to retain the
'switch-over' method introduced in 1984 for calculating  MCAs,7 to dismantle
the positive MCAs in two stages and to dismantle  the negative  MCAs created
I
2
3
4
5
7
For a review of the eggs and poultry market, see Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.720  and Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,
point  2.1.205.
Fo. th. 
"ppto"imation 
of laws on public and animal  health, feedingstuffs, plant health products and
".eds 
,rd-seedlings,  see points  182 t; 195 of this Report.
OJ L 13, 15.1.1987;  OJ L 25' 28.1.1987;  Bull. EC l-7987,point2.7.87.
Point 132 of this Report.
O.l C 89, 3.4.1987; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 7.2.13.
Oj L 182, 3.7.7987; Bull. EC 5-1987,  points 2.1,.162 et seq. and 1.1.6.
Under the'switch-over'arrangemenf the creation of positive MCAs is avoided  by turning  any positive
monetary  gap resulting from a monetary realignment into a negative one.
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by the new positive MCA one-point switch-over  and also some of the existing
negative ones. An automatic mechanism  for dismantling newly created negative
MCAs was introduced,  the maximum neutral margin was raised to five points
for the poultry sector and for peas, field beans and sweet lupins, and to 10
points for olive oil, and a method of adjusting the agricultural conversion rates
for pigmeat was introduced  that will within certain limits prevent the creation
of new MCAs.
Competition
577. The Council authorized  Greece, Spain, France and Italy to grant short-
term private storage aid for table wine and must, 1 and authorized France to
grant aids in the form of an advance on the ewe prernium 2 and part payment
of the social security contributions of milk producers.3
578. On 1,6 September the Commission  adopted two aid codes that it will in
future apply to all existing or projected national aids for the promotion of
agricultural and certain allied products and for investment in the production
and marketing of certain milk and milk substitute products. a Existing national
aids must be brought into line with these provisions  as from 1 January 1988.
579. Under Articles  92 to 94 of the EEC Treaty the Commission  receiv ed 160
notifications  of plans to introduce or amend national aid schemes, some of
which were specific to farming while others were of a general nature but also
applied to agricultural products. The procedure laid down in Article 93(2) was
initiated in respect of five German, s one Belgian, 6 one French, T one Danish, 6
one DutchT and 11 Italian measures)8 and was terminated in respect of one
German,9  three French,10 one Greek,l1 one lrishrl2 one Luxembourgl3  and
OJ L 200, 21.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.7.2O6.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point  2.1.201.
O J L 7 8, 20.3.19  87 ; Bull. EC 3 - 1987, point 2.7.1 52.
oJ c 302, 72.7t.1987.
Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1,.722iBulLEC6-1987,point2.1.189;  Bull. EC 9-7987,point  2.1.158; Bull. EC
10.7987,  point 2.1. 155.
Bull. EC 4-7987,  poinr  2.1.122.
Bull. EC l-1987, ooint 2.1.1O6.
Bulf. EC 4j1987,-point  2.1.122; Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.1.189; Bull. EC 9-1987, poinr  2.1.158; Bull. EC
10-1987,  point 2.1.165; Bull. EC 11-1987,point2.1.21.1;  Bull. EC 72-7987.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.7.190.
P"!!. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.144; Bull EC 6-1987, point 2.1..190; Bull. EC 7 /8-1987, point 2.7.227.
Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2,1.123.
Bull. EC 6-19E7,  point 2.1,.19 l.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
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12 Italian 1 measures. Final decisions were issued against one French,z  one
Belgian3  and two Italiana measures.
Other work
Farm accountancy data network (FADN)
580. The number of commercial  holdings selected by the Member States for
returning accountancy data to the FADN has now stabilized at around 45 000
for the Community of Ten. This total is to be increased by the 14 100 holdings
selected f.or 1987 in Spain and Portugal. The Commission, in close cooperation
with the Member States' liaison agencies, has updated and reinforced  the data
control and validation programs.
The FADN continued to act as a source of economic information on the
situation of holdings and was used in the compilation  of the 7987 report on
the situation of agriculture in the Community and in numerous analyses  of the
situation and economic operation of agricultural holdings.  The data from
individual holdings can be used for the purposes of detailed analyses which
take account of the diversity of Community agriculture. The resulting con-
clusions are valuable in the preparatory work which precedes any Commission
proposal and have been particularly useful in the work behind most of the
important proposals for CAP reform.
Advisory committees and relations
with agricultural and other organizations
581. Organizations representing farmers and farm workers, processors  and
workers in the processing  industries, traders, agricultural credit establishments
and forest owners are regularly consulted,  at both Community  and national
levels, on common agricultural policy matters in which their members have an
interest.
582, Twenty-two advisory committees,  four special sections and four ioint
working parties meet regularly during the year. The European consumers'
organizations  are also represented on the committees.
1  Bull. EC2-7987,point2.1.143;Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.l.l23;Bull.EC7/8-1987,point2.1..227;  Bull. EC
1l-1987, point 2.1.212; Bull. EC 12-1987. 2  Bull. EC9-1987,  point  2.1.159. 3  Bull. EC 10-1987, poirt2.1.766.
4  Bull. EC2-1987,  pbint 2.1.1,15; Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.176.
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Updated versions of the various Commission  decisions  relating to the agricul-
tural advisory committees have been published.I
TABLE 14
The agricultural  management  and regulatory committees
I  Including  joint meetings  of management committees, except those on trade mechanisms (11 metings)  and on agrimonetary
problems (12 neetings).
From 1 January  to 31 December  1987
Meetingsl
Favour-
able
opinion
No
opinion
Unfavour-
ablc
opinion
Management  Committee  for Cereals
Management  Committee for Pigmeat
Management  Committee  for Poultrymeat and Eggs
Management  Committee  for Fruit and Vegetables
Management  Committee  for Wine
Management  Committee  fot Milk and Milk Products
Management  Committee for Beef and Veal
Management  Committee for Sheep and Goats
Management  Committee  for Oils and Fats
Management  Committee  for Sugar
Management  Committee  for Live Plants
Management  Committee for Products  Processed  from Fruit and
etables
Management  Committee for Tobacco
Management  Committee  for Hops
Management  Committee  for Flax and Hemp
Management  Committee  for Seeds
Management  Committee  for Dried Fodder
EAGGF  Committee
Veg-
Standing Committee  on Feedingstuffs
Standing Veterinary Committee
Standing Committee  on Seeds and Propagating Material for Agri-
culture, Horticulture  and Forestry
Standing Committee  on Agricultural  Srructures
Community  Committee  on the Farm Accountancy  Data Network
Standing Committee  on Agricultural  Research
Standing Committee  on Plant Health
Standing Committee  on Zootechnics
Committee  on Forest Protection
Ad. hoc Committee  on STM
50
t2
IJ
l4
JL
JJ
25
9
ZJ
50
5
72
7
2
6
10
17
-)
26
8
9
2
L
lz
z
z
2
829
43
67
79
50
229
LJ  /
tl
736
725
5
n
16
10
12
6
99
27
103
1.
z
9
7
5
3
49
7
4
'1.
12
39
8
0
g
11
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
I
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1  oJ L 4s, 14.2.1987.
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Financing the common agricultural policy: the EAGGF
Guarantee Section
583. EAGGF  guarantee appropriations for L987, including those in the sup-
plementary  and amending budget, amounted to 22 988.5 million ECU, a 3.8%
increase on the 1986 figure of 22 753.3 million ECU. I
584. The inadequacy  of these appropriations led the European Council, meet-
ing in Brussels on 29 and 30 June,2 to decide that the overall EAGGF guarantee
budget for 1987 would be respected if a temporary change was made in the
arrangements  for advance payments. On 19 October, following a conciliation
meeting with a delegation from Parliament,3  the Council, acting on a Com-
mission proposal4 and after Parliament's opinion had been given,5 accordingly
adopted a Regulation 5 introducing special temporary rules for the financing
of the common agricultural  policy so that the problem of the inadequacy of
the 1987 EAGGF guarantee  appropriations could be resolved without imposing
an additional  burden on 1988 and subsequent financial years. On 23 October
the Commission  adopted three Regulations  7 laying down detailed rules and
other measures for implementing  the Council Regulation  so that the new
arrangements could be applied to expenditure incurred from November 1'987
onwards (with repayment to the Member  States commencing in January 1988).
Within the framework  of the proposals  for the future financing of the Com-
munity, 8 the Commission  suggested 9 that the Council amend the Regulation
of 21 April !970 onthe financing of the common agricultural policylo to convert
the arrangement whereby EAGGF guarantee  expenditure in support of the
markets is advanced  to the Member States into one whereby the Commission
reimburses  them for expenditure  already incurred.
585. For 1988 the Commission had proposed to the Council  guarantee appro-
priations of 27 078.5 million ECU, including 33.5 million ECU for fisheries.ll
Twentieth  General Report, point  549.
Bull. EC 6-1987, point 1.1.7.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.168.
O! C 262,7.70.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.229.
OJ C 30s, 16.rr.7987;  Bull. EC 70-1987,point2.1.167.
OJ L 304, 27.10.1987; Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.7.169.
OJ L 304, 27.10.19871'  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.170.
Points 55 and 68 of this Report.
OJ C 337, 22.5.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.l.l77.
oJ L 94,2.4.1970.
Points 74 to 78 of this Report.
6
7
a
9
t0
l1
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This was an increase of almost 18% on 1987,but it must be remembered that
the 1987 budget covered only some 10 months of guarantee  expenditure.
In its letter of amendment No 1/1988 of 22 December to the preliminary  draft
budget for 1988 the Commission  proposes that the Council allocate 28 273.5
million ECU to cover agricultural spending in 1988. This total would comprise:
(i) for expenditure on the agricultural sectors as such (Titles 1. and2\27 033.5
million ECU (including  33.5 million ECU for fisheries);
(ii) for the reimbursement of expenditure on the depreciation of stocks
(Title 8): ! 240.0 million ECU.
To cover any further needs arising in 1988 from a significant change in the
dollar value of the ECU as compared with the rate used for preparing the
preliminary draft, it is proposed that a monetary  reserve of 1 000 million ECU
be entered in Chapter  100.
TABLE  1.5
EAGCF guafantee appropriations,  by sector
Cereal
Olive oil,
Sugar
Othera
Refunds  r
Monetarl
'Impact  o1
Commun
Budget *  supplementary  and amending  budget  No 1.
Preliminary draft budget.
tncluding for 1988 -  1 270.0 million ECU from  the operation of the oils and fats stabilization  mechanism.
Including fisheries  (18 million ECIJ in 1986,27.7 million  ECU in 1987  and 33.5 million ECU in 1988).
1988  preliminary  draft budget:  direct farm  income aids, interest for prefinancing  of expenditure, distribution to needy  and letter
of amendment  No 1/1988.
million ECU
1986
expenditure
t987
appropriationsl
Proposed
1988
appropriations2
Milk and milk products
Cereals  and rice
Fruit and vegetables,  wine, tobacco
Meat
Olive oil, oilseeds  and protein crops3
Sugar
Othera
Refunds on processed  products
Monetary compensatory  amounts
Impact  of accounts clearance decisions
Community compensation,  direct aids, otherj
Food aid refunds
Total
5 232.9
3 393.4
2 399.0
4 N0.4
3 091.9
| 725.6
737.2
502.9
a6 l./
- 55.3
113.5
264.3
5 901.0
3 530.0
3 073.0
I 155.0
3 739.0
1 553.0
680.7
560.0
352.0
- 150.2
385.0
5 781.0
4 569.0
3 598.0
4 055.0
4 408.0
212s.0
766.5
626.0
516.0
p.m.
195.0
393.0
22 737.4 22 988.5 27 033.5
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586. In June,1 August2 and October3 the commission  adopted  decisions
formally clearing the EAGGF Guarantee Section accounts for 1983, 1984 and
1985. The total expenditure covered by the work was 52 000 million ECU, and
the sum of almost 278 million ECU was recovered  from the Member States  as
income for 1987. 'Work on 1986 is on schedule, and the formal decision should
be taken in the second half of 1988.
Financing food aid
587. The exceptionally  cold winter of 7986/87led the Commission in January
to adopt measures to provide needy persons in the Community  with certain
food products.4 In sectors such as processed cereals, sugar' beef and butter
Regulations were adopted following prior agreement  with the Council.5 The
operarion, initially scheduled to end on 31 March, was extended by the
Council 5 and the Commission 7 up to 30 April for processed cereal products,
sugar and olive oil. By 31 March 22 000 tonnes of butter and 25 850 tonnes of
milk had been distributed free. 8
5S8. On 10 December the Council, acting on a proposal from the Com-
mission, g adopted pefmanent arrangements for the free supply of foodstuffs
from intervention stocks to the needy.10 Parliament  had given its approval in
an opinion adopted on 30 October.ll
589. The payment appropriations  available in 1987 for financing food aid
operations outside the Community - 
excluding refunds, which count as
guafantee expenditure - 
totalled 733.7 million ECU, of which 151.1 million
ECU had been carried over from 1985.
Of L 195, t6.7.1987t Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.l.l94'
01 L262,  12.9.1987:  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.230.
01 L 324,14.11.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987, point  2.1.171.
ol L 17, 20.t.1987;  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point  2.1.85.
oj L 25, 28.1.1987t  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.1.85.
Of L 91, 3.4.1987; Bull. EC 3-1987' point 2.1.145.
O J L 92, 4.4.1987 ; Bull. EC 3 -L987,' point 2.1.146.
B;ll. EC 2-1987,point 2.1.105; Bull.-EC  4-7987,2.1.708. e  Bull. EC 10-1987, point 1.2.1. et seq. r0 OIL 352, t5.12.1987; Bull. EC I2-t987. rr oj c 318. 30.1 1.1987; Bull. Ec 10-1987,  point  2.1.138.
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Guidance Section
590. The sum of 5 350 million ECU was allocated for the financing of guidance
schemes over the five-year period 1985-89. 
1
591. The appropriations  entered in the 1987 budget totalled 977.7 million
ECU for commitments  and 847.1 million ECU for payments. This represents  a
5% drop in commitments  on 1986 (since from 1987 onwards the EAGGF no
longer finances  expenditure on fisheries) and a 9.5o/o increase in payment
appropriations. These amounts  were not, however,  enough to meet all reim-
bursement applications submitted by the Member States, even when boosted
by transfers, and the balance of the obligations will be charged to the 1988
budget.
TABLE  16
EAGGF  guidance appropriations, by type of measure
1  Budgc,  including supplementary  and anending  budget  No 1/87,
2  Preliminary draft  budget.
3  The new strucural programme in the fisheries  sector will not be financed by the EAGGF.
NB: 1985:  EUR 10; 1986  to 1988r EUR 12.
Conmitment appropriations
198J r985 1987\ 19882
million  I
ECU
million
ECU
million
ECU
million
ECU
1. Proiects for the improve-
ment of  agricultural
structures
2. General socio-structural
measures
3. Regionalized  measures
4. Market-related meas-
ufes
5. Structural  measures in
the fisheries sector
Total
313.9  34
102.3  t7
356.5  39
80.1  9
65.9  7
371.2  38
108.3  1l
298.8  3l
75.1  8
117.1  12
226.3  24
730.6  t4
463.7  51
96.6  rl
0.53
2N.0  22
185.0  17
543.0  50
117.0  17
0.43
918.7  100 970.8  100 977.7  100 1 085.4  100
1  Nineteenth General Report, point  585.
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Common provisions
592. The Member States notified the Commission of 392 cases of irregularities
in the period 1 July 1986 to 30 June 1987, involving  a total of 48 million ECU,
about two thirds of which was accounted for by the wine, fruit and vegetable
and milk sectors.
593. In accordance  with Article 10 of the Regulation of 21 April 7970,1 the
Commission  sent the Council and Parliament  the 15th financial report on the
activities of the EAGGF  (1986); it was produced in two instalments - 
in July 
2
and in November.3
oJ L 94,28.4.1970.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987 , point 2.1.236.
Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.215.
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Section 14
Fisheries
Main developments
594. The new structural  policy prouided for in tbe Regulation of 78 December
1986r bauing come into force, the Commission approued the multiannual
gwidance prograrnmes for the fishing fleet and aquacubure, thus setting the
strwctwral  targets for the period L987-91.It  also stepped up the measures taken
to enforce and to monitor application of the Community rules. Adoption of a
research programme for the period 1988-92 sbould enable better use to be made
of the resuhs obtained  by Community  research  i.n the field of marine science
and tecbnology.
The enlargement of the fisheries  sector in the Community has also rneant
increased contacts with other countries, inuoluing the conclusion of nnrnerous
tuide-ranging fish eries agreements.
Lastly, tbe adoption  of the annual Regulation fixing the total allowable catches
and quotas for 1988 and the adoption of seueral Regulations  concerning  the
conclusion of agreements will enable fishermen to prepd.re tbeir fishing plans
for the coming year.
Resources
lnternal measurcs
Community measures
595. The Council adopted several amendmentsZ to Regulation (EEC) No
4034/86 of 22 December 1986 fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish
stocks, the total allowable  catches (TACs) tor 1987 and certain conditions
I  OJ L 375,31.12.'1985i Twentieth  General Report, point  584. z  ojL tzgi,Lg.s.tg8z;  Bull.EC5-1987,point2.t.tzl;o1  Lt79,3.7.1987iBull.EC 6-1.987,point2.1.197
Oj L 285,8.10.19E7; Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.1.155;  OJ L337,27.11.1987; Bull. EC 11-1987, point
2.1..217.
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under which they may be fished. 1 It also amended 2 Regulation (EEC) No
3094/86 of 7 October 1986 laying down certain technical measures for the
conservation of fishery resources.3 On 15 December  ic adopted the Regulation
fixing, for certain fish stocks and groups of fish srocks, the TACs and quoras
for 1988.  a
595. On 9 June the Council adopted a Regulation fixing the minimum  mesh
size for pelagic trawls used in fishing for blue whiting in the area covered by
the North-East  Atlantic Fisheries Convention s and on 23 July Regulations
laying down new technical  measures for the conservation of fish stocks in the
Antarctic  5 and for the conservation of fishery resources in the Baltic Sea. the
Belts and the Sound.  T
597. On 6 February the Commission adopted a Regulation placing temporary
limits on landings of sole from the North Sea.8
598. The Scientific and Technical Committee for Fisheries held its annual
meeting from 21. to 25 September and drew up its 13th report. e
599. The Commission  exercised its powers to monitor Member  States'
implementation of the common policy on the conservation  of resources  and
the utilization of fishing quotas by sending out its inspectors to the Member
States to be present when checks were made on fishing activities. The Com-
mission initiated or continued infringement procedures against those Member
States which exceeded their fishing quotas or failed to apply the requisite
control procedures.
600. On 18 February the Commission  adopted a Regulation  laying down the
rules to govern compensation  for fishermen  in one Member State who have
been unable to fish their quotas because overfishing by another Member State
has led to the exhaustion of the TAC and the closure of the fisheries concerned.l0
Certain catch-monitoring  arrangements  were extended to cover fishing by
I  OJ L 376,31.12.1986;  Twentieth  Genetal  Report, point  559. t-  oJ L 280, 3.10.1987.
:  Oj L 288, 11.10.1986;  OJ L 376,31.72.7985;  Twentieth  General Report, point  652. 4 oJ L 375,31.12.1987;  Bull. EC 12-1987.
:  OJ L 153, 14.6.7987;  Bull. EC 6-7987,point2.7.198. 6  OJ L 2U,29.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,poinr2.1.249.
1  OJ L 2O7, 29.7.1987t  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  poinr 2.1.250.
:  OJ L 36,7.2.7987;  Bull. EC 2-7987,point 2.1.152. Y  Bull. EC9-1987. ooint 2.1.L67. 10 OJ L 50,79.2.1957; Bull. EC 2-1987, point2.7.1,51.
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Member States in the waters of certain developing  countries with which the
Community has fisheries  agreements.
601. On 19 Octoberl the Council adopted and on 15 December amended2
an autonomous Community  system for the inspection of fisheries in the Regulat-
ory Area of the North-'West Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). Under
this system, which other NAFO contracting  parties may join, Commission
inspectors  will be able to carry out autonomous control operations in the same
way as the inspectors appointed by the Member States.
On 18 May the Council decided to grant Community aid for the modernization
of monitoring  and supervision facilities,3 awarding 12 million ECU to Portu-
gala and 10 million ECU to the Member States applying the Community
arrangements  for the conservation of resources.
National measures
502. Member States provided notification of 95 national conservation  meas-
ures (out of a total of 117, no notification being provided in 22 cases);
50 measures  have been the subject of comments by the Commission and 57 are
still under examination.  Pursuant  to Regulation  (EEC) No 3094/86 of 7 October
1986s the Spanish  Government provided notification of all the technical
measures for the conservation  of fishery resources which were applicable  on
1 January, the date of the Regulation's  entry into force.
B i latera I a n d m u lti latera I rclatio ns
603. On 28 April the Council adopted  a Regulation6 on the conclusion of
an agreementT  amending  for the second time the fisheries agreement with
Guinea Bissau. 8 It also adopted Regulations on the conclusion of fisheries
agreements  with Sao Tome and Principe,9 Angolalo and Mauritaniall on
23 November,  30 November  and 14 December  respectively.
1
2
J
6
7
8
9
10
11
OJ L 314, 74.11.7987;  Bull. EC lO-1987, point 2.1.193.
OJ L 375, 31.72.1987;  Bull. EC 12-1987.
OJ L 135, 23.5.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.180.
OJ L 135, 23.5.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.181.
OJ L 288, 71.10.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  552.
OJ L 113, 30.4.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987, point  2.1.134.
Twentieth  General Report,  point  558.
OJ L 84, 30.3.1983; Seventeenth  General Report, point  474.
O J L 337, 2J .1 l. 1987 ; Bul l. EC 1 | - 1987, point 2. 1.73 l.
O I L 341, 3.12.1987 ; Bull. EC 11 -1987, point 2.7.228.
Bull. EC 12-7987.
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604. The Community  signed fisheries agreements  with Equatorial  Guinea 
1
and Seychelles2  on 4 November and28 October  respectively.
505. The community initialled fisheries agreements with Angola on 30
April,3 with Mauritania and Dominica on 14 May,4 and with the comoros
on 23 october.s  Following a break in the fishing activities of community
vessels in Sao Tome and Principe waters since 4 November 1986,6 a new
protocol to the fisheries agreementT was initialled on 27 M^y.8
606. The agreement  between spain and Morocco having expired on 31 July,
the Communtiy and Morocco  exchanged  letters e on iraniitional fishlries
arrangements  for the period 1 August-31 December,  pending the conclusion of
a longer term agreement.
on 7 December the council authorized Portugal ro exrend from 4 January
1988 to 3 January 1989 its bilateral fisheries agreement wirh Moroccol0
Bilateral  consultations  on fishing rights and conditions for 1988 were followed
by the conclusion of arrangements  with Greenland on 18 and 19 November,ll
with the Faroe Islands on 13 octoberl2 and with Norway and sweden on 28
and 30 November.13  Trilateral consulrations with Norway and sweden led to
agreement  being reached on 25 Novemberl3  concerning the fishing rights and
conditions  applicable to all three parties in the Skagerrak and Kattegafin 19gg.
The Joint committees responsible for the management of the fisheries agree-
ments with Guinea-Bissaur14 Guinea,1s, Madagascarl5 and MozambiquelTmet
on 29 and 30 June, 29 and 30 luly, 12 November and 7 and 9 December
respectively.
I  9l !  29,3O.7.1987; Bull._EC 1-1987,  point 2.t.lt8; Bull. EC 71-1987, point  2.1.230.
I  pl.y y1|206.1987.:Bull.  EC 6-1987, poinr  2.1.206; Bull. EC to-ts9z, point 2.t.1,86. r  Bufl. EC 4-1987.  ooint 2.1.135. 4  Bull. eC S-tSSZ, points 2.1.192 and2.l.l9i. )  Bull. EC l0-1987,  poinr 2.1.185. 6  Twentierh General Reporr, point 673.
:  9J I  284, 74.10.1983;  OJ L 54, 25.2.7984;  OJ L 114, 27.4.1e8s.
-t  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.7.794. Y  Bull. EC7 /8-1987,  ooim 2.1.247.
19 oJ L 346, 10.12.19b7;  Bull. EC ,t2-1987.
rr  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point2.7.226.
12 Bull. EC 10-1987.  point 2.1.181. 13 Bull. EC L1-1987', point 2.1 .227. r4 Bull. EC 6-1987, pbinr 2.1.210. 15 Bull. EC7/8-198j, point 2.1.248. 15 Bull. EC 1l-1987, ooint 2.1.232. 17 Brll. EC12-1987.-
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Negotiations for a fisheries agreement  were held with Cape Verde on 24 and
25l4arch1 and with SenegalJrom 3 to 5 November;2 exploratory  talks.were
held with Somalia on 10 June,3 with Tanzania  from 13 to L5 October4 and
with Kenya from 16 to 19 October. a
607. On 15 December  the Council agreed on how the 1988 fishing quotas in
Norwegian,  Faroese, Swedish and Greenland watefs should be shared out
among-the iirt.*b.. States 5 and adopted Regulations laying down for 1988 the
conservation measures  applicable to vessels flying the flag of Norway, the
Faroes or Sweden and fishing in the Community zone.
608. The Community participated, either as a member or as an observer, in
the work of a number of i.rt.rnational fisheries  organizations:  the sixth session
of the Western-Central Atlantic Fishery Commission  (\7ECAFC), held in Mex-
ico City from 27 to 31 July;5 the ninth annual session of the North-Sfest
Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO),  held in Halifax from L4 to 18 Sep-
tember;7 the 13th annual session of the International Baltic Sea Fishery Com-
mission (IBSFC), held in'l7arsaw from21. to 25 September;7 the fourth session
of the North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization (Nasco), held in
Edinburgh  from 8 to 12 June;8 the 39th meeting of the International l7haling
Commisiion,  held in Bournemouth from 22 to 26 June;9 the 17th session of
the Committee  on Fisheries of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), held from 1-8 to 20 M"y;t0 the sixth meeting of the
North-East  Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), held in London from
25 to 27 November; the sixth meeting of the Commission for the Conservation
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR), held in Hobart from
25 October to 6 November;f1  and the 10th meeting of the Commission  for the
International Convention on the Conservation  of Atlantic Tunas (Iccat), held
from 18 to 24 November.l2
609. On 29 April the Commission  approved, on behalf of the Community,  a
cooperation agfeement in the form of an exchange of letters between the
1  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.189. 2  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.7.229. 3  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.'J'.21'1. a  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.193. 5  OJ L 375,31.72.1987;  Bull. EC 1'2-1987.
6  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.1.252. 7  8u11. EC9-1987, pointL.1.176.
8  Bull. EC6-1987,  point2.1.215. e  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point2.1.216'
ro Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.196'
11 Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.194.
12 Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.1.233.
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Community and the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
(ICES).E It also attended the annual meeting of the ICES, held from
30 Septemb  er to 7 October. 2
Market organization
610. In the light of developments  on the Community market for white fish, the
Commission presented to the Council on 15 April a communication  concerning
Community fishery product supplies.: This report draws attention to the
considerable  increase in the Community's supply deficit and recommends
appropriate  temporary  changes in the customs tariff.
61.1. As regards pelagic species, the situation is complex because of the
fluctuations in production from one year to another.4 Provisional estimates
suggest that production is up overall and that there has been a decline in prices
(except for anchovies) and in the quantities withdrawn (except for Atlantic
sardine and mackerel).
On 12 November the Commission  presented to the Council a report on the
herring market s and the measures which could be taken to improve the
situation in this sector.
61"2. Since sardine production plays an important part in maintaining  the
balance of the fisheries sector in certain parts of the enlarged Community and
is now facing serious competition,  the Commission sent to the Council on
11 August a report outlining the situation on the market for sardines  and the
outlook for the future.5
513. On 7 May the Commission  sent to the Council a proposalT to amend
Regulation (EEC) No 3795181 of 28 December 1981 on the common organ-
ization of the market in fishery products 8 with a view to establishing an
intervention  scheme for certain species which are not yet eligible under the
Community  arrangements but which account for a substantial  proportion of
]  OJ L 149,10.6.79871'  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.737. z  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.194. 3  Bull. EC4-1987,  pbint2.1.138. a  Twentieth  General Report,point 676. r  Bull. EC l1-1987,  point  2.1.235. 6  Bull. EC7/8-t987,point  2.1.253.
1  OJ C 145, 3.6.1987; Bull. EC 4-7987, point 2.1.'139. o  OJ L 379,31,.12.1981; Fifteenth General Report, point  460.
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certain Member States' production,  adjusting  the private storage aid artange-
ments for the products listed in Annex II to the basic Regulation in line with
the general principles governing  other Community  intervention  schemes, and
reforming the Community intervention scheme for tuna.
In the context of the recent enlargement of the Community,  the Commission
amended  several implementing Regulations, including that laying down detailed
rules for applying ihe supplemenrary  trade mechanism 1 and that fixing- the
annual imp&r q.tlt"t for the products  subject to quantitative restrictions.2
614. The Commission also adopted measures fixing the reference price for
carp for the 7987/88  marketing  ye r,3 making imports of frozen squid (Loligo
patagonica)  from Poland subject to observance of the reference price, 4 adjusting
the standard values 5 and determining the level of compensation for tuna
supplied to the canning industry.5
Structures
615. The new structural aspects of the common fisheries policy, adopted by
the Council on 18 December L986,7 were gradually introduced. On 26 and
27 March and 1.6 June, as a first step, the Commission adopted three
implementing  Regulations  laying down rules concerning  applications for and
the granting of Community financial assistance for the construction of fishing
vessels, aquaculture and structural works in coastal waters,8 the modernization
of fishing vessels e and exploratory fishing voyages,l0 respectively.
The Commission also examined the multiannual guidance programmes for the
fishing fleet and aquaculture which had been submimed  by the Member States
for the period 7987-91,. These programmes,  approved  by the Commission on
11 December,ll are inteded to reduce the capacity of the Member  States' fishing
OJ L 25, 28.7.1987;  Bull. EC l-7987, point 2.1.222; Ol L 386,31.12.1987;  Bull. EC 12-7987  -
OiL207,29.7.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.255a; o1 L3n,78.17.7987;  Bull. EC ll-1987'point
2.1..238.
oI L 329. 20.77.7987.
Oi L 192, 17.7.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.7.254; OJ L 329,20.1.7.1987;  Bull. EC 1l-1987, point
2.7.239; OJ L 386, 37.72.1987;  Bull. EC 12'1987.
OJ L 21O,7.8.7987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.1.155b.
OjL70,73.3.7987;Bull.  EC 3-7987,point2.7.797;oJL373,4.11.7987; Bull. EC ll-7987,point2.7.237.
OI L 376,31.72.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  584.
OJ L 95, 9.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point2.l.792.
OJ L 88, 31.3.1987;  Bull. EC 3-7987,  point 2.1.192.
OJ L 180, 3.7.1987; Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.1'.217.
OJL4,7.r.1988;  Bull. EC 12-7987.
1
2
3
5
6
7
I
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fleets and thus bring it into line with the fish stocks available. Both the
fleets operating in the waters of Member States and those operating in non-
Community waters will be affected by this reduction  in capacity.
Acting under the Regulation of 18 December 1986,1 which laid down the
structural policy for the fisheries sector f.or a l}-year period, the Commission
decided to grant, as the single instalment for '!,987,2 aid totalling  some
94.1 million ECU towards 277 shipbuilding projects, 272 vessel-modernization
projects,  137 aquaculture projects and one project relating to structural works
in coastal waters. It also approved five exploratory fishing projects submitted
by France and kaly.2
616. Pursuant to the Council Regulation of 15 February 1977 on common
measures to improve the conditions under which agricultural and fishery
products are processed and marketed,3 the Commission granted aid totalling
some 25.3 million ECU towards 109 investment projects in the fisheries  sector.
It also approved specific programmes submitted  by Spain, a Portugal a and the
Netherlands.2
517. Pursuant to the Council Regulation of 4 October 7983 on measures to
encourage exploratory fishing,5 the Commission approved a project submitted
by Italy.
Under the Council Regulation of 20 December 1985 introducing  a system of
structural aid for the conversion of sardine canning plants,5 the Commission
granted aid totalling some 12.5 million ECU towards four investment projects
in France and Italy.
518. As required by Articles 92 and 93 of the EEC Treaty, the Member  States
notified the Commission of 22 draft national aid schemes. The Commission
raised no objection  to L7 schemes notified by Germany, T Denmark, 8 Spain,9
France,lo  Greece,ll Portugall2  and the United Kingdom.13 On the other hand,
1  OJ L 376,31.12.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  584. 2  Bull. EC l2-t997. 3  OJ L 51,23.2.1977;  Eleventh  General Report, point  354. 4  OJ L 2O8,30.7.1987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.256. s  OJ L 29O,22.10.1983; Seventeenth  General Report, point  485.
!  OJ L 361,31.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 609. 7 Bill. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.197; Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.219; Bull. EC 10-1987, poinr 2.1.195. E Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.219; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.178. e- Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.7.197; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.178; Bull. EC 10-1987,  point  2.1.195. ru Buf l. EC 1-1987, point 2.1.123; Bull. EC 6-1987, point2.l.2l9. rr  Bull. EC 9-1987. ooint 2.1.178.
12 Bull. EC 4-1987,  ooint 2.7.140. ir  Bull.EC4-1987,boint2.1.1,t0;Bull.EC5-1987,point2.1.197;Bull.EC9-1987,point2.1.778.
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the Commission  decided to initiate the Article 93(2) procedure  in respect of
three schemes notified bv Italv 1 and the Netherlands.2 The other two schemes
are being scrutinized.
619. The Commission decided to terminate the Article 93(2) procedure in
respect of a Sicilian regional law 3 but found that two aid schemes notified by
Italy (Sicily)3  and one type of aid granted in Germany (Lower Saxony)4 were
incompatible  with the common market within the meaning of Article 92.
620. As regards research,  the Council adopted on 19 October a Regulation
laying down the framework and procedures for a fisheries research policy 5
and a Decision adopting, for the period 1988-92, research programmes in the
fields of fisheries management,  fishing methods, aquaculture and the upgrading
of fishery products. a The cost of these programmes is estimated at 30 million
ECU.
t
2
5
Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.7.724;Bdl.EC  5-1987, point 2.1.198.
Bull. EC l-1987, point 2.L.724.
Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.L.241.
Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.1.753.
Point 345 of this Report.
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Transport 
1
Main developments
621. Freedom to prouide seruices and the remoual  of distortions  of competition
were the Community's two main common transport policy obiectiues in 1987.
Considerable progress utas made on ciuil auiation. ln December the Council
adopted a packagi of measures which herald a major change in this sector and
should ha)e a rial and beneficial  effect where European citizens and tbe ciuil
auiation industry  in Europe are concerned.  On inland transport  limited progress
was also achieued,  in particular as a result of the increase in the Community
quota for 1987, the a'doption of a Directiue on Access to the occupation of
intand'wateruay operator and the opening of negotiations  on transport uith
certain non-Community countries. Lastly, pursuant to the December 7986
Regulations on sbipping,z  the Council adopted tu.to Decisions, one concerning
**iti*"  transport with West African and Central African States and ilte other
authorizing  ttity to ratify an agreernent with Algeria. The latter Decision is the
subject of'a Cimmission appeal to the Court of Justice under Article 173 of
the EEC Treaty.
The Commission  also presented further proposals utitlt a uiew to completing
the single transport market by 1992.
Priority activities and objectives
Common air transport policY
622. After numerous meetings on civil aviation, in December the Council
reached an agreement on a package of measures concerning  fares, capacity,
market acc.rs and competitio; in this sector.3 The measures in question which,
rnerqsponr  255
1  Liberalization  measures  and simplification  of frontier  formalities  are covered in Section 2 of this chapter,
'Comoletins  the internal market'. 2  oJ L 378, {t.tl.oge;  Twentieth  General Report, point  711.
3  Point 644 of this Report.
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it should be emphasized, form a consistenr  and homogeneous  whole, are likely
to have a major impact on air transport in Europe. They will enable the airlines
to offer more attractive  cheaper rates based on commercial criteria. Where
services  are concerned,  the airlines will be able to react more flexibly to raffic
trends. The new market-access  provisions should promote the establishment
of new services  and the opening of new lines.
These measures constitute a first step towards a common air transport policy
in Europe. The main objectives of this policy are gradual deregulation, very
high safety standards and a common approach with regard to non-member
countries. The step-by-step pursuit of this policy between now and 1992 will
further the balanced development of air transport in Europe.
Infrastructure
623. On22 December the Council adopted,l on a proposal from the Com-
mission2 a Regulation on the grant bf financial-ruppott,  amounting to
53 million ECU for transport infrastructure studies and projects under the 1985
and 1987 budgets.
In April Parliament endorsed 3 the proposal for a council Regulation on
financial support within the framework of a medium-term  transpori infrastr.rc-
ture programme.4 on 13 ocrober, in the light of Parliamenis opinion, the
Commission transmitted  to the Council an amendment to its original proposal
so as to include the obligation that the Commission  must give the Council and
Parliament a description of the proiects likely to receive the financial support
provided for in the programme.5
Inland transport
Railways
Financial situation
624. on 8 July the commission sent the council its eighth report on the
annual accounts of railway undertakings  (covering  7984),6 as required by the
council Regulation of 12 December 1977,7 and in an own-initiative opinion
Bull. EC 12-1987.
Bull. EC 1,1-1987, point 2.7.242.
OJ C 125, 71.5.7987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,  poinr  2.1.141.
9J C 288, 15.11.7986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  593.
OJ C 288, 28.10.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1,987, poiit 2.1.i96.
Bul[. EC 7/8-L987, point 2.1.259.
O J L 334, 24.12.1977 ; Eleventh  General Report, p oint 37 6.
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adopted in February the Economic  and Social Committee  came out in favour
of a .ommon rail policy,l while considering  that the main responsibility for
the success of rail tiansport  lies with the companies  themselves.
Road transport
Access to the market
625. On 30 June the Council decided, 2 on aproposal from the Commission,3
after receiving the opinion of Parliament' 4 to increase the Community quota
by 40o/' for the rest of the year.  s
On 5 October the Commission  decided 5 to increase the Community quota by
75% in 1988 and allocated  the extra 'J.742 authorizations.  On 26 November
the Commission  autho rizedT a further increase to take account of the transit
difficulties encountered  by some Member States.
626. On 4 March, acting on the court's judgment of 22 May 1985 on- the
common transport policy,l the Commission  sent the Council a proposal for a
Regulation  laying d-own the conditions under which non-resident carriers may
opJr",. national road passenger  transport services within a Member  State' 9
527. On 15 April the Commission also sent the Council a proposal for. a
Regulation on io--on rules for the international  carriage of passengers by
coach and bus.lo
528. Parliamentll  and the Economic  and Social Committeel2  delivered opin-
ions on the proposal for a Regulation  on access to the market for the cariage
of goods by roal between Member States.13
I  Of C 105,27.4.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.4.21. 2  0l L 779,3.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2-1.222. 3  ol c 87,2.4.1987;  Bull. EC 3-1987, point  2.1.1,97. 4  oj c l9o, 20.7.7987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.7.222.
s  Point 234 of this Repon. 6  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.200. 7  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.1.243. s  Ot C 144, 13.6.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 613 and 1057'
'  oi a i,z+.z.Daz;'Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.7.t6i.  See also point 235 of this Report'
10 oJ c 120,6.5.1987l,  Bull. EC 2-1987,point2-1.770. rr  OJ C 287,19.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.7.186.
12 0l c 232.31.8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987, point 2.4.55.
t  oj C 65,72.3.1987;  Twentieth  General Report, point  2o4.
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529. In July the Economic and social commi*ee endorsed 1 the proposal
a council Decision with regard to rhe ECE's consolidated  resolution on
facilitation of road transporr. 2
II-15
for
the
Fixing of rates
630. on 25 November the commission sent the council a proposal3  to
amend the Regulation of L December  1983 on the fixing of rates for tlie carriage
of goods by road between Member States.4
Taxation
531. on 22 December, acting on the council resolurion of 25 June on the
elimination of distortions of competition in the transport of goodi by road,5
the Commission  approved, for transmission  to the Cbuncil, a proposal for a
Directive on the charging of transport infrastructure  costs to hia.t y goods
vehicles.  5
632. on 15 september Parliament adopted a resolurion on payment for the
use of transport infrastructure  in the framework of the .o-*on rransporr
policy and eliminations of distortions of competition by vehicle taxes, 
-fuel
taxes and road tolls. T
533. In July the Economic  and social committee endorsed8 the communi-
cation from the Commission  on the elimination  of distortions of competition
of a fiscal nature in the transporr of goods by roads: study of vehicle taxes,
fuel taxes and road tolls.
Social conditions
534. On 22 December the Commission adopted  a communication,  g on the
Council Regulations  of 20 December  198510 relating mainly to questions of
interpretation and enforcement.
:  gic Xr, ,t.8.1987; Bull. EC9-tgg7, point 2.4.57. 2  Eighteenth  General Report, point 504.' r  Bull. EC 'II-1987. point z."t'i46.
1  OJ L 3SS,  Zz.tZ.t9AZ;  Seventeenrh  General Report, point 502. )  Bull. EC 6-1987.ooinr 2.1.221.
1  OJ C l,z.t.O8s;  Bull. EC r2-rs87.
:  9J q 281,79.1,0.7987;  Bull. EC 9-1987, poim 2.4.13.
Y OJ C 232,31.8.1987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,  point 2.4.56. e  Bull. EC 72-1987. ro oJ L 37a,3t.r2.199s.
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635. The Governments  of Belgium, I  Denmark,2 France,3  Luxembourg4
and the United Kingdom s consulted the Commission about measures to
implement the Council  Regulations of 20 December  1985 on the harmonization
of certain social legislation  relating to road transport and on recotding equip-
ment (tachographs) in road transport.6
Technical  aspects
636. As part of the process  of harmonizing  certain technical aspects of vehicles
used for the carriage of goods, the Commission  sent the Council, on 21 May,
a proposal T to amend-with  regard to the width of refrigerated vehicles-the
Directive of 19 December 1984 on the weights, dimensions and certain other
technical  characteristics of certain road vehicles 8 and, on 5 February, a report 9
on the development of the circumstances  which justified the derogation
accorded to Iriland and the United Kingdom from certain provisions of the
Directive.8
637. On 30 June the Commission amendedlO its proposalll to amend-in
particular with regard to private cars-the Council Directive of 29 December
igTe on roadwoithiness  tests for motor vehicles and their trailers.l2 On
25 September  ir sent the Council a proposal for a Directive on the approximation
of the laws of the Member States relating to the tread depth of tyres of certain
categories of motor vehicle and of their trailers'13
638. On 7 August the Commission  sent fhe Council a proposal for a Regu-
lation on a Community programme in the field of information  technology and
telecommunications  applied to road transport (Drive).14
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.19  5.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.7.796.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point2.l.2E.
Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.1.168.
Bull. EC 4-7987,  point 2.1.142; Bull. EC 5-1937,  point 2.1.200; Bull. EC 9-1987 ' 
point 2.7'185 '
oJ L 370, 37.72.1985.
OJ C 148, 6.6.1987, Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.199.
OJ L 2,3.1.1985;  Eighteenth  General Repon, point 493'
Bull. EC 1-7987,  point 2.7.125.
OJ C 183,'11.7.1987; Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.7.223.
Ol C 133,31.5.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 705.
OI L 47, 18.2.1977;  Tenth General Report, point 448.
O J C n9, 17.10. 1987 ; Bul l. EC 9 -1987' point 2.7.182.
Point 359 of this Report.
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639. The official closing ceremonyl of European Road Safety Year (7986)2
took place in Brussels on 15 February, and in June Parliament  adopred a
resolution  entitled 'Road Safety Year: progress  and prospects'.3
lnland watetways
540. On 9 November  the Council adopteda a Directive which it approveds
in June on access to the occupation of carrier of goods by waterway in
national and international transport  and on the mutual recognition  of diplomas,
certificates and other evidence of formal qualifications for this occupation.6
Sea transport
641. On 17 September the Council adopted  a Decision authorizing Italy to
ratify a maritime transport agreement with Algeria. T The commission  took
the view that this Decision, which departs from its proposal, s provides no
guarantee that Community legislation on maritime transport would be correctly
applied and therefore decided on 7 October to bring an acion against the
Council  before the Courre under Article 173 of the EEC Treaty.
642. On 20 October the Council adopted,lo  on a proposal from the Com-
mission,ll a Decision concerning coordinated actior to safeguard free access
to ocean trades and freedom to provide services in maritime transport with '!7est African and Central African Stares.
543. On 5 and 6 May the Commission, in conjunction with the Council, held
a symposium to examine  possible action at Community level to secure the
future of the Member  States' fleets.
Bull. EC 2-7987,  point 2.1.766.
9J C S+t, 21.12.7984;  Eighteenth  General  Report, point 495; OJ C 11, 17.1,1986r  Nineteenth General
Report, point  530.
OJ C 190,20.7.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.4.19.
9l ! 3n, 12.11.1987  ; Bull. EC 1r-1987,  point 2.r.242.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.1.226.
9J C :St, 24.72.1983; Seventeenth General Report, point 500; OJ C 214,74.8.1984;  Eighteenth  General
Report,  point  490.
O I L 27 2, 25.9.1987  ; Bull. EC 9 -1987,  point 2.1.187 .
Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987,  poinr  2.7.264.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point 2.1.202.
O J,L 37 8, 31.72.1986;  Bull. EC 70-1987, point 2.1.201.
Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987,  point 2.1.265.
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Air transport
644. The main features of the agreement on air transport I are the possibility
for airlines automatically  to secure approval for discount or deep discount
fares2 (berween  55 and 90"/, and 45 and 55%, respectively, of the reference
fares, provided they meet certain criteria); the possibility of adjusting the
capaciiies  offered 3 without reference to the governments concerned  as long as
thi market share of the airline concerned remains within the 45-55% range
until 1 October L989 and the 40-50o/o  range during the following year; and
provisions  on access to the market,3 which are intended to enable airlines to
start new services and operate new routes (multiple designationr 4 i-e. the
option open to a Member State to designate  carriers to operate on European
.o.rtes); siarting services between the maior airports and regional ones 5 without
the need for bilateral negotiations;  the fifth freedom' namely' the option open
to an airline established in a Member State,to carry passengers between two
airports located in two other Member States. 4 Lasdy, the agreement provides
for the application of the competition rules 5 to air transport. 
T
545. On 26 and 27 November the Commission organized a symposium on air
safety;8 it considers  that maintenance and improvement of the level of safety
must form an integral part of any overall air transport policy'
Multimodal transPort
646. On22 December the Council adoptede the proposal for a Directive to
extend for 1989 the present provisions of the third Directive on summer time
in the Community  for t986, L987 and 1988.10
647. On 4 November the Commission sent the Council a reportll on the
implementation of the Directiver2 of 17 February 1975, as last amended by the
I
2
5
6
7
8
9
t0
l1
t2
Ol L 374. 31.12.1987  : Bull. EC 12'1987.
oieh30.i.lisi; rif;"rh  General Report,  point 49o; oJ c 182, 9.7.7984; Eighteenth  General Report,
ooint 499.
b1 c tsz, 9.7.1984; Eighteenth  General Repon, point 499.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.7.227.
Of C 240, 24.9.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 715.
Oj C iSi, S.i.tgip;'Eighreenth  General Report,'pbint  499; Twentieth  General Repori, point 714.
Point 369 of this Report.
Bull. EC 1l-1987,  point  2.1.250.
OI L 6,9.1.1988;  Bull. EC 12-1987.
oj c a2J, 4.12.1987i Bull. EC 1l-1987,  point 2.1.251.
Bull. EC lO-1987, point 2.1'204.
OJ L 4S, 22.8.1975; Nineteenth General Report, point  358-
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Directive 1 of 10 November  1986, on the establishment of common rules for
certain types of combined transport of goods between Member States.
International  cooperation
648. The Agreement on the Inrernational Road-Rail combined carriage of
Goods between the Community  and certain non-member  countries was initi-
alled in Brussels on 24 February.2 The Agreement aims to promote this form
of transport by exempting the initial and terminal road haulage operarions
from all authorizations  and quota restrictions.
649. on 7 December the council adopted 3 a recommendation for a Decision
on the opening of negotiations  on transport matters between the Community
and Austria, switzerland and Yugoslavia. a The negotiations will cover a
wide range of subjects, and in particular the obstacles encountered in intra-
community transit traffic, namely infrastructure, weights and dimensions,
quotas, taxes and tolls, driving restrictions, delays at frontiers  and any other
factors affecting transit traffic.
650. On_26 May, after receiving favourable opinions on the Commission
proposal s from Parliament 5 and the Economic  and Social committee, 7 the
council  decided 8 to bring forward to 1 June the entry into force of the
provisions  set out in Sections II and III of the Agreement on the International
carriage of Passengers by Road by means of occasional coach and Bus
Services,9
tI-15
I  9J_! 320, 15.11.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 7178. z  Bull. EC2-1987,  point 2.1.173. r  Bulf . EC 1,2-7987. a  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.1.189.
I  gJ C 1r3, 28.4.1,987.1,987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.7.743.
I  O.l C 156, 15.6.1987:  Bull. EC 5-1987,poinr'2.t.202.
1  OJ C 180,8.7.1987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  p-oint  2.4.38.
:  oJ L r43,3.6.1987;  Bull, EC 5-1987,  pointZ.1..N2.
'  OJ L 230, 5.8.1982; Sixteenth  General Report,  poinr.494.
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Section  L6
Energy
Main developments
551. Energy prices Laere more stable in 1987. ln ECLI terms the pricg of
imported oil products was 50o/o below 1.985 leuels. The effects of this fall on
tbe attainment of the 1995 Community energy obiectiues baue been under
examination in the Commission and will be one of the key issues for the
fortbcoming  reuiew of Member States' energy programnTes which is expected
to be sent to the Council in spring  1"988.
ln the Commission's  uiew, this changed market situation necessitates firmer
action in the uarious energy policy sectors to ensure that the Community's
long-term energy objectiues  are attained. This approach  was also accepted by
the Community's main trading partners at tbe ministerial-leuel  meeting of the
lnternational Energy Agency in May, at uhich attention focused on energy
efficiency, preparedness  for emergencies  and the deuelopment of indigenous
energy sot4rces, including new and reneuable sources-1
Priority activities and objectives
Energy efficiency and progress tawards the Community
eneryy objectives for 1995
652. On 18 May the Commission  sent the Council a communication entitled
,Towards a continuing policy for energy efficiency in the European Com-
munity',2 which analyses the energy situation in the Community  today and
sets out the arguments  for continuing energy efficiency programmes despite the
fact that they have slowed down as a result of the relaxation of tension on the
market. Priority should be given to specific measures in areas such as rational
use of energy in industry and third-p arty financing of enetgy-sector invesfment'
Following this approach the Commission presented to the Council a communi-
1  Point 900 ofthis Report. 2  Bull. EC 5-1987,point2.1.204.
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cation on improving the efficiency of electricity  use 1 and a proposal for a
Directive  on information  on the energy efficiency of buildings.2
653. In the awareness  that low energy prices discourage  efforts to find alterna-
tive energy sources although continuing research, development  and demon-
stration in this field is vital to meet the Community's long-term energy needs,
on 30 September the Commission  sent the Council a communication on devel-
oping the exploitation  of renewable energy sources in the Community  3 which
contains  a proposal for a recommendadon to the Member  States to help achieve
the objectives set out in the Council resolution of 25 November 1985 on a
Community 'orientation' to develop new and renewable energy sources.4
Priority programmes are defined for all renewable energy sources in the Com-
munity.
654. With a view to helping to complete the internal market by 1992s and
to achieve  the Community's  energy objectives for 1995 5 the Commission began
work on identifying the barriers to a genuine internal energy market. T
Community energy strategy
555. The Commission  prepared  a
States in achieving the 1995 energy
security of supply.
report on the progress made by Member
objectives,5 the most urgent of which is
656. Parliament  adopted a resolution on 8 April on the 1995 energy objec-
tives. 8
557. On another aspect of its energy strategy, the Commission  continued its
work on energy planning, i.e. on analysing energy demand in regions and/or
municipalities and their ability to meet it. e In 1,987 35 regions in all Member
States received funding of 2.7 million ECU (which covers almost half of total
costs) from the Commission.
1  Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.1.2W.
:  Oj C 267,6.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.1.191. r  OJ C 279, 17.1O.1987; Bull. EC 9-7987i point2.1.l92.
i  Ol C 316, 9.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 745. r  Nineteenth  General Report. points 162 to 166.
!  OJ C 241,8.9.7986;  Tweniieth  General Report,  point723. 7  Bull. EC 6-7985,ooint2.t.229.
I  oJ c 125,1L5.1987;Bull.  EC 4-1987,poim2.1.144. v  Twentieth  General Reporr, point725.
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Tech nolog ical development
658. Under the 1986-89 Community energy demonstration  programme,l the
Commission, after receiving 438 proposals in response to the invitation to
submit proposals published in December 1986,2 adopted:
(a) one Decision granting 15.9 million ECU to five projects on the liquefaction
and gasification  of solid fuels;3
(b) one Decision granting financial support totalling 15.7 million ECU to
10 projects to replace oil and gas by solid fuels;3
(c) one Decision granting financial support totalling 71 million ECU to
187 projects on energy saving, renewable energy sources and replacing oil
and gas (use of electricity and heat). a
A further invitation to submit proposals (closing date 15 April 1988) was
published on 25 November.5
559. Under Regulation  No 3539185 of 20 December 1985 on a programme of
support for technological  development in the hydrocarbons  sector (1986-8\,6
123 Community firms sent in applications  for support relating to 743 projects
totalling 337 million ECU in reply to the Commission's  invitation to submit
proposals. T Most were designed to cut costs, improve safety or increase
efficiency by means of a variety of advanced technologies. This year there were
again more joint proposals from promoters in different countries and more
applications from small firms. After receiving the opinion of the relevant
Advisory Committee, on 29 July the Commission granted financial support
totalling 36 628 584 ECU to 76 of the projects. 8
A further invitation to submit proposals (closing date L5 January 1988) was
published on 7 August. e
OJ L 350, 27.12.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 651; Twentieth  General Report, point 725.
OJ C 311, 5.L2.7986; Twentieth  General Report, point726.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.1.268.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.1.208.
OJ C 313, 25.11.7987;  Bull. EC 71-1987,  point  2.1.258.
OJ L 350, 27.12.1985; Nineteenth General Report, point 657.
OJ C 183, 22.7.7986; Twentieth  General Report,  point 727.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987 , point 2.1.270.
OJ C 210,7.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-7987,point2.1.211.
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Relations with countries producing or importing energy
650. The effects of the nuclear accident at Chernobyl l  and the fall in oil
prices were the main items on the agenda at multilateral  meetings attended by
the Commission. At the annual ministerial-level  meeting of the Governing
Board of the International Energy Agency in Paris in May nuclear energy's key
role in ensuring security of supply and the need for a continuing policy of
diversification and energy saving even when there is a fall in oil prices were
underlined.2
661. At the 30th General Conference of the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Vienna in September the Commission  delegation drew attention to
the many cooperatiye  ventures being carried out by Euratom and the IAEA
and the closer links between these two organizations - 
the importance of
which was demonstrated bv the Chernobvl  nuclear accident.3
662. The Commission  stepped up its cooperation with developing  countries
in the field of energy planning (budget Article 706).4 It provided 5.5 million
ECU to fund 75 projects, half of the support going to the Community's regular
technical assistance  to energy planning institutes and half to training for local
energy planners and administrators in Asia (including China), Latin America
and Africa. Some 3.1 million ECU was spent on studies, 1.6 million ECU
on training energy planners, 0.5 million ECU on technical assistance and
0.2 million ECU on seminars.
653. A seminar on the medium-term  and long-term  energy outlook, organized
jointly by the Commission and the secretariats of the Organization  of the
Petroleum  Exporting Countries (OPEC) and the Organization  of Arab Pet-
roleum Exporting Countries (Oapec), was held in Luxembourg in March as
part of the regular contacts between the Commission  and oil and natural  gas
producer countries.5 The discussions  enabled the three organizations  to get a
better idea of how producers and consumers view the future. The participants
felt that sound energy policies and broader international  cooperation would
help to reduce the risks of extreme fluctuations in prices.
1  Twentieth  General Report, points721,740  and759. 2  Bull. EC 5-1987. ooint-2.1.206. 3  Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.1,.193. a  Twentieth  General Report, point 731, 5  Bull. EC 3-1987.  ooint-2.1.263.
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554. Energy matters were also discussed in the regular bilateral talks which
are now held between the Community and, for example, Algeria 1 and China.2
Sectoral aspects
Oiland gas
565. On the basis of the Commission's communication  of 19 December  1985 3
the Council adopted conclusions on 2 June on the importance of natural gas
to the Community's energy supplies.4  The use of natural gas should continue
to contribute to at least the same extent as at present to the diversification of
energy sources, since the supply outlook has improved considerably in recent
years, in particular as a result of the gradual integration of the gas network
wherever economically  justified. This represents  an important step towards a
Community market for natural gas and necessitates  a convergent approach by
the Community, the Member States and economic operators. The Commission
had organized a seminar on natural gas on 5 May which was attended  by
representatives  of the gas industry in all the Member States.5
666. On 29 July the Commission adopted a Directive6 supplementing  the
Council Directive of 5 December 1985 on crude oil savings which can be
achieved through the use of substitute fuel components in petrol T to allow the
provisional  use of national  methods to deiermine the proportions of oxygenated
compounds in petrol.
657. On 10 April Parliament adopted a resolution on the consequences  of the
sharp drop in the price of oil products in the European  Community  and its
Member  States. 
S
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.1.2M.
Bull.EC  6-1987, point 2.7.233.
Twentieth  General Report, point 736.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.7.229.
Bull. EC 5-1987, point 2.1.205.
OJ L 238, 21.8.1987; Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.1.269.
OJ L 334, 72.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 559.
OJ C 125, l'1,.5.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.4.17.
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8
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Solid fuels
665. In July the Commission  adopted a report on the market for solid fuels
in the Community  in 7986 and the outlook for 19871 after receiving  the opinion
of the ECSC Consultative  Committee.2 On 10 September it drew up a revised
version 3 which was sent to the Committee for its opinion.4
569. In Aprils and J.rly,6 in conformity with its Decision of 30 June 1985
establishing Community rules for State aid to the coal industry, T the Com-
mission approved aid in Belgium,  France, Germany, Portugal, Spain and the
United Kingdom in 1,987.
Electricity and nucleat energy
570. On 28 October the Commission  sent a communication to the Council
on improving the efficiency of electricity use,8 noting that the growing  share
of electricity in total energy consumption and its role in relation to industrial
productivity  and the standard of living justify stepping up efforts to secure its
rational use. It therefore favours a Community action programme in this field,
the need for which was confirmed at the Council meeting on energy in
November.9 The action programme  would be implemented  with the support
of the electricity-generating  industry.
571. Ifith a share of 35o/" of electricity production and 1'4o/" of total energy
requirements, nuclear energy is steadily increasing its contribution  to the
attainment of the Community's major energy policy objectives for I995 in terms
of supply security and diversification and the limitation of the role of oil and gas
in electricity production. There are now 115 nuclear power reactors operating in
the Community, nine of which were commissioned in 1'987.
672. The Commission sent the Council a draft report on the present position
and the outlook until 2005 as regards the reprocessing  and storage of irradiated
nuclear fuels.lo
O J C 207, 4.8.7987 ; Bull. EC 7 / 8 - 1987, point 2.1.265.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  point2.4.28.
Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.1.190.
Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.4.46.
OJ L 110, 25.4.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.l.l45.
O J L 241, 25.8.1987  ; Bull. EC 7 / 8 - 1987, point 2.L.267.
OJ L ln,  1.7 .1985; Twentieth  General Report, point  737.
Point 652 of this Reoort.
Bull. EC 1.1-1987, point 2.1.X7.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.272.
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673. Parliament adopted a resolution on the future of nuclear energy on
8 April.l
Energy savings and rational use
674. On 18 May the Commission  sent the Council a communication entitled
'Towards a continuing policy for energy efficiency in the Community'.2
675. The Commission put a proposal to the Council on 14 September for
a Directive on information on the energy efficiency of buildings.3 On
13 November the Council asked the Commission to consider whether a rec-
ommendation  might not be more suitable than a Directive. a On the basis of
the Commission communication  referred to above,2 the Council also accepted
the importance  of improving the efficiency of electricity use.
576. Parliament adopted  a resolution on energy saving in buildings in March.5
577. The Commission  organized  a number of events to promote techniques
for saving and making more efficient use of energy and the speedier  introduction
of such rechniques.  These included a workshop in Luxembourg on third-party
financing of energy-sector  investmentr6  a conference in Berlin on energy saving
in industry 7 and a number of symposia on demonstration proiects receiving
Community funding.
New and renewable  energy sources
575. On 13 November  the Council established a common position on devel-
oping the exploitation of renewable energy sources, a on the basis of the
communication sent to it by the Commission together with a recommendation
to the Member States on 30 September.8
1  OJ C 725,11.5.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.1.147. 2  Point 652 of this Reoort. 3  oJ c zez,  e .rc.tgsi; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.1.797. a  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point2.7.257. 5  OJ C 99,13.4.198i;Bull. EC 3-1987,point2.4.9. 6  Bull. EC 10-1987. ooint2.7.209. 7  Bull. EC12-7987'.' 8  Point 553 of this Report.
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Supply Agency
679. As in previous  years, the Agency's main task was to ensure the Com-
munity's supply of nuclear fuels, concentrating,  in its observation  of markets,
on events which might affect future demand and plans or measures  which
might have an impact on supply. With the industry's help the Agency kept a
close watch on trade in nuclear fuels, making sure that it was not hampered
by restrictions which were unacceptable to the Community. There was a decline
in authorizations for re-transfer,  but this was more than offset by the rise in
swaps. The Agency advised the Commission in this connection and with regard
to action by the Community  uis-d-uis certain supplier countries to facilitate
this type of transaction.
680. The supply of natural uranium, and the provision of enrichment services
for Community users continued satisfactorily. Where natural uranium is con-
cerned, the Agency devoted most of its attention to concluding contracts for
spot purchases or swap transactions.  The Community continues, however,  to
obtain most of its supplies on the basis of long-term contracts. Few new long-
term contracts for enrichment services were concluded  in 1987 as electricity
companies' needs had largely been met. There was a continuing trend for spot
purchases, swaps and transactions on the secondary market in these two sectors.
581. Supplies of natural uranium seem reasonably  assured in the medium
term. There are sufficient available  resources and production  to satisfy long-
term demand provided political intervention does not disrupt the operation of
normal economic forces and the market develops in an orderly fashion. There
is a strong probability that the United States will implement a new system
allowing it to limit access to its internal market for uranium of foreign origin,
with the exception of Canadian uranium. The Chernobyl  accident has made it
more difficult to predict the growth of nuclear energy in the Community,  but
short-term and medium-term demand for uranium will not be significantly
affected. The same applies to enrichment services,  where capacity should match
or even exceed demand by the end of the century.
As regards other fuel-cycle services, demand will probably be outstripped
by processing capacity in the short and medium term. Manufacturing and
reprocessing services should be sufficient to meet demand.
682. As in previous years, there was little change on the primary market for
natural uranium  and enrichment services.  Consequently, only six medium /long-
term procurement contracts for uranium  and one long-term enrichment contract
21st GEN. REP. EC
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were concluded out of a tatal of 195 contfacts signed by the Agency in t987
(90 for uranium  procurement and 105 for the supply of enrichment services
and special fissile materials).
683. The Community depended on imports for about 70"/o of its supplies of
natural uranium. Of the eight external supplier countries,  none accounted for
more than 30% of total supplies.  Since the market was oversupplied, there was
a sluggish trend in pricesi ih. uu.t"g. price paid by electri-city producers for
,r"tui'i uranium uttd.. long-term contracts (accounting for some 90o/" of
supplies) is likely !o be the same as rn 1986 in current price terms, i.e. 31-.50
ECU per pound of U.O*. However, spot market prices_recovered,  rising from
USD 17.35 in Decem6ei 1-91Se to USD 18.20 in September 1987 per pound of
u:oa'
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Section  77
Safeguards
684. The tasks of the Euratom Safeguards Directorate are set out in Chap-
ter VII of the Euratom Treaty, which provides that 'the Commission shall
satisfy itself that, in the territories of Member States, ores, source materials
and special fissile materials are not diverted from their intended uses as declared
by the users'. The Commission  also makes a major contribution to the world
non-proliferation effort through close cooperation with the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
685. ln 1987 the Safeguards Direcrorare conducted physical and account-
ing checks on average stocks of some 123 tonnes of plutonium, 13 tonnes of
highly enriched uranium,  25 000 tonnes of low-enrichment uranium and
144 000 tonnes of natural uranium, depleted uranium, thorium and heavy
water. These materials were held in700 nuclear installations in the Community
and gave rise to some 335 000 operator entries concerning physical movements
and stocks. The checks also covered equipment subject to external commitments
under cooperation  agreements with non-member countries.
685. The visits by the Euratom safeguards inspectors  accounted for 9 750
man-days this year, including inspections, negotiations and travelling time. The
inspections carried out by the Safeguards  Directorate accounted for almost
6 700 man-days (6 100 in 1986r ).
687. Discussions on insfection matters of common concern were held with
the appropriate authorities in the community Member states, the united states,
Canada and Australia. After discussions with non-member  supplier countries
concerning exchanges of specific inspection obligation ('flag swaps'), many of
the existing cases were dealt with to the satisfaction of the parties concerned.
688. Relations with the IAEA continued to develop satisfactorily. The liaison
committees  referred to in Article 25 of the Protocol  to rhe Agreement of 5 April
19732 held several meetings. Negotiations  with regard to'facility attachmenti'3
continued.
I  Twentieth  General Report, poinr 753.
:  OJ L 57,22.2.1978; Eleventh  General Reportr point 405. r  Nineteenth  General Report, point 675. 
-
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689. After the entry into force of the facility attachment concerning a malor
plant for the fabrication of plutonium fuel elements in 1986, 1 considerable
"ffor, *",  invested in the practical implementation of the agreed safeguards
approach  and in solving the problems generally  encountered.  in the initial phases
o'f application of modJrn .o.t..ptt. After one year of application, the concept
."n t.  deemed to have proved its effectiveness,  but ways of reducing the cosf
of safeguards operations still have to be found. Priority continues to be accorded
to the implementation  of conclusive safeguards in- mixed installations,  i'e'
facilities dialing with both civil and military materials'
5g0. The Safeguards Directorate continued to help the IAEA to arrive at an
international so'iution to the problem of checking on unconfirmed movements
of materials (transit accounting). It also continued to test and bring into
operacion instruments  and advanced  inspection  methods and techniques  with,
where appropriate,  the cooperation  of the IAEA.
691. In the course of the year a number of anomalies or irregularities were
detected by the Directorate  and followed up rigorously  by additional inspection;
some of these are still being looked into.
Consultations were held with operators and Member  States concerning  the
'particular safeguard  provisions' that lay down the procedures  to be followed
ftr fulfilme.tt o? thieiobligations  in respect of safeguards.  They enabled such-
provisions to enter into foice in the case of a large-scale  enrichment  plant of
the centrifuge type.
Rapid growth in Europe's nuclear industry, increa-singuse of mixed oxide fuels
in iighiwater r.".tori and the commissironing  of dedicated.reprocessing.""q
fabri"cation  facilities have given the Directorate a significantly  heavier workload
- 
a development which is likely to persist in the years ahead'
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 755.
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Section 18
Nuclear safety
Main developments
692. Further steps were taken during the year to giue practical effect to the
measures initiated after the accident tbat befell tbe Chernobyl nuclear power
station in April 1986.1 These measures Luere announced by tbe Commission
in its ttuo outline communications,  one on the consequences of the Chernobyl
accident and the other on the deuelopment of community  measures for tile
application of chapter lll of Title Two of the Euratom Treaty ('Heaith and
safety').2
593. Parliament held two debates, the first on 8 April on the chernobyl
disaster and its consequences3  and the second on G July on nuclear 
"o"rgy;a eight resolutions concerning uarious aspects of nuclear safety were adopteT.
Radiation prctection
694. on 22 December the council, acting under Article 31 of the Eurarom
Treaty and following Commission  proposals  made on 27 January 5 and
15 June,6 adopted  a Regulation laying down the procedure  for determining
maximum  permitted levels of radioactive  contamination of foodstuffs and
feedingstuffs  in the event of a nuclear accident or any other case of radiological
emergency. T The Economic and social committee had delivered opinlons
on the two proposals in May 8 and June. 9 parliament  gave its opinion on
16 December.lo
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 7.59. 2  Twentieth  General Report, point762.
]  9J 9 725,1r.5.1987;  tiutt.'t^C  4-7987,  points 2.4.13 to 2.4.t5.
i  9.1..C 25, 14.9.1987:  Bull. EC tte-D57. point 2.4.16. t  Bulf. EC 1-1987,  ooint 2."1.727.
!  ol c tz+, z.z.tsbz;  Bult. EC S-t987, ooint 2.1.2o8.
'.  OJL377,30.72.7987;  Bull. EC tZ-tgiZ.
:  9J 9 \8o, 8.7 .1987; Bull. EC 5-7987 , point 2.4.39.
;  9J 9 232,37.8.7e87:  Bull. EC zn-edz, point  2.4.58. tu OJ C 13, 18.1.1988;  Bull. EC 12-1987.
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695. On a proposal from the Commission,l the Council also adopted on
22 Decembei " 
R.g.tl"tion 2 extending  for a further two years the conditions
governing imports of agricultural products originating in non-member countries
iollowini the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear power station.3 The original
-."ror"Jcontained in the Regulation  of 30 May t9864 had been extended  on
27 February L987 until 31 October. s The new Regulation  also amends the list
of exempted  products unfit for human consumption'
5g5. on 14 December2 the council adopted a Decision, proposed by the
Commission,6 or Community  arrangements for the early exchange of infor-
mation in the event of a radiological emergency.2
695a. As envisaged in its communication on the application-of Chapter-  III.of
the Euratom Treity,T the Commission  set up a standing conference  on health
and safety, the firsi meeting of which, from 5 to 7 October, dealt with the
provision'of  information  to lh. public and the media. s
697. The Commission continued to analyse the after-effects of the Chernobyl
accident, paying particular attention to the preliminary  assessment of the
radiologlcal  ion"r.qo.rr.es for the population oflhe Community  e and updating
its periJdical repoit on radioactivity  in the environment  so as to take account
of the informati,on  needs which arose after the accident'
the Council a report on mutual
the event of a nuilear accident.lo
699. on 21 December the council, acting on a proposal from the com-
mission,ll  adopted a Decisionl2 revising the multiannual research and training
prog."*-. for the European Atomic Ett.tgy Community in the field of radi-
1  Bull. EC 10-1987, point2.7.2l5;Bull.  EC 1l-1987'point2-l-259' 2  ol L 37t,30.12.'t987:  Bull. EC 12-1987. J  Twentieth  Ceneral  Report,  point 751. o  oiL r+g,31.5.'1986;  oJ l- z'ao, 1.10.1985;  Twentieth  General Report, point  585'
5  oj t- 58,28.2.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,poinr2.1.174. 6  0l c 160, 18.6.1987;  Bull. EC 4-1987, poim 2.1.148' 7  Tiventieth  Ceneral  Report, point762. 8  Boll. ECTo-1987,  point  2.1.95. e  Bull. EC3-1987,point2.1.112.
10 Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.1.207.
11 0J c 302, 12.11.1987i8d1.7/8-1987'  point  2.1.61.
12 Bull. EC12-L987.
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ation protection;l this relates chiefly to more thoroughgoing  treatment of
subjects which came to the fore after the Chernobyl  accident.
700. Acting under Article 37 of the Euratom Treaty, the Commission delivered
opinions on four plans to discharge radioactive effluents from nuclear instal-
lations.2
Plant safety
701. As envisaged in the communications rransmitted in 1986,3 the com-
mission sent the council on '1.4 April a report 4 on the implementation of the
Council resolution of 22 July 1975 on the technological problems of nuclear
safety.5
Radioactive waste
702 In implementation of its plan of action (1.980-92) in this field,6 the
Commission sent to the council, Parliament and the Economic and social
Committee on 31 July its second communication on the present situation and
prospects in the field of radioactive  waste management  inthe Community. T
lnternational action
703: on-a p,roposal from the commission,S  the council approved on
14 December  the conclusion by the community of the convention-of 26 sep-
tember 7986 on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident, g drawn up under
the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAn4;.to
704. - on 1,5 January the commission senr the council a draftDecision approv-
ing the conclusion of the IAEA convenrion on Assisrance  in the case- of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological  Emergency.  s
I  OJ L 83,25.3.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, points 357 and679.
'  9) !.flJ?.3r.t9_81;  _oJ L-189, 9.7.7987; BJll. EC 6-1e87, point 2.1.234; oJ L 228, 15.8.1986;  OJ L 238,
.  21.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.1.276. r  Twentieth  General Report, point762. a  Bull. EC 4-7987,point'2.1.150.
I  9J q 185, 14.8.1975;  Ninth General Report, point 302.
:  9J,.Cj1,_22.4.^1?!o;  Ol t sz, ze .z.tstO Fourieenth General Report, point  484. '  Bull. EC718-1987,  poinrs  2.1.5d and2.I.278. E  Bull. EC l-1987, point  2.1.128. Y  Bull. EC 12-1987. l0  Twentieth  General Report,  points 770 and970.
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Section  1.9
Culture 
1
705. On 9 November the Council and the Ministers for Cultural Affairs
m.eti.rg within the Council adopted a resolution on the promotion of trans-
lation Lf  i*po.r"nt works of European  culture, including contemporary
works.2
706. On L8 December the Commission sent the Council and Parliament a
communication  setting out general guidelines  for incorporation in a programme
..".tf.g the period tIgS tJ 1992 ind focusing on five-priorities:  creation of a
Europei' culiural area, promotion of the European audiov.isual industry' access
to c.rit,rral resources, tiaining for the cultural sector and dialogue with the rest
of the world.3
707. At the initiative of the Commission,  a committee of theatre experts was
set up in Brussels in January to identify and implement  measures  for promoting
,h. drrrop."n  theatr"e 
"nd, 
in particular,  to ..i"t. a theatre festival to be held
.orr.trr.'rrtly in several European cities, starting in 1988' a
708. At the end of March, to coincide with the events to celebrate  the
30th anniversary  of the signing of the Treaty of Rome, s a conference was
held in Florence entitled 'Th. ih"ttging Community: the cultural challenge -
culture, technology and the economy'.5 one of the main points to emerge was
that technology ;;d the economy aie in effect simply by-products  of culture.
709. In April the Commission  published its fourth noticeT calling for pro-
posals for irojects under its scheme to protect and conserve the Community's
architectu.al  heritage.S Twenty-two  projects have,been selected:9 the city
walls of Thessalonifi,  Greece (ihird century BC to fifteenth century AD); the
I  For audiovisual activities, see point 48 of this Report'
2  0f c 309,79.11.7987; Bull. EC 11-1987,  point  2.1.140.
3  Srpplement  4/87 -Bull. 
EC; Bull. EC 12-1987  ' a Buli. EC 1-1987.  point  2.1.74.
s  Bull. nC:-LSSZ, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.5.
6  Bull. EC 3-1987,  points  1.1.2 to 1.1.4.
' 
"oi'a;;,-iii.ib6i, ilri.'i;c?l-iis7,'point 2.1.85. Third notice: oJ ce7,25.4.7e86; rwentieth  Genetal
Reoort. ooint 777, 8  Of C l2is, tl.tz.9ee;  Twentieth  General Report' point  773.
e  Bull. EC 10-1987.  point 2.1.98.
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frescoes of the casa Romana, Farnesina, in Rome, Italy (first century BC);
Skellig Michael Monastery on Skellig Michael Island, Ireland (seventh  to twelfth
century); the monastery of sant Pere de Roda at El port de la Selva, spain
(tenth to eighteenth century); the chAteau de Bourglinster, Luxembourg, the
convent of the Knights of christ at Tomar, portugal, and a group of farms at
cressing Temple, v7itham, Essex, united Kingdom (all dating from the twelfth
to the eighteenth  century); Drimnagh castle in Dublin, Iieland (thirteenth
to seventeenth  century); Saint Peter's Church at Hilvarenbeek,  Netheflands
(fifteenth to seventeenth century); rhe sanctuary of the virgin of ihe Mountain
in- corfu, Greece (sixteenth century); the vitelli complex at citti di Castello,
Itlay (sixteenth and s_eventeenrh centuries); the park oi the chiteau d,Enghien,
Belgium (seventeenth century); rhe palacio de Nuevo Baztiln, spairi, the
Aggersborg half-timbered farm at, Lagstsr, Denmark, the royal s"li-orls "t Arc-et-Senans,  Doubs, France, the sawmill at Leidschendam, Netherlands,  the
Church of Saint Paulinus in Trier and schloss Nordkirchen in North-Riine
westphalia, Germany, and the 'l7hitchurch silk mill in Hampshire,  united
Kingdom (all-dating from the eighteenth  century); and the H'6tel solvay in
Brussels built by Horta,.the open cereal market at I'Isle-Jourdain,  Gers, France,
and the museum housed in the frigate Jylland at Ebeltolt, Denmark lail dating
from the nineteenth century).
710. The Commission played an active part in the artistic events surrounding
the designation of Amsterdam 1 as the third 'European City of culture'. 2 Aftei
Amsterdam, it will be the turn of Berlin in 1988,3 paris in l9g9 and Glasgow
in 1990.1
711. This year the commission  again sponsored a wide variety of cultural
activities, including  festivals,  training awards and events featuring music, ballet,
poetry and the fheatre.
712. on 10 July Parliamenr gave its opinion 4 on rhe commission communi-
c.atio.n "l  +. European dimension  with regard to books.s stressing rhe fact
that books have both an economic and a cultural function, Parliament called on
the Commission to take various measures for their protection and promotion.
I  Bull. EC 5-1,987.  point 2.1 .126.
i  O: C tSl, ZZ.e .tgSS; Nineteenth  General  Report , ooinr 707 . r  Bull. EC 11-1987, point 2.1.141.
i  9J C z+6,,t+s.tgiiz;Btll.  EC7/8-1987,  point 2.t.1.45. r  Nineteenth  General Report,point7}4.  '
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External relations
Section 1
Main developments
713. Tbe Community's  efforts in the area of multilateral relations were largely
deuoted to ensuring a satisfactory  outcorne to the initial phase of tbe Urugway
Round of muhilateral  trade negotiations. Tbere were also numerous deuelop-
lnents in the Community's bilateral relations with non-member countries.
714. A continuing dialogwe and intensiue negotiations  ruith the United States
made it possible iot only to settle the long-running  dispute ouer citrus and
pasta products but also to defuse potentially serious trade conflicts in other
-areas 
(maiZe/sorghum,  hormones)  and make progress on a third contentious
issue (Airbus). Neuertheless, the Community was still concerned about the
possibility  of the united States Congress  adopting protectionist trade legislation.
715. Although pleased by the Japanese Gouernment's efforts to stimulate  the
growth of imports and the first signs of tabat seerns to be a containment  of the
bommunity's deficit qtith J apan, the Comrnunity  continued to urge tbe J apanese
authorities to ta:ke further concrete action to make the Japanese rnarket more
open.
716. Real progress, howeuer,  was made in norrnalizing relations with East
European cauntries. Negotiations on either trade or cooperation agreements
took place with Hungary, Czechoslouakia  and Romania, and exploratory talks
were held tuitb othir countries. At the same time talks continued on the
establishment of formal relations u.tith the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance.
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717. On the basis of proposals made by the Commission, the Council adopted
the broad guidelines for industrial cooperation utith certain deueloping
countries in Latin America, Asia, the Gulf and the Mediterranean. lt also
adopted a number of important conclusions on the strengthening  of relations
and cooperation links betueen the Cornmunity and Latin America.
718. Negotiations took place with the Community's Mediterranean partners
on uays of maintaining their traditional export flows to the Comrnunity
following the recent enlargement and on the conclusions of a third generation
of financial protocols.
Following nurnerous  informal contracts and preliminary talks, the Community
entered into official negotiations witb the Gulf countries with a uietu to
concluding a cooperation agreement.
71,9. Spain and Portugal  became Contracting Parties to the third Lomi Con-
uention. Pending  tbe completion of the ratification  formalities,  the Protocol of
Accession of these two countries to the Convention entered. into force in the
mean time on 1 July.
In application of the cooperation policy set out in the Loml Conuention
between the Community  and 66 African, Caribbean and Pacific States, tbe
Commission  and tbe ACP partners Luent ahead actiuely with the implementation
of the national  and regional indicatiue progralnrnes.
A neu special progrdmme allocating 100 million ECU to the poorest and most
indebted countries of sub-Saharan Africa uas proposed by the Commission,
and approued by the Council on 9 Nouember. This aid is additional to Lomi
aid and is designed to help tbese countries to surmount the shortage of foreign
excbange and allow them to bring in rapidly the imports needed by their people
and by their economies.
720. The reform of food-aid policy and food-aid management,  decided in
L986, became operational  this year. The reform consolidates  and reinforces the
role of food aid as an instrument of deuelopment.
Tbe famine that has reappeared in Africa, notably in Ethiopia,  is potentially
as serious as that of 1954-85 and is threatening the liues of millions. The
Commission therefore decided to allocate Ethiopia particularly  large quantities
of food aid, includ.ing ouer 200 000 tonnes of cereals, and emergency aid of
70 million ECU to deal with the most critical logistical problems.
721.. The number of diplomatic missions accredited to the European Corn-
munities stood unchanged at 130 this year.
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Section 2
Commercial policy
lmplementing the common commercial policy
Commercial  policy instruments and import arrangements 
a
722. On 22 June the Council adopted a Commission  proposal l  for an
amendment to the Regulation of 23 July L984 on protection  against dumped
or subsidized  imports from countries not members of the European Economic
Community.  2 Ti. amended Reguladon 3 enables an anti-dumping duty to be
levied on products which would otherwise  have been exempt simply because
they were assembled in the Community.
723. In the course of the year anti-dumping duties were imposed  on a number
of imported products, including  electric motors from Yugoslavia; urea from
Czechoslovakia,  the German Democratic  Republic, Kuwait, Libya, Saudi Arab-
ia, the Soviet Union, Trinidad and Tobago and Yugoslavia; ferro-silico-calcium/
calcium silicide from Brazil; iron or steel sheet or plate from Mexico; ferro-
silicon from Brazll; and mercury from the Soviet Union.4 In other cases
investigations  or proceedings were terminated after the exporters had under-
taken to raise their prices. The products concerned  included paintbrushes from
China; outboard  motors from Japan; electric motors from Romania; and copper
sulphate  from Poland and the Soviet Union.4
724. In April the Commission  presented to the Council and to Parliament its
fourth annual report on Community anti-dumping  and anti-subsidy measures.5
It deals with the application  of the relevant Community rules 6 and GATT
codesT for the year 1985. European industry is making increasing use of such
provisions to defend itself against unfair trading practices.
OJ C 67, 14.3.1987  ; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.2.2.
OJ L 201, iO.7.1984t Eighteenth  General Report, point  621-
OJL 167,26.6.1987;  Bull. EC 6-1987, point2.2.2.
For further details  see monthly Bulletins for 7987.
Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.2.6; Seventeenth General  Report, point 533; Nineteenth General  Report, point
748; Twentieth  General Report, point 788.
OJ L 339, 3r.12.1979;  OJ L 2o1, 3o.7.7984; OJ L 167, 26.6.1987.
OJ L 71, 17.3.1980;  Thirteenth General  Report, points 494 and 495; Fourteenth  General Report,
point 556.
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725. The Commission introduced retrospective Community surveillance  of
imports of urea originating  in non-member  countries 1 and temporary prior
surveillance  of certain imports from Japan.2
726. In July the Commission for the first time proposed that Member States'
national quotas for State-trading countries should be replaced by a single
Community quota; the quotas in question are for nitrogenous  chemical fertili-
zers.
727. With a view to extending the common commercial policy in preparation
for the completion of the single market, the Commission  adopted a Decision  3
on22 July tightening up the procedures  whereby  Member States may be allowed
to take safeguard,  surveillance or protective measures under Article L15 of the
EEC Treaty.
Trade agreements
728. The Council authorized the extension or automatic  renewal for a further
year of a number of trade agreements between Member States and other
countries, the agreements in question not constituting an obstacle to the
implementation  of the common commercial policy. a
729. It also authorized the automatic  renewal or continuance in force of
certain friendship,  trade and navigation treaties and the like between  Member
States and other countries.5
Export credits
Arrangement on Guidelines for Officially Supported
Export Credits ('Consensus')
nA.  On 9 February the Council approved an OECD agreement5 between
Consensus participants 7 on measures to tighten discipline in the field of tied
aid credits. The implementing  Decision was adopted on 22 June. 
8
I  OJ L 42, 12.2.19871Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.2.5.
]  oJ l- 177,5.5.7987;  Bull. EC 5-1987,  points 2.2.4 and2.2.71..
'  Of L 238,21,.8.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987,point2.1.74.
1 oi L 9 5, 9.4.7987 ; o J L z0z, zl.z.tgsz ; o1 r zzz, 30.9.1997.
'  OJ L 11,1,,28.4.1987; Bull. EC 4-1987,point2.2.8. 6  B;ll. EC z-tgg7,  point 2.2.6. 7  Twelfrh General Report,  point 452; Sixteenth  General  Report, point 532; Seventeenth General  Report,
point 537; Eighteenth General Report, point 629; Nineteenth  General Report, point 753; Twentieth
-  General  Report,  point 794. E  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.4.
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731. Following the Council Decision of 9 February all the other OECD
countries also announced their approval of the terms of the agreement on tied
aid credits and reached an accord on new rules for mixed credits. I At its
November  meeting the OECD export credits group approved a new text of the
Consensus incorporating  all the technical amendments needed to take these
rules into account.2
Export credit insurance
732. On29 June the Commission sent the Counccil  a proposal for a Regulation
setting up a European export credit insurance facility (Eecifl to provide cover
for goodi or service export contracts  performed jointly by firms from two or
-or! M.mber States, .tttd.t a single iniurance policy subject to unified terms.3
Export promotion
733. Export promotion activities carried out in conjunction with agencies
from the Member States were directed chiefly at China, the first designated
'target market', where two sizeable operations were mounted. For the first time
+g &hibitors  representing  the telecommunications,  information  technology and
office automatibn industries in eight Member States got together to provide a
joint Community presence at an international  ttade fair: Telecomp  China
i982, *hi.h took place in Beijing in September. a A symposium on Europ_ean
investment in China, chaired bi lvtr M"t.tt.t, was held in December;s  it
provided an opporrunity for talks with the Chinese authorities  on the problems
encountered by European inyestors and ways of improving the situation. A
number of new investment projects presented by the Chinese delegation were
also discussed.
734. The Commission and the Confederation  of International Trading Houses
Associations (Citha) jointly organized two seminars' one in Athens and one in
Brussels, designed to.introduce  small businesses in Greece and Belgium to the
export opportunities provided by the trading houses.
735. The Commission  has continued and stepped up its efforts to promote
exports to the Japanese market through the training of young European
1  Bull. EC3-7987,point2.2.4. 2  Bull. EC 11.-1987  , point 2.2.3. 3  0J c 230,28.8.1.987; Bull. EC 5-1987,  point2.2.5. a  Bull. EC9-1987, point2.2.24. 5  Bull. F.c12-7987.
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executives in Japan, support for trade missions  and participation  in specialized
fairs, and dissemination of informarion  on the Japanese  market.
Individual sectors
Steell
External element of the 1987 steel plan
735. Since 1978, imports of steel products into the Community have been
subject either to special arrangements  or to a system of basic prices.2 Imports
into the 12-member Community totalled some 8.5 million ronnes in 1987, about
1 million tonnes down on the 1986 figures.3
737. In accordance with the directives given by the Council in December
7986,4 arrangements  were concluded for 1,987 with 12 supplier countries (south
Africa, Australia and Japan are no longer on the list), which undertook to
restrain their exports to the Community  in exchange for price concessions.5
The 7987 reference figures were rhe same as f.or 1986. Monitoring of the
arrangements during the year brought to light potential  overruns and a tendency
on the part of some countries towards undercutting; the sanction of an import
ban on certain products was applied for one partner country.
738. Imports of steel producs subject to basic prices - 
around 35% of the
total - 
increased by 1,0%.Imports from 'arrangement countries',  on the other
hand, were down by 70o/o f.rom 1985 levels. Provisional anti-dumping  duties
were imposed on imports from one supplier country, an undertaking on
quantities was reached with another country, and complaints  against four
suppliers  were investigated.
External element of the 1988 steel plan 5
739. On 8 December, on the basis of a Commission communication,T  the
Council confirmed I the 1'987 provisions in full, retaining  the reference tonnages
in the existing arrangements.  Negotiations  will be held with the same countries
Points 276 and 280 of this Report.
Twelfth General  Report.  ooint 953.
Twentieth  General Repori, point 798.
Twentieth  General Report. ooint 801.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  poinfz.1.35.
Point 280 of this Reoort.
Bull. EC 1,1-1987, p6int  2.7.47.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
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as this year. The introduction  on 1 January  1988 of the common Harmonized
System nomenclature will affect the subdivision  of products into categories.
Autonomous afrangements
740. The five Member States which have retained autonomous quotas for
State-trading  countries renewed them unchanged in June, by decision of the
Representatives  of the Governments of the Member States of the ECSC.1 As
before,2 the Commission authorized a number of temporary safeguard quo-
tas.3 In April Spain adopted  a general ECSC safeguard clause (i.e. not applicable
to'arrangement countries'),4 as a result of which bilateral negotiations  were
held to fix ceilings on imports from most of the supplier countries concerned.
Textiles
Bilateral agreements with non-member countries
741.. The 26 bilateral textile trade agreements  renegotiated in 19865 within
the framework of the Multifibre Arrangement 5 were applied de facto ftom
1 January 1987. These agreements generally functioned satisfactorily through-
out the year.
742. The Textile Committee  set up in 1,9787 assisted the Commission in the
management of the agreements  and helped with the preparation  of consultations
held during the year with various supplier  countries. 8 As a result of the
consultations  a number of new quantitative limits were introduced and other
management  problems were also resolved.
743. In the course of the year the GATT textiles surveillance body, meeting
in Geneva at regular intervals, reviewed most of the Community's  bilateral
agreements. The GATT Textiles Committee  also met in December.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  point 2.1.29.
Twentieth C"ni.'"I Report, point 802.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point  2.1.38,
Bull. EC 4-1987,  point2.7.32.
Twbntieth  General Report, point 804.
Oj L 341, 4.12.1986; Twentieth  General Report, points 815 to 817.
OJ L 365, 27.12.1978;  Twelfth General Report, point  454.
B;[. EC 2-7987,points2.2.7  and 2.2.8; Birll. Ee 3-1987,point2.2.6; Bull. EC 4-1987, pgints T2,? ^l! 2.2.10; Bulf. EC-5-1987,  points 2.2.7 and 2.2.8; Bull. EC 5-1987,  points-  2.2.5 and 2.2.6; Bull. EC
7 /8-1987 , points 2.2.9 to 2.2.74; Bull. EC 9-1987, points 2.2.7 and 2.2.8; Bull. EC 70-1987, point 2.2.12;
Bull. EC  1 l-7987, point 2.2.4.
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Arrangements with preferential  countries
744. The Commission  held consultations  with several of the countries with
which it has concluded administrative  cooperation  arrangemenrs,  1 to examine
issues arising from their management.
In the latter half of the year the Commission renewed the arrangement with
Malta for the period 1988-90. The negotiations  with Egypt led to the renewal
of the arrangement on cotton yarns for t987-89. Several consultations were
held with the Turkish Association of Exporters of Textile Producs, with a
view to the renewal of the textiles arrangement, and an agreed text was
initialled on 3 December.2 The Commission will communicate the results of the
negotiations with Egypt and Turkey to the Council for final approval.
Non-ferrous metals
745. The export arrangements  in force in 7987 3 for waste and scrap of certain
non-ferrous  metals were renewed for 7988.4 The arrangements, introduced by
the Council Regulation of 20 December 7969,5 impose quotas on exports of
copper. ash and waste and provide for the surveillance of exports of aluminium
and lead waste. There is also provision for Community safeguard  measures to
prevent exports of aluminium  and lead products leading to shortages on the
Community market.
1  Bull. EC 3-1987 , point 2.2.7; Bull. EC 4-1987 , poinr 2.2.11; BulL EC 5-1.987 , point 2.2.9; Bull. EC
7 /8-1987, point 2.2.15; Bull. EC 9-1987, point 2.2.s; Bull. EC 10-1987, point 2.2.i3; Buil. EC t1-7997,
points  2.2.5  and 2.2.6. 2  Bull. EC 12-1987. 3  OJ L 377,37.12.1985;  Twentieth  General Report, point 809.
1  oJ r- 377,30.72.t987;  Buil. EC L2-1987. ,  oJ L 324,27.12.1969.
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Section 3
Multilateral relations
New round of multilateral trade negotiations  in GATT
746. The initial phase of the new round of multilateral trade negotiations,
the Uruguay Round,l was virtually completed by the end of the year. Overall,
sustainJ piogt.rr has been made in the 74 negotiating groups set up by the
Group of Negotiations on Goods 2 and also in the Group of Negotiations on
Serviies,3 owittg ot the interest shown by numerous Contracting Parties and
the resulting submission of many ideas and proposals.
On the basis of the general principles established at the outset and the guidelines
that have emerged from the Council, the Community has contributed substan-
tially to the search for overall and sector-based  solutions by providing  sugges-
tions, information or comments.4 In line with the priority set in Punta del
Este, it accordingly made an offer in Geneva that was intended to benefit
the developing countries, concerning the liberalization of trade in tropical
products.5
In other areas the Community has made its position known. On tariffs, it
stressed the need to reduce tariff 'peaks' (customs duties well above the
average) 5 and achieve a better balance in the obligations of the Contracting
Parties.
747. On agriculture,  the Community took part in the work of _the negotiating
group, which completed its allomed task for the initial phase. T It submitted,
as did other countiies, a proposal which outlines the negotiating approach it
advocates.
748. With regard to the 'new issues' (trade in services, trade-related  aspects
of intellectual property rights and ttad,e-telated investment measures), the
Community played an active part in defining the scope of the negodations. It
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 810. 2  Bull. EC l-1987,  point 2.2.3. 3  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point2.2.4. a  Bull. EC 5-L987,point2.2.l. 5  Bull. EC6-1987,  point 2.2.1.; Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.2.8. 6  Bull. EC 70-7987.  point 2.2.3. 7  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.1.
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also stressed the need to adhere to the standstill and rollback commitments  in
order to ensure the success of the negotiations 1 and notified the surveillance
body of certain measures  taken by other participants which it considered  to be
in violation of the standstill  commitments.2
Economic relations between developing
and industrialized countries
749: Development and economic relations between developing and industrial-
ized countries were issues which formed the subject of a number of major
meetings and conferences in international forums. In GATT,3 the committee
on Trade and Development  devoted some time to discussing  the implications
of the uruguay Round a for the developing counrries. North-south issues
generally also figured prominen_tly  on rhe agendas of the ministerial  meeting
of the OECD council in Mays and the wesrern Economic summit held in
Venice in June.5
750. The debt issue dominated the sevenrh session of the United Nations
conference on Trade and Developmenr,7 which in July and August made an
important  contribution to the improvement of North-South ielations  and
achieved significant  results in this area. Particularly important  was the consen-
sus view of the world economic  situation that emerged for the first time at
such_a conference, based on the concept of co-responsibility established in
Seoul in 1985 at the annual meetings of the IMF and of the r7orld Bank.8 At
its 42nd annual session, the uN General Assembly also discussed the issues
dealt with by uncad, in particular the debt question.  e Far-reaching discussions
on the indebtedness of the developing countries and its effect on iheir growth
also took place at meetings of the uN Economic and social council,l0 aiwhich
the community spoke in favour of efforts to be deployed in the framework of
unctad vII and sffessed  the importance  of the uruguay Round a in the search
for a solution to this problem.
,  Brll. EC l-1Af 7,point2.2.2.
]  nutt. EC 10-1987;point 2.2.4. r  Point 888 of this Reoort. a  Points 746 to748 ofthis Reoort. 5  Point 895 of this Reoon. 6  Point752 of this Reiort. 7  Points 821 to 824 ofthis Reoort. E  Nineteenth  general Report,-points 152 and 154. e  Point 872 of this Repori. 1o Point 873 of this Report.
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The International  Conference on the relationship  between disarmament  and
development,l  which took place at UN headquarters  in August and September,
ended with an agreement rehecting the Community position in recognizing that
disarmament and development are two distinct processes and that development
progress cannot be left to await the mobilization of additional resources  through
disarmament.
The second session of the Unido General Conference, held in Bangkok from
9 to 73 November,2 reaffirmed this organization's key role in connection with
the industrial development  policy of the Third World countries and cooperation
with the more develbped countries  and also in the implementation of cooper-
ation programmes centred on markets and enterprises  and the mobilization  of
financial resources to resolve the debt problem.
751. On the initiative  of the UN Economic Commission for Africa, a Confer-
ence on economic recovery and accelerated development in Africa was held in
Abuia, Nigeria, in .|une,3' one year after the uN General Assembly's special
s,..rion oriRfri.".a"In t-h. course of the Conference, which took stock of the
economic situation in Africa, the recovery efforts undertaken  by the African
countries themselves and the support received from the international com-
munity, the Commission represeniative explained how Lom6 III5 was particu-
la4y suited to Africa's current critical needs and urged that the parties involved
seek realistic means of tackling the debt problem'
Western Economic Summit
752. The Western Economic Summit  was held in Venice from 8 to 10 June.6
The eight participants  adopted  statements on East-\Ufest relations, T terrorism, 
S
the Iriq-Iiar *"r and freedom of navigation in the Gulf,g a declaration on
economic and monetary cooperationrlO ind statements on AIDS11 and drugs.l2
Point 871 of this Report.
Point 825 of this Report.
Bull. EC 6-7987, point 2.2.31.
Twentieth  General Report, point  902.
Nineteenth General Report, point  714.
Bull. EC 6-1987, pointJl .2.7. to 7.2.10 and3.7  -I. ttt 3.7.39.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  points 1.2.3 and3.7.37.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  points 1.2.4. md 3.7.38.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  points 1.2.5. and3.7.39.
Bull.EC 6-7987, points  7.2.6. and 3.7.35.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  points 1.2.7 nd 3.7 .1. to 3.7.28.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  poinr 1.2.8.
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The discussions were concentrated  primarily on non-economic issues. However,
the Summit's principal outcome concerned  economic matters, in particular  the
coordination of economic policies (the Group of Seven and the-governors  of
the central banks were asked to improve the effectiveness of the ioordination
process),  the strengthening  of the multilateral trading sysrem in order ro combar
protectionism,  and consideration for the problems of the mosr heavily indebted
countries. This approach covers rhe areas on which the Community  had put
the main emphasis and had spoken with one voice.
Euro-Arab Dialogue
753. The Euro-Arab Dialogue re.mained in a srare of impasse all year owing
to political factors. As last year,1 the ad hoc 'trorka' giorp responsible foi
preparing for the sixth meeting of the General commimee, rhi highest body of
the Dialogue at ambassador  level, did not meet. The 'troikJ meeting at
ministerial  level, which should have restarted discussions halted nearly -two
years ago,2 could not take place. owing to political problems, the seven
working committees-none of which met-and n.r-.ron, specialist working
parties dealing with the economic and technical elemenrs of the Dialogue madl
no further progress. only one specialist working party, set up by the Committee
on Industrialization  to discuss refining and petiochemicali,  met in February.
By the middle of the year it had concluded  its work, with the help of two
consultancy firms, on the establishment  of an econometric modei for the
petrochemicals and refining industry.  3
Twentieth General Report, point  818.
Nineteenrh  General Repori,' point 795,
Nineteenth  Ceneral Report,  point  796.
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Section 4
Relations with industrialized countries
United States
754. Despite the bilateral agreement reached on 29 January I on the effects
of the Community's enlargement,2  relations with the United States continued
to be affected by the protectionist attitude of Congress, deriving from the
persistence of the US rrade deficit (Some USD 155 billion this year following
the USD L55 billion in 1985 and USD 148 billion in 1985).3 The Community
expressed concern on a number of occasions  both to the US Government  and
to Congress regarding the potential damage - 
to the multilatenl trading
system in general and Community exports to the United States in particular 3
- 
from the bills before the Senate and the House of Representatives  to amend
US trade legislation. It also renewed its protests and its warning of retaliatory
action in response to the adoption in the United States of unilateral restrictive
measures: the Council recalled the multilateral commitments entered into by
the United States, a while the Commission - 
in statements, letters to the US
authorities  and meetings between Mr De Clercq and the US Trade Representa-
tive, Mr Clayton Yeutter - 
expressed its concern over the possible adoption
by Congress of bills introducing restrictions in trade in textiles and footwear  5
and in general trade arrangements.5
For information  purposes and to act as a deterrent, the Commission published
in April 7 and again in December 8 an inventory  of numerous  US trade measures
of different kinds which constitute  barriers to or restrict Community exports.
755. Despit the continuing threat of adoption of new protectionist  measures
by the United States, bilateral negotiations  were undertaken  or continued to
resolve specific difficulties in a number of areas. Negotiators from che two
sides reached agreement on 7 August 9 on an arrangement in the dispute
OJ L 98, 10.4.1987;  Bull. EC 1-1987,  points 7.2.1 and'1.2.2.
Twentieth  General Report, points 819 and822.
Twentieth  General Report, point 819.
Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.2.10.
Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.2.9;Bull.EC7/8-1987,point2.2.76;  Bull. EC 9-1987,point2.2.1L.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.2.16; Bull. EC 9-1987 , point 2.2.12.
Bull. EC 4-1987 , point 2.2.14.
Bull. EC 1,2-1987.
O J L 27 5, 29.9.1987 ; Bull. EC 7 / 8 -1987,  point 2.2.17  .
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concerning Community refunds on exports of pasta products. 1 The compro-
mise arrangement forms an integral part of the Agreement of 10 August 19862
on Mediterranean  preferences,  citrus fruit and pasta 3 and entered into force
on 1 October; it provides for an initial 27.5% cut in the refund on exports of
Community pasta to the United States and the reintroduction of inward
processing arrangements 4 
- 
with equivalent compensation  - 
permitting 50%
of the exports concerned to be covered by IPT arrangements,  plus a mechanism
for reviewing and adjusting the refund.
755. At the request of the United States, which feels that its commercial
supremacy  in the industry is threatened by the success of the Airbus-Industrie
consortium, the GATT Committee on Trade in Civil Aircraft held a number
of formal and informal meetings  5 to seek a common interpretation of certain
provisions  of the Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft. The Community  and
the United States also conducted bilateral negotiations  on this issue.5
757. In July the delegations narrowed the gap between their views on the
incentives that are prohibited in connection with the sale or purchase of civil
aircraft but could not agree on production subsidies.  5 Following a meeting on
27 October  between Mr De Clercq, the Trade Ministers of the four Member
States concerned and Mr Yeutter, the two sides agreed on a programme of
negotiations that have been pursued vigorously since then.7
758. Other bilateral issues remain to be dealt with. The United States reacfed
sharply against the projected  implemenration  of the Council Directive of
31 December 19858 banning the use in the Community of hormones for
fattening purposes and hence, by extension, imports of animals or meat of
animals on which hormones had been used. The Directive comes into force on
1 January 1988 but will not affect meat exports from non-member  countries
to the Community market for ayear. Efforts to find a lasting solution to the
problem will continue  nexr year, notably through an examination of the
Directive's provisions in relation to the General Agreement  on Tariffs and
Trade. The United States is also opposed ro the Council Directive of
1
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8
OJ L 235, 27.8.7986i Twentieth  General Repon, point  819.
Twentieth  General Report, point 819; Bull. EC 2:7987,  point 2.2.9.
OJ L 62, 5.3.7987 ; Bull. EC 2-1987,  point 2.2.9.
OJ L 188, 20.7.1985;  Nineteenth General Reporr, point  179.
Bull. EC 3-7987,poim2.2.46;Bull.EC7/8-7987,point2.2.66; Bull. EC 10-1987,point2.2.76.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.2.66.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.1,6.
Ol L 382, 37.12.7985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 203; Twentieth  General Report, point 195.
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12 December 7972 on meat imports,l which was aimed at ensuring that
slaughterhouse health standards for imported fresh meat are in line with
Community legislation, and has asked for a panel to be set up under Article
XXIII of the General Agreement.  On the other hand, the United States was
told that it must repeal a discriminatory tax on imports of petroleum products
which was intended to help finance the cleaning up of hazardous waste, after
the GATT panel set up to examine the matter found in July that the tax was
incompatible  with the United States' international undertakings.
The ad ualorem nature of the customs user fee on merchandise  imports
introduced by the United States was judged incompatible  with GATT provisions
by a special working party set up at the request of the Community and
Canada.2 A GATT panel is still examining  the United States-Japan 
^greement on the prices of Japanese  semiconductor exports.3
759. The talks which Mr George Bush had with Mr Delors and Mr De Clercq,
during the US Vice-President's official visit to the Commission on 2 October, a
concerned salient international  issues (the importance of growth, particularly
for the indebted  countries, in improving the world trade situation)  and also
bilateral problems, notably in agriculture;  the Commission stressed the arduous
efforts being made to reform the CAP and called for comparable efforts on the
part of the United States. The Commission also confirmed the Community
position with regard to the protectionist  attitude of Congress and urged the
US authorities  to continue to resist it.
The annual ministerial meeting was held in Brussels on 12 December between
a Commission delegation headed by Mr Delors and a US ministerial team led
by Secretary of State Mr George  Shultz. s This provided an opportunity  to set
economic relations in the broader context of common interests  and to look for
ways and means, on this wider political front, of expanding or reinforcing
cooperation  between the US Administration  and the Commission, both bilater-
ally and multilaterally.
Japan
750. Structural change in the Japanese  economy, aimed at gearing economic
growth more to domestic demand and improving access for imports,  seemed
to gather pace during the year. The first signs appeared of a correction of
I  otL 302.3r.t2.1.972. 2  Pdint 89Oof  this Report. 3  Twentieth  General Repon, point 825. 4  Bull. EC 10-1987, point 2.2.14. 5  Bull. EClz-t987.-
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Japan's trade imbalances  both overall and with the Community. 1 Japan's trade
surplus with the Community  measured in yen stabilized, but at a high level,
while its surplus with the rest of the world shrank markedly. These two trends
point to some degree of deflection of Japanese exports to the Community
following  the changes in the yen/dollar/ECU  exchange rates.
This trend partly satisfies the wishes of the Community, which in discussions
with the Japanese  authorities has constantly stressed the need to improve the
working of the free trade system and hence Japan's duty - 
as one of the main
beneficiaries  of that system - 
to open up its market properly to products from
other countries and cease to rely on an export-based growth policy.
761. On the basis of Commission  communications,  the Council discussed in
March 2 and again in July 3 the trend of relations between the Community and
Japan. It confirmed the strategy adopted in March !9864 of restoring balanced
relations through the opening-up of the Japanese market and by means of
increased cooperation. It agreed that Japan should introduce  the sffuctural
reforms that are essential for integrating its economy more closely into,the
world economy,  and at the same time should base its economic growth more on
domestic  demand, increase imports of manufactures and liberalize  its financial
markets. The Commission  continued to step up its efforts to promote  Com-
munity exports to the Japanese market.5
762. In April Japan announced a package of measures to stimulate its econ-
omy, costing over USD 41 billion and intended to boost domestic demand and
growth.6 After being eroded by the yen's appreciation  against the dollar,
economic growth picked up and could exceed the official forecast of 3.5% in
the current financial year.
763. The bulk of the measures  adopted under the 1985 three-year action
programme for trade 7 have now been implemented,  although the effects fall
well short of what was expected.  As this leaves a number of major problems
still unresolved, the Community decided that its future action would be on a
sector-by-sector basis. The Japanese Government also announced  an excep-
tional government  procurement programme worth USD 1 billion, in connection
ilt-4
1  Bull. EC7/8-7987,  point2.2.2t. 2  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point2.2.1.1. r  Bull. EC7 18-7987. ooint 2.2.22. a  Twentieth Generil  Report, point  830. 5  Point 735 of this Repoit. 6 Bull. EC 4-1997 , poinr  2.2.17  . 7  Nineteenth  Geneial  Report, point 811.
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with which the Commission approached the Japanese authorities at various
times to ensure that there was no discrimination  against interested European
firms. 1.
754. The conclusions of the negotiations that the Commission conducted
with Japan under Article XXIV.6 of the General Agreement  following the
Community's enlargement, and the resultingtariff measures (rebinding),  were
approved by the Council on 23 November.2
765. On 13 October the GATT panel set up at the Community's request ro
look into taxes on alcoholic  beverages 3 published its report, a in which it
condemned  discriminatory practices by Japan (grading of whisky and brandy,
ad ualorem taxes and differential  taxarion of Japanese and imported spirits).
The GATT Council, meeting on 10 and 11 November,  adopted the report and
its recommendations.5
Participation by Communicy firms in major public works projects in Japan - the building of the new Kansai airport in particular - 
represents a test of
whether the Japanese authorities are really willing to open their markets to
European products,  services and techniques. The Commission was active both
in informing  European firms concerned by such projects  and in insisting  that
Japan pursue a policy of genuine openness.
756. Discussions were begun with Japan on opening up its market in the
motor manufacturing,  medical equipment and cosmetics industries  6 with prom-
ising but as yet inadequate results. Japan needs to implement  the concessions
agreed and to come forward with others. At the same time the Commission
took the first steps towards negotiations on other industries.7 A number of
rounds of consultations  were also held with the Japanese  authorities  to achieve
more satisfactory implementation  of the 1.986 agreement  on imports into Japan
of leather footwear and other leather products. 8
767. Industrial cooperation between  the Community and Japan was marked
by a sharp rise in bilateral investment and the organization  in Tokyo in
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point2.2.19.
Bull. EC 1.1-1987, point 2.2.9.
Twentieth  General Report, point 832.
Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.17 .
Bull. EC 17-7987,  point 2.2,1.0.
Bull. EC 2-1987 , point 2.2.1,1; Bull. EC 7 /8-1,987 , pornt  2.2.22.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987.  ooint 2.2.22.
Twentieth  General Report, point 832.
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December of the sixth industrial cooperation symposium,  co-chaired by
Mr Narjes.l The establishment in Tokyo of the EEC-Japan industrial cooper-
ation centre, with the two sides sharing the cost of providing further training
for European engineers and managers,  was the most concrete achievement in
this area of cooperation.
768. The annual round of financial consultations between the Commission
and the Japanese authorities was concerned mainly with the liberalization  of
Japanese  financial and capital markets and likely developments on this front
in-the Community in preparation for 1992.2 The Commission  called for
improved arrangements for financing imports of Community products  into
Japan. Mr De Clercq, who was in Tokyo for the first EEC-Japan conference
oflournalists in September,3 urged upon the Japanese  authorities  the need for
the financing  system to be improved in collaboration with the Bank of Japan.
Mr De Clercq made another trip to Japan in December  to meet the new Prime
Minister and leading members of his government.l In talks with them he
insisted that Japan should continue to open its market and make its trade more
balanced.  He announced  that the Community wanted to extend the trade talks
to cover other areas in 1988 in order to ensure that the GATT rulings on
alcoholic beverages were speedily incorporated into Japan's tax legislationa
and that European firms did not suffer discrimination  in tendering  for major
works in Japan.
Gountries of the European Free Trade Association
769. Relations between the Community and the EFTA countries5 centred on
the continuing implementation  of the guidelines laid down in the Luxembourg
Joint Declararion of 9 April '1984.6 Diplomatic  relations  were consolidated  by
ihe official opening  on 9 November of the Commission Delegation in Norway 7
and by the signing on 15 October of the headquarters agreement for a Com-
mission Delegation in Austria.8
Strengthened cooperation  and legislative moves in EFTA in parallel with those
being carried out by the Community to bring about a single internal  market
1  Bull. EC72-7987. 2  Bull. EC7/8-7987, ooint 2.2.20. 3  Bull. EC9-lg87,point  2.2.14. a  Point 890 of this Report. 5  Austria, Finland, Iceland,  Norway,  Sweden  and Switzerland. 6  Eiehteenth  General Report, point 552.
'  Bull, EC7/8-1987,poiir2.2.27;  Bull. EC 11-1987, poinr 2.2.15. 8  Bull. EC 70-7987,  point 2.2.22.
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resulted in further significant progress rowards establishing a dynamic, wider
European economic area. At the annual ministerial-level meeting, which was
held in Interlaken on 20 M"y, t Mr De clercq (for the community)  and the
EFTA ministers reviewed work in the various sectors before signing two
multilateral conventions (one on the single administrative document and the
other on common arrangements for goods in transit) 2 which will promote
transfrontier trade.
770. EEC-EFTA  cooperarion  also formed rhe subject of discussion  at numer-
ous meetings between Commission  and EFTA officials and during the visits to
the Commission by Mrs Gro Brundtland, Norway's Prime Minister, on
5 May,3  Mr Matthias Matthiesen, Iceland's Foreign Minister,  on
25 February,4 Mr Alois Mock, the Austrian ViceiChancellor, on 17 and 18
March, S Mr Robert Graf, Austria's Minister for Economic Affairs, on ?3
July,5 Mr Pertti Salolainen,  Finland's Minister for Foreign Trade, on27 July,7
Mr Franz Blankart, swiss State Secretary for External Economic Affairs, on 25
June,8 Mr Jean-Pascal Delamuraz, Swiss Federal Councillor, on !2 and 13
November9 and Dr Franz Yranitzky, the Austrian Chancellor, on 20
November.lo Progress in cooperation was also discussed during the official
visits paid by Mr De Clercq to Norway on 1 June,ll Sweden on 2 Julylz and
Austria on L5 and 15 October,l3 and in the annual ministerial-level consul-
tations. The joint committees  set up under the free trade agreements mer in
June (Austria, Finland, Iceland and Switzerland)1a and December (Finland,
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland).15
1
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Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.2.74.
Point 777 of this Reoort.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.2.15.
Bull. EC 2-1,987,ioint  2.2.12.
Bull. EC 3-1987,ioint 2.2.72.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.2.25.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  poinr 2.2.26.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.73.
Bull. EC ll-1987 , poinr  2.2.17  .
Bull. EC 71-1987,  point 2.2.14.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.72.
Bull. EC 7/8-1987,  point 2.2.28.
Bull. EC 70-1987,  point 2.222.
Bull. EC 6-1,987, point 2.2.70.
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State-trad  i ng cou ntries
Council for Mutuit Economic Assistance
771. The continuing  normalization and improvement of relations between the
Community and the CMEA member countries paved the way for progress in
bilateral negotiations and in the liberalization of trade under the existing
unilateral  arrangements.l The Commission and the CMEA Secretariat had
further talks in Geneva in March on establishing official relations  between  the
Community and the CMEA.2 A number of seminars and symposia  on subjects
connected with the Community's  relations with the CMEA and its member
countries were arranged during the year. The Commission  continued  explora-
tory talks with Poland 3 and Bulgaria and, on the basis of directives given by
the Council,4 entered into negotiations  with Romania,  Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia with a view to concluding trade and cooperation  agreements with the
first two countries and a trade agreement with the latter.s In addition, an
agreement on sheep and goat meat was signed with the German Democratic
Republic and a Soviet delegation had talks with the Commission to discuss
arrangements for establishing diplomatic  relations between the Soviet Union
and the Community.5
Poland
772. The 2 million ECU in aid earmarked  for the private farm sector in Poland
under the 1986 Community budget was allocated by the Commission  to two
projects -- the improvement  and expansion of a vocational training school in
Oswiecim (1.9 million ECU) and a study and training programme geared to
small and medium-sized farm holdings (0.1 million ECU). On 26 October the
Commission decided to grant 2 million ECU in emergency medical aid for the
purchase of medicines and small items of medical equipment, to be transported
by non-governmental  organizations and distributed  by the charity boards of
the Polish Church and by non-State  pharmacists.  T
1  OJ L 346, 8.12.1983; Seventeenth General Report,  point 531; OJ L 37, 2.2.7987;  Twentieth General
Report, point 722. 2  Buil. EC'3-1987.  ooint2.2.23. 3  Bull..EC 9-1987, point 2.2.25. a  Twentijjl General,Reporr,  points 845 to 847.
-  l'ornrs / / J, / /+ ano r r s of this Report. 6  Bull. EC 1-1987,  point 2.2,22; Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.38. 7  Bull. EC 10-1987.  ooint2.2.37.
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Romania
773. On the basis of the negotiating directives adopted by the Council on
15 December 1986,1 the Commission  held three negotiating sessions with the
Romanian authorities on establishing  a trade and commercial and economic
cooperation  agreement to replace the two existing agreements signed in 1980.2
The new agreement would apply to both industrial and agricultural products.
Czechoslovakia
774. Following the Council's  adoption in November L986 of directives for the
negotiation of an agreement on trade in industrial  products between the
Community and Czechoslovakia,3  an initial negotiating  meeting took place in
July and a second one was held in December.4
Hungary
775. The visit to the Commission on 11 February by the Deputy Prime
Minister of Hungary, Mr Jozsef Marjai, was the first official visit by a member
of the Hungarian Government to a Community institution. s Talks were
concerned mainly with the normalization of relations  between the Community
and Hungary and the prospects for negotiating a trade and commercial and
economic cooperation  agreement. These topics were also broached at meetings
held by Mr Delors and Mr De Clercq with Mr Jinos Kidir, General Secretary
of the Socialist Workers' Party, and Mr P6ter Vdrkonyi, Hungary's Foreign
Minister,  when they came on an official visit to Belgium.6
On27 April the Council adopted, on the basis of the recommendation presented
by the Commission in November  1986,7 negotiating directives  for a cooperation
agreement, on which three negotiating  sessions have already been held.8
Twentieth  General Report, point 845.
OJ L 352, 29.12.1980;  Fourteenth  General Report, point  705.
Twentieth  General Report, point  846.
Bull. EC 12-1987.
Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.2.20.
Bull. EC 11-1987,  point 2.2.34.
Twentieth  General Report, point  847.
Bull. EC 4-1987, point 2.2.28.
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Canada
775. Despite a flurry of bilateral difficulties at the beginning of the year
resulting, among other things, from Canada's application of countervailing
duties on imports of beef and pasta products from the Community 1 and high
tariffs on other products  (tea bags, asphaltum oil and books), relations between
the Community and Canada improved over rhe first half of the year. Before
the end of January, following a tribunal decision that the measures concerned
were invalid, the countervailing  duties on pasta were removed,2 while the high
tariffs were removed in February.
777. However,  a number of trade disagreements over (notably)  beef, a Canad-
ian decision taken in May changing the customs classification of pasta prod-
ucts,3 and the provincial liquor boards 1 could not be settled during the official
visit in May to the Commission by Ms Patricia Carney, Canada's Trade
Minister,4  nor in the half-yearly high-level consultations. 5 The Community
therefore  initiated the disputes settlement procedure under GATT, which in
September pronounced in favour of the Community  on the beef dispute.5  In
addition there is still disagreement  between the Community  and Canada over
fisheries.
778. Two cooperation agreements between the Community  and Canada, in
the fields of research on the health and environmental effects of radiation  and
the processing of complex sulphide minerals, were signed on 28 July.7 The
cooperation agreement between Euratom and Canada continued to operate
satisfactorily.  8
Austraf ia and New Zealand
Australia
779. The sixth round of ministerial  consultations between the Community
and Austrialia took place in Brussels from 8 to 12 October. e The Community
was represented by Mr Andriessen and Mr De Clercq, who had wide-ranging
Ill-4
I  Twentieth  General Report, point  894. z  Bull. EC l-1987, point 2.2.9. 3  Bull. EC 6-1987.ioinr2.2.9. a  Bull. Ec 5-1987.  point 2.2.10. 5  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.9; Bull. EC 11-7987, point 2.2.8. 6  Point 891 of thiiiteport. 7  Bull. EC7/8-7987, pbint 2.2.18. 6  Twentieth  General Report, point 383. v  Buf l. EC 10-1987 , poinr 2.2.19; Twentieth  General Report, point 898.
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discussions with Mr John Kerin, Australia's Minister for Primary Industry
and Energy, and Mr Michael Duffy, Minister for Trade Negotiations.  The
discussions  were concerned mainly with the general economic situation, pro-
gress and prospects in the new round of multilateral trade negotiations (notably
in the agricultural  sector), restructuring in industry and agriculture, and also
bilateral relations. Both sides expressed satisfaction with the contacts estab-
lished under the arrangement concluded in November 1986 on cooperation  in
science and technology I and were in favour of extending this cooperation  to
other sectors. In agriculture, a number of technical matters  were raised with
regard to beef, sheepmeat, wine and dairy products.
New Zealand
780. Mr Andriessen and Mr De Clercq met Mr Michael Moore, New Zea-
land's Overseas  Trade Minister, in Strasbourg on 13 October2 for talks on the
multilateral trade negotiations, with particular reference to agriculture,  the
functioning of GATT and the United States trade bill,3 and also on a number of
specifically  agricultural topics (butter, sheepmeat, the Community'hormones'
Directive, and so on). On 23 November  they had talks with the New Zealand
Agriculture Minister, Mr Colin Moyle, on the future of New Zealand's exports
of milk products and sheepmeat  in the light, notably, of the reforms undertaken
or planned for those sectors by the two parties and in the context of the
multilateral negotiations. 4
1  Twentieth  General Report, point 898. 2  Bufl. EC 10-1987. ooiit2.2.22. 3  Point 754 of this lteport. a  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point2.2.11.
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Section 5
Relations with Mediterranean, Asian and Latin
American countries
78L. On 22 June the Council approved  1 the principal guidelines put forward
by the Commission in its communication  on industrial cooperation with certain
developing countries in Latin America, Asia, the Gulf and the Mediterraneanz
aimed at extending the Community's  development  policies by means of an
approach  specifically geared to the needs of these countries, combining  financial
engineering,  joint ventures and on-the-job training. It was decided to set up a
joint programme on industrial cooperation with India, with particular reference
to cooperation on industrial standards,  telecommunications  and electronics,
and to have European and Brazilian consultants carry out joint studies to
identify opportunities for joint ventures between medium-sized companies in
Europe and Brazil.
Mediterranean cou ntries
The impact of enlargement
782. Protocols making economic and technical adjustments to the trade
arrangements under the cooperation  and association agreements following
enlargement 3 were signed with Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon,
Israel, Cyprus, Turkey and Yugoslavia.4 Their main aim is to ensure the
continua.tion of traditional agricultural  exports from the countries concerned
to the Community  in accordance with the Council statement  of 30 March
1985.3 These protocols, which also contain the technical provisions required
for their implementation  by Spain and Portugal, have already entered into force
or, in the case of some countries,  are due to enter into force at the beginning
of 1988. It was with regard to these protocols that the new procedure involving
Parliament's  assent was implemented  for the first time,5 in accordance with
1  Bull. EC6-1987,  points  2.2.14 and 3.6.1. 2  Twentieth Generll  Repon, point 936. r  Nineteenth  General Report,  point 831. a  Twentieth  General Report, point  848.
'  OJ C 281, 19.10.'19871Bull.  EC 9-1987,point2.2.15.
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Article 9 of the Single European Act, concerning external relations. I  The
pr"i".otr to be conci-uded with Syria sh_ould  be signed in the early patt of.the
n.* y."r. Negotiations  on protocols  with Malta and Morocco had not resulted
in agreement by the end of the Year.
Turkey
783. ln 1987 normalization of relations  between  the Community and Turkey
continued. On 14 April Turkey made formal application for membership of
the Community.2
Normalization found expression in the successful negotiation of a protocol  3-
to the EEC-Turkey Association Agreement4 consequent_ on the accession of
i;; 
"rrd 
Porr,rgal to the Comrngnity s and also in the conclusion of an
.i"no-i. proto.Jl.5 Moreover,  as part of the special measures agreed on in
1i50,, a contribution  of 10 million ECU *"t made towards  the financing  of a
geothermal  project in Anatolia,8 "n 
anti-malaria  campaign and the organ-
i"zation of a business  week in Turkey.9
Cyprus
7g4. Two protocols were adopted by council Decision on 21 December.8
The first, *ii.h  covers the implementation of the second stage of the 1973
Association Agreement,lO  provides for the establishment of a customs union
between the Commu"ity  ""d 
Cyprus to be completed in two phases. The second
protocol concerns the adaptation of the-Association  Agreement consequent  on
ih. u...r.ion of Spain 
"rrd 
Po.t,lgul to the Community' s
Malta
785. Negotiations continued  on trade relations  between  the Community and
Malta arrJ th. adaptation  of the Agreement'll
1  Twentieth  General Report, points 1 to 4; Supplement  2/86 - 
Bull' EC'
2  Bull. EC4-1987,  points 1.3.1 and7.3-2.
3  ol L 297,21.10.1987;  Bull. EC 9-1987,poim2.2.16.
o  oj c l'8i" tz.tz.l9ge;  Seventh  General Report, pornt 279'
5  Point 782 of this Report.
6  Bull. EC 5-1987,  Poinr' 2.2.16.
7  Fourteenth  General Report, point  649.
8  Bull. EC 12-1987. e  Bull. EC 71-1987,  point2-2-20.
r0 oI L 733,27.5.7973;oJL  174' 30.5.1981'
1l  Tiventieth  General Report' point  855.
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Yugoslavia
786. This year saw the negoriarion of protocols amending the 1980 EEC-
Yugoslavia cooperation Agreement. 1 The protocol establishing new trade
arrangements  and those adjusting the Agreement to take account of the
accessio_n of Spain and Portugal to the Community were initialled on
10 July 2 and approved on behalf of the community by council Decision on
21 December.3 As a result of these protocols, the concessions grant-ed to
Yugoslavia by the Community were improved.
787. The second financial prorocol,  which was initialled on 17 Junea and
approved on behalf of the Community by Council Decision on 21 December,3
provides for a substantial  increase in the amounr of EIB loans to 550 million
ECU, compared with 200 million ECU under the first protocol. s
788. The official visit paid by Mr Delors to Belgrade from 23 to 25 July
provided an opportunity to reaffirm the importance which the community
attaches to its relations with Yugoslavia.6 Wide-ranging  discussions were held
on the prospects for strengthening  economic and technical cooperation  in
science and technology, statistics and agricultural research, as well as the
possibility of extending cooperation to new areas such as environment,  tourism
and energy.
The Cooperation  Council met at ministerial level in Brussels  on 14 December.3
It indicated its approval of the above approach in a resolution on the future
of relations between the Community and Yugoslavia.
Maghreb (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia),
Mashreq (Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria) and lsrael
789. The year was marked by the establishment of protocols ro take account
of the consequences of enlargement 7 and by the renewal of the financial
protocols with Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Israel, which had
expired on 3L October \986. The financial protocols should enter inro force ar
!  91.!, lS!rn.5.1980;  Fourteenth  General Reporr, point  65d. /  Bull. EC7/8-1987, point 2.2.33. 3  Bull. EC tz-t997. 
-
4  Bull. EC6-7987,  point2.2.18. )  Fourteenth  General Report, point  556. 6  Bull. EC7/8-1997, ooiit 2.2.34. 7  Point 782 of this Rioort.
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the beginning of 1988, Parliament having endorsed them -under 
the assent
pro..d".rr..1 ih.  negoiiations on financial protocols with Morocco  and Syria
had not been completed by the end of the year.
The third financial protocols reflect the Council statement of 30 March 79852
in providing for cooper"tion to be concentrated on priority sectors for develop-
-*,  - 
in iarticulai agriculture  and industry -and 
on MediterraDean regional
.oop.r"tion. To this 
-end the Council adopted an overall package of 1' 6L8
rnittlon ECU 3 
- 
a 59o/" increase over rhe budget set for the previous protocols
G;;""4 generation)4 - 
16 be divided between grants from budget funds
515 milliJn ECU) and European Investment Bank loans (1 003 million ECU).
Table 17
Third fi nancial protocols
1 0I c 13, 18.1.1988;  Bull. EC 12'1987.
2  Nineteenth  General Report, point  831. 3  Bull. E C 3-7987,  point 2.2.14. o  ojLhT-,ti.l1.isn;  oJ L 356, 77.72.1982;  Sixteenth  General Report, point  689.
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7g0. At 31 December financing decisions had been taken for nearly all the
"iJ gr*t.a under the second financial protocols,4 accountingfor 960 million
Eaf;;;  94.60/o of the 1 015 million ECiJ available. In the case of Israel, which
;"d.; its protocol  is eligible only for EIB loans, funds were again found in the
-"--""iry  budget, as In previous years, for a few cooperation  schemes.
million ECU
Recipient  country
Budget  funds EIB  loans Total
Amounrs  |  7o increase Amoun;s  |  % increase Amounts  I 
o/o incrcase
Algeria
Morocco
Tunisia
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Israel
(Balance)
Total
56
l/3
93
200
38
20
36
27
58.7
52.45
+z,J
25
9
183  7r
151  67.77
131  67.9
249  66
63  70.n
53  55.8
63  57.5
110  71.8
238  58
324  52.8r
224  61.15
449  62.68
100  58.73
74  46
63  57.s
147  50.5
615 48 1 003  67 1 618 59305 exrsnNat-  RELATToNs
791. The fifth meeting of the EEC-Israel cooperation council and the third
meeting of the EEC-Tunisia Cooperation Council were held in Brussels on
27 lanuaryr and25 M^y2 respectively.  The EEC-Algeria cooperarion council
meeting in Brussels on 27 April3 was the first since the Agreement was signed
in 7975.4
792. , A meeting between  a European Parliament  delegation and a parliamen-
tary delegation from Algeria took place during the yeai.
793. visitors to the commission during 1987 included Mr Amin Gemayel,
President of Lebanon, 5 and Mr Abdellatif Filali, Morocco's Foreign Minister. 6
In return, Mr Delors paid an official visit to Morocco fromT to 11 October.T
Mr cheysson, Member of the commission with special responsibility for
Mediterranean policy, paid official visits to Lebanon, Tunisia,3 syria, 8 Israel 
g
and Jordan.lo
794. on 8 July King Hassan II presented  an application for Morocco's
accession to the community.6  The President of the council replied on
1 october,. pointing out that the community wished to continue  strengthening
and extending its cooperation with Morocco, in view of the special ,r"t.rr. oT
existing relations and joint interests.ll
795. The fisheries sector has become of considerable importance  in relations
between the community and Morocco because of the "i...*..rt, 
concluded
with Morocco by Spain and Portugal before rheir accesslon. Negotiations on
a fisheries agreement with the Community to replace the agreemen-ts with Spain
and Portugal had not proved successful by the ind of the !ear.
I  Bull. EC 7-1987.  ooint 2.2.14. 2  Buf l. fC S-1SSZ, point 2.2.21. r  Bull. EC 4-7987,-poinr 2.2.25.
:  OJ L 175, 7.7.1976;  Tenth General Reporr. point 509. r  Bull. EC 2:i987 , point 2.2.14. 6  Bull. p.czts-tsgj.  ooint 2.2.35. 7  Bull. EC t0-1987. point 2.2.30. 8  Bull. EC9-1987, piint 2.2.21. e  Bull. EC l0-1987,  point 2.2.31. ro Bull. ECTz-19s7.'
11 Bull. EC 9-1997, point 2.2.19.
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Countries of the Gulf and the Arabian Peninsula
795. Contacts between the Community and the countries of the Gulf Cooper-
ation Council (GCC) were stepped up this year. At the second joint meeting
between the Comrnunity and the GCC at ministerial level,l which was held
in Brussels on 23 June,2 the two sides reaffirmed their desire to conclude  a
cooperation  agreement and to improve trade. The Ministers of the Twelve and
the GCC countries met in New York in September  while attending the new
session of the UN General Assembly and confirmed this position.
As a result of the exploratory talks begun in 1986,3 on 23 November the
Council adopted directives for the Commission to negotiate a cooperation
agreement with the GCC countries.  a The negotiations  began on 7 December.
Yemen Arab Republic
797. The programme  of economic and development cooperation which was
started up following the first meeting of the EEC-Yemen Joint Cooperation
Committee 5 was continued  and extended.  5
Asia
South Asia
798. Under the cooperation agreements  with several South Asian countries
(Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka), the Commission continued to
implement cooperation  schemes in various fields: rural development, food aid,
trade promotion and scientific and industrial cooperation. The Commission
also applied the new compensation  system for loss of export earnings for the
least-developed  countries in the region (Bangladesh and Nepal)
799. Meetings of the Joint Commissions,  whose purpose is to examine  all
aspects of relations between the Community  and the partner countries, were
1  Nineteenth General Report, point  854. 2  Bull. EC 6-t987. ooint2.z.zo. I  Twentieth  General  Report,  point  865. a  Bull. EC 1l-1987. ooint 2.2.26. 5  Nineteenth  Geneiil Report, point  855. 6  Twentieth  General Report, point 869.
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held with India in January 1 and Sri Lanka in November.2 On the latter
occasion the Commission undertook to support the national reconstruction
programme.
800. At the first meeting of the EEC-India Industrial Cooperation \(orking
Party, which took place in New Delhi in March,3 a programme aimed at
promoting cooperation in specific economic areas was drawn. up; it was
ionfirmed in June, when Mr Vengala Rao, rhe Indian Minister for Industry,
paid an official visit to the Commission. a
801. In January Mr Sirajul Hossain Khan, the Bangladesh Minister for Fisher-
ies and Livestock, held discussions with Mr Cheysson concerning the new
pattern of bilateral cooperation between the Community and Bangladesh as
iegards rural development and inland fisheries.5
802. The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mr Muhammad Khan Junejo,
accompanied  by several members of his government, was received by Mr Delors
and Mr Cheysson on 13 April.5 This first-ever visit to the Commission  by a
Prime Minister of Pakistan highlighted the importance  Pakistan attaches to its
relations with the Community.
Association of South East Asian Nations
803. The year was spent implementing  the policy decisions  taken at the sixth
ministerial meeting between the EEC and Asean, held in lakarta in October
1986.7 'u7ith a view to promoring European investment in South-East  Asia the
Commission appointed  a high-level  investment adviser and prompted the set-
ting-up of joint investment committees in all the Asean capitals.
In this connection, at the fifth EEC-Asean industrial conference, which was
held in Bangkok from 30 November to 2 December,8 250 European and
Asean businessmen from the agricultural processing industry established  useful
contacts with a view to setting up trade and industrial cooperation  links.
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1  Bull. EC 1-7987,  ooint 2.2.17. 2  Bull. EC 11-1987.  ooint 2.2.29. 3  Bull. EC3-7987,'point2.2.21. a  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.22. 5  Bull. EC 7-1987,poinr  2.2.16. 6  Bull. EC 4-1987,  point 2.2.26. 7  Twentieth  General Report, point 877. 8  Bull. EC 71-7987,  point 2.2.28.
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804. The annual meeting of Asean Foreign
tant partners 1 was held in Singapore from
was represented  by Mr Leo Tindemans,
Mr Cheysson.
Ministers with their most impor-
18 to 20 June2 The Community
President of the Council. and
805. The seventh meeting of the EEC-Asean  Joint Cooperation Committee 3
was held in Jakarta from 30 April to 2May.a Both sides agreed to implement
new initiatives  concerning joint research  programmes and to instruct a working
party of trade experts to examine a number of bilateral trade questions. The
Joint Committee agreed on the need for fresh efforts to promote industrial
cooperation.
805. At the third plenary  session of the EEC-Asean  Business Council, held in
Brussels on 20 and 27 October, Community  and Asean representatives from
the private sector looked at the possibilities  of promoting trade and setting up
joint ventures.5
China
807. The excellent  relations between the Community and the People's Repub-
lic of China were confirmed at a number of meetings. The Joint Committee
met in Brussels in January5 and in Beijing in November.T The Community is
now China's second-largest trading partner and its main supplier of tech-
nology;8 its trade surplus with China, which had already fallen in 1985,
dropped very sharply this year.5 The Community continued to apply measures
in favour of China through the generalized  preferences  scheme, more flexible
import arrangements  and trade promotion.5
808. Cooperation activities between the Community and China were increased
and diversified. The main schemes concern  assistance in developing  China's
rural sector, science and technology,  energy and various aspects of training.6
Mr Song Jian, the Chairman of the State Scientific and Technological Com-
mission, visited Brussels in March. An agreement  was signed on the establish-
r  Australia, Canada, the Community,  Japan, New Zealand and the United States. I  Bulf . EC 6-1987,  ooint 2.2.21. 3  Twentieth Geniral Report, point 879. a  Bull. EC 5-1987.  ooint 2.2.22. 5  Bull. EC 10-1987,  poi nr 2.2.23. 6  Bull. EC 1-1987,  poim 2.2.24. 7  Bulf . EC 11-1987,  point 2.2.32. 8  Bull. EC 3-1987, point2.2.24.
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ment of a joint biotechnology  research centre in Beijing.l On 30 June Mr De
Clercq presented  diplomas 2 to the first group of Chinese students who had
complited their training at the EEC-China Business Management Centre.3 The
programme will continue to receive Community support.
809. Relations between the two sides were enhanced by meetings at ministerial
level. Mr De Clercq met the Chinese Deputy Minister for International  Econ-
omic Relations and Foreign Trade in Brussels in June, a Mr Mosar paid an
official visit to China,5 and in September a 'troika' meeting was held in New
York with the Chinese Foreign Minister.
Mr De Clercq was accompanied by European businessmen from the chemical
and pharmaceutical industries during his official visit to China from 26 March
to 3 April, when he signed the headquarters agreement for the opening of a
Commission Delegation in Beijing.6 In September,  for the first time in China,
there was a Community pavilion at a telecommunications  and data-processing
exhibition in Beijing. T In November  senior Commission  officials took part in
an information  seminar on the Community organized hy the Chinese authori-
ties,8 and in December  there was a symposium in Beijing on investment
conditions in China, at which concrete projects were examined.9 The Com-
munity delegation on that occasion was led by Mr Matutes, the Member of
the Commission with special responsibility  for credit, investments and financial
instruments, and small business  policy.
Korea
810. The fourth round of high-level  talks between the Commission and the
Republic of Korea took place in Brussels in April.l0
811. The Community had four main points of concern: continuing tariff and
non-tariff barriers making access to the Korean market difficult; the rapid
growth in exports of Korean footwear  articles to the Community;  problems
III-5
1  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.7.44. 2  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.26. 3  Eighteenth  General Report, point 709. a  Bull. EC 6-1987 , point 2.2.25. 5  Point 564 of this Reoort. 5  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.2.24. 7  Point  733 of this Reoort. 8  Bull. EC 11-1987. ooint2.2.33. e Bull. EC12-1987.'
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relating to shipbuilding; and, above all, the adoption by Korea of measures in
the intellectual property sphere that favour the United States but discriminate
against the Community.  A meeting was held in Seoul in November between
the Commission and the Korean authorities  1 with the aim of finding a solution
to the problems created by this discrimination. As it proved impossible to arrive
at a satisfactory  solution, the Council decided in December,2 on the basis of
a Commission proposal,3  to suspend the tariff preferences  accorded  to Korea
under the generalized  preferences system.
812. There is also still serious concern on the Community side about shipbuild-
ing, because the Korean Government  is holding back from participation  in the
international effort to restructure this industrv.
Latin America
8L3. This was a particularly  important year for the development of relations
between the Community and Latin America. As a follow-up to the Com-
mission's communication  in November 7986,4 on 22 June the Council and the
Representatives of the Governments of the Member  States adopted  a number of
conclusions  on the implementation  of an overall strategy aimed at strengthening
relations and cooperation  between the Community and Latin America in both
political  and economic fields. s This was a clear statement  of the Community's
desire to reorganize its efforts and harmonize its activities with those of the
Member  States in the areas of official development assistance,  support for
regional integration, trade promofion,  scientific and technical cooperation  and,
in particular, industrial cooperation.
814. There were several meetings at bilateral level. Mr Cheysson paid official
visits to Peru on 5 and 7 February, 5 Uruguay on 26 and 27 October 7 and
Argentina on 28 and 29 October. s The EEC-Mexico Joint Committee met in
Mexico City on '1.2 and 13 February.  e The EEC-Uruguay Joint Committee  met
1  Bull. EC 11-1987,  ooint 2.2.30. 2  olc  369.29."t2.1987:Bull.  EC t2-7987. 3  oj c :J4,12.12.1987;  Bull. EC 12:1997. a  Twentieth  General Report, point 887. 5  Bull. EC6-1987,poinis2.2j3  and 3.5.1. 6  Bull. EC 2-1987,ioint 2.2.79. 7  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.35. u  Bulf . EC 10-1987.  ooint 2.2.34. e  Bull. EC2-7987,  p-oint  2.2.18.
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in Montevideo  on 19 and 20 March 1 and the EEC-Brazil Joint Committee  met
in Brasilia from 3 to 5 November.2 High-level  consultations were held between
the Commission and Argentina  in Buenos Aires on 28 and 29 October.3
315. Latin America received various kinds of Community aid, mainly technical
and financial  assistance and food aid, and also cooperation in industrial, energy'
scientific and trade matters.
CentralAmerica
816. The third ministerial conference between the Community  and the
countries of Central America and the Contadora Group 4 was held in Guate-
mala City on 9 and 10 February.s A loint political declaration and a joint
economic communiqu6 were issued at the end of the conference.
817. The Cooperation  Agreement between the Community and the five
countries of the Central American Common Market and Panama 5 came into
force on 1 March. 7 The firsr meeting of the joint committee set up by this
Agreement was held in Brussels on L7 and 18 June.8 It resulted in priorities
being laid down for economic and trade cooperation  and development.
818. During his official visit to the Commission  on 2l May the President of
Costa Rica, Mr Oscar Arias Sinchez,  devoted most of his discussions  to his
peace plan for Central America and to an examination of the general situation
and th. prospects for cooperation between the Community and Central
America.9
Andean Group
819. The Cooperation Agreement  signed in 1983 between the Community
and the countriis of the Andean Grouplo entered into force on L February.ll
An Andean Group delegation paid its first official visit to the Commission  on
6 andT July to diicuss the new pattern for the Andean integration process and
the prospeits for cooperation  between the Community and the Group.12
1  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.2.22. 2  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point2.2.3l. 3  Bull. EC 70-7987,point 2.2.34. a  Nineteenth  General Report, point 869. 5  Bull. EC2-1987, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.3. 6  OJ L 172,3o.6.7986i Twentieth  General Report, point 889.
7  0J L 58,28.2.1987;  Bull. EC 2-7987, point 2.2.17.
u  Bull. EC 6-1987.  ooint2.2.24. e  Bull. EC 5-1987,  boint 2.2.23. r0 OJ L 153,8.6.1984i  Seventeenth  General Report, point 708.
11 Bull. Ec 1-1987,  point 2.2.19.
12 Bull. EC7 /8-1987,  point 2.2.37.
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Section 6
Development cooperation
Cooperation through the United Nations
Abuja Conference on econamic recovery and
accelerated development  in Africa
820. The Conference  at Abuja in Nigeria,l convened  on the initiative of the
UN Economic Commission for Africa in order to take stock of the current
economic  situation in Africa one year after the General Assembly's  special
session on Africa,2 endorsed the general guidelines adopted by the special
session, in particular the key role of the African countries in the search for
solutions to their own predicament and the implementation  of structural
reforms. The Conference ended with the adoption of the 'Abuja Sratemenr',
which mentioned a number of controversial  proposals made but was not
binding on the governments and institutions  represented,  which included the
Commission.
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
821. The seventh session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, in which the Community played an active part following lengthy
and detailed preparations,  took place in Geneva from 9 July to 3 August.3
822. The Commission was active in the preparations  for the Conference,4  in
respect of which the Council laid down guidelines for a Community position
in June.5
823. The Conference  may be considered a success: it adopted, by consensus,
a final document 3 containing  an assessment of economic  trends as well as
1  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.2.31. 2  Twentieth  General Report, poinr 902. r  Bull. EC7/8-7987. point 2.2.38. 4  Bull. EC 1-1987, p6int 2.2.25; Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.2.?3. 5  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.32.
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proposals for policies in four areas (resources for development, commodities,
ir"de and the Gast-developed  countries) and guidelines for the future.
The final document was welcomed by representatives  of the various negotiating
groups. It marked the first time for a number of years that a major North-
So,ltir meeting had ended in a general consensus on such a wide range of
issues. 1 One of the key features of the Conference  was the common assessment
of the world economic  situation,  which noted and defined many of the difficult-
ies, while af the same time assessing  the possibilities for appropriate policy
responses and setting up broad guidelines  for action. This part of the document
represents an overall approach on the issue of interdependence' recognizing on
thi one hand the essential role of the developing countries'  own domestic
policies in ensuring development and, on the other, the particular responsibility
of the industrialized  countries with regard to the world economic environment.
The developing  countries stressed the importance of market forces and the
need to improve the functioning of their public sector, while the industrialized
countries undertook to keep up their concerted efforts to eliminate  maior
structural imbalances. The final document of the Conference thus echoes in
many ways the Community's own objectives;2 it is also a significant point of
reference in the efforts to revitalize growth, development  and international
trade through intensified multilateral  cooperation.
824. During these negotiafions, the Trade and Development Board carried on
with its usual work. The 34th session of the Board, held from 5 to 15 October,
was dominated by discussions on how to give practical effect to the content of
the Unctad VII concluding document and by an examination  of the draft report
containing  Unctad's recommendations on interaction with other bodies.3 The
Board also reached agreement on the date, duration  and terms of reference of
the conference -to 
be held in Paris in 1990- to examine the new programme
of special action to help the least-developed  countries.  An extra session, held
on 20 November, provided an opportunity  to discuss  the operational report on
Unctad before it was transmitted to the Economic and Social Council. a
1  This was not the case at Unctad VI, held in Belgrade from 6 June to 3 July 1983:  Seventeenth General
Report,  point 756. z  Bull. EC-6-1987, poinr 2.2.32. 3  Bull. EC 10-1987,  ooint 2.2.39. 4  Points 873 to 876 of this Report.
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United Nations lndustrial Development Organization
825. The second session of the Unido General Conference was held in Bangkok
from 9 to 13 November.l This provided a first opportunity for the Member
States to comment on the policy approaches  and achievements  of Unido since
it became  a specialized agency.2 It reconfirmed  Unido's double role as a forum
for exchanges on the Third lTorld countries' industrial development policies
and cooperation with the more developed  countries, and as an agency for
identifying and implementing  cooperation  programmes related to markets and
industry. Three resolutions ----on Namibia, South Africa and the Palestinians-
were adopted. The developed countries and the Group of 77 reached agreement
on the more political aspects of the mobilization  of financial resources and the
external debt. The Community played an active role at the conference, in
particular contributing  declarations on its bilateral industrial cooperation and
its relations with Unido and on the organization's  own role.
826. Consultations -the 
role and importance of which had been reaffirmed
in 1985 3 
- 
also took place on specific industries  this year. A third round of
consultations  on the pharmaceuticals industry, organized in close cooperation
with the 'Vforld Health Organization in Madrid in October,4 centred on the
industrial use of medicinal plants in developing countries and international
cooperation to develop the pharmaceuticals industry.
World Food Programme
827. The Community, the third largest contributor to the 'WFP, provided
food products in 1987, plus funds to cover transport costs, arnounting in all to
93.8 million ECU, in the form of contributions  to regular programmes,  the
International Emergency Food Reserve and a food programme for refugees.
It also took part in the two meetings of the Committee on Food Aid Policies
and Programmes, which were held in Rome. s At its autumn meeting, the
Committee discussed  the Community's food programme and noted that follow-
ing its reform the Community's  food-aid policy 5 would henceforth function
1  Bull. EC 1.1.-1987, ooint 2.2.38. 2  Nineteenth Generil  Report, point 898; Twentieth  General Report, point  906.
3  Nineteenth General Report, point  900. a  Bull. EC 10-7987,point2.2.41. 5  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.2.35; Bull. EC 71-1987,  point 2.2.40. 6  OJ L 370,30.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  934.
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as a fully fledged development instrument wholly independent of the common
agricultural policy.
World Food Council
828. The Bureau of the \forld Food Council met in Brussels on 5 and
6 January.l There were detailed discussions with various Members of the
Commission on the problems affecting the agricultural economies of the devel-
oping countries and, in particular, the world food imbalances (agricultural
surpluses in certain countries, hunger and malnutrition in others) which are
the underlying  cause.
829. At its 13th ministerial  session, held in Beijing,2 the I(FC elected new
officers to serve for a period of two years; during this period the 'Western
countries will be represented by the Swedish Minister for Agriculture. The
principal world agricultural problems were discussed, with particular  emphasis
on those affecting the Third \forld, international trade in agricultural food
products and South-South relations.
Food and Agriculture  Organization  of the United Nations
830. In June the Community  participated  in the 91st meeting of the FAO
Council and in the work of the specialized  committees which met in Rome to
examine the world situation regarding agriculture and food with a yiew to
tackling the Third World's  serious food problems and improving their agricul-
tural economies and international trade in agricultural and food products.3
831. The Community  also took part in the FAO's biennial conference, held
in November, at which its Director-General  was elected for a third term.4 The
conference asked a working party to draw up proposals  on internal organization
and working methods in view of the precarious  financial situation following
the non-payment of the United States' financial contribution,  which accounted
for 25o/o of the budget.
I  Bull. EC 1-1987,  ooint 2.2.26. 2  Bull. EC6-1987,point2.2.36. 3  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point2.2.34. a  Bull. EC 11.-1987, point  2.2.39.
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General ized ta riff preferences
832. On 17 November and 3 December the Council adopted the various
regulations and the decision concerning the opening of the Community's
generalized preferences  for L988 concerning  agricultural, industrial and iron
and steel products, and also textiles, I proposals for which had been transmitted
in June2 and November.3 The Economic and Social Committee and Parliament
gave their opinions on 23 September  4 and 76 October 5 respectively.
833. Because of the difficulties encountered  in the transposition  of the existing
Customs  Cooperation  Council nomenclature into the Harmonized  Commodity
Description  and Coding System,5 the Community had to confine itself to
making adjustments in the industrial sector only where economic  reasons or
the application of more incisive differentiation criteria in respect of sensitive
products made them necessary. T In the context of the plan for completion of
the Community internal market by 1992, four preferential  ceilings for countries
that have recently become highly competitive were converted into zero-duty
fixed amounts rather than allocated quotas.
The reference basis for non-sensitive  products was updated and, except in some
cases, set at 5o/o of imports from outside the Community in 1985, thus including
for the first time import statistics for Spain and Portugal.
834. In the agricultural sector adiustments of the preferential offer were
cut down to the minimum, again because of the difficulties in transposing
nomenclature. Following the agreed reduction  in the Community customs duty
arising from the negotiations  conducted under Article XXIV.5 of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, the Community reduced the GSP rate in
respect of four products (avocados,  roasted nuts, grapefruit juice and cigars)
in order to restore, at least partially, their preferential margin. As a result of
GATT's unbinding of the rate of duty on sweet potatoes for animal consump-
tion and the introduction of zero-duty  quotas, the GSP preference is now
limited to sweet potatoes  for human consumption.  Lastly, an additional  product
was included in the special list for the least-developed  countries'
1  OJ L 350,12.12.19871 OJL367,28.12.1987i  Bull. EC 11.-1987,point2.2.42. I  Bull. EC 6-1987,  point  2.2.38. 3  Bull. EC 11-1987,  point2.2.4l. a  Bull. EC 9-7987, point 2.4.43. 5  oJ c 305,16.11.1987;  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.43. 6  Points  155 and 157 of this Reoort. 7  oJL373,37.72.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, points 91,3 and9l5.
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835. In the case of textiles, the structure of the scheme for products covered
by the Multifibre Arrangement  has been drastically  revised.  Preferential
amounts are no longer to be calculated on the GSP beneficiary's  performance,
but on the volume of Community imports of a given category. Differentiation
in respect of highly competitive suppliers having reached a certain level of
development  has been stepped up. The introduction of these changes, however,
will be staggered  over two years. A new non-ACP beneficiary, Burma,  has
been added to the list of least-developed countries. Because of South Korea's
discriminatory  practices towards the Community,l application of the 1988
GSP to that country was suspended.2
Commodities and world agreements
836. Portugal is currently completing the necessary formalities for its accession
to the International Agreement  on Jute and Jute Products, which was concluded
in 19823 and has been in force since 9 January 1984.4 .
The International Jute Council and the Committee  on Projects each held
two meetings.5  The International  Jute Organization is currently  engaged  in
promoting sales of jute products in Japan and is carrying out an industrial
research project and two agricultural research and development  projects. In
addition, the Organization has approved four further projects, concerning the
long-term supply of jute, improvements  in fibre quality and sales promotion.
Project financing comes chiefly from voluntary contributions by member
countries. Project implementation has been considerably slowed down by a
shortage of funds. The International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products was
formally approved by the Community on 23 November.6
837. The international  Cocoa Agreement  concluded in 19867 entered into
force provisionally  on 20 January.8  The Community  took all the necessary
steps for applying the Agreement.9
At its 32nd regular session, held in London in March, the International  Cocoa
Council adopted  rules concerning the functioning of the buffer stock.l0 Its entry
1  Point 811 of this Report. 2  Bull. EC12-1987.
:  OJ L 185,8.5.1983;  Sixteenth  General Report,point745. a  Eighteenth  General Report, potnt724. r  Bull. EC 4-1987.  ooint 2.2.37.
!  oJ L 337,27.1r.i987i  Bull. EC 1,r-1987,point2.2.24. /  Twentieth  General Report, point  919. u  Bull. EC 1-1,987,  point2.2.28.
'  OJ L 69, 12.3.1987;  Bull. EC l-1987 , point 2.2.27  .
f o  Bull. EC 4-1987.  ooint 2.2.29.
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into operation had been delayed owing to differing interpretations  of the
provisions introduced  in 1985. The Community position provided the basis for
the compromise reached.
The low level of prices justified massive intervention by the buffer stock, which
rapidly reached ils operational limit. Despite three meetings  of the Council,l
no agreement proved possible  on a revision of the intervention price range.
838. The second meetingz of the International Tropical Timber Council,
which took place in March at the Organization's new headquarters in Yokoha-
ma, Japan, concluded  with the adoption of an indicative work programme
for 1987-88.3  This concerned the start-up of three 'pre-projects' or studies
concerning market information, the forestry industry, and reafforestation and
forestry management, which were approved at the Council's third meeting in
November. a They will be part-financed by voluntary contributions from vari-
ous countries signatory to the Agreement.
83g. The fourth negotiating  session for a second International Natural Rubber
Agreement5  ended with agreement  on a text approved by all the participants.
The new Agreement provides in particular for automatic  readiustment of price
ranges on the basis of market trends.5 Pending the completion of the signin_g
anJ ratification procedures, the Council set up under the first Agreement  7
authorized  the buffer stock manager to sell off stocks as required in order to
finance administrative  expenditure during the interim period.
840. The sixth International  Tin Agreement, s which was due to expire on
30 June, was extended  for two years so as not to impede the legal proceedings
brought by bankers and brokers following the international  crisis into which
the tin market was plunged in 1985 9 and which has led to the cessation of
payements under the Agreement. As a result, the setting-up of an international
study group on tin has been adiourned.lo
1  Bull. EC7/8-1987,point2.2.42;  Bull. EC 9-1987,  point 2.2.29;Bdl.EC  12-1987.
2  Twentieth  General Report,point920. 3  Bull. EC4-1987, point2.2.30.
4  Bull. EC 17-1987,  point2.2.43.
5  Twentieth  General Report, point  921.
6  Bull. EC 9-1987, point2.2.3l. 7  Thirteenth  General Repon. point 513. s  Fifteenth  General Report, point 669 OJ L 342,3.72.1982;  Sixteenth  General Report, point 745.
9  Nineteenth General Report, point  923.
10 Twentieth  General Report, point  922.
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841. At the meeting of the Inernational Coffee Council held in London from
21 September to 5 October 1 it was agreed to reintroduce  the system of export
quotas (suspended  since 18 February 1985) from 5 October.2
On 30 September the Community lodged with the United Nations the instru-
ments of conclusion of the 1983 Agreement.3 The Council had adopted, on a
proposal from the Commission,4  a Decision on the conclusion of the Agreement
on behalf of the Community and a Regulation on the application of the system
of certificates of origin.5 On 5 October the Commission adopted a Regulation
establishing  the date of implementation  in the Community of this system.5
842. The United Nations conference on sugar, which took place on 10 and
11 September,T concluded negotiations  on a new International  Sugar Agree-
ment;8 the new Agreement is essentially administrative but will permit the
International Sugar Organization  to extend the scope of its statistical  activities
and studies to cover all types of sweeteners. The Commission  therefore trans-
mitted to the Council a proposal for a Decision on the signing and conclusion
of this Agreement on 25 November. e
Gampaign to combat AIDS
843. In July the Commission,  following the conclusions  adopted earlier by
the Council,lo approved the financing of a programme  to combat AIDS in the
ACP countries.ll The programme,  which will last for three years and have a
budget of 35 million ECU, will help to strengthen the public health services of
the recipient countries and provide technical, financial and scientific  assistance
to those countries which are implementing  national AIDS control programmes;
it will also promote coordination,  at Community  level, of bilateral aid oper-
ations. The programme is intended to provide an identifiable Community
contribution to international AIDS control efforts directed and coordinated  by
the'WHO special programme on AIDS.
III-5
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Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.44.
Bull. EC 6-7987,  poinr  2.2.40;BrlJl.  EC 10-1987, point 2.2.44.
Seventeenth  General Report,  point 732.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.41.
O J L 27 6, 29.9.1987  ; Bull. EC 9 -1987, point 2.2.28.
O J L 284, 7 .10.1987  ; Bull. EC 10-1987,  p oint 2.2.4 5.
Bulf . EC 9-7987, point 2.2.30.
OJL22,25.1.1985;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  721.
Bull. EC 71-1087,  point 2.2.45.
Bull. EC 5-19E7,  poinr  2.2.25.
Bull. EC 7 /8-1987,  point 2.2.51.
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Food aid
844. Under the new framework Regulation of.22December  19851 the Com-
mission was given powers to determine - 
on the basis of the funds approved-
by the budgetary authority - 
the overall quantities of food aid and the list of
pioducts .onceined.  Accordingly,  the Commission decided on 10 March to
irant th. following aid: 2 cereals - 
an initial instalment of.927 700 tonnes and
i second instalment of up to 232 300 tonnes; milk powde  maximum of
94 1,00 tonnes; butteroil - 
a 6x11ipum of n 300 tonnes; sugar - 
a maximum
of 11 000 tonnes; vegetable oil (seed oil and olive oil) - 
a maximum of
34 000 tonnes; and, for other products, quantities corresponding  to not more
than 279 500 tonnes of cereal equivalent. In addition, a special food-aid reserYe
corresponding to not more than 760 600 tonnes of cereal equivalent was set up
to cater for exceptional  needs.
845. The new framework Regulation  also makes the Commission responsible
for the execution of food-aid purchasing and transport operations' The Com-
mission therefore adopted on 8 July a Regulation laying down general rules
for the mobilization in the Community of products to be supplied as Community
food aid.3 In contrast to the situation existing under the previous arrange-
ments,4 the new rules give the Commission responsibility for supervising all
food-aid mobilizatiott 
"ttd 
d.liu.ry operations up to and including the handing-
over stage in the recipient country. In addition, the successful tenderer will in
future have to ".r.r-i 
responsibility up to the place of delivery specified  in the
agreement with the recipient country. Lastly, the Regulation  provides.for
nionitoring of food-aid operations from start to finish by undertakings duly
authorized by the Commission.
On 26 November the Commission  sent to the Council a revised version 5 of its
original proposal to amend the Regulation of 22December 1986.6 The proposal
incorporates  some amendments suggested by ParliamentT  -and is designed to
alter the provisions of the Regulation to take account of the new procedures
laid down by the Council  on 13 July concerning the different  types of committee
that may asiirt the Commission  in the exercise of its powers.8
1  OI L 370,3o.12.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point  934. z oi L E0,24.3.19E7; Bull. EC 3-1987,point2.2.28. 3 OJ L 204,25.7.7987;  Bull. EC 7/8-1987'poinr2.2.45:
4  ojt352,,14.12.1982t  Sixteenth  General Report' point  728.
5  Bull. EC 7l-1987, point 2.2.47.
6  Of C 309, 19.11.1987t  Bull. EC 10-1987,point2-2-46.
7  Oj C 345,2t.t2.t987; Bull. EC t"l-1987,point2.2.46.
8  Point 4 of this Report.
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846. By integrating food aid into the development  policies of the countries
concerned,  rhe 1986 Regulation  creates greater scope for triangular operations.
It also authorizes  operations where products are purchased  and allocated within
the same country, as long as they are used to assist specific population groups
(e.9. refugees).
Standard food - aid programme
847. A sizeable proportion of the aid decided upon by the Commissionl
under the Regulation  of 22 December 1986 is allocated ro individual countries
(direct aid) or to international  and non-governmental  organizations (indirect
aid), the remainder being set aside for emergency operations.  The breakdown
of food-aid allocations in 1987 at 31 December  is given in the table below.
848. Good harvests in Africa enabled the Commission to approve alternative
operations in place of food-aid deliveries, notably for chad, Mali and Senegal.
These countries were given the financial counterpart of the aid that they would
normally have received. Details of this financial aid, totalling 5.728 million
ECU (equivalent to 45 000 ronnes of cereals) are given in the table; the aid is
intended to develop the agricultural and food production potential of the
countries  concerned, contribute to their food security and so enable them to
improve their food self-sufficiency.  Further aid to the value of 3 070 million
ECU (equivalent to 20 000 tonnes of cereals) was granted under the 1985
programme
Cereals
Milk
powdcr Buttqoil Vegcable
oil Sugar
Other
products
Alternative
otrrcrations
(tonn6) (million ECU)
Africa
Indian and Pacific  Oceans
Caribbean
Mediterranean
Latin America
Asia
Total direct aid
Total indirect aid
Grand  total
382 100
nw
1 480
200 000
29 220
21s 000
5 980
500
950
6600
6 100
21 070
1.296
180
200
27M
800
10 800
5 150
100
3 150
11 000
22M
100
5 500
2900
5 128
854 800
350 800
41 300
50 890
15 976
862J
20 s00
11 080
2 300
8 700
8 400
19 500
5 128
215 600 92 790 24 601 31 580 11 000 27 9m 5 728
1  Point 844 ofthis Reoort.
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In spite of the good harvests,  the Commission  nevertheless had to draw from
the special reserve set aside for exceptional  shortages a total quantiry of
150 000 tonnes of cereal equivalent, to top up the aid already  given to Ethiopia,
Mozambique,  Angola and Bangladesh.
Emergency food aid
849. The definition of emergency
were laid down in the framework
at 31 December  was as follows:
Ethiopia (via RRC2 and NGOs)
Bangladesh
Laos
Malawi
Niger
Uganda
Kampuchea (WFP/Trocaire)
ICRC (Ethiopia)
food aid and the rules for its implementation
Council Regulation  of 1986;1 its allocation
50 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
25 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
20 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
13 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
5 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
5 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
14 000 tonnes cereals equivalent
1 500 tonnes vegetable oil
1.2 million ECU to buy legumes
Emergency aid
850. During the year the Commission  decided on emergency  aid'operations
toralling  44 058 300 ECU for disaster victims in the developing countries  and
other non-Community  countries. This sum consists of 22 573 000 ECU from
the European Development Fund for 30 ACP States and 2L 485 300 ECU
from the 1987 Community  budget which was used to finance emergency  aid
operations in 18 non-associated  countries and one ACP State (Ethiopia).
Substantial emergency aid was allocated from the European  Development Fund
for victims of drought and the civil war in Mozambique (5 550 000 ECU) and
in Ethiopia (5 000 m0 ECU) - 
the latter also received 5 million ECU under
Article 950 of the budget - 
the conflicts in Angola (L200 000 ECU), Sudan
(650 000 ECU), Suriname (340 000 ECU) and Uganda  (200 000 ECU), the
Point 844 of this Report.
Relief  and Rehabilitation  Commission.
1
2
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cyclones in Vanuatu (450 000 ECU) and Fiji (300 000 ECU) and torrential  rains
and flooding in Benin (250 000 ECU) and Jamaica (180 000 ECU). Emergency
medical programmes  were also financed in Uganda (350 000 ECU) and Burundi
(180 000 ECU) in order to stem the spread of AIDS and halt epidemics  such as
yellow fever in Mali (165 000 ECU), Mauritania  (100 000 ECU) and Guinea
(85 000 ECU).
During the year the Commission  continued 1 its support for the international
campaign against locusts and grasshoppers  in Africa by providing pesticides,
spraying  equipment and financing technical assistance and supplying small
planes for spraying.2 It adopted a number of emergency aid decisions covering
a total of 3 970.000 ECU for this campaign, this sum being in addition to the
residue of t :Ot 200 ECU from the rehabilitation and recovery plan and the
503 300 ECU committed in 1985 but allocated this year, so making a total of
5 874 500 ECU.
851. Decisions covering a total of.21485 300 ECU were also taken to assist
people stricken by disaster in other developing  countries including Ethiopia,
for example the victims of drought (India: 5 000 000 ECU) and civil conflict
(Lebanon:5  050 300 ECU). Emergency operations were also decided on follow-
ing torrential rainfall and flooding in Bangladesh  (500 000 ECU), Chile (250 000
ECU), Vietnam (200 000 ECU), South Africa (200 000 ECU) and Peru (150 000
ECU), an earthquake in Ecuador 3 1500 000 ECU) and a massive fire in China a
(500 000 ECU), a shortage of medicines  in Poland (2 000 000 ECU), a typhoon
in the Philippines (500 000 ECU) and an invasion of locusts in Morocco (670 000
ECU). Ethiopia, hard hit by drought, was given further aid of 5 million ECU.5
Emergency aid funds were used to provide food, medical equipment  and
assistance,  clothing, shelter, seeds and transport. The funds were administered
by the governments  concerned,  specialized international and non-governmental
organizations and the Commission.
Twentieth  General Report, point  935.
Bull. EC 2-7987 , point 2.2.29; Bill. EC 7 /8-7987 , point 2.2.47 .
Bull. EC 3-7987,  point 2.2.32.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.2.33.
Bull. EC 17-1987,  point  2.2.50.
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Industrial cooperation with non-associated
developing countries
852. On22 June the Council adopted  conclusions, based on a communication
from the Commission,  aimed at strengthening industrial  cooperation between
the Community  and the countries of Latin America, Asia, the Gulf and the
Mediterranean. 
1
Financial and technical cooperation with non-assocaated
developing  countries in Latin America and Asia
853. Of the funds available  under the 1987 programme of aid to non-associated
developing  countries in Latin America and Asia (a budget of t7+.8 million ECU
less overheads),75% was allocated for Asia and 25o/o for Latin America.
Including the carryover from the previous budget,2 total funds available for
the 7987 programme amount to 351.5 million ECU. In all, the programme
should cover about 30 projects of direct benefit to 16 developing countries and
three regional organizations. The funds may be committed in 7987 and 1988.
As in previous years,2 agricultural production in the broad sense or projects
connected with agriculture (research, protection and conservation  of crops)
have been the main beneficiaries.
On 11 November  the Commission  transmitted to the Council. and Parliament
the guidelines for 1988 3 and on 3 December  presented the report on the
implementation  of the 1985 programme.4
Cooperation through non-governmental  organizations
854. The funds earmarked for development cooperation through NGOs
amounted to 52 million ECU for the year. The whole amount had been
committed by September,  and an additional  appropriation  of 10 million ECU
was requested and granted. At 31 December  55.5 million ECU had been
committed for the co-financing  of 423 development projects in 99 countries in
Africa, Asia and Latin America.
1  Point 781 of this Report. 2  Twentieth  General Report, point  937. 3  0J c 323,3.12.1987;dull.  E^C ll-1987,point2.2.56. a  Bull. EC ll-1987, point 2.2.57 .
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Furtherrnore,  at the end of the year a total of 5.7 million ECU had been set
aside for operations aimed at making European public opinion more aware of
development issues. The funds available under budget Article 992, created in
1986,r for the people of Chile (2 million ECU) were also fully committed
during the year.
This year block grants reached their highest level since operations began. Fifty-
nine such grants were made, for a total of 5.8 million ECU, enabling 822 mini-
operations to be carried out.
I  Twentieth  General Report, point 938.
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Section 7
Relations with the African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries and the overseas countries and territories
lmplementation  of the ACP-EEC Convention
855. As the third Lom6 Convention  1 entered its second year,z the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers, meeting in Brussels on 14 and 15 M"y,3 reached agree-
ment on a protocol concerning the accession to the Convention of Spain and
Portugal.  a The protocol allows them a seven-year  transitional  period during
which they will accord industrial and agricultural goods, including tropical
products, from the ACP States the same treatment as those from the Ten. The
Council also decided to apply the protocol from 1 July, pending  its ratification. a
855. Financial and technical cooperation activities continued  throughout the
year. s Following the successful drafting of indicative programmes and simul-
taneous completion of the regional programming exercise,6  the commitment
rate picked up. Individual  projects are gradually being replaced by major
sectoral or broad-based'thematic' operations.
857. The Lom6 Convention is one channel for the Community's concern for
the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, reflected in a Commission communication
to the Council, plus a proposal for a decision, calling for a special programme
to help a number of highly indebted low-income countries in the region which
are engaged in serious attempts to restructure their economies. T This initiative
is a follow-up to the 'Western  Economic Summit at Venice in June,8 whose
conclusions  on development reflected  the views of the Community's representa-
tives. The communication calls on Member States to take coordinated action
to relieve these countries' debt burden and make available  new, quick-disbursing
resources. On 9 November  the Council approved a Commission proposal that
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Nineteenth  General Report, point  942.
Twentieth  General Repon, point  939.
Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.2.38.
O J L 17 2, 30.5.19  87 ; Bull. EC 6 -1987,  point 2.2.37  .
Twentieth  General Report, points 940 and 955.
Twentieth  General Report, point 941.
Bull. EC 9-1987. points 1.4.7 and 7.4.4.
Potnt752 of this Reoort.
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the Community itself should put in hand a 100 million ECU quick-disbursing
programme to supplement Lom6 III, using the 40 million F,CU left over from
ihe iarlier Conventions,  plus repayments by ACP States of special loans and
risk capital obtained from the EDF.I
Trade cooperation
858. The Spanish/Potuguese  accession protocol 2 allows access for certain
ACP fruit and vegetables on terms more generous than those specified in the
Convention  itself.3
859. The Commission continued4 to provide ACP States and OCTs with
financial assistance for trade promotion, including 2 030 000 ECU from the
sixrh EDF for measures to enable them to participate  effectively in international
trade fairs and follow up earlier successful promotional activities. The Com-
mission also provided  technical and financial support for a trade conference  in
Harare, Zimbabwe,  the first event of this type ever held in an ACP State.
Stabex
860. The Commission received 70 applications for transfers under Stabex, the
export earnings stabilization  scheme which continues under Lom6 III, in respect
of the trading year 1986. Under the Stabex rules laid down in the Convention,
28 of the applications were held inadmissible; the remaining 42 were processed
and gave rise to transfers totalling  278 451' 554 ECU.
The breakdown of the transfers by recipient country is shown in Table 18-
86L. On 9 February the Council adopted two Regulations, one establishing a
system of compensation  for loss of export earnings for least-developed  countries
not signatory to the Lom6 Convention  and the other laying down implementing
rules for the system. s Three of the intended beneficiaries submitted a total of
eight transfer applications  for rhe first year.
1  Bull. EC 1.1-1987, point2.2.36. 2  Nineteenth General Repott, points 728,729 and737
3  Point 855 of this Report. a  Twentieth  General Report, point  945. 5  0J L 43,13.2.1987;  Bull. EC 2-1987,point2.2.32.
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Oilcake
Palm-kernel  oil
Shea nuts
Cotton
Sesame seeds
Cotton
Cotton
Cloves
Wood
Cocoa  beans
Beans
Groundnuts
Groundnut oil
Cocoa beans
Groundnuts
Shrimps
Copra
Tea
Cotton
Tea
Cashew nuts and kernels
Copra
Cotton
Tea
Copra
Coconut oil
Palm products
Tea
Wood in the rough
Copra
Coconut oil
Groundnut products
Copra
Palm products
Groundnuts
Groundnut oil
Sesame seeds
Oilcake
Shea nuts
Coconut oil
Copra
Copra
TABLE  18
Amounr  of transfer {ECU)
Benin
Burkina Faso
Central African  Republic
Chad
Comoros
C6te d'Ivoire
Equatorial Guinea
Ethiopia
Gambia
Grenada
Guinea Bissau
Kiribati
Malawi
Mali
Mauritius
Mozambique
Papua New Guinea
Rwanda
Samoa
Senegal
Solomon  Islands
Sudan
Togo
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vanuatu
1 395 535
3 589 47r
2 690 995
1.782  61.3
364 879
1 681 896
12n6 377
29n [6
44 9s4 653
7 079 79s
6 344 738
3 330 728
1 328 737
377 379
2069 162
388 231
1 639 090
2 370 156
14 780 528
2950 299
1 055 009
299 093
6 216 147
3 627 855
7 s69 597
17 067 636
27 764 451
3 398 714
722 513
259 2tl
4 299 597
54 567 358
12328 729
6 657 167
3 n2 524
8 114 018
590 158
5 519 522
551 838
I x4 0t7
l02407
11.438  165
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Four of the applications were ruled inadmissible after appraisal; transfers
payable 1 on the remaining four toralled 6 228 876 ECU, broken down as shown
in the following  table.
Amount  of transfer (ECU)
fit-7
Bangladesh
Nepal
Yemen Arab Republic
4 389 100
1 228 004
232759
379 013
Sysmin
862. Two Sysmin applications were ruled admissible  in 1987 - 
one submitted
by Jamaica under Lom6 II, in respect of bauxite/alumina,  and the other by
Mauritania  under Lom6 III, in respect of iron ore.2
6 228 876
In connection with the Liberian
approval was granted f.or a 49.3
ore production unit. a
Prospecting  and technical assistance  operations for the mining sector financed
out of programmable  aid totalled 268 000 ECU.
Sugar Protocol
863. On 19 January the Council adopted a Regulation  concluding  two Agree-
ments, one with certain ACP States and one with India, in the form of exchanges
of letters on the guaranteed prices for cane sugar for the 1986/87 delivery
period. s The prices were set at 44.92 ECU/100 kg for unrefined sugar and
55.39 ECU/100 kg for white sugar.
On the administrative side the Commission,  after consulting the ACP States,
applied a Decision of 23 December  1985 reallocating  an additional 5 000 tonnes
application accepted at the end of 1986,3
million ECU scheme to rehabilitate an iron
1  Bull. EC7/8-1987.  poinr  2.2.54. 2  BuU. EC7/8-1987. boint 2.2.55. 3  Twentieth  General Report,  point 950. a Bull. EC 11-1987 . ooint 2.2.54.
'  oJ L 185, a.7.l9ii;Bull. EC'l-1987,  poinr 2.2.34
Jute
Tea
Hides  and skins
Coffee
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of sugar, Kenya's agreed quantity having been reduced by that amount in
accordance with Article 7(3) of the Protocol. I
Financial and technical cooperation
864. This year saw the completion of the programming exercise put in hand
in 1986.2 The first stage of the dialogue, involving the formulation  of reciprocal
undertakings proved most satisfactory.  Stage two, the implementation of these
undertakings, will be more demanding in terms of administrative  costs and the
need for skilful handling of coordination with other donors and improved
awareness on the part of all those involved in cooperation  activities. Financing
operations are now increasingly concerned with large-scale structured pro-
grammes,3 which include the provision of quick-disbursing aid for sectoral
import programmes.  As these bring an inflow of foreign exchange, they are
particularly helpful for a number of ACP States in getting the development
process under way again.4
The results to date are encouraging.  Less that two years after the entry into
force of Lom6III, 40% of. the money available under the indicative programmes
has already been committed, a significant improvement on the figure of 32"/o
for the same stage of Lom6 II. The bulk of this is Lom6 III money, with
L 500 million ECU committed from the sixth EDF since the Convention's  entry
into force on 1 May 1985; commitments  from the fifth EDF (Lom6II) are now
tailing off.
Regional cooperation
865. Most of the year was taken up with the programming of regional
cooperation appropriations. Negotiations  were conducted with each ACP'sub-
region', either through a regional organization or with representatives  of each
of the countries concerned.
t  OJ L 86,31.3.1986;  Nineteenth General Report, point 955. z  Twentiith  General Report, point  940. 3  Bull. EC7/8-19&7.  point 2.2.58. a  For details  of the special measures  to help certain highly indebted  low-income countries  of sub-Saharan
Africa,  see point  857 of this Report,
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TABLE  1,9
Lom6 I, II and III financing decisions (EDF and EIB 1) for ACP States, by sector'  at 31 December
Commitments
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 t986 19872 Total
million ECU million
ECU "/o
Deuelopment  of p roduction
Industrialization
of which: energy
Sysmin
Tourism
Rural production
Economic  inftastructure,  trans-
p o / t 4nd  c offimuni cati ons
Social d.euelopment
Education  and training
Health
'Water engineering, urban infra-
structure,  housing
Trade promotion
Emergency aid
Stabe*
Other
Total
312.2
237.6
(86.7')
0.2
74.4
84.8
117.5
22.2
/.J
87.8
8.4
24.5
138.0
1.0.7
690.6
329.9
(84.7)
(e5.0)
5.6
355.1
772.1
117.4
65.3
11.0
41..1
9.4
19.l
1.42.8
J.J
383.7
219.3
(116.1)
tr.6
1.52.8
N1.1
127.0
77.3
17.0
7.1
72.7
103.2
416.O
225.0
(76.2)
(3.0)
0.8
190.2
757.4
r01.7
JJ-I
18.0
28.6
15.9
32.8
50.4
6.1
421.6
259.9
(72.4)
(30.8)
3.5
1AA )
729.4
1.@.1
39.3
22.5
38.3
7.1
12.2
38.5
70.5
499.4
260.6
(78.6)
(91.0)
0.2
239.0
131.7
94.9
33./
20.8
40.4
9.5
JJ.  I
25r.4
25.5
147.9
434.3
(30.6)
(4e.3)
2.4
7n<',
425.7
159.9
64.5
J5./
41..7
27.5
22.3
278.5
19.3
3 871,.4
7 966.6
/{45 1\
(26e.r)
23.9
I 880.9
7 286.2
818.5
357.4
150.5
310.6
78.9
156.7
1 002.8
83.1
53.1
26.9
(7.s\
(3.7)
0.3
25.9
17.6
L1.3
4.9
2.1
4.3
1.1
L.L
13.7
1.1
696.1 094.7 892.4 774.3 7N.5 045.5 069.7 7 297.6 100.0
1 For EIB operations, see the Bank's  annual repon.
z Estimates.
866. As a result of the negotiations, it was agreed that in $fest Africa the
Commission's main contribution  would be in the fields of deserdfication
control and transport. In central Africa the emphasis will be on transport and
communications, rural development,  and the exploitation of forestry and fishery
resources. Operations in East Africa, a less homogeneous  region, will be carried
out on a pragmatic basis in the light of the priorities or of practical opportunities
for joint action. Important  areas of activity identified by the Commission
through individual bilateral contacts are the transport corridor and control of
desertification.  Almost a third of the available finance was committed in t987.
In the case of southern Africa, approximately  48o/' of the allocation has
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been committed for transport  and other projects under the Memorandum of
Understanding signed by the Commission and the Southern Africa Development
Coordination Conference  in January L985.1 A similar memorandum concluded
between the Commission and Caribbean regional organizations places the
emphasis on tourism and trade (which together account for 35o/" of the
allocation), transport and communications  (30%) and agriculture and fisheries
(20"/o). The large sums outstanding from the Lom6 II regional cooperation
budget covered commitments. The Commission has likewise reached agreement
with the Indian Ocean Commission on a programme  broadly centred on inter-
island cooperation and the sea. With the aid of technical assistance supplied
under Lom6 II, preparations  for the planned operations continued.  As regards
the ACP States of the Pacific subregion, the Commission  and the South Pacific
Bureau for Economic Cooperation (SPEC), in accordance with a protocol
signed in March 1986, will be concentrating on natural resources and on
transport and communications.2  Agreement was reached on technical  assist-
ance for the SPEC to speed up the preparation of programmes.
Institutional  relations
867. Following a preparatory meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of
Ambassadors, the ACP-EEC  Council of Ministers  held its annual meeting in
Brussels on 14 and 15 M"y,3 when agreement was reached on the terms on
which Spain and Portugal would accede to Lom6 III. a Ministers discussed the
situation in southern Africa, with the ACP side pressing the Community  to
isolate South Africa completely, notably by means of tougher sanctions, and
calling for a ministerial meeting later in the year. The ACP States also called
on the Community to play an active, positive role in international negotiations
on commodities, particularly  in connection with the coffee 5 and cocoa  5
agreements.  The Community's  assurances on this score were reflected in its
position at the coffee negotiations in October. Also on the agenda in May were.
the Uruguay RoundT and other trade issues, including the Commission's
proposal f.or a tax on oils and fats, 8 and matters relating to the implementation
of Lom6 III.
1  Twentieth  General Report, point  957. 2  Twentieth  General Reion, loint 941. 3  Bull. EC 5-7987, point  2.2.38. a  Point 855 of this Report. 5  Point 841 of this Repon. 6  Point 837 of rhis Report. 7  Point 746 of this Report. 8  Points 546, 550 and 564 of this Report.
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868. The ACP-EEC  Joint Assembly held two sessions, the first at Arusha,
Tanzania, in Februaryl and the second in Lisbon in September/October.2
Proceedings were dominated by the finalization  and adoption  of the Assembly's
annual general report, which this year dealt with regional cooperation  between
ACP States under the Lom6 Convention. The Assembly  adopted by a large
majority a resolution on southern Africa calling for increased pressure on South
Africa and an ACP-EEC ministerial  conference on the subject. Resolutions were
also adopted on ACP debt and commodities,  two issues of importance to the
ACP countries.
The working parties on rural development, women and population in the
development  process and the debt problems of ACP countries passed resolutions
recommending guidelines for policies in those fields.l New working parties
were set up to deal with commodities,  refugees, technology  and training, and
health. The Joint Assembly  also discussed  the outcome of a fact-finding mission
to the Netherlands and Suriname, and human rights issues.2
Overseas countries and territories
869. Under the Council Decision of 30 June 7986 on the association of
the overseas countries and territories (OCTs) with the Community,3  work
continued on the programming of EDF resources for the period 7986-90.
Allocations of 6.625 million ECU and 19.875 million ECU respectively from
the sixth EDF went to Aruba and the Netherlands Antilles under indicative
programmes, plus a further 4.1 million ECU to finance regional projects.
In the case of the British and French OCTs allocated  a total of 10.5 million
ECU and 25.5 million ECU respectively, programming tirok the form of
apportionment of these sums between  the numerous OCTs concerned in Lon-
don and Paris; the results of this exercise were sent to the Commission,  which
could then proceed to discuss project identification jointly with the authorities
of each individual OCT. In addition, 1.475 million ECU is available for British
OCTs and 4.I million ECU for French OCTs for regional proiects.
Implementation  of projects financed under earlier EDFs continued.
Bull. EC 2-1987,  point2.2.36.
nutt. nC 9'19E7', point 2,2,11.'.
OJ L 17 5, 7.7.1986;  Twentieth  General Report, point 943.
1
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870. Two OCTs submitted transfer applications under the export earnings
stabilization  scheme established by the Decision on the association of OCTs
with the Community. Both were admissible,  but the amounts  involved were well
in excess ofthe allocation  for the 1986 application year, and the applications are
therefore pending.
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Section 8
International organizations  and conferences
United Nations
Conference on Disarmament and Development
871. The Community had observer status at the International Conference
on the Relationship  between Disarmament  and Development held at UN
headquarters in New York from 22 August to 11 September,  in which all the
Member States took part. 1 In the absence of the United States, the Community
Member  States acted as chief spokesmen for the developed  world and contrib-
uted substantially to the establishment of the final consensus. 
i
During the proceedings, the Community urged the importance of regional  i
political  and economic integration in the search for peace. The final document
recognizes that disarmament  and development are distinct processes and that
the pursuit of development cannot wait for the release of resources from
disarmament.
GeneralAssembly
Forty-second  session
872. The 42nd session of the General Assembly, which opened on 22 Sep- 
l
tember,2 dealt with a wide range of topics.3 The main political issues debated
were East-West relations, the talks in Geneva on eliminating intermediate-range
nuclear missiles, the lran-Iraq war, the Central American  peace plan a and the
summoning of an international conference  on peace in the Middle East. Other
topics discussed were the problems  of apartheid and Namibia, disarmament,
1  Bull. EC9-1987,point2.2.45. 2  Bull. EC 9-7987,  point 2.2.44. 3  Bul. EC 11-19E7,-point  2.2.67 . a  Point 818 of this Report.
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the convening of an international  conference on terrorism,  condemnation  of
the invasion of Afghanistan  and the lfestern Sahara question.
In the economic sphere, resolutions  were adopted 1 on the matters dealt with
at Unctad VII,2 notably debt and the preparation of the second conference on
the least-developed countries, due to be held in 1990. The Assembly also
considered  the Sicretary-General's  report on the implementation of the United
Nations programme of action for African economic recovery and develop-
mentl 3 ii adopted a resolution on the continuation of the programme  and on
the preparation of an interim report for the next session. A major debate was
held on environmental  issues: resolutions were adopted on a number of subiects,
including the prospects  for the year 2000 and beyond and also the Brundtland
Commission report on development and the environment.4 In contrast to last
year,s the questions of the United Nations' financial crisis and its reorgan-
ization r..-id to have been pushed into the background.  Speaking  on behalf
of the Community, Mr Uffe Ellemann-Jensen,  President of the Council,  stressed
the theme of inderdependence both in his references to the solutions needed
for international political difficulties and in his remarks on economic matters.6
Economic  and Social Council
873. The Economic and Social Council held the first of the year's regular
sessions in New York from 4 to 29 M^y.7 The agenda included economic
issues and a review of the organization's  structure  and activities.  On economic
matters, Ecosoc adopted reports from its Statistical Commission, Committee
on Natural Resources,  and Commission on Transnational  Corporations. For
the Community, the main subjects of interest among those discussed  were
racism, drugs, women's status (on all of which resolutions were adopted
without a vote) and human rights.
874. The second regular session was held in Geneva ftom 23 June to
9 July. s The UN Secretary-General  addressed the session to appeal for greater
coordination between  the work of Ecosoc and the General Assembly. He also
t  Bull. EC 1l-1987, point 2.2.67. z  Point 823 of this Report. 3  Twentieth  General Report, point  902. a  Point 878 ofthis Report. 5  Twentieth  General Report, point  963.
6  Bull. EC9-1,987, point 3.4.1. 7  Bull. EC 5-1987,  ioinr 2.2.41. 8  Bull. EC 6-1987, point 2.2.55.
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called for an attempt to be made to strike a better balance between the
requirements  of monitoring the full range of social and economic activities and
the urgent need to look more closely at priority  issues. The main subject of the
general debate was the world economic situation, with particular  reference to
its repercussions  on Third S7orld indebtedness.  Both the Council  Presidency
and the Commission  emphasized  the importance of the matters dealt with at
Unctad VII l and the new round of multilateral  trade negotiations.2
Resolutions were adopted on the reverse  transfer of resources from developing
to developed countries, measures adopted by the United Nations and the
operational activities of the UN system, the industrial  development  decade in
Africa and agricultural and food questions, including the target for the'Vforld
Food Programme, set at USD L 400 million for 1989-90.
875. At the final session, which was held on l  October,3  the Secretary-
General of Unctad reported on Unctad VII and its results, which were regarded
as encouraging for development, growth and international trade.
876. At its 42nd annual session, held in Geneva from 31 March to 10 April,a
the Economic Commission  for Europe took a substantial  number of decisions
on environmental  matters, transport, trade and energy. The decisions  in these
and other matters,  relating more specifically to East-West cooperation, were
taken in a working atmosphere  that was much improved compared with
previous  years. It was also decided to set up an ad hoc committee to review
the organization's  structure and activities; the report presented by this commit-
tee was approved at the special session held on 9 and 10 November 5 before
being submitted to the Special Commission  of Ecosoc.
Convention on the Law of the Sea
877. On23 November  the Commission  sent the Council a communication6
on deposit by the Member States of instruments of ratification of the Conven-
don on the Law of the Sea.7
1  Point 823 of this Report. 2  Points 746 to748 ofthis Report. 3  Bull. EC 10-1987,  point 2.2.53. a  Bull. EC+1987,point2.2.44. 5  Buff. EC l1-1987:Doint2.2.68. 6 Bull. EC 11-1987.  ooinr2.2.69. 7  Eighteenth  Geneial Report, point 755.
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United Nations Environment Programme
878. The Community took part as an observer in the 14th session of the
Governing Council of the United Nations Environment  Programme in Nairobi,
Kenya, from 8 to 10 June, 1 which adopted  the report of the World Commission
on Environment  and Development2-regarded  as a frame of reference for
future action-and also the document on the prospects for the environment  up
to the year 2000 and beyond. The'\J7orld Commission's  report highlights the
need to reorient policies towards sustainable development  which meets the
legitimate  requirements of the world's present population without imperilling
the environment  for future generations.
Other decisions and resolutions were adopted in areas of vital interest to
the Community: protection of the ozone layer,3 international  monitoring of
chemicals and dangerous waste 4 and climatic change and the conservation of
biological diversity.  5
United Nations Educational,  Scientific and Cultural Organization
879. The two meetings of the Executive Board were deyoted to continuation
of the reform of Unesco 6 and the stabilization of its budget.
880. The year was marked by the election of a new Director-General. After
much debate, the 24th General Conference voted by a substantial majority for
Mr Federico Mayor Zaragoza (Spain).
881. The Commission was represented regularly at the numerous meetings of
the 12 Member States' permanent representatives  to Unesco and the meetings
of the '$Testern countries group, at which strategies for joint action on all
specifically political matters were worked out.
I  Bull. EC 6-1987, ooint 2.1.137. 2  Bull. EC 5-1987. boint 2.1.135. 3  Point 484 of thii i{eport. 4  Points 512, 518 and 519 of this Report. 5  Point 515 of this Reoort. 6  Twentieth  General R.eport, point  965.
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lnternational Monetary Fund and World Bank
882. The IMF and the I7orld Bank held their annual meetings in'Washington
in October.  Commission  representatives  took part in the proceedings and also
attended  the meetings of the Interim Committee of the IMF's Board of Gover-
nors in April and September.l
I nternationa  I Atomic Energy Agency
883. The negotiation of a trilateral safeguards agreement between Spain,
Euratom and the IAEA,2 undertaken in accordance  with directives  approved
by the Council on 25 June 1986, lapsed following Spain's decision to sign the
Non-Proliferation Treaty. By signing the Treaty, Spain will become a full party
to the verification agreement of 5 April 19n.3
884. The Commission  took part in the General Conference of the IAEA in
Vienna from2'1. to 25 September,  a which marked  the Agency's 30th anniversary.
In discussions with the IAEA Director-General  and representatives  of a number
of non-Community countries, the Commission delegation laid particular  stress
on the development of relations between Euratom and the IAEA.
885. The Commission  took part in two meetings  held under the auspices of
the IAEA, in March and October, with delegations from the United States, Japan
and the Soviet Union, to examine prospects for quadripartite collaboration in
research on fusion for peaceful purposes,  notably in connection with the
preparation in 7990 of a pre-design  for an international  nuclear fusion reactor
(ITER - 
International Thermonuclear  Experimental  Reactor).  5
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
886. The pace of work on the initial phase of the new Uruguay Round of
multilateral negotiations 5 was stepped up during the year.7
887. The 43rd session of the GATT Contracting Parties was held in Geneva
from 1 to 3 December. s The Contracting Parties noted the real progress  made
1  Points  138 and 139 of this Report. 2  Twentieth  General Report, point 972. ,  oJ L 51,22.2.1978; Elivenih General Report, point  515. a  Bull. EC9-7987,  point 2.1.193. 5  Point  336 of this Reoort. 6  Twentieth  General Report, point974.
7  Points  745 to748 of this Reoort. 8  Bull. EC tz-1997.
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in the first year of the Uruguay Round and also called for greater collaboration
in the face of the worsening economic climate.
888. The Committee on Trade and Development  continued its examination
of the application of Part IV of the General Agreement.1 It also devoted part
of its time to considering  the latest Uruguay Round developments and their
implications for the developing countries.
889. In February the Committee on Government Procurement adopted a
Protocol 2 embodying  a string of improvements  to the Agreement on Govern-
ment Procurement.3 The changes are the result of over three years of nego-
tiations between  the signatories on the basis of Article IX.5 of the Agreement
and should enter into force at the start of 1988. On 16 November  the Council,
acting on a Commission  proposal,4 adopted  a Decision concerning the con-
clusion of the Protocol amending the GATT Agreement on Government  Pro-
curement.5
890. The disputes settlement procedures under Article XXIIL2 were brought
into action on a number of occasions.  The GATT Council adopted the report
of the panel which looked into the Community's complaint  that the tax imposed
on oil imports by the United States 5 was incompatible  with the General
Agreement. It also received from the panel set up to examine the Community's
complaint against Japan's taxation of alcoholic beveragesT  a report accepting
the Community's line of argument  and confirming  the discriminatory  nature
of the arrangements and their incompatibility with the General Agreement.  s
In addition, the Council set up at the Community's  request two more panels
to examine complaintd  against the United States concerning the customs user
fee e and the application of Section 337 of the US Tariff Act.
891. The Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing  Dutiesl0 continued with
its normal work programme (examination of national legislation and other
measures adopted by signatories, notification of subsidies, and so on). A panel
I  Twentieth  General Report, point  976. z  Bull. EC 2-1987. ooint 2.2.47. 3  oJ L 185, l6.8.i9zt; OJ L 13, 75.1.1977;Fourteenth  General Report, point  557. a Bull. EC718-1987,  point 2.2.55.
I  oJ t- 345, 9.72.7987; Bull. EC ll-1987, point 2.2.71. 6  Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.2.4O. 7  Bull. EC 2-7987.ioint 2.2.65. s  Point 755 of thii iteoort. e  Bull. EC 3-1987,  ooint2.2.45. i0  Twentieth Geniril Report,  point 979.
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settled the dispute arising out of a complaint  by the Community  concerning
Canada's imposition of countervailing  duties on beef and veal, concluding  that
Canada had failed in its obligations under the Agreement  on Subsidies and
Countervailing  Duties.
892. The work on Morocco's  accession 1 ended on 17 June when Morocco
became a Contracting  Party to the General Agreement.2  The Community also
participated in three working parties concerned with the accession of China,
Costa Rica and Tunisia.
893. The work begun last year3 under Article XXIV.S to examine the overall
effects of the Community's  latest enlargement  continued. A four-year agreement
concluded on 30 January put an end to a dispute that had been dragging on
with the United States. a The other negotiations initiated under Article XXIV.5
of the General Agreement reached a new stage and resulted in agreement with
Argentina.  The negotiations with Canada were suspended pending arbitration
on a point of fact.
Organization for Economic Gooperation and Development
894. The position adopted by the Community in the OECD was one of firm
support for a policy of cooperation aimed at improving conditions  for economic
growth, resisting protectionist trends and reducing the imbalances which are
at present the dominant feature of agricultural markets.
895. The annual ministerial  meeting of the OECD Council took place on
12 and 13 May.5 It reviewed the economic and social situation in the member
countries and also problems related to agriculture.  On the first point, ministers
agreed to make full use of opportunities  for international cooperation  as regards
both macroeconomic and structural adjustment policies.
On the second, the meeting reached unprecedented  agreement  on joint action.
Ministers recognized that excessive support policies had to bear most of the
responsibility for the structural imbalance existing on most agricultural mar-
kets; they were agreed that it was essential to effect a concerted reform of
1  Twentieth  General Report,  point  982. 2  OJ L 10, 14.1  . 1988r Bdll. EC 4-1,987 , poinr 2.2.45. I  Twentieth  General Report,  point  983. a  Point 7J4 of this Reoort. 5  Bull. 5-1,987,  point i.2.42.
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agricultural  policies through  a progressive and coordinated reduction of support
and protection.
Ministers  also approved the publication of an OECD report on national policies
and agricultural trade.
896. On trade, the member countries  expressed their determination to resist
protectionist pressures and work for progress in the Uruguay Round. 
1
897. 'Work relating to the developing countries
cooperation in dealing with the debt problem and
to providing finance for the poorest countries.
In March the participants  in the OECD 'Consensus'
aid credits.2
was aimed at increasing
exploring new approaches
reached agreement on tied-
898. The third high-level meeting of the'Working Party on Chemical Products
was held on L7 and 18 March.3 It was decided that international cooperation
should be stepped up to prevent industrial accidents.
899. A ministerial meeting of the Committee for Scientific and Technological
Policy was held on 28 and 29 October to consider how science and technology
could contribute  more to economic  growth and social development. Mr Naries,
Vice-President of the Commission,  laid particular  emphasis on the importance
of support for fundamental  research, the need to strengthen the scientific and
technological basis of industry and the key role of free dissemination worldwide
of knowledge resulting frorn fundamental  research.
I nternationa  I Energy Agency
900. At a ministerial-level  meeting of the Governing Board of the International
Energy Agency held in Paris on 11 May,a at which the Commission was
represented, the general conclusion was that security of supply remained a
concern for the IEA countries.
1  Points 746 to748 of this Reoort 2  Point 731 of this Reoort. I  Bull. EC 3-1987, point 2.1.136. 4  Bull. EC 5-1987. 
-ooint 
2.1.206.
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Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
g01.. The second negotiating phasel of the third follow-up  meeting of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe opened in Vienna on
27 January.2 A total of 151 new proposals3 were presented with a view to
developing cooperation and security in Europe on the basis of the provisio_ns
of the Hilrinti Final Acta and the Madrid concluding documenr.s The
proposals concern security and human rights (Basket I), economic cooperation
ig"ik.t II) and the Mediterranean  and cooperation  in human contacts  (Basket
III).5 The tone of the proposals was more constructive  than at the preceding
Madrid meeting.
The participaring States examined the proposals carefully at the third negotiat-
ing phase from 9 May to 31 July.7 The Soviet Union and the Eastern European
countries emphasized the security aspects and showed  a preference for contacts
at expert level after the Vienna meeting. The Community and the Member
States insisred on the importance  of the human dimension  and sought to have
specific commitments written into the Vienna concluding  document.
The agreed deadline for ending the Vienna meeting - 
31 July - 
having  been
miss.J, a fourth phase began on 22 September  and ended on 1,8 December. 
8
However, it did not result in agreement. During this phase the Community
argued in favour of speedy action on the environment,  greater transparency of
general economic data and a reduction  in the role of countertrade.
Council of Europe
902. On 16 June the President  of the Commission  and the Secretary-General
of the Council of Europe exchanged letters with the aim of fostering closer
cooperation between the two organizations.9 The purpose  of the arrangements
agreed is to encourage the participation  of the Community'  represented  by the
Commission, in the Council of Europe's work.
1  Twentieth  General Report, point  988. 2  Bull. EC 1-1987.ooint2.2.42. 3  Bull. EC 4-1987',point2.2.46. a  Ninth General Report, points  510 to 512. s  Seventeenth  General Report, point778. 5  Bull. EC 2-1987.  ooint 2.2.44. 7  Bull. EC 5-1987:  point2.2.46; Bull. EC 7/8-1.987,  point 2.2.67.
E  Bull. EC 9 -1987, point 2.2.47  ; Bull. EC 1l-1987, point 2.2.72.
e  oJ L n3,26.9.i987)  Bull. EC 6-1987,point2.2.56.
l
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903. The activities of the council of Europe, which comprises  the 2L demo-
cratic countries of Europe - 
including all the Community Member States - relate mainly to piojects for European cooperation between  now and the end
of the century and involve both the Parliamentary  Assembly 1 and the commit-
tee of Ministers.
904. on 10 February the community  signed the European convention for
the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental  and Other Scientific
Purposes,2  and on 30 March it became  a contraiting  party to three Agreements
in the public health field.3
Discussions on the Community's  accession to other conventions  continued.4
Cooperation  between the two organizations also took the form of joint projects
such as the organization of a campaign for rural areas in connection with the
European Year of the Environment  (1987), European  Cinema and Television
Year (1988) and a public campaign on North-South interdependence.
905. The Commission  was invited to attend the first ministerial  meeting on
the open partial Agreement on the prevention  of, protection against, and
organization of relief in major natural and technological  disasters, which was
held in Athens on 22 and 23 september on rhe initiative of the council of
Europe.5  This Agreement opens the possibility  of cooperation in the sphere
of civil protection with European countries which are not members of the
Community.6
905. At its autumn session from 1 to 8 october,T  the Parliamentary  Assembly
discussed  nuclear accidents,  scientific  and technological  cooperation  in Europe
and political cooperation  between  Europe and Africa. It also heard statements
from Mr Jean-claude Paye, secretary-General  of the OECD, on the latter's
activities, and from Mrs Anita Gradin, the Swedish Minister for External Trade
and chairman of the EFTA council, on the development of cooperarion
between the EFTA countries and the community. In the light of thii and in
view of the projected completion of the single internal market by 1992, the
Assembly called for rationalization of the institutional  framework for the
construction of Europe in the coming years in order to avoid the weakening
]  l"!1. EC 2-1987, poinr 2,2,43 Bull. EC 5-1987,  poinr Z,Z,1l. j  Bull. EC2-7987,point2.7.94. r  Bufl. EC3-1987, point 2.1.53. a  Twentieth  General  Report,  point 989. 5  Bull. EC 9-1987, point-2.2.46. 6  Point 154 of this Report. 7  Bull. EC t0-7987,p6int2.2.64.
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of economic ties between the Community  Member States and the other countries
of the Council of Europe.
g07. Progress made in cooperation between the Council of Europe and the
Commission was examined  ai the annual talks 1 between the Secretary-General
of the Commission, Mr Emile No€I, and the Council of Europe ministers'
deputies in Strasbou rg on 22June.  2
Twentieth  General Report, point 991.
Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.2.57  -
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Section 9
European political cooperation
908. The entry into force of the Single European Act on 1 July provided a
legal framework for European political cooperation, which is now governed
by the provisions of Title III of the Act in addition to the previously existing
texts and practices. l
909. Political cooperation  activities during the year were centred on four
major issues in the field of international  relations:  the Middle East, East-West
relations, Central America  and southern Africa.
9L0. The Iran-Iraq conflict loomed increasingly  large in discussions on the
Middle East. On several occasions  the Twelve expressed great disquiet about
developments in the fighting. On 26 January they called on both parties to
cease hostilities.2  On 27 May Ministers strongly condemned  the use of chemical
weapons in lran and lraq.3 In lulya and again in Septembers  the Twelve
expressed whole-hearted support for the efforts of the United Nations to bring
about a cease-fire  and reiterated their firm support for the fundamental principle
of freedom of navigation.  The European Council, at its December meeting,
deplored the continuing failure to find solutions to the problems of the Middle
East.5
The lack of progress in finding a solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict was of
continuing concern to the Twelve. In February they came out in favour of an
international peace conference  to be held under United Nations auspices. T In
July they reiterated their commitment  to respect for human rights in the
occupied  territories and agreed to continue supporting  the economic and social
development  of those territories. a On 14 September the Foreign Ministers
condemned  Israel's settlement policy in the occupied territories.  8 In December
the Twelve reaffirmed  their position on the Arab-Israeli conflict.5
1  Supplement 2/86 - 
Bull. EC. 2  Bull. EC7-1987, point 2.4.1. 3  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.4.1. 1  Bull. ncz,8-tgs7, point 2.4.1. 5  Bull. EC9-L987,point  2.4.1. 6  Bull. EC72-1987. 7  Bull. EC 2-1987, poir't 2.4.3. 8  Bull. EC 9-1987, poirt 2.4.3.
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911. The Twelve discussed  East-West  relations on a number of occasions. On
13 July they welcomed  the stepping-up  of the dialogue between the United States
and the Soviet Union on arms control. 1 They reaffirmed their commitment to
the total elimination  of chemical weapons and stressed the need for a stable
and verifiable conventional balance with a lower level of forces in the whole
of Europe. The Twelve expressed a strong desire to see the CSCE follow-up
meeting in Vienna achieve concrete  results. They also expressed interest in the
new possibilities  opened up by the recent developments in the Soviet Union.
The December European  Council  noted with satisfaction the improved outlook
for better East-West relations.2 The Twelve hoped for a speedy implementation
of the INF agreement.  They reiterated their support for the CSCE and desire
for a satisfactory outcome to the Vienna meeting.
The Twelve reaffirmed  their position that a rapid withdrawal of Soviet troops
from Afghanistan  according to an irrevocable  timetable remained an essential
precondition  for bringing the long conflict to an end. They called for a political
solution guaranteeing  the Afghan people's right to self-determination  and
condemned  attacks on civilian targets in Pakistan.3 The Twelve repeated  this
call to the Soviet Union in December and also stated that the participation of
the Afghan resistance was indispensable  for any overall political settlement.2
9L2. The Twelve continued to follow developments  in Central America close-
ly. The third ministerial conference  of the Community and its Member States,
the Central American countries  and the Contadora group was held on 9 and
10 February in Guatemala City.4 On 13 August the Twelve warmly welcomed
the agreement on a peace plan reached at the Guatemala  Summit on 7 and
8 August between the five Central American Presidents in response to the
President of Costa Rica's peace initiative. 1 On 23 November the Twelve called
on the Central American countries to continue their efforts to advance the
peace process.5
9L3. The situation in southern  Africa continued to cause concern. On 28 April
the Twelve condemned  South Africa's military action onZambian  territory on
25 April as a serious threat to peace and stability in the region. 6 On ZS May
the Foreign Ministers expressed their concern over the serious risk of a further
III-9
1  Bull. EC7/8-7987.  ooint2.4.l. 2  Bull. EClz-7987. '
3  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.4.7; Bull. EC 7 / 8-1987,  point 2.4.1. a  Point 815 of this Reoort. 5  Bull. EC 1,1-1,987. ooint2.4.2. 6  Bull. EC4-1987,pLint2.4.4.
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polarization  of attitudes following the elections in South Africa on 6 May.r
Ministers  reaffirmed the need for the total dismantling of apartheid and its
replacement by a genuinely democratic,  non-racial system of government. The
Twelve urged President Botha to take the steps necessary to allow a national
dialogue to begin and underlined their intention of supporting those within
South Africa in favour of peaceful  change and assisting neighbouring  countries.
On 3 June the Twelve strongly  condemned the military action in Maputo,
Mozambique, on 28 Muy,' and on 23 November they strongly condemned
South African military activity in Angola.3
914. On 13 November the Twelve condemned  the attack on a United Nations
convoy in Ethiopia.  a
915. The Twelve discussed the situation in Sri Lanka a number of times.5
916. On 4 February they welcomed  the outcome of the recent referendum
in the Philippines and expressed complete confidence  in President  Corazon
Aquino.6 On 28 August they reiterated their support for the President and
condemned  the recent attempt  by the military to overthrow her.7
917. On9 October8 and23 November3 theTwelve appealed forfreeelections
in Chile and Haiti respectively.
918. The Ministers for Justice of the Member  States met in conference on
25 May.9 Three international instruments were opened for signature: an
Agreement on the application  of the Council of Europe Convention on the
Transfer of Sentenced Persons, a Convention on Double Jeopardy and a
Convention  abolishing  the Legalization  of Documents.
Other intergovernmental  cooperation
919. The Ministers  for Justice and for the Interior met in Brussels on 28 Aprill0
and in Copenhagen  on 9 December,ll first as Ministers with responsibility for
immigration, drugs and counter-terrorism and then as the Trevi Group.
I  Bull. EC 5-1987, point  2.4.1. z  Bull. EC6-1987. ooint 2.4.1. r  Bull. EC 11,-1987, point 2.4.2. a  Bull. EC 11-1,987, ooint 2.4.1. 5  Bull. EC 4-1987,'ploint 2.4.3; Bull. EC 6-1987,  point 2.4,2, 5  Bull. EC 2-1987, point 2.4.1. 7  Bull. zc z ts-tgs1. ooint 2.4.4. 8  Bull. Zc to-otz,'point2.4.7. e  Bull. EC 5-1987,  point 2.4.3 and points 3.4.7 to 3.4.3.
10 Bull. EC 4-1987-ioint  2.4.6.
11 Bull. EC t2-tggi:
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Community law
Section 1
General matters
Powers
920. The Court's judgment in Foto-Frost u HZA Lilbeck-Ost t has important
implications for the system of judicial remedies established  by the EEC Treaty.
The Court interpreted  Article t77 of the Treaty extensively, to mean that any
court, whether or not there is a domestic judicial remedy against its decision,
must refer a question to the Court of Justice if it considers that an act of a
Community institution is invalid. The Court did, however,  expressly confirm
its previous finding that Article 177 d,oes not require the courts of Member
States to refer questions to it in the course of urgent proceedings for interim
measures. That rule holds good where in the course of such proceedings a
national court finds it has to decide on the validity of a Community act' In that
very limited context, therefore, national courts have jurisdiction provisionally to
declare a Community act invalid.
In reaching this conclusion the Court was drawing the logical consequences
from its judgment in I|nion Deutsche Lebensmittelwerke  and Others u Com-
mission,2 where it accepted a strict interpretation of Article I73 of the Treaty,
which regulates  the admissibility of actions brought by individuals. That
approach  would also act as a bar to applications  for interim measures  in certain
siiuations; in the interests of proper judicial redress, therefore' the Court had
to accept that national courts had power even to declare Community acts
1  Case 314/85: OJ C 307,17.71.1987. 2  Case 97/85: OJ C 169,26.5.1987;  point 968 of this Report.
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invalid where necessary, though only on a provisional  basis. Clarificarion of
the precise way in which this power is to be exercised will have to await further
decisions by the Court.
921. ln Deutsche Babcock Handel u HZA l,iibeck-Ost  1 the Court was asked
whether Council Regulation No 1.430/79 on the repayment or remission of
import or export duties 2 applied directly to ECSC products even though it
cited only Article 235 of the EEC Treaty as its legal basis.
The Court considered  the fields of application of the EEC and ECSC Treaties,
and concluded that the Regulation  did apply directly. The EEC Treaty applied
to all goods without qualification; the Court interpreted Article 232 of the EEC
Treaty to mean that where a question was not covered by any provision of the
ECSC Treaty or the secondary legislation adopted pursuant to it, the EEC
Treaty and secondary  EEC legislation applied to products within the scope of
the ECSC Treaty, no specific legal act or interpretative  statement  being needed.
Human rights and fundamental rights
Human rights
g22. ln 1987,as in previous years, respect for human rights and fundamental
freedoms continued to be one of the bases of Community action.3 In the
exercise of their powers and in the pursuit of the Community's objectives, the
institutions  have taken steps contributing to the promotion of human rights
both within the Community and in non-member countries.
Within the Community
923. An important contribution to the promotion of fundamental economic
and social rights is exemplified by the aftention the Community  has given to
social questions. The reduction of inequalities and suffering are among the
Community's  major preoccupations, and with this objective in view it has given
particular attention to those sections of the population most at risk. In the
1  Case 328/85.
1  OJ t- 175,127.1979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 149. r  Twentierh General Report,  points  1003 and 1004.
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context of Community action against poverty, 1 for instance,  the Commission
has given assistance towards projects for combating poverty in urban areas and
impoverished rural areas and improving the situation of those in greatest need.
924. The efforts undertaken to bring about a 'people's Europe' may be viewed
in the same light, particularly  those concerned  with the elimination of physical
frontiers within the Community,2  the free movement of persons3 and the
general right of nationals of Member  States to remain in the territory of another
Member State. The Council continued its examination of the proposals for
directives easing frontier checks and formalities. In application of Community
law, the Commission took steps against certain Member States, initiated or
continued proceedings for infringement of certain directives and examined
complaints  addressed to it.
925. The Community has also studied the most serious health problems'
particularly by contributing to medical research and to the prevention  of
cancer4 and AIDS.a On the latter, it is collaborating with the'WHO in
promoting  research and in action in developing  countries.5 As regards those
suffering from this disease, the Community is seeking to preserve their freedom
of movement and equality of treatment.
Conscious  of the positive link between improvement in the quality of life and
the promotion of fundamental rights, the Community has taken numerous
steps which can be seen against the background of the European Year of the
Environment 5 and which were aimed at encouraging an improvement in the
background  and conditions of life for European citizens, who are particularly
threatened by the development of new technology  and by industrial  effluents,
the sources of much pollution; in order to limit these effects the Commission
reinforced the provisions of the Directive concerning the major-accident hazards
of certain industrial  activities. Moreover, the Commission  has undertaken  an
information  programme  designed to show that the application of a high level
of environmental  standards  can also have favourable effects on employment.
1  Point 425 of this Report. 2  Point 250 of rhis Report. 3  Point 252 of this Report. 4  Point 440 of this Report. 5  Point 843 of this Report. 6  Points 483 and 493 of this Report.
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Relations with non-member countries
926. In relations with non-member  countries, particularly in the context of
the Community's  development policy, the Commission's approach has been
essentially positive since it is concerned with people, who are at once the targets
and the agents of the development  process, and calls attention to the link
between  development and the promotion of human dignity in all its aspects.
Real progress in developing countries cannot take place unless the value of the
human person is fully respected.
The Commission  continued its work for the development  and economic and
social welfare of people in the poorest countries.  This policy is carried out by
means of programmes  of structural  aid for development (particularly as regards
the guarantee of food supplies),1  humanitarian action to deal with immediate
problems (particularly by means of food aid,2 emergency disaster aid,3 aid to
refugees  to enable them to survive and to re-establish a normal economic and
social life 3 ) and increasing support to European  non-governmental organiz-
ations in developing  countries.  a Among the numerous humanitarian actions for
refugees are major efforts to assist refugees from Mozambique  and Afghanistan,
support for the work of UNRWA for Palestinian  refugees and positive measures
of aid to the victims of apartheid in South Africa.
927. As regards non-member  countries the practice of the Community as a
member of the international community is:
(i) publicly to express its condemnation of violations of human rights;
(ii) to approach the countries concerned  in flagrant cases;
(iii) to take steps in accordance with its international obligations to encourage
respect for human rights in these countries.
In this context, European  political cooperation  plays a major role, on the basis
in particular of the statement  on human rights adopted on 21 July 1986 by the
Foreign Ministers meeting in the framework of political cooperation  and in the
Council. The many steps taken most often remain confidential in order to
preserve their effectiveness.
928. Parliament played a very active role in the defence of human rights. The
provisions of the Treaties concerning its powers of discussion and supervision
Points 844 to 846 of this Report.
Points 847 and 848 of this Reoorr.
Point 850 of this Report.
Point 854 of this Reoort.
1
2
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form the basis of its activities. These take several forms, such as the formulation
of opinions on the Commission's  proposals,  reports on its own initiative on
specific topics, and emergency resolutions. As regards human rights in non-
member countries, Parliament's powers are shared between the Political Affairs
Comrnittee - 
more precisely the Subcornmittee on Human Rights - 
and the
Committee on Development and Cooperation; for internal matters, powers are
delegated to the Committee on Legal Affairs and Citizens'Rights.  There is also
a Committee, set up in t987, which devotes itself exclusively to examining
petitions.
At its March part-session  Parliament adopted its fourth annual report on
human rights, 1 in which, having noted the persistence of numerous violations,
it requests the Community institutions to intervene in the spheres appropriate
to their powers. The topics that aroused its interest during the year include the
situation  of children  and the right of asylum.
Judicial review and fulfilment by the Member States
of their obligations
929. The number of cases in which the infringement procedure laid down in
Article 169 of the EEC Treaty was initiated  rose once again in 1987, as it has
done regularly for many years, apart from 1983, when there were fewer cases
concerning transposition of directives.  This year 572 letters of formal notice
were sent to Member States, compared with 516 in 1985 and 503 in 1985.
There was a similar increase at the second stage of the procedure,  where the
Commission sent 197 reasoned opinions, as compared with 164 in 1985; but
the number of infringements  followed through to the third stage fell, with only
51 Court actions brought, as compared with 71.
This uneven movement is also seen in the removal from the Court register of
41 Cases, the Member States involved having complied with the Community
legislation during the Court proceedings.
Of the 51 cases brought  before the Court, 35 concerned the non-implementation
or incorrect implementation of directives,  and 11 concerned infringements  of
Articles 9, 30 or 95 of the EEC Treaty, the basic provisions relating to free
movement of goods, an essential  element in the functioning of the common
market.
1  oJ c 99, 13.4.7987;  Bull. EC 3-1987,  point 2.4.10.
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To take each country separately,  the Commission  brought proceedings before
the Court against Italy on 21 occasions (14 concerning  directives), against Greece
on 11 (three concerning directives), against France on eight (five concerning
directives), against Belgium on seven (five concerning  directives), against the
Netherlands  on four (two concerning directives) against Ireland on three (one
concerning a directive)  and against Germany on two; against Luxembourg on
two occasions, against the United Kingdom on two and against Spain on one
(for these last three Member  States all cases concerned  directives).
The Court delivered  41 judgments in cases brought under Article 169, censuring
Member States for failure to fulfil their obligations under Community  law in
35 cases.
Fuller information on the application of the rules of the Treaty by Member
States will be given in the fifth annual report to Parliament on Commission
monitoring of the application of Community law.
930. Case 70/86 Commission  u Greece I was concerned with Greece's com-
pliance with Article 11 of Regulation No 2897/77.2
The Commission  sought a declaration that Greece, by failing to pay over to
the Commission financial contributions for the month of June 1983 on the
proper date and subsequently  refusing to pay the interest provided for by
Article 11 of Regulation  No 2897/77, had failed to fulfil its obligations under
the EEC Treaty. Greece pleaded that the strike by employees  of the Bank of
Greece on 1 and 2 June amounted to force majeure.
The Commission, in its argument before the Court, accepted that force majeure
could apply in such a case but maintained that the facts relied on did not
amount to a case of force majeure since they were not outside the control of
the Greek Government and were foreseeable.
The Advocate General in his Opinion took the view that a Member State
cannot rely on force majeure in order to avoid its obligation to pay default
interest under the provision in question. In the view of the Advocate General,
these financial provisions form part of the basic rules of the Community's
legal system, which must be strictly observed  in order to ensure the effective
functioning of the Community. He went on to conclude that the facts relied
upon did not amount to a case of force majeure.
1  oJ c 274, 73.70.1987. 2  oJ L 336,27.72.7977;Eleventh  General Report, point 64.
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The Court, upholding  the Commission's argument, held that Greece had indeed
failed to fulfil its obligations as alleged and that the strike relied on by the
Greek Government could not be considered  a case of force majeure. The Court
did not examine whether, if there was a case of force majeure, Member States
would be required to pay the interest in question.
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Section 2
Interpretation and
of the substantive
application
rules of Community law
Free movement of goods and customs union
931. A Belgian court asked the Court of Justice (under Article 177 of the EEC
Treaty) whether the obligation imposed by a Belgian law, solely on Belgian
bufter manufacturers, to indicate their name on the packaging was compatible
with Article 30 of the EEC Treaty.
932. In the Mathot and Rousseau casesl the Court confirmed its earlier
decisions  to the effect that unfavourable  treatment on the part of a Member
State of goods produced within the country in comparison with imported  goods
(reverse discrimination)  in a sector not subject to Community rules or to a
harmonization of national legislation did not fall within the scope of Com-
munity law.
933. The judgrnents  given by the Court in Cases 176 and t78/84 Commission
u Greece  and Comntission  u Germanyz are of great interest from the point of
view of completing the single internal market. First, the Court emphasized that
the common market is intended to offer consumers  a wider choice of products;
any national provision which has the effect of 'crystallizing'  consumer habits
around the national manufacturing tradition) so as to confer a competitive
advantage on domestic products, is incompatible with the Treaty. Second, the
Court for the first tirne applied  the Cassis de Dijon rule to the full in the sphere
of public health; it concluded that an absolute ban on the use of additives in
beer constituted  disguised  discrimination. The Court made it clear to Member
States that the desirability of proper protection of public health could not be
allowed to serve as a pretext for measures which were out of proportion to
their objective. Lastly, the Court held once again that Member States bore the
burden of proving that national measures  of this kind were iustified.
934. The judgment in Case 154/85 Commission  u ltaly3 is a sequel to the
order made on 7 June 1985 in the same case,4 by which the President of the
1
2
3
4
Case 98/86: Ol C 69,17.3.7987;  Case 168/86: OJ C n,24.3.1987.
oJ c 9s, 8.4.1987.
oJ c 183, 11.7.1987.
OJ C 178, 1.6.7.19851' Nineteenth General Report, points 254 ar'd 1O22.
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Court enjoined Italy to suspend the application of circulars which from 1 July
1984 imposed administrative formalities having the effect of blocking parallel
imports of vehicles from other Member States.
In view of the role of parallel imports in the development of rrade, the judgment
makes a definite contribution to the achievement  of the large internal market.
For the first time, the Court had occasion to censure the requirement that
certificates accompanying  goods must be authenricated  and/or legalized by
consular authorities (Italian in this case) in the Member Stare of exportation.
The Court also stress€d that the other formalities introduced by ltalian legis-
lation, such as production of the certificate of origin issued by the vehicle
manufacturer  or fhe length of time required for its issue and for the technical
inspection of the vehicle, also amount to measures having an equivalent effect
to quantitative restrictions prohibited by Article 30 of the Treaty.
935. The Commission sought an interim order against Ireland on the grounds
that the Irish authorities were seeking to prevent the use of imported pipes in
the construction  of a water main in Dundalk, by requiring that they meet Irish
safety standards  for pipes of this kind. The only company manufacturing  pipes
to those standards  was located in Ireland.
936. The President of the Court initially granted the application,  wirhout
having been able to hear the Irish Government,  and forbade the award of the
contract for the time being; but he subsequently  overturned  his first order. In
his second order he accepted that the damage suffered by the Community in
the event of an infringement of Community law might indeed be irreparable,
but took the view that this damage had to be balanced against the fire hazards
and danger to public health which were cited by the Irish Government. He
concluded  that in this case these dangers tilted the balance of interests in favour
of the defendant. 
1
937. In its preliminary ruling in Gofette and Gilliard2  the Court wenr further
than the position hitherto adopted by the Commission. It held that at the
present  stage of the development of Community law Articles 30 and 36 of the
EEC Treary were to be interpreted as meaning that where vehicles  were
imported from another Member State and already approved for use in that
State a fresh approval  procedure could not be required in the Member State of
importation  unless the testing procedure did not entail any unreasonable  costs
1  Orders  of 1.6.2.7987 and.  13.3.1,987  in Case 4Jl87R Commission  u lreland 2  Case 406/85: OJ C 172,30.6.1987  .
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or delays, and the public authorities ensured that those conditions were fully
met where the manufacturer or his authorized agent had the task of carrying
out the necessary  tests, and unless the importer could, as an alternative  to the
testing procedure, produce  documents  issued in the exporting Member State
where those documents  provided the necessary  information  based on tests
already carried out.
Competition
938. lnYerband der Sachuersiclterer  u Commissionl  the Court dismissed  an
application by an association of insurers for the annulment of a Commission
D..iriotr finding that there had been an infringement of Article 85(1) of the
EEC Treaty and refusing to grant it negative clearance or exemption. This
Decision concerned  a recommendation  by the association aimed at stabilizing
premium levels. The judgment  is of particular importance in that it confirms
that the Community competition rules apply in their entirety to the insurance
industry and that a requirement that an insurance  company with its head-
quarters in another Member State which proposed to do business in Germany
must establish  a branch office there did not mean that there could be no trade
in insurance  services  between Member  States, however independent the branch
office might be in legal terms.
939. ln Dewfil u Commission2 the Court upheld a Decision in which the
Commission found that assistance  granted to the Deufil company  was incom-
patible with Article 92 of the EEC Treaty, and had to be repaid by the recipient.
Deufil argted that the Commission's  order requiring Germany to recover fhe
subsidy was incompatible  with the principle that legitimate expectations should
be protected. But the Court held that the aid should have been notified to the
Commission in advance,  and should not have been granted until the advance
notification  procedure was complete.
940. For the first time a firm (Hoechst) refused to submit to an investigation
ordered by Commission  Decision,  and asked the Court to suspend the appli-
cation of the Decision. The President of the Court dismissed the application.3
r  Case 45/85: OI C 40, 18.2.1987. 2  case 310/85: 6J C78,25.3.1987. 3  Case  48/87R Hoechst  u Commission:  OI C 1.14, 29.4.1987.
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941. In five cases, I dealt with rogerher, the court dismissed applications  for
declarations that Council Regulation (EEC) No 2089/84 imposing a definitive
anti-dumping duty on imports of certain ball-bearings  originating in Japan is
void. The court upheld rhe arguments put forward by the commission  (inter-
vener) concerning  the method used to calculate the dumping margin in the
event of variations in the prices of goods exporced  ro the Community and the
use of different methods for calculating the exporr price and rhe 'normal yalue'
(i.e., in this case, the price in Japan). A more important aspecr is that the Court
agreed that the Commission can use the prices paid to sales subsidiaries in
Japan as the basis for the normal value and that it reaffirmed that the institutions
are not compelled to accept price undertakings  which are offered and that they
enjoy a margin of discretion  as regards such undertakings.
942. In Case 5/85 Commission  u Belgium2  the Court censured Belgium for
failing to implement,  within the prescribed period, a Commission Decision on
aid granted by the Belgian Government to a manufacturer of polypropylene
fibre and yarn.
943. In Case 142/87R Belgium u Commission3 the President of the Court
dismissed an application for an order that application of the Commission
Decision of 4 February  7987 a requiring the recovery of aid unlawfully  granted
to the firm Tubemeuse  be suspended.
This ruling not only reaffirms rhe Court's severity in regard to unlawful aid
butrin addition, introduces very restrictive interpretative  criteria, some of which
are new.These criteria are likely to strengthen significantly the Commission's
position in relation to Member States which in the first place fail to comply
with the procedural  requirements laid down in Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty
(inter alia the requirement concerning prior notificarion of planned aid) and
then claim that it is impossible  to recover aid by citing considerations  based
on the survival of the recipient firm or the confidence of creditors. The two
grounds on which the Belgian application was dismissed are centred on the
finding that:
(a) the detriment to which the Belgian Government alludes in this case concerns
the possible detriment which Tubemeuse and its creditors would suffer if
1  Case 240184 NTN Toyo  u Council;  Case 255.84 Nachi Fujiboshi u Council; Case 256/84  Koyo Seiko u
-  Qgurycil; Case 258/84 Nippon  Seiko u Council;  Case 260/84 Minebea u Council; OJ C 152, 1d.6.1987. z  oI c 123.9.5.7987. ,  oj c rc2, n.z.ttsz. a  Bull. EC2-7987, point 2.1.61.
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the application for an order suspending application of the Decision were
refusid and not the detriment which it would necessarily suffer itself in that
situation;
(b) even if Tubemeuse itself were to claim that the recovery procedure initiated
by the Belgian Government pursuant to the Commission's Decision of
4 February  1987 could cause it serious and irreparable  harm, it would still
have to plead circumstances or put forward arguments showing that the
national remedies available to it under Belgian law for the purpose of
opposing the procedure did not enable it to avoid sustaining such harm-
944. Case 248/84 Germany u CommissionT  raised important questions of
principale as regards the law governing state aid. The Commission and the
Federal Repubtic of Germany disagreed on the question whether and to what
extent regional aid was caught by Article 92(11 of the EEC Treaty, and whether
the admissibility of regional aid had to be assessed in the light of national or
Community averages. In Germany  regional aid is granted and financed both
by the Linder acting in their own right and by the Federal Government and
the Linder together through a ioint scheme. The Land of North Rhine-
'lfestphalia 
has its own regional programmes operating  alongside those of the
joint scheme. The dispute concerned  one of these programmes'
The Court annulled the Commission  Decision of 73 luly 19842 which found
that the aid granted by the Land was incompatible with the common market
within the meaning of Article 92(1).The Court accepted that the Decision did
not satisfy the obligation to state reasons laid down in Article 190. In annulling
the Decision on the ground that it infringed essential procedural requirements
the Cotrrt was holding to its existing case law on the subject.3
The Court confirmed that Article 92(1) would apply to the regional aid
programmes of the Ldnder if they affected trade between Member States and
distorted competition. The judgment provides valuable guidance on rwo points
here: in assessing 'aid to promote the economic development of areas where the
standard of living is abnormally low or where there is serious underemployment'
(Article 92(3)(a)), the situation of the region must be looked at in relation to
the Community as a whole; in the case of 'aid to facilitate the development of
... certain economic  areas, where such aid does not adversely  affect trading
conditions  to an extent contrary to the common interest' (Article 92(3)(c)), the
situation of the region must be looked at in relation to the national average.
1  ol c 294,5.1.1.1987. 2  oj L 7,9.1,.1985; Eighteenth  General Report, point 230. :  Jo-ined Cases  295 
^id 
stgtsz Netherlaids aid Leeuwarder Papierwarenfabriek  u Commissloz  [1985]
ECR 817.
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945. The judgment in Case 1.18/85 Commission u ltalyl makes a definite
contribution to resolving the problem of the financialrelations between Member
States and their public undertakings.  By giving a functional definition of the
term public undertaking in accordance  with the Commission's  wishes, it puts
an end to any ambiguity which might still exist in this field.
The case arose from action by the Italian Government,  which in connection
with the Commission Directive  of 25 June L980 on the transparency of financial
relations between Member States and public undertakings 2 had refused to
supply the Commission with the balance sheet of the Amministrazione Auton-
oma dei Monopoli di Stato (AAMS) on the ground that it could not be regarded
as a public undertaking since it lacked legal personality distinct from that of
the State but was simply a branch of administration of the Italian Government.
The latter accordingly contended that AAMS ought to have been regarded as
a 'public authority' within the meaning of the Directive.
The Court reaffirms  the principle that the State may either act as a public
authority or participate in economic  activities of an industrial or commercial
nature. In the latter situation, the Court emphasizes that it is of no consequence
that the State pursues its economic activities through an organ which forms an
integral  part of the administration.  The fact that AAMS is an integral part of
the administration of the Italian State does not, accordingly,  prevent its being
regarded  as a public undertaking.
945. ln Vereniging uan Vlaamse Reisbureaus3  the Court delivered an impor-
tant preliminary ruling, holding that legislative provisions or regulations requir-
ing travel agents to observe the price and tariffs for travel set by tour operafors'
and prohibiting them from sharing the commission paid in respect of the sale
of such travel with their customers  or granting  rebates to their customers' were
incompatible with the obligations of the Member States pursuant to Article 5
of the EEC Treaty, in conjunction with Articles 3(0 and 85, where the object
or effect of such national provisions was to reinforce  the effects of restrictive
practices which were contrary to Article 85. The ruling goes a considerable
way towards clarifying the question whether Member States' business legislation
must conform to the principles  laid down by the Treaty regarding competition.
It thus takes the findings inNouuelles  Frontiires4 a stage further.
1  0I c 1.81.9.7.1987. I  oi t- 195.297.|98l:Fourreenth General  ReDorr, point 195.
r  Cir. J1,1i85  Vereniging  uan Vlaamse  Reisbureais u Sociale  Dienst uan de Plaatselijke  en Gewesteliike
Ouerheidsdiensten:  OJ C 290, 30.10.1987. a  loined Cases  209 to 2\3/84  Ministdre Public u Asjes and Otlrers.'Twentieth  General Report, point 1023.
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On the question of the protection of travel agents' independence  in relation to
tour operators,  the Court took the view that the travel agent was an independent
intermediary supplying separate services. The travel agent could nof be
described  as an auxiliary organ forming an integral part of a tour operator's
business.
947. In RSV u Commission 1 the Court annulled Commission Decision
85/351/EEC  concerning  aid granted by the Netherlands Government to an
engineering company.2  The Commission had initiated the procedure laid down
in Article 93(2) of the EEC Treaty following notification of the aid measure;
the procedure culminated  in the adoption of the contested Decision, in which
the Commission  found that aid was incomparible with the common marker
and had to be withdrawn, requiring the Government  to recover the assistance
paid to the recipient.
The Court found that the Commission's delay in adopting the contested
Decision (26 months) could in the present case engender in the applicant  a
legitimate  expectation  such as to prevent the Commission from requiring the
Dutch authorities to withdraw the aid. Clearly the Commission will have to
take practical  account of the implications of this judgment.
948. In BN/C u Aubert3 the Court for the first time held that a State measure
whereby an agreement  which was contrary to Article 85 of the EEC Treaty
was made binding on third parties was incompatible with Article 5 in conjunc-
tion with Articles 3(f) and 8S.
The French National Cognac Industry Board (Bureau National lnterprofession-
nel du Cognac) brought procedings  against a wine-grower  accusing him of
exceeding  a marketing quota, and seeking payment of a penalty provided for
in an agreement laying down quotas and penalties which had been concluded
between cognac growers and shippers  and which a ministerial order had made
generally binding.
Answering  questions put by the national court hearing the case, the Court of
Justice found first of all that the agreement itself was contrary to Article 85(1)
of the EEC Treaty.
The Court then considered the second question put. The Treaty prohibited
State measures likely to deprive Articles 85 and 85 of their effectiveness.  The
1  Case 223/85 Rijn-Schelde-Verolme  Machinefabrieken en Scheepsuteruen  u Commission
I  OJ L 188, 20.7.1e8s. r  Case 1.35/86.
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Court held that there was such a measure where a Member State reinforced
the effects of agreements contrary to Article 85 by means of an order making
rhose agreements generally binding.
This finding is in line with the principle  akeady stated inNouuelles Frontiiresr
andVerenigingVlaamse  Reisbureaus2 to the effectthat Member States compro-
mise the effectiveness  of Article 85 not only where they require or encourage
firms to engage in restrictive practives but also where they reinforce the effects
of such practices.
949. In its judgment in BAT and Reynolds u Commissioz3 which concerned
the acquisition by one company of a shareholding in a competitor, the Court
upheld the position taken by the Commission. It accepted that in certain
circumstances such a transaction would be caught by Article 85 of the EEC
Treaty, and set out a number of principles for determining  when this was so.
These principles  had to be applied taking account of the circumstances in the
particular case, particularly the economic context and the situation on the
relevant market. The Court reiected the applicants' contention that the acqui-
sition of a stake in the capital of a competing company, even a minority stake'
would necessarily influence the conduct of the two companies,  and would
therefore by itself have the effect of restricting competition. But it might do so,
and the influence which the share acquisition would have on the companies'
conduct on the market on which they operated  was the key test for determining
whether the transaction  was caught by Article 85.
The judgment did not settle the question  whether Article 85 would apply to
the acquisition of a majority stake or a straight buy-out of a competing
company. Issues of that kind will not be cleared up until the Commission's
proposal for a merger control Regulation  has been adopted by the Council.
Free movement of persons, social provisions
and capital movements
950. In Case Z2l/85 Commission u Belgium
judgment concerning freedom of establishment.  4
The Court rejected the Commission's  view that
right of establishment  laid down in the EEC
the Court delivered a maior
1  loined Cases  209 to 213/84  Ministbre Public u Asjes  and Others;  Twentieth  General Report, point 1023.
2  Foint 946 of this Reoort. 3  Joined  Cases 142 ind 756/84 British-American  Tobacco  Company  and R.J. Reynolds Industries  u
Cotnmission:  OJ C 329,8.72.7987.
"  oJ c 58,6.3.1987.
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discriminatory measures, but also caught measures which applied to nationals
and to non-nationals alike if they constituted an unjustified  obstacle to non-
nationals. The Court took the view that only discrimination  on grounds of
nationality was prohibited by Article 52 of the Treaty.
This fresh judgment is indicative of a restrictive approach to freedom of
establishment  on the part of the Court.
951. The judgment in Case 225/85 Cornmission u ltaly 1 represents the latest
stage in the development of the Court's case law on the application of Article
48(4) of the EEC Treaty, the exception to the principle of freedom of movement
for workers which is permitted by the Treaty in the case of employment  in the
public service.
The Commission  brought an action against Italy on account of its refusal to
establish  researchers  who were nationals of other Member States and who had
been working for some considerable time for the Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (National  Research Council - 
'CNR') under two-yearly  renewable
contracts. Researchers of Italian nationality  who satisfied the same conditions
and possessed the same qualifications had been established.
The Court found in favour of the Commission and made a number of very
interesting points regarding the definition of employmenr in the public service.
It held that only management  duties or duties involving  advising the Govern-
ment on scientific and technical matters could be classed as employment  in the
public service within the meaning of Article 48(4) but that ii had nor been
established that such duties were carried out by the CNR researchers.
This is the first time that the Court has accepted that duties which involve
simply advising a Government may be reserved by that Government for its
own nationals.
Hitherto the only posts to which, according to the case law of the Court, the
Member States were not by law required to apply the principle  of the prohibition
of discrimination based on nationality  were those which involved 'the exercise
of powers conferred by public law and safeguarding  the general  interests  of the
State'. Henceforth, employment which involves simply assisting or advising
those empowered  to exercise public authority may also be classed  as 'reserved'
employment for the purposes of Article 48(4). There is an obvious danger that
1 oJ c 181,9.7.1987.
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the Member States will interpret such'advisory'duties  broadly (and improperly)
in order to deny them to nationals of the other Member States.
In addition, in two very important passages in the judgment, the Court no
longer applies in a cumulative  manner (as it did most recently in Lawrie-
Blumr ) the two criteria that enable the employment  covered by ArticleaS(4)
to be identified ( exercise of powers conferred  by public law and safeguarding
the general interests of the State) but refers to them individually (exercise ... or
safeguarding  ...), which would appear to be a substantial restriction of the
possibility of applying the general rule prohibiting  discrimination based on
nationality to employment in respect of which the fulfilment  of one requirement
(say, involvement in the exercise  of powers conferred by public law) is obviously
beyond question, whereas fulfilment of the second requirement  (say' safe-
guarding the general interests of the State) can be easily challenged. It will
accordingly  have to be seen whether the Commission  is faced with a genuine
change of attitude on the part of the Court in this regard or whether this is
simply an obiter dictum.
952. In a series of actions brought by Member  States against the Commission,
the Court rejected the argument that migration policy in relation to non-
member countries fell entirely outside the social field within the meaning of
Article 118 of the EEC Treaty.2 The Court accepted the Commission's  argu-
ment that employment and working conditions in the Community  could be
affected by the policy which Member States followed with regard to workers
from non-Community  countries. But promotion of cultural integration fell
outside the scope of the first paragraph of Article 118.
The Court applied the 'effectiveness doctrine' to conclude that 'the second
paragraph of Article 118 must be interpreted  as conferring on the Commission
all the powers which are necessary in order to arrange the consultations' it
called for; in particular, 'the Commission must necessarily  be able to require
the Member Stares to notify essential information ... likewise it must be able
to require them to take part in consultations'.
The judgment represents a victory for the Commission's view of migration
policy in relation to non-member countries, and sets a precedent  which will be
relevant both as regards the Commission's  general powers and as regards the
other fields listed in the first p^ragr^ph of Article 118.
1  Case  66185 Lawrie-Blum  u Land Baden-Wiirttemberg: Twentieth  General Report, point 1033.
2  loined Cases 281, 283, 284,285  and 287/85 Gerrnany, France, Netberlands,  Denmark and United
Kingdom u Commission:  OJ C 205, 1.8.1987.
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953. ln Demirel u Stadt Scbwdbisch Gmiind the Court delivered a judgment
containing important findings on two points - 
Community powers and the
effect of an association agreement. I
The scope of Community powers under Article 238 of the EEC Treaty, the
legal basis of the EEC-Turkey  Agreement, had long been in dispute. The Court
clearly espoused the broad interpretation supported by the Commission, holding
that in the case of an association  agreement which created specific and preferen-
tial links with a non-member  country that was intended, at least in part, to
join the system established  by the Community, Article 238 necessarily empow-
ered the Community to give undertakings  to non-member  countries in all the
areas covered by the Treaty. Pursuant to Article 48 et seq. of the Treaty the
free movement of workers was a field covered by the Treaty, and undertakings
given in that sphere consequently  fell within the competence of the Community
under Article 238.
This finding was necessary if the Court was to have jurisdiction to interpret
the Association Agreement. On the restrictive interpretation the subject-matter
fell within the competence of the Member States, the agreement  being a mixed
one to which the Member States were also party; if the Court had accepted
that view it would probably have had to hold that it had no jurisdiction to
hear the case. It follows that the other fields which are covered by the Treaty
and are within the terms of the Association Agreement,  notably freedom of
establishment, freedom to provide services, and free movement of capital, also
fall within the competence of the Community. The importance  of this finding
goes beyond the narrow context of the EEC-Turkey  Agreement  itself, and raises
the question whether the participation of the Member  States in such agreements
is still iustified.
On the substance, the Court rejected the argument  that the provisions of the
Agreement on the free movement of workers combined  with Article 7 of the
Agreement constituted  rules of Community law which had direct effect in the
Member  States. Thus individuals could not rely on them to claim rights before
the national courts.
From the grounds of the judgment it would 
^ppeat 
that this finding holds not
only for the transitional period - 
which ended on 31 October 1986 - but thereafter  too, when the freedom of movement  of workers  between the
Community and Turkey ought abeady to have been secured, a process which
was to have been 'guided by' Articles 48,49 and 50 of the EEC Treaty.
I  Case 12/86:  OJ C 282, 20.10.1957.
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g54. The judgment in Llnectef u Heylens and Othersl concerned  mutual
recognition of qualifications  and its implications for the free movement of
*ork.rt. Mr Heylens, a Belgian national who held a Belgian football trainer's
diploma was engaged by the Lille Olympic Sporting Club as trainer of their
professional  football team, beginning in the 1-984/85 season; he had to stop
iraining the team, however, when the French board adjudicating  on the equival-
enc. of-qu"lifications  refused to recognize his diploma as equivalent to a French
footballlrainer's  diploma. The Court of Justice ruled that the decision of the
French authorities  was contrary to Article 48 of the EEC Treaty. The principle
of freedom of movement  for workers laid down in Article 48 allowed a national
authority to refuse to recognize  a diploma conferred in another Member State
only if it stated irs reasons for doing so and if its decision was open to judicial
review.
The Court said that where the qualifications  necessary for the pursuit of a
particular  occupation  had not been harmonized,  Member States were entitled
lo define such qualifications and to require production of a diploma certifying
that the holder possessed them; the procedure for recognition of equivalence
had to allow the national authorities to satisfy themselves objectively  that the
foreign diploma certified that its holder had if not identical at least equivalent
knowledge and qualifications  to those which the national diploma certified'
The existen ce of a legal remedy against any decision by a national authority
refusing to recognize  such a right was essential in order to guarantee  the
individual effective protection  of that right. This requirement represented a
general principle of Community law, deriving from the constitutional traditions
.o*-or  to th. Member States and embodied in Articles 5 and 13 of the
European Convention  on Human Rights.
Taxation
955. In Case 235/85 Commission  u Netherlands2  the Court held that by not
subjecting to the VAT system the public services performed by notaries
and sheriffs' officers the Netherlands  had failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 2 and Article 4(1), (2) and (4) of the sixth VAT Directive.3
The judgment provides a clear delimitation of the exemption from VAT for
the activities ofpublicJaw bodies acting in their capacity as public authorities'
I  Case 222/86:  OJ C 300' 10.17.1987. 2  Case 235185: OJ C108'23.4.1987. 3  oJ L 1,45,13.5.7977;  Eleventh  General Report, point  219.
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In accordance  with established  precedent the Court held that any exemprion
from the general rule of liability to VAT whenever goods or services  were
supplied for consideration had to be express and precise. The exemption
therefore could not apply to activities performed in an independent  capacity
and against payment by persons who did not form part of a public adminis-
tration and did not act on the insfructions of a public authority.
956. In Case 196/85 Commission u France 1 the Court dismissed an action
brought by the Commission against France concerning  alleged tax discrimi-
nation arising from the more favourable tax treatment granted in France to
certain wines called 'natural sweet wines'.
The Commission had raised three objections dealing respectively  with the
concept of 'traditional and customary production'  as a criterion enabling a
wine to benefit from the more favourable treatment,  the system of controls for
imported wines affording guarantees  equivalent to those required of natural
sweet wines coming from French vineyards and the requirement of special  .
accompanying documents  for imporfed sweet wines.
The Court dismissed the first objection on the ground that the criterion of
'traditional  and customary production' required to enable a wine to enjoy
favourable  tax treatment applied without distinction both to national and to
imported products. It also dismissed  the second objecrion. The Court noted,
however, in its grounds of judgment that a system of control, in order to be
compatible with the principle of proportionality,  musf leave to rhe Member
State of origin the choice of the methods and of the authority responsible for
applying the controls and must not make the recognition of equivalence
depend on a prior agreement negotiated between the national administrations
concerned. The Commission had withdrawn its third objection during the
proceedings  since France had amended its legislation  to meet this point.
957. The judgments given by the Court in Case 184/85 Commission  u ltaly
and in Cooperatiua  Co-frutta  were both concerned with the conformity with
Community law of the excise duty charged in Italy on bananas.2  The Com-
mission in an action brought under Article 169 had based its argumenrs solely
on Article 95 of the Treaty and the discrimination suffered  by bananas produced
in other Member States (especially in the French overseas  departments) in
relation to table fruit produced in ltaly. The District Court [Tribunale), Milan
1 0l c 123.9.5J387. 2  Cise 184/b5 Commission  u ltaly and Case 193185  Cooperatiud  Co-Frutta u Antministrarione  delle Finanze
dello Stato: OJ C 152, 10.6.1987.
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extended the analysis of the question to Articles 9 and12 of the Treaty and to
bananas originating in non-member  countries which are in free circulation  in
the other Member Stares.
The Court of Justice held first that the consumer tax on bananas formed part
of a general system of internal taxation (excise duties) governed by cornmon
rules and applied to categories of products in accordance with obfective  criteria
irrespective  of rhe origin of the products. The question of its compatibility  wirh
Community law had therefore to be examined under Article 95 and not under
Articles 9 and 72 (charges having equivalent effect). The Court wenr on to hold
that table fruit of typically ltalian production and bananas  are in a situation
of partial competition since bananas offer an alternative  choice to consumers
of fruit. Consequently, a tax charged exclusively on bananas was conrrary ro
the second paragraph of Article 95 of the Treaty since it was of such a narure
as to protect domestic fruit production.  Finally, Article 95 supplemented the
provisions of the Treaty concerning the elimination of customs duties and
charges having equivalent effect, since its aim was to ensure free movement of
goods berween the Member  States by the elimination of all forms of protection
that might result from the application of discriminatory  internal taxation. It
followed that an interpretation of Article 95 which excluded its application to
products in free circulation would attain a result contrary both to the spirit of
the Treaty as expressed in Articles 9 and 10 (free movement of goods) and to
its system (the Court expressly mentioned the exclusive  competence of the
Community for commercial policy in relation to non-member countries).
Consequently, Article 95 of the Treaty concerned all products coming from
Member States, including products from non-member  countries  which are in
free circulation in the Member States.
This last statement, which is contrary to the restrictive interpretation of
Article 95 proposed  both by the Commission and by Mr Advocate General Lenz,
makes the judgment in Cooperatiua Co-frutta alandmark in the application of
the fundamental  principle of prohibition of tax discrimination.
958. In Case 356/85 Commission  u Belgium 1 the Court dismissed  an acion
brought by the Commission against Belgium, which applies a higher rate of
VAT on wine of fresh grapes, an imported product, than on beer, a domestic
product. The Comrnission  argued that this infringed Article 95 of the EEC
Treaty.
t  oJ c 205,7.8.1987.
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The Court said that only the cheaper wines could compete as a genuine
alternative to beer for purposes of the second patagraph of Article 95, and that
the Commission had not ;hown that the difference in the rates of tax charged
on the two products could have the effect of protecting domestic products, a
point which-had to be established if that Article was to apply.
g1g. The Court decided against France in Feldain u Directeur Gbnbral  des
Imp6ts,1 concerning the French system of taxation on imported  motor cars
wiih a taxable hors.power rating of over 15, which corresponded  to the largest
cylinder capacity manufactured in France.
The Court said that a system of road tax of that kind, in which one tax band
comprised more taxable power ratings than the others, with the result that the
nor-"I progression of the tax was restricted in such a way as to afford an
advantage t6 top-of-the-range  cars of domestic manufacture,  and in which the
taxable fo*., rating -", .alcul"ted  in a manner which placed vehicles imported
from other Member States at a disadvantage,  had a discriminatory or protective
effect within the meaning of Article 95 of the Treaty.
The grounds of the judgment are similar to those in the Court's 1985 iudgment
in Himblot  u Directeui des Seruices Fiscaux,2 where it condemned  the French
special 'superuignette' tax which applied only to imported top-of-the-range
cars. Following ihe judgment France introduced  a new system of road tax, which
appeared to be based on neutral criteria but in fact allowed the discriminatory
taxation of imported cars to continue.
Equal treatment for women and men
960. ln Bonino u Commission3 the Court observed that Article 25 of the
Staff Regulations  of Officials of the European  Communities did not require
the appolnting authority to give its reasons for a decision assigning an _official
to u n!* posq either to the successful official, who was in no way adversely
affected by the decision, or to unsuccessful applicants for the post, who might
be adversely affected by the arguments put forward in a statement of reasons.
The presence of women among the applicants for the post, and the principle
of equal treatment for men and women' were of no relevance here.
1  Case 433/85: OJ C 2J4, 13.10.1987  . 2  Case 11.2/84: OJ C 133, 1.6.1985. I  Case 233/85: OJ C 57' 5.3.1987.
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The Court said that the appointing authority could, without casting any doubt
on the ability of one applicant to perform the duties of group head in a
translation department,  nevertheless take the view, in the light of trial periods
spent performing the relevant duties, that another candidate  was better suited
to the particular post.
Nor could it be maintained  that such an approach reflected a general prejudice
against women, and was therefore contrary to the principle of equal treatment
for men and women.
It was not necessary to consider the argument put forward only by the
intervener, the European Public Service Union, to the effect that a preference
should always be given to applications by women,  as the intervener  itself had
maintained only that such a preference should apply where the appointing
authority was faced with a choice between a woman and a man whom it
considered equally suitable and qualified for the post, and this was not the case
here, as the Court had akeady concluded.
The Commission had argued that the application to intervene  made by the
European Public Service Union was inadmissible,  as a trade union should be
allowed to intervene only in order to defend the general interests of the staff
and not in support of the particular  interests of an individual official. But the
Court allowed the intervention, on the ground that respect for the principle of
equality between men and women did fall under the heading of the general
interests of the staff which the intervener proposed to defend. The Court added
that a new and important question of principle  was raised by the applicant's
argument that where there was clear under-representation  of women the prin-
ciple of equality would require  a particularly detailed statement of reasons for
the rejection of an application by a female officer; the answer to that question
would have direct implications for female officials at the Commission.
961. l,n Delauche u Commissioz 1 Mrs Delauche, a Commission  official who
had applied for a vacant post of head of division,  sought the annulment  of a
decision  by which the Commission appointed  another applicant to the post.
Mrs Delauche argued that where several applicants were equally qualified for
a post and one sex was seriously  under-represented at the level in question
preference  should be given to an applicant of the under-represented sex. The
Court rejected this contention in this case, citing the Commission's  answer to
her original complaint, from which it emerged that the Commission did not
I  Case 111/85.
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consider her as well qualified as the other applicant to occupy the post; thus
the Court did not have to consider whether an applicant of the under-represent-
ed sex would indeed have been entitled to preference in the situation described.
The Court also held that the principle of equal treatment for men and women
did not impose any obligation to state reasons to promote officials, even where
certain 
"ppli."nt, 
were women, a finding it had already made in the Bonino
case.'
Common agricultural policy and fisheries
962. In two judgments 2 the Court upheld the legality of a Commission
Regulation taking transitional measures in anticipation of a change in the_green
ratis for the German mark for cereals and sugar, which had been decided by
the Council and was to take effect from 1 January 1985.3 The Commission's
objective was to avoid massive sales of cereals and sugar into intervention, for
purely speculative reasons, towards the end of 1984. There were two main
questions at issue: whether the Commission had complied with the rules
governing  the management committee procedure,  and whether it had stayed
*lthin thi terms of the powers which the Council had delegated to it to take
transitional measures  which might be necessary for 'avoiding disturbances
following  the revaluation  of the representative  rates of the German mark ... as
at 1 January L985'.
On the procedural point the Court confirmed that the Commission was entitled
itself to determine whether a particular case was a matter of urgency or indeed
of the 'greatest  urgency'.
On the second question  the Court rejected the German Government's  argument
that despite the broad wording used the powers conferred on the Commission
were delegated for the sole purpose  of fixing compensation for the fall in prices
for marketing and processing undertakings in Germany towards the end of
1984. The Court held that the powers delegated were sufficiently broad to
allow the Commission to take transitional measures bringing forward by three
months the changes in the green rafes for Germany which under the Council
Regulation  were to take place on 1 January 1985.
1  Point 960 of this Report. 2  Case 278/84  Germ)ny u Commission  and Case 287/84 Zuckerfabrik  Bedburg and Others u EEC:
oJ c 26, 4.2.1987, 3  OJ L 253,21.9.7984;  Eighteenth  General Repon'  point  445.
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963. Several margarine  manufacturers  brought actions against the Com-
mission in respect of losses suffered  as a result of the 'Christmas  butter' scheme
at the end of 1984. The operation consisted in the sale to consumers  of large
quantities  of stored butter at a price close to or below that of margarine;  the
applicants argued that this was unlawful,  because it was outside the Com-
mission's powers and because it was contrary to the objectives of the common
agricultural  policy, the principle  forbidding discrimination between Community
producers, and the principle of proportionality.
In three judgments delivered on the same day, the Court rejected all of these
objections, against the advice of the Advocate General.l It confirmed in
particular that the powers delegated by the Council to the Commission  in the
agricultural  sphere were to be interpreted very broadly. The Court also con-
firmed once again that the prohibition of discrimination  did not mean that
goods which were competing or which were partial substitutes (butter and
margarine) had to be treated in an identical fashion, but rather that producers
had to be treated equally. 
'Where there were two common organizations of the
market (in milk products and facs) with very different characreristics, and wirh
markets in different situations (with particular  reference to the crisis in milk),
producers found themselves in different situations. There was therefore no
discrimination if they were treated differently.
The Court held that the principle of proportionality had not been infringed,
even though the operation was of limited effectiveness,  because the measure
did help to reduce surpluses.
964. The Court dismissed an application  for damages  brought against the
Council and the Commission by a cooperative organization,  GAEC de la
Segaude, supported by the f6d6ration  nationale des syndicats  d'exploitants
agricoles (FNSEA).2
In order to compensate German farmers for the loss of revenue they would
suffer as a result of the adoption of Council Regulation No 855/84,3 which
sought to dismantle positive MCAs, the Council authorized  Germany to grant
its farmers special aid from L January 1985 onwards,  consisting of VAT relief
of up to 3%. In May 1984 the German Government  asked the Commission for
authorization to bring forward this aid to 1 July 1984, and to increase the rate
Joined Cases 2J9,280,285  and 286/84  Waher Rau Lebensmitteluerke  and Otbers u EEC; Case 27/85
Vandemoortele  u Commission; and Case 265/85 Van den Bergh en Jurgens and Others u Commission:
OJ C95,8.4.7987,  and OJ C 96,9.4.1987.
Case 253/84 GAEC  de la Segaude u Council and Comtnissioa;  OJ C 34, 12.2.1987.
OJ L 90, 7.4.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point 445.
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of relief to 5%. The Commission  refused authorization,  but the Council then
granted it, in a Decision adopted on 30 June and based on the third subpara-
graph of Article 93(2) of the EEC Tteaty.l
GAEC brought an action for damages pursuant to Articles 2 and 5 of the
Treaty; the dourt dismissed the action, confining itself to the finding that the
applicant had not shown that damage had actually occurred -or that there was
"-ca.rr"l 
link between the measure complained  of and the alleged damage. It
was therefore unnecess ary to decide on the lawfulness of the Council Decision
of 30 June 1984.
965. The two Romkes iudgments2  were important landmarks in fisheries
law.
In Romkes v Officier uan Justitie the Court held that Council Regulation
No L/85.3 which divided the total allowable catch for plaice in the North Sea
into national quotas according to the same formula already used for 1'982, was
valid although the quota of one Member State was exhausted while those of
certain other Mernber States remained partially unused each year. This
judgment made it possible ro resolve numerous  criminal cases in the Netherlands
itruJlning fishermin who had exceeded the quotas, which had been suspended
by the courts pending the decision of the Court of Justice.
ln Officier uan Justitie u Romkes and Others the Court ruled that a national
measure  imposing only on the fishermen of the Member State concerned  a
stricter minimum  size of fish caught than the Community  norm was covered
by Article 20(I) of council Regulation  No 171183 of 25 lanuary 1983,4 which
authorizes  the Member  States to adopt stricter measures provided they are
limited to their national fishermen.  The Court expressly declined to rule on
Mr Romkes's contention rhaf this provision was incompatible with the basic
Regulation (l7t/83)a and with Community law as being discriminatory, a
point referred to by the Court at the oral hearing but left undecided because
ihe court referring the questions  had not raised this particular matter.
966. ln Coopbratiue Agricole des Auironss the plaintiffs in the main action
- 
maize importers  on the island of R6union - 
had challenged  the levy which
1  OJ L 185,72.7.1984; Eighteenth  General Report, point  446.
2  Cases 46/85 and 53/86: OJ C783,71.7.L987. 3  oJ L 7,7.7.1985;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  451.
4  OJ L 24,2J.1.1983;  Seventeenth  General Report, point 466'
,  Cir. SA]A? Cooplratiue  Agricole d'Approuisionnement  des Au.irons_(ile de la^Riunion),u-Re^ceueur  des
Douanes de Saint-Denis  aid Directeur'Rigional  des Douanes de Ia Riunion: OJ C 116, 2-5.1987.
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had been imposed on them. They based their case on rwo argumenrs: (a) by
definition, the levy, whose purpose  was to protecr the community market from
imports from a non-member  country where the product was sold at a price
lower than the community  price, could not be imposed where the purchase
price was higher than the Community  price; and (b) the application of rhe
same levy to the rest of the Community and to the island of R6union constituted
an infringement of rhe principle of non-discrimination  in that different situ-
ations were ultimately treated in the same way. In delivering  its judgment,  rhe
Court defined very clearly the purpose of rhe agricultural levies, which was ro
ensure that the principle of Community preference was respected and the
objectives of the common agricultural policy secured. The abstruse nature of
the methods of calculation  was the logical consequence  of this. As to the
argument that the principle of non-discrimination had been violated, the Court
drew attention to the Treaty provision which required that the common
agricultural policy should as a rule apply to the French overseas  deparrmenrs.
It was for the Community  legislature to decide whether the economic,  geo-
graphical  and social circumstances  of R6union required derogating provisions.
In this particular  case the Court did not find that the legislature had exceeded
its discretion.
Lastly, the national court asked the Court of Justice whether the circumsrances
in which maize was imported into R6union constituted 'special circumstances'
within the meaning of the first paragraph of Article 13 of Council Regulation
No 1.430/791 such as to justify repayment of the levies. The plaintiffs  explained
that they were bound, by a kind of force majeure, to buy the maize on the
world market at a higher price than thar obtaining in the Community.
The court ruled that the general principle of equity embodied in Article 13 of
the Regulation could not apply in this instance since the geographical  and
economic situation of R6union was of an objective nature and affected an
indefinite number of traders. The 'special circumstances'  referred to in the
provision in question could not therefore apply in this case.
967. In Case 363/85 Commission u ltaly2 the Court dismissed the Com-
mission's  action based on failure to incorporate  into national  law the definitions
of 'animals' contained in Council Directive 80/502/EEC on undesirable  sub-
stances in feedingstuffs.3 This judgment confirms rhar rhe Court adopts a
certain flexibility as regards the incorporation of directives.  The Court held
1  O-t l- 775, 12.7.1979;  Thirteenth  General Report, point 149.
1  OJ C 736,21.s.1987. ,  oJ L 124,20.5.1980.
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that the incorporation of a directive into national law does not necessarily
require 
" 
form"l and verbatim reproduction of its provisions in an express and
specific legal provision but *"y, d.p,.nding on its content, arise from a general
iJgal .o1tl"t, provided the latier effectiveiy  ensures the full application of the
dilective in a sufficiently clear and precise manner so that' where the directive
seeks to confer rights on individuJs,  those entitled are enabled to know the
full extent of their rights and .to enforce them where necessary  before the
national courts.
968. In order to see how consumers would react to a cut in the price of butter,
the Commission on 25 February 1985 ordered, by a Decision that was not
published and was notified only io one Member State (the Federal Republic of
bermany), organization of a sale of 900 tonnes of intervention butter in $(est
Berlin. Since th. butter was to be offered to consumers in a package containing
two packets of 250 grams (one containing fresh open-market butter and the
othei containing  butGr from stock which was to be labelled 'free EEC butter'),
several rules of-German law concerning unfair competition were infringed'
As soon as the Commission's Decision  became known, several margarine
manufacturers, relying inter alia on German legislation  on unfair competition,
sought an injunction from the civil and administrative  courts of Frankfurt/
Main restraining  the intervention organization  (BALM) from carrying out the
Decisiqn. the Jivll courrs, while holding that there had been several infringe-
menrs of German legislation,  dismissed  these actions. The Frankfurt Adminis-
trative Court, on th; other hand, granted an injunction  as a matter of urgency,
resrraining BALM from making lrltt.t  from public stocks available free of
chargetoiommercial  firms, whereupon the Commission intervened to support
BALM in appealing against the Decision.
\(hen the Decision was quashed by the Appeal Court, the courts of first
instance referred to the Court of Justice a series of preliminary  questions
concerning the legality of the action (Cases 133 to 136/85) and the question
whether a decision such as the Commission had made in February 1'985
precluded the national courts from applying their national law on unfair
competition.
By its judgments in Raw u BALM and Albako u BALM 1 the court not only
r.;".t.d "ll th. doubts expressed by the Frankfurt Administrative Court but
1  Cases 733 to 136/85 Waber Rau Lebensmitteh.uerke and Others  u Bundesanstab fiir Landwittschaftlicbe
UirdiA"r"g and 249/85 Albako  u Bundesanstah fiir Landwirtschaftliche  Marktordnung: OJ C 159,
26.6.1987.
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also ruled that an operation like the one ordered by the Commission  for West
Berlin could not be made subiect to national law on unfair competition. The
Court explained, however, that the validity of a Community instrument could
be affected by its incompatibility  with the principles of Community competition
law, particularly  the requirement that transactions be fair. \fhile the Court did
not criticize the Berlin operation from this point of view, this was apparently
due to the fact that the requirements arising from the competition rules have
to be reconciled with the obiectives of Article 39 of the Treaty.
An action for annulment brought by the margarine  manufacturers  was at the
same time dismissed as inadmissible. By an order of 3 May 19851 the President
of the Courr had already dismissed an application for interim measures  seeking
to have the execution of the Commission's  Decision suspended.
969. In Noozd-Nederland,2  in reply to preliminary questions raised by the
College van Beroep voor het Bedrijfsleven  (Dutch administrative court of last
instance in matters of trade and industry),-the Court confirmed the validity of
the system of different interest rates in different Member  States for determining
the financing costs in connection with the private storage of butter. This system
had been introduced by the Commission  by Regulation No 1746/84,3 which
amended Article 24 of Regularion No 585/59, a replacing the uniform  rate
applied until then (Lf/') by different rates depending on the Member States
where the butter is stored: 7ol" in the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Netherlands,  9.5% in the United Kingdom and 10.5olo in the other Member
States. (On 17 May 1.986 these rates were changed to 5.5"/o in Germany  and
the Netherlands  and 9.5% in the other Member States.)
The amount of aid for the private stofage of butter has to be determined  by
the Commission taking into account not only the costs of storage but also
foreseeable developments  in the prices of fresh butter and of butter from stock.
The aid must provide those holding butcer with a sufficient incentive to store
themselyes the butter which cannot be disposed of on the market instead of
selling it to the intervention agency.
Before 1984 the Commission had set flat-rate amounts applicable to the whole
of the Community for all components of storage costs, including the financing
costs. By the Regulation in question, however, it had set differential interest
1  Case 97/85R  tlnion Deutsche Lebenstnitteluerke and Others  u Commission:  OJ C 147,15.6.1985.
2  Cases  424 and 425/85  Codperatieue  Melkproducentenbedrijuen Noord-Nederland  and Others  u Voed.sel'
uoorzienings  ln- en Verhoopbureau:  OJ C 784' 14.7 '1987. 3  oJ L 1,64,22.6.1984;  Eighteenth  General Report, point  432.
4  oJ L 90, 15.4.7969.
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rates for calculating the financing  costs. This was designed to avoid an unjusti-
fied enrichment of traders at the expense of the Community  and to prevent  a
disturbance of the functioning of the common organization  of the market by
artificial and speculative  movements of butter towards the Member States
where interest rates are low in order to put it into private storage with
Community aid when it could have been disposed of normally on the market.
The Court ruled that this system of different interest rates did not constitute  a
discrimination prohibited by Article a0(3) of the Treaty and was not incompat-
ible with the rule of uniformity  of prices and with the unity of the butter
market, nor with the principle of free movement of capital.
970. ln Grand Moulins  de Paris u Council and Commissionr the Court held
that the Commission's  refusal to include a new cereal product manufactured
by the applicant,  'granidon' , among the starch products eligible for production
refunds did not render the Community liable for compensation to the applicant.
The judgment sums up previous findings on the non-contractual liability of the
Community;  in the case before it the Court found that there was no infringement
of the principle of equal treatment  of producers, as the applicant had failed to
satisfy the Court that granidon was a full substitute for the products qualifying
for a Community  subsidy, nor had the Commission manifestly and seriously
disregarded  the limits on the exercise of its powers.
The Court thus confirmed that the Community  institutions' liability for loss
suffered as a result of regulations adopted by them was subject to strict limits,
and stressed the breadth of the discretion left to them to deal with new
situations; this contrasts with the Court's previous findings regarding the ending
of advantangs  already enjoyed.
971. Six Member  States brought actions seeking annulment of a total of eight
Commission Decisions on the clearance of the accounts presented  by them in
respect of the EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure  for L981, and 1982, in so
far as the Commission refused to allow as EAGGF expenditure  sums spent by
the Member States on intervention measures or export refunds for fish which
according to the Commission had been caught in excess of the authorized
quotas.
In July 198L, the Council having failed to set catch quotas, the Commission
asked the Member States nevertheless  to operate in line with the proposals
which it had presented.
1' Case 50/85.
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In its judgments  1 the Court annulled the Commission Decisions  on the ground
that there were no Community rules within the meaning of Articles 2 and 3 of
Council Regulation No 729/702 which would justify a refusal to allow the
export refunds and intervention measures at issue as EAGGF expenditure,  in
the absence in particular of the necessary cooperation between the Member
States concerned  and the Commission.  rJfhile it accepted that the Council had
failed to discharge its obligations with regard to catch quotas, therefore, the
Court held that the Commission proposals could not have any binding force.
Nevertheless,  in the judgments concerning Germany  and the Netherlands,  the
Court did acknowledge  that measures for the conservation of fish stocks formed
part of the common organization of the fisheries market within the meaning
of Articles 2 and 3 of Council Regulation  No 729/70,2  and that export refunds
and intervention measures which infringed such measures could not be financed
by the EAGGF. 
'$7here there is a binding rule laying down quotas, then,
the Commission is entitled to disallow expenditure incurred as a result of
overfishing.
Commercial policy
972. In Case 45/86 Commission  u Council3 the Court annulled two Council
Regulations applying generalized  tariff preferences for t986 to textile products
and certain industrial products originating in developing countries.  a The Court
accepted the Commission's  view that the lack of any precise indication of the
legal basis meant that the Council had failed to state the reasons on which the
Regulations were based; the Regulations  were wholly within the scope of the
common commercial policy called for by Article 113 of the EEC Treaty.
External policy
973. For the first time, the Court considered the Regulations  implementing
the arrangement reached with the United States in January  1985 on steel tubes
and pipes.5 A Dutch dealer had brought an action for compensation on the
1  Case  325/85lreland,Case326/35Netherlands,  Case332/85  Gerrnany,  Case336/85  France,Case346185
^  United Kingd.otn,Case34S/85  Denmark, Case237 /S6Netherlands and Case  239 /86lreland  u Commission. z  oI L 94,28.4.1970. I  oj c tte.z.s.tssz. o  OJ L 352,30.12.1985;  Nineteenth General Report, point 908 and 911. 5  oj I 9, 10.1.1985;  Ninereenth  General Repori, point 805.
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ground that it could not obtain export licences that would enable it to export
tubes and pipes to the United Srates. The arrangements  introduced  by the
Regulations in question allocate export licences to steelmakers only, leaving
them free to transfer such licences to dealers if desired.
ln De Boer Buizen 1 the Court assessed the legality of the Regulations from the
viewpoint of discrimination  against dealers uis-d-uis steelmakers. The Court
emphasized  that in introducing a system of licences for exporting  tubes and
pipes to one of the largest markets, the Community institutions had a duty to
consider the particular situation of firms specializing  in the distribution  of
those products. Such firms should not bear more than their fair share of the
burden resulting from the restriction of export markets. The Court concluded,
however, that this was not the situation in this instance.
staff
974. ln Ainsworth,2  after proceedings  which had lasted more than three-and
a-half years, the full Court found against all the applicants,  who had argued
that certain provisions of the Statutes of the Joint European Torus (JET) ioint
undertaking  constituted  a discrimination on grounds of nationality.
The Court upheld the Statutes, however, only because of the very special
circumstances  of the case (the role of the JET staff and the proximity  of the
Culham site to that of the Ukaea).
975. In Case 186/85 Commission  u Belgiwrn and Case L89/85 Commission  u
Germany3 the Court addressed the question whether, and to what extent,
officials entitled to family benefits under the Staff Regulations of Officials and
the Conditions of Employment of Other Servants of the Communities were
still eligible for corresponding  national benefits.  Were the provisions in the
Staff Regulations simply rules which prohibited the drawing of concurrent
benefits,  leaving the Member  States sovereign  in the matter of family benefits?
Or did they establish that Community benefits  were supplementary to national
ones, which were payable  per se?
The Court held first that Community  family allowances supplemented those
payable  by a Member  State and pointed out that such allowances were part of.
Case 81/85 De Boer Buizen u Council and Commission:  OJ C 282, 20.1,0.7987.
Cases 271./83, 15, 35, 713, 158,203/84  and 1.3/85 Ainsuorth  and Otbers u Cornmission and Council:
oJ c 40, 18.2.1987.
oJ c 152, 10.6.1987.
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the salary payable by the Communities; it went on to find that an allowance
was in principle payable by the Member State, but that this obligation  should
be interpreted  in a restrictive fashion. In no circumstances  could the obligation
in question lead to the Communities  being relieved of having to pay something
that was part of an official's  salary. The Court rejecred the main argument put
forward by the Commission  in its action against Germany  (application of the
consequences  of Forcberil to family allowances) on the ground that it was too
general.
The Court drew a distinction between the two types of allowance  by linking
the Comrnunity family allowance to an official's employment.'Where  a farnily
allowance was linked to the exercise of salaried activity in a Member State, it
rnust be paid in that State and the Community allowance must be regarded  as
supplementary. The Court applied this solution to Germany, where the system
of family allowances was financed by the State. The German  allowance  was
payable in respect of a child of a salaried official's spouse, but not of a child
of a spouse who was not working or was self-employed"
In the case of Belgium, the national allowance was not payable where the
spouse of an official or the official, whether active or retired, worked in a self-
employed capacity, even though such activity was subject to contributions and
conferred  a right to allowances; this contrasted  with the position as regards
salaried activity, which would give rise to the payment of national allowances.
1  Case  152/82  Forcheri  and Marino v Belgium {1983) BCR 2323.
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Section 3
Computerization  of Community law
975. At the end of 1987 nearly 92 A00 documents could be interrogated via
Celex, the computerized documentation  system for Community  law, which is
now available to the public in five language versions (French, German, English,
Dutch and ltalian). Danish, Greek, Spanish and Portuguese versions are in
preparation.
977. During the year, Celex as transferred from the Euris private centre to
the Commission's  Computer Cenfre in Luxembourg. Development  work was
consequently interrupted but will resume  as soon as the move has been com-
pleted. It will lead, in particular, to the modernization of the system during
1988-90. The preliminary  analysis for this project was carried out at the end
of L987.
978. Celex continues to be accessed  in one of three ways: direct on-line access
via the Commission's  Computer Centre; indirect on-line access by means of a
gateway; and the distribution of Celex data on magnetic tapes to commercial
hosts. The number of subscriptibns went up by 60% In t987.
979. Celex is linked to the national telecommunications  networks  through
the Belgian DCS network; its subscribers,  in most European countries,  include
government  departments, semi-public bodies, parliaments, law firms, industrial
and commercial concerns and university research and teaching establishments.
980. The eighth edition of the Directory of Community  Legislation, listing
Community legislation in force at 1 December 1986, was published in the nine
Community languages. From now ori the Directory will be published  twice a
year, showing the legislation in force at 1 December and 1 June. The ninth
edition (situation  at 1 June 1,987) came out at the beginning of September.
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January
20 January
Sir Henry (now Lord) Plumb elected new President of  Point 5
Parliament; Vice-Presidents  also elected. 
of this Report
22 lanuary
New Council President, Mr Tindemans, presents Parlia- Bull. EC 1-1987,
ment with programme for Belgium's six-month term in  point 3'4'1
Council  chair.
25 January
General election in Federal Republic of Germany.
February
9 and 70 February
Third ministerial  conference, held in Guatemala City, Point 816
between the Community and iis Member States, the Central  of this Report
American States and the Contadora  States.
77 February
General election in lreland.
1  This chronological  summary does not claim to be exhaustive.  For futher details, see the passages of
this Report and the Bulletin  cited in the margin.
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APRrL
7B February
Mr Delors presents Commission's  programme  for 1987 to
Parliament, accompanied  by the comnunication  'The Single
Act: A new frontier for Europe', setting out the conditions
for achieving the aims o{ the Single Act and proposals for
completing  the reform of the common agricultural policy,
the structural instruments  and the Community's  financial
arrangemen$.
March
1,9 March
Inauguration in Brussels of European Year of the
ment.
25 March
Point 2
of this R.eport
Supplement  1/87 - Bull. EC
Environ-  Point 493
of this Report
Official celebration in Rome of 30th anniversarv of sienine Point 708
of Treaties of Rome.  "  of this Report - Suoolement  2/87 - Bu-ll. EC
April
10 April
Mr Delors writes to Heads of State or Government  of the  Butl. EC 4-1987,
Member  States, emphasizing the critical situation of the  point 2'3'1'
Community budget and rejecting the expedients  of the past
to balance the budget.
L4 April
Turkish  Government  presents its application to join Com- Point 783
munities. 
of this RePort
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May
1j May
Bank of Spain signs Agreement of L3 March 1979 between Pcint 134
Member St"t.r' i.tttr"-l banks laying down the operating  of this Report
procedures for the European Monetary System.
26 May
Referendum in Ireland approves  constitutional amendment Point 1
clearing way for the Government to deposit instruments of  of this Report
ratification  of the Single Eurcpean Act.
June
I to June
Western  Economic Summit in Venice.
1O lune
European elections in Spain.
11 June
General election in United Kingdom.
74 June
General election in ltaly.
Point 752
of this Report
15 June
Council adopts action scheme for the mobility of universit| Point 395
students (Erasmus). Commission to grant first instalment of thisReport
of financial aid for 7987/88  academic year in Octolrer to
fft st 240 inter-university cooperation  programmes.
21st GEN, REP. EC388 rsn  YEAR rN DRIE! -  JULY
29 to 30 June
European Council in Brussels studies various aspects of  Points2, 13andl29
Commission communication 'The Single Act: A new fron-  of this Report
tier for Europe'. Eleven delegations accept Presidency's
conclusions on the guidelines and work programme for
acting on the communication.
Julv
1 luly
Single European Act enters into force. Point 1
of this Report
8 luly
New Council President, Mr Ellemann-Jensen,  presents Par- Bull. EC 7t8-t987
liament with programme for Denmark's six-month term in  point 3'4'1
Council  chair.
13 July
Council adopts Decision laying down the procedures for  point  4
the exercise of implementing powers conferred on the Com- of this Repon
mission.
19 luly
General election and European elections  in Portugal.
20 July
Council adopts amendments to its rules of procedure as point  3
regards putting matters to the vote in Councll: as well as of this Report
calling votes on his own initiative, the President of the
Council must call a vote at the request of a member of the
Council or the Commission if the majority of Council
members are in favour.
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August
4 August
In line with work programme adopted  by European Council Bull. EC 7/s-rel7,
in June, Commisiion sends Council a communication on  points 1'1'3 to 1'1'10
budgetary discipline, a proposal for a Decision on own
resources, a second amendment to the proposal amending
the Financial  Regulation  of 21 December 7977, a review of
action taken to control the agricultural markets and outlook
for the common agricultural policy and a proposal on
reform of the structural Funds.
September
8 September
General election in Denmark.
L2 Septernber
At informal meeting in Nyborg, Ministers for Economic Points  119 to 121
and Financial Affairi adopi -."ior., to strengthen EMS.  of this Report
78 September
To mark the retirement  of Mr Emile No€l, Secretary-Gen- Bull. EC 9-1987
eral of the Commission, Commission holds special sym- pointT'2'Tetseq'
posium on the subject 'Crises and progress:  the bricks and
mortar of Europe'.
22 September
The Representatives of the Governments  of the Member Point 15
States appoint Mr Peter Schmidhuber Member of the Com- of this Repott
mission to replace Mr Alois Pfeiffer, who died on 1 August.
28 September
Council adopts 1987-91research  and technological develop- Point 307
ment framework programme.  of this Report
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NoVEMBER
30 September
Further to its communication  entitled 'Review of action  Point 543
taken to control the agricultural  markets and outlook for  of this Report
the comrnon agricultural policy', Commission presents
communication  to Council on agricultural stabilizers.
October
5 October
Council adopts Decision setting out guidelines to Com- Point 335
mission for conduct of negotiationr  on cooperation between of this Report
Euratom,  Japan, Soviet Union and United States on prede-
sign work for internarional thermonuclear experimental
reactor.
7 October
Following Council's failure to adopt a draft budget by  Point 65
5 Octobir as required by EEC Treaty, Parliament and of this Report
Commission  announce their intention to refer the matter
to Court of Justice should Council fail to act within the
two months laid down in Article L75. These two institutions
brought actions before the Court of Justice in December.
22 October
Council adopts broad lines of Community position for  Point747
negotiations tn agriculture  at Uruguay Round.  of this Report
November
10 Nouember
Bank of Portugal signs Agreement of 13 March 1979 Point  134
between Membir States' central banks laying down the of this Report
operating procedures  for the European Monetary System.
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4 and 5 December
European  Council in Copenhagen decides to continue  Points 2, 13 and 729
exaniination in February fgss o1 the different aspects of  of this Report
plan for giving effect to the Single Act.
7 December
Council adopts first set of measures for liberalizing civil Points622  and644
aviation in Community. They come into force on 1 Jlnuary 
of this Report
1988.
1.3 December
General election in Belgium.
76 Nouember
European Finance Ministers  issue statement  on recent devel- Point 128
op-.rrt* on financial and foreign-exchange markets.  of this Report
L8 and L9 Nouember
Parliament and Economic and Social Committee deliver Points 6 and 28
opinions on Commission's package of communications  and of this Report
proposals 'The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe'.
December
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21st GEN,  REP. ECInstitutions and other bodies
European  Padiament
Secretariat
Centre europ6en, Plateau du Kirchberg
L-2929 Luxembourg
Tel.: 43001
Council of the European Communities
General  Secretariat
Rue de la Loi 170
B-1048 Brussels
Tel.:234  61t1.
Commission of the European Communities
Rue de laLoi2O0
B-1049 Brussels
Tel.:235 11.L7
Court of Justice
Plateau du Kirchberg
L-2925 Luxembourg
Tel.: 43031
21st GEN.  REP. EC,102 lNs'nrurroNs AND orFrER  BoDTES
Court of Auditors
29 rue Aldringen
L-1118 Luxembourg
Tel.:47731
Economic and Social Committee
Rue Ravenstein  2
B-1000 Brussels
Tel.: 512 3920
21st GEN. REP. ECList of abbreviations
I
ACP  African,  Caribbean  and Pacific countries  party to the Lom6 Con-
vention
i  AIM  Advanced informatics in medicine in Europe
,  Asean  Association  of South-East Asian Nations
Brite  Basic research in industrial technologies for Europe
,  Caddia  Cooperation in automation of data and documentation for
I  imports/exports  and agriculture
CCT  Common Customs Tariff
CGC  Management  and Coordination  Advisory Committee
i 
(Comit6 consultatif en matidre de gestion et de coordination)
CMEA  Council for Mutual Economic  Assistance
Codest  Committee for the European  Development  of Science and Tech-
i  nology
'  Comett  Community programme  in education  and training for technology
COST  European cooperation on scientific  and technical research
'  Crest  Scientific  and Technical  Research  Committee
CSCE  Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
r  DAC  Development  Assistance  Committee (OECD)
Delta  Developing  European learning  through technological  advance
'  Drive  Dedicated  road infrastructure for vehicle safety in Europe
EAGGF  European Agricultural  Guidance and Guarantee Fund
ECE  Economic  Commission  for Europe (UN)
Eclair  European collaborative  linkage of  agriculture  and industry
through research
EDF  European DeveloPment Fund
EFTA  European Free Trade Association
EIB  European Investment Bank
EMS  European MonetarY SYstem
Erasmus  European Community action scheme  for the mobility  of university
students
21st GEN. REP. EC
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ERDF  European Regional  Development  Fund
Esprit  European  strategic programme for research and development  in 
l
information  technology
Euronet-Diane  Direct information  access network for Europe
EVCA  European Venture Capital Association
FADN  EEC farm accountancy  data network
FAO  Food and Agriculture  Organization of the United Nations 
r
FAST  Forecasting and assessment  in the field of science and technology
GATT  General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (UN)
GCC  Gulf Cooperation Council
GSP  Generalized system of preferences
IAEA  International Atomic Energy Agency (UN)
IBRD  International  Bank for Reconstruction and Development (\forld
Bank) (UN)
IDA  International Development  Association (UN)
IDB  Inter-American Development  Bank
IEA  International Energy Agency (OECD)
IMF  International Monetary Fund (UN)
IMP  Integrated  Mediterranean  programme
Irdac  Industrial Research  and Development  Advisory Committee 
I
JET  Joint European Torus
JRC  Joint Research Centre
MCA  Monetary compensatory  amount
MFA  Multifibre Arrangement  (Arrangement  regarding  International
Trade in Textiles)
NCI
NET
NGO
OCTs
OECD
RACE
Science
Sprint
Stabex
New Community Instrument
Next European Torus
Non-governmental  organization
Overseas countries  and territories
Organization for Economic  Cooperation and Development
Research  and development  in advanced communication technol-
ogies for Europe
Plan to stimulate the international  cooperation and interchange
necessary for European researchers  (Stimulation des coopdrations
internationales  n6cessaires  aux chercheurs  europ6ens)
Strategic programme  for innovation and technology  transfer
System for the stabilization of ACP and OCT export earnings
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STAR  Community programme  for the development of certain less-
favoured regions of the Community by improving  access to
advanced  telecommunications  services
Sysmin  Special financing facility for ACP and OCT mining products
TAC  Total allowable catch
Tedis  Trade electronic data interchange systems
UN  United Nations
Unctad  United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
Unesco  United Nations Educational,  Scientific  and Cultural  Organization
UNHCR  United Nations High Commissioner  for Refugees
Unido  United Nations Industrial  Development  Organization
UNRI(A  United Nations Relief and 'Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East
Valoren  Community programme for the development of certain less-
favoured  regions of the Community by exploiting  indigenous
energy potential
WFC  Vorld Food Council (UN)
\7FP  Vorld Food Programme  (UN)
YES  Youth exchange  scheme for Europe
21st GEN. REP. ECPublications cited in this Report
General Repoft on the Activities  of the European  Communities
(abbr.: General Report), published annually by the Commission
- 
the Agricultural  Situation in the Community
(Published in conjunction  with the General Report)
(abbr.: Agricultural  Report), published annually
- 
Report on Social Developments
(Published in conjunction  with the General Report)
(abbr.: Social Report), published annually
- 
Report on Competition Policy
(Published in conjunction  with the General Report)
(abbr.: Competition  Report), published annually
Bulletin of the European  Communities
(abbr.: Bull. EC), published monthly by the Commission
Supplement  of the Bulletin of the European  Communities
(abbr.: Supplement...-Bull.  EC), published at irregular  intervals  by the Commission
2/85 Consumer  redress
8/85 A general system for the recognition of higher education diplomas
2/86 Single European Act
3/86 Equal opportunities  for women-Medium-term  Community  programme
1 986-90
4/86 Community action in the field of tourism
5/86 The Community's broadcasting policy-Proposal  for a Council Directive
concerning broadcasting activities
6/86 A new impetus  for consumer  protection policy
7 /86 Voting rights in local elections  for Community nationals
l lAl  The Single Act: A new frontier for Europe
The Commission's programme  for 1987
4/87 A fresh boost for culture in the European Community
Official  Journal  of the European  Communities
Legislation  series (abbr.: OJ L)
Information and notices series (abbr.: OJ C)
Supplement on public works and supply contracts (abbr.: OJ S)
21st GEN. REP. EC408  putlrcerroNs  crrED  rN THrs REpoRT
Reports of Cases before the Court
(abbr.: ECR), published by the Court of Justice in annual series, parts appearing at
irregular  intervals throughout  the year
All the above publications are printed and distributed through
the Office for Official Publications  of the European  Communities,
L-2985 Luxembourg
Annual Report of the European lnvestment Bank
published and distributed by the ElB,
100, boulevard Konrad Adenauer
L-2950  Luxembourg
21st GEN. REP. ECEuropean Communities-Commission
Twenty-first General Beport on the Activities of the European
Communities-l987
Luxembourg:  Office for Official Publications of the European Communities
1987 - 
424 pp. - 
16.2 x 22.9 cm
ES. DA, DE. GR, EN, FR, IT, NL, PT
rsBN 92-825-7782-1
Catalogue  number:  CB-50-87-352-  EN -C
Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg:
ECU 9.50  BFR 4OO  IRL 7.10  UKL 6.50  USD 11
The General Report on the Activities  of the European Communities is published annually
by the Commission  as required  by Article 18 of the Treaty of 8 April 1965 establishing a
Single Council and a Single Commission  of the European Communities.
The Report is presented  to the European Parliament and provides a general picture of
Community activities over the past year.